MEETING OF THE EAST OF ENGLAND AMBULANCE SERVICE NHS TRUST BOARD
(PUBLIC SESSION)
TO BE HELD ON WEDNESDAY 28 MARCH 2018, AT 1:30PM
ROWLEY MILE RACECOURSE, NEWMARKET, SUFFOLK, CB8 0TF
AGENDA: PUBLIC SESSION (Disclosable)
1.

Welcome, introduction and apologies

Information

Verbal

Chair

2.

Declarations of interest

Decision

Verbal

Chair

3.

A Patient’s Story
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i)

Acting Medical Director/Director of
Nursing and Clinical Quality

Trust video

4.

Report from the Chair
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Chair

5.

Report from the Chief Executive

Information
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Chief Executive

6.

Minutes of previous meeting
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Chair

7.
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Paper

Chair

STRATEGY & BUSINESS PLANNING
8.

Horizon scanning

Information
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Trust Secretary

9.

Hertfordshire Health Concordat

Information

Paper

Chair

STRATEGIC GOALS
10.

Transformation Oversight Board

Assurance

Paper

Director of Strategy and
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RESPONSIVE OPERATING MODEL
For sustainable performance and improved patient outcomes
DELIVERY OF EXCELLENT, HIGH QUALITY CARE TO PATIENTS
A PATIENT FOCUSED AND ENGAGED WORKFORCE
11.

Organisational Healthcheck
i)
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Decision
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Director of People and Culture

INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS
For an efficient, effective and economic service
ENGAGING WITH URGENT AND EMERGENCY CARE STAKEHOLDERS
To deliver the vision

PERFORMANCE
12.

Integrated performance report
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16.
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Decision
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Decision

Paper
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19.
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2018-19
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20.
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21.
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Director’s Interest
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Trust Secretary

22.
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iii) Scheme of Delegation,
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Finance and Commissioning

Decision
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Quality

24.
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25.
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26.

Any other urgent business
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Verbal

Chair

27.

Next meeting: 23 May 2018, venue:
Trust HQ, Melbourn

Information
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TRUST BOARD
(Public Session)
Report Title:

Report Author(s):
Purpose:

28 March 2018

AGENDA ITEM

3

A Patient’s Experience

Sandy Brown
Director of Clinical Quality.
Decision

Sponsoring
Director:

Assurance
X

Sandy Brown
Director of Clinical Quality

For Information

Disclosable
Non-Disclosable

X

Executive Summary:
The patient story is one way for the Board to seek assurance on services provided by Trust staff and is in
line with recommendations from the Francis Report and the Hard Truths document.
The patient used the service when he experienced abdominal and chest pain. He initially called 111

and then 999. He called the service for a second time when the ambulance hadn’t arrived after 45
minutes. The patient felt the call handlers were very good and reassuring but questioned how his
call was triaged. He felt that he had to wait to long for the ambulance to arrive. When the crew
arrived the patient was satisfied with their professionalism but felt they could have been more
caring and warm towards him. He also felt the journey to hospital was very slow and
uncomfortable.
.

Other Key Issues to Draw to the
Board’s Attention:

Recommendations from the Francis Report

Action Required by the Board:
The Board are asked to review the patient story and make any suggestions or recommendations as a
consequence of hearing from this patient experience.
Previously Considered By and Recommendation(s) Made:
N/A

Related Trust Strategic Objective(s):

Please indicate those
applicable (X):

Putting into place a new Responsive operating model to deliver sustainable
performance and improved outcomes for patients
Maintaining the focus on delivering Excellent high quality care to the patients

X

Guarantee we have a Patient Focused and engaged workforce
Delivering Innovative solutions to ensure we are an efficient, effective and
economic Service
Playing our part in the urgent and emergency care system being Community
Focused in delivering the 5 year forward view
Other:

Please indicate if
applicable (X):

To ensure effective governance and compliance
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X
Please answer Yes or No. If yes, please provide appropriate brief details
Legal Implications
Regulatory Requirements

Health and Social Care Act 2012 (regulated activities) Regulations
2009 – Regulation 9 (Outcome 4) and Regulation 10 (Outcome 16)

Equality and Diversity Impacts
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TRUST BOARD
(Public Session)
Report Title:

Report Author(s):

28 March 2018

AGENDA ITEM

4

Chair’s report

Sponsoring
Director:

Sarah Boulton
Chair
Decision

Purpose:

Assurance
X

For Information
X

Disclosable
Non-Disclosable

X

Executive Summary:
The purpose of this report is to provide an update and assurance about the diary activities of the Chair
of the Trust over the last two months. It also provides an update and assurance on much of the activity
undertaken by non-executive directors over the same period. The report includes information on:
•
•
•
•

Board Appointments and Departures
External stakeholder meetings and events
Meetings and events with other NHS partners
Internal stakeholder meetings

Other Key Issues to Draw to the
Board’s Attention:

N/A

Action Required by the Board:
To note the diary activities of the Chair and non-executive directors over the last two months and to
provide assurance.

Previously Considered By and Recommendation(s) Made:
N/A

Related Trust Strategic Objective(s):
Putting into place a new Responsive operating model to deliver sustainable
performance and improved outcomes for patients.
Maintaining the focus on delivering Excellent high quality care to the patients.
Guarantee we have a Patient Focused and engaged workforce.
Delivering Innovative solutions to ensure we are an efficient, effective and
economic Service.
Playing our part in the urgent and emergency care system being Community
Focused in delivering the 5 year forward view.

Please indicate those
applicable (X):

Please indicate if
applicable (X):

Other:
To ensure effective governance and compliance.
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X

Please answer Yes or No. If yes, please provide appropriate brief details
Legal Implications

None

Regulatory Requirements

No, but a written report on the Chair and non-executive director activities
is regarded as good practise

Equality and Diversity Impacts

None

Board Appointments and Departures
Since our last board meeting, Sandy Brown has announced his retirement and we will
shortly say farewell to Sandy, who has made a tremendous contribution to our board, both
as Director of Nursing and Clinical Quality and as Deputy Chief Executive. He has really
helped to ensure that patients and quality improvement remain firmly at the heart of all we
do. Many thanks to Sandy for all he has done over the last three years. We are currently in
the process of recruiting Sandy’s successor.
We have also sadly had to say farewell to Dean Parker, our substantive Audit Committee
Chair, who has had to leave his role because of ill health. Dean had stepped back from his
role last year to give himself time to fully recover and in the interim, Mike Burrows has been
doing a great job as Chair of the Audit Committee. We will be interviewing for Dean’s
successor this week in order to have a replacement appointed by 1st May.
External Meetings and Events
I have attended a number of meetings as a consequence of the increased regulatory focus
and scrutiny on our Trust because of the increase in delayed responses over the festive
period. The CEO and I, together with a number of executive directors, attended a Risk
Summit on 2nd February, chaired by NHSE and with a number of our external stakeholders
also present. Reports on this can be found elsewhere on the agenda. We committed to
deliver a number of actions and we remain on track to complete all of these, and have
discussed this at two further follow up meetings with NHSE in February and March.
The CEO and I, together with a number of executive directors, attended a regional briefing
with our local MPs at Portcullis House where we provided a further update on our actions
and progress and answered questions on the events over the festive period.
I attended a regular scrutiny session with our local team at Bedford Borough Health and
Overview Committee (HOSC), where again the main focus was performance over the
festive period.
In the second week of March the CQC inspection team undertook a core services
inspection of our emergency and PTS services. We had prepared well for this, albeit it
occurred in one of our busiest weeks of the year, and it was gratifying to hear back from the
inspection team how open, professional and welcoming our staff were to them. We are
currently in the middle of our Well Led CQC inspection. We expect to have the formal
reports back from these in a number of weeks’ time.
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On International Woman’s Day on 8th March, it was great to attend our own huge event to
celebrate achievements with blue light partners in Essex. It was an entertaining and
inspirational day for many and it was good to see so many of our Trust colleagues
contributing and participating – of both genders. Congratulations to Lindsey, our Director of
People and Culture for co-producing and co-hosting the event.
Meetings and events with other NHS Partners
I have attended two STP meetings, in Suffolk and North East Essex and my first one with
the leaders of the Cambridgeshire and Peterborough STP. In relation to STP engagement, I
have been liaising with our AACE representatives on how ambulance trusts can better
engage with STPs, given the challenges of dealing with multiple footprints and meetings.
Together with the CEO, I have had a number of meetings and discussions with NHSI in
response to their scrutiny of our arrangements and performance over the festive period.
A number of us also attended an NHSI one day quality improvement workshop, focussed
on ‘Moving to Good and Beyond’, which also provided a good opportunity to network with
other NHS colleagues.
I joined our Deputy Director of People and Culture, Ema Ojiako, at the launch of the
Workforce Race Equality Scheme (WRES) Experts Programme. The aim of the day was to
better understand how our Trust can support and enable equality by recognising and
overcoming barriers of access to opportunities for some of our colleagues.
Internal Stakeholder meetings
Over the last two months, a number of internal meetings have been cancelled in line with
our escalated REAP status. Of those that continued, I attended the Remuneration
Committee, completed two monthly updates for NEDs, undertook a number of 1 to 1s with
board members and attended the bi-monthly board development session. At this meeting
the board reviewed how we might change our Charitable Funds Strategy to achieve better
outcomes. We also welcomed Yvonne Coghill and colleague, from NHSE, to challenge us
around our Workforce Race Equality Strategy (WRES 2). The broader area of equality,
diversity and inclusion has become a priority for our board and in line with that, I attended a
planning meeting for the Equality Delivery System engagement and public grading event
that we are holding in April. We will also shortly finalise our draft Diversity and Inclusion
Strategy and on the back of that have organised a series of equality roadshow events
around the East of England, to which NEDs are welcome to attend.
The non-executive directors have attended the board committees of Quality Governance,
Performance and Finance, Audit and Remuneration. In addition our newly appointed nonexecutive directors, Tom Spink and Lizzy Firmin have been undertaking a number of
induction events. Andrew Egerton Smith has undertaken regular visits to the crew room at
the Norfolk and Norwich Hospital and undertook an inspection of our whole HART service
by observation of their training exercises. Tony Mclean attended the Chelmsford EOC
quality visit in February.
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TRUST BOARD
(Public Session)

28 March 2018

Report Title:

CHIEF EXECUTIVE’S REPORT

Report Author(s):

Robert Morton
Chief Executive

Purpose:

Decision

AGENDA ITEM

5

Sponsoring Sarah Boulton
Director:
Chair
Assurance

For Information Disclosable
x
Non-Disclosable

X

Executive Summary:
The purpose of this paper is to update the Board on issues, and matters the Chief Executive has been
addressing or involved in since the last Trust Board meeting on 24 January 2018.
Other Key Issues to Draw to the Board’s Attention:

None

Action Required by the Board:
The Board is asked to note the content of the Chief Executive’s report
Previously Considered By and Recommendation(s) Made:
This Report has been reviewed by the Executive Leadership Board on the 17 January 2018.
Related Trust Strategic Objective(s):

Please indicate
those applicable (X):
Putting into place a new Responsive operating model to deliver sustainable
N/A
performance and improved outcomes for patients
Maintaining the focus on delivering Excellent high quality care to the patients
N/A
Guarantee we have a Patient Focused and engaged workforce

N/A

Delivering Innovative solutions to ensure we are an efficient, effective and
economic Service
Playing our part in the urgent and emergency care system being Community
Focused in delivering the 5 year forward view

N/A

Other:
To ensure effective governance and compliance

X

Please indicate if
applicable (X):
X

Legal Implications

Please answer Yes or No. If yes, please provide appropriate brief details
No

Regulatory Requirements

No

Equality and Diversity Impacts

No
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Chief Executive Report
Winter Pressures
The Trust has continued to experience various periods of severe pressure over this winter period. In
particular, the mid-term break period in February and the severe weather at the end of February
proved to be challenging periods for all Ambulance Trusts across England. Winter pressures
continues to be the dominant stream of executive activity and much of our planned work has been
deferred as a consequence.
Following a period of de-escalation to REAP 2 (Moderate Pressure), the Trust re-escalated to REAP
3 (Severe Pressure) on the 3rd March 2018. In response to these strategic decisions, the Trust has
seen a marked increase in the level of resourcing deployed across the period. The planned surplus
for Q4 has enabled the Executive Team to deploy the financial resources required to enable this
level of resourcing which is focussed on maintaining patient safety.
During the recent severe weather, our managers, staff and volunteers across all Directorates have
truly demonstrated the Trust’s values and in many cases, have undertaken tremendous efforts to
ensure the Trust has continued to deliver safe and effective services.
The Trust continues to provide significant system leadership and support to the wider health system
Load Levelling to support challenged Acute Trusts. The Trust’s Patient Safety Intervention Teams
(PSIT) continues to have positive impact on releasing crews from handover delays to respond to
calls or reduce late finishes.
Of significant note is the impact of the Trust’s new Delayed Arrival to Handover (Keeping patients in
the Community Safe) Protocol which was launched by the Trust on the 26 February last.
Notwithstanding the recent severe weather, the Protocol has had a positive impact on EEAST
capacity. Regrettably, the Protocol continues to rely on an extremely high and potentially
unsustainable level of escalation by EEAST leaders to ensure the necessary action occurs to
release our crews.
EEAST continues to work with NHSE and NHSI to understand how the improvements made can be
sustainably embedded across all Acute Trusts while reducing the managerial burden on EEAST.
The Lead Commissioner is holding a regional Delay Workshop on 23 March 2018 to discuss a
range of issues including improvements in Arrival to Handover delays. EEAST will be participating in
the event.
EEAST continues to participate in a number of weekly and daily meetings involving regulators at
national, regional and local system level. It is clear from these calls that EEAST planning remains
robust and has positioned the Trust well by comparison with our peers. The Strategic Service
Delivery Group continues to monitor progress against the plan and provide appropriate assurance to
the Executive Leadership Board.
EEAST has prepared an Easter Plan for next week which has been submitted to NHS Improvement
for assurance purposes. The plan has been reviewed through EEAST’s governance process which
has informed the final version which has also been provided to the Trust Board for assurance.
Independent Service Review
The final report is expected to form the basis for a new 999 contract with Clinical Commissioning
Groups. Contract negotiations were not concluded with the Lead Commissioner by the planned
deadline of the 23 March last as a point of dispute exists which requires regulatory clarification.
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Key stakeholders including trade unions and MPs cannot be briefed and/or receive a copy of the
report until such time as the contract is agreed.
Where a contract is agreed, the next steps for the Trust will be to mobilise a Transformation
Programme Board to drive the work streams associated with the ISR report. A progress report will
be provided to the Trust Board for assurance on a regular basis albeit scrutiny of the associated
Workforce Plan and Roster changes will be through the proposed new People and Culture
Committee.
Risk Summit
The Risk Summit mandated actions continue to be implemented with the appropriate assurance
provided to the Chair of the Risk Summit on time for each action due. The Trust attended review
meetings on the 16 February 2018 and 19 March 2018. The Quality Governance Committee will be
monitoring progress against the action plan.
Patient Transport Services (PTS) Contracts
I undertook a staff engagement event with PTS colleagues in Cambridgeshire in January to support
the deployment of a contract transformation team. A number of issues have been raised by our staff
and I have initiated a number of remedial actions which following a review meeting, involving
UNISON on the 6 March last, are clearly improving.
Mobilisation of the PTS contract in Bedfordshire and Hertfordshire continues and I supported this
process with a staff engagement event on the 13 March last.
The Performance and Finance Committee will continue to monitor the performance of these
contracts.
Ambulance Response Programme
NHSE have commenced the spring review of ARP and the Trust is engaged fully in the process.
Early learning suggests that there will be additional targets considered, changes to existing ACQIs
and a review of the categorisation of some call types. Performance is stable and relatively
consistent. Further improvement is expected over time with the additional investment in resource
and ongoing efficiency work. The Trust is consistently showing exceptional performance with its
Hear and Treat and See and Treat responses. Performance improvement will be monitored through
the Performance and Finance Committee.
NHSE/NHSI Joint Ambulance Improvement Programme
Given the ongoing winter pressures, there has been limited engagement with the five workstreams,
however, the Trust has received a number of requests for significant data returns to the relevant
Leads to inform their analysis of the sector nationally.
Care Quality Commission (CQC)
The CQC undertook an inspection of the Trust from the 6 to the 8 March 2018. Initial informal
feedback from the CQC confirmed that no “Stop the Line” issues had been identified. The Trust is
also the subject of a Well Led Assessment being undertaken by the CQC from the 27 to the 29
March 2018. The Trust does not expect to receive any final report for a number of months.
Employee Relations Update
ACAS Facilitated Partnership Review
A new voluntary recognition agreement was finalised and signed on 20th December 2017, however
there remains significant work to deliver the supporting consultation and Negotiation Framework,
Disputes Resolution Procedure and Trade Union facilities agreement. These documents will set the
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basis for future partnership working including an improvement in relationships based on
professionalism and mutual respect.
Regrettably, despite some positive local working
arrangements, the overall approach of the UNISON Branch remains unchanged which casts doubt
over the ability to achieve the desired outcomes. ACAS have continued to support the review and a
final report has been submitted to the Private Trust Board for consideration.
GMB Recognition Request
GMB have made a request for recognition and have articulated a view that EEAST has a liability
arising from the merger of the former Essex Ambulance Service and that GMB membership has
increased across the Trust. GMB and the Trust have agreed to request jointly that ACAS verify
GMB membership figures so the Trust is able to consider the request appropriately.
National Paramedic Banding Agreement
The Trust has implemented most elements of the National Banding Agreement including the issue
of back pay to job matched individuals and those considered in the ‘trapped’ group of NQP’s.
Agreement has now been reached with UNISON to consult with staff on the implementation of the
single band 6 (Urgent and Emergency Care Review) National Job Description which has been
agreed in national partnership. Once the consultation is complete the Trust will undertake a job
matching exercise. The Band 6 training needs analysis is underway to identify the necessary
development required for all of the Trust’s paramedic workforce to meet the requirements of the
urgent and Emergency Care Review as required under the Ambulance Improvement Programme.
Executive recruitment
The appropriate governance arrangements are now in place to support the recruitment of a Medical
Director and a Director of Clinical Quality and Improvement. Interim arrangements are also in place
as follows:
 Dr. Tom Davis is acting Medical Director
 Tracy Nicholls will be acting Director of Clinical Quality and Improvement with effect from the 2nd
April next.
 Lindsey Stafford Scott will be Deputy Chief Executive with effect from the 2nd April next.
Stakeholder Engagement*
Stakeholder
Location
Date
International Women’s Day, collaboration event with Police and
EEAST
Fire
08/03/2018
13/03/2018
Beds and Herts PTS Staff Visit, Welwyn Garden City
CCG

Call with Ed Garrett, Lead Commissioner
Call with Ed Garrett, Lead Commissioner
Call with Ed Garrett, Lead Commissioner
Call with Ed Garrett, Lead Commissioner
Call with Ed Garrett, Lead Commissioner
Call with Ed Garrett, Lead Commissioner
Call with Ed Garrett, Lead Commissioner
Call with Ed Garrett, Lead Commissioner
Contract Meeting – Ed Garrett, Lead Commissioner
Call with Ed Garratt, Lead Commissioner
Call with Ed Garrett, lead Commissioner
Call with Andrew Pike, Frances Shattock and Ed Garrett
Call with Ed Garrett, Lead Commissioner

24/01/2018
26/01/2018
29/01/2018
02/02/2018
05/02/2018
07/02/2018
15/02/2018
21/02/2018
08/03/2018
08/03/2018
13/03/2018
14/03/2018
16/03/2018
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NHS Trusts

HOSC

Call with Darren Mochrie, Chief Executive SECAMB
02/02/2018
Load Levelling Call, Acute Chief Executives, NHSI, NHSE
07/02/2018
Call with Richard Henderson, Chief Executive, EMAS
13/02/2018
Hospital Handover East Call, Chief Executives of Acute, NHSI,
15/02/2018
and NHSE
Hospital Handover West Call, Chief Executives of Acute, NHSI,
19/02/2018
and NHSE
20/02/2018
Load Levelling, Acute Chief Executives, NHSI, NHSE
21/02/2018
Call with Richard Henderson, Chief Executive, EMAS
02/03/2018
Call with Richard Henderson, Chief Executive, EMAS
Call with J Winslade, SWAST
16/03/2018
Hertfordshire HOSC
15/03/2018

MPs

Call with Dr Therese Coffey MP
Regional MP Brief Westminster
Call with Alistair Burt MP
Meeting with Alistair Burt MP

16/02/2018
20/02/2018
23/02/2018
21/03/2018

CQC

Meeting with CQC
Meeting with CQC
Call with CQC – Post Inspection
Well Led Assessment Interview CQC
Call with Jayne Rhodes, NHSI
Call with Frances Shattock, NHSI
Call with Jayne Rhodes, NHSI
Call with Jayne Rhodes, NHSI
Call with Frances Shattock, NHSI
Call with Dale Bywater, NHSI
Call with Francis Shattock, NHSI and Andrew Pike NHSE
Meeting with Kathy McLean, Medical Director, NHSE
Load Levelling, Acute Chief Executives, NHSI, NHSE
Call with Kathy McLean, Medical Director, NHSI
Call with Frances Shattock, NHSI
Call with April Brown, NHSI
Call with Kathy McLean, Medical Director, NHSI
“Moving to Good and Beyond” NHSI
Hospital Handover East Call, Chief Executives of Acute, NHSI,
and NHSE
Call with Frances Shattock, NHSI
Hospital Handover West Call, Chief Executives of Acute, NHSI,
and NHSE
Call with Kathy McLean, Medical Director, NHSI
Performance Review Meeting with NHSI
Call with Sue Holden, NHSI
Ambulance Handover Protocol Call, Andrew Pike, NHSE
Call with Frances Shattock, NHSI
National Call with NHSE/NHSI – Call Stacking
Call with Francis Shattock
Ambulance Handover Protocol Call, Andrew Pike, NHSE
Winter Pressures Call with Andrew Pike, Frances Shattock and
Ed Garrett
Ambulance Handover Protocol Call, Andrew Pike, NHSE

25/01/2018
08/02/2018
09/03/2018
27/03/2018
25/01/2018
25/01/2018
29/01/2018
01/02/2018
01/02/2018
02/02/2018
05/02/2018
06/02/2018
07/02/2018
08/02/2018
08/02/2018
12/02/2018
14/02/2018
14/02/2018

NHSI

15/02/2018
19/02/2018
19/02/2018
23/02/2018
01/03/2018
01/03/2018
02/03/2018
03/03/2018
05/03/2018
06/03/2018
09/03/2018
09/03/2018
14/03/2018
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Call with James Quinn, Medical Director NHSI
NHSE

22/03/2018

Meeting with Paul Watson, NHSE
25/01/2018
ACEG/NHSE Teleconference to discuss Winter Pressures
26/01/2018
Call with Paul Watson, NHSE
29/01/2018
Risk Summit with NHSE
30/01/2018
Call with Paul Watson, NHSE
31/01/2018
Call with Paul Watson, NHSE
01/02/2018
Call with David Woodthorpe, NHSE
01/02/2018
Call with Paul Watson, NHSE
02/02/2018
ACEG/NHSE Teleconference to discuss Winter Pressures
02/02/2018
Call with Andrew Pike, NHSE and Frances Shattock, NHSI
05/02/2018
Call with Andrew Pike, NHSE
05/02/2018
Call with Andrew Pike, NHSE
06/02/2018
Call with Andrew Pike, NHSE
07/02/2018
Load Levelling, Acute Chief Executives, NHSI, NHSE
07/02/2018
ACEG/NHSE Teleconference to discuss Winter Pressures
09/02/2018
Call with Paul Watson, NHSE
14/02/2018
Hospital Handover Call, Chief Executives of Acute, NHSI, and
NHSE
15/02/2018
Risk Summit follow up with NHSE
16/02/2018
Load Levelling, Acute Chief Executives, NHSI, NHSE
20/02/2018
Call with Paul Watson, NHSE
20/02/2018
Call with Andrew Pike, NHSE
20/02/2018
ACEG/NHSE Teleconference to discuss Winter Pressures
23/02/2018
Ambulance Handover Protocol Call, Andrew Pike, NHSE
23/02/2018
National Call with NHSE/NHSI – Call Stacking
02/03/2018
Ambulance Handover Protocol Call, Andrew Pike, NHSE
05/03/2018
Winter Pressures Call with Andrew Pike, Frances Shattock and
Ed Garrett
14/03/2018
1:1 meeting with Elliot Howard Jones, NHSE
15/03/2018
Ambulance Handover Protocol Call, Andrew Pike, NHSE
16/03/2018
Risk Summit follow up with NHSE
19/03/2018

UNISON
GMB

Meeting with GMB

Blue Light
Partners

International Women’s Day, collaboration event with Police and 08/03/2018
Fire

Healthwatch/
TUGs

Heathwatch Suffolk
Healthwatch Hertfordshire

16/02/2018
15/03/2018

Media

Interview with BBC
Interview with ITV
Interview with ITV

15/02/2018
15/02/2018
20/02/2018

14/03/2018
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Interview with Newsquest Essex Ltd

21/02/2018

HSE Meeting and visit

14/03/2018

Health
Education
England
HEI
RAF
HSE
Dept. of
Health
AACE

ACEG/NHSE Teleconference to discuss Winter Pressures
ACEG/NHSE Teleconference to discuss Winter Pressures
ACEG/NHSE Teleconference to discuss Winter Pressures
ACEG/NHSE Teleconference to discuss Winter Pressures
AACE Council Management
Call with Martin Flaherty, AACE
National Ambulance Handover Call
Call with Martin Flaherty, AACE
National Winter Pressure Call
National Winter Pressure Call
Yvonne Taylor, Chief Executive IC24
Other
Stakeholders Call with J Bevington, J Murray, Deloittes, Governance Review

26/01/2018
02/02/2018
09/02/2018
23/02/2018
27/02/2018
06/03/2018
09/03/2018
15/03/2018
16/03/2018
23/03/2018
25/01/2018
08/03/2018

British Heart
Foundation
Wellbeing
Services
*Engagement has largely focused around health partners and regulators to manage system
pressure
*Correct at the time of submission, any subsequent changes will be verbally reported to the
Board at the meeting
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UNCONFIRMED (Disclosable)
MINUTES OF THE EAST OF ENGLAND AMBULANCE SERVICE NHS TRUST BOARD MEETING
(PUBLIC SESSION)
HELD ON WEDNESDAY 24 JANUARY 2018, AT 1.30PM
AT GROUND FLOOR MEETING ROOM, TRUST HQ, WHITING WAY, OFF BACK LANE
MELBOURN, CAMBRIDGESHIRE SG8 6NA
Present:

In Attendance:

Mrs Sarah Boulton
Mr Mike Burrows
Mr Andrew Egerton-Smith
Ms Lizzy Firmin
Mr Peter Kara
Mr Tony McLean
Ms Alison Wigg
Mr Wayne Bartlett-Syree
Mr Kevin Brown
Mr Tom Davis
Mr Robert Morton
Dr Mark Patten
Mr Kevin Smith
Ms Lindsey Stafford-Scott
Mr Marcus Bailey
Ms Isabel Cockayne
Mrs Laila Abraham
Miss Sarah Barley
Ms Anni Hartley-Walder
Members of Staff
Members of the Public

Non-Executive Director (Chair of Trust)
Associate Non-Executive Director
Associate Non-Executive Director
Non-Executive Director
Non-Executive Director
Non-Executive Director
Associate Non-Executive Director
Director of Strategy and Sustainability
Director of Service Delivery
Deputy Medical Director
Chief Executive Officer
Medical Director
Director of Finance and Commissioning
Director of People and Culture
Deputy Clinical Director
Interim Director of Communications
Trust Secretary
Assistant Trust Secretary
Mentee, NHSI NeXT Director Scheme

PUBLIC SESSION (Disclosable)
P001/18

1. WELCOME, INTRODUCTION AND APOLOGIES
The Chair welcomed everyone to the meeting and advised that there will be an opportunity to
ask questions at the end.
New Non-Executive Director Lizzy Firmin, Interim Director of Communications Isabel Cockayne
and members of the Patient Safety Intervention Team were welcomed to the meeting. The
Chair advised that new Associate Non-Executive Director Alison Wigg, will be joining the
meeting later.
Apologies were received from new Non-Executive Director Tom Spink and the Director of
Nursing and Clinical Quality. The Deputy Clinical Director was attending in the place of the
Director of Nursing and Clinical Quality.

P002/18

2. DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST
No new declarations of interest were raised.

P003/18

3. A PATIENT’S STORY
The Chair handed over to Simon King, Sector Head for the West of the Region, and Tactical
Commander. He introduced one of his sector’s Hospital Ambulance Liaison Officers (HALO) as
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well as members of the Patient Safety Intervention Team (PSIT), who proceeded to give an
overview of their roles. The teams have been introduced for the first time, to help ensure
patient safety during winter pressures, and to enable ambulances crews to be released more
quickly from hospitals. The Trust Board was told that one PSIT member can enable 6 crews to
be released. Around 2000 patients were cohorted by the team over the festive period, and a
significant frustration experienced by the team has been the inability to move a patient from the
corridor due to lack of available beds. The Chair thanked staff members for recounting their
experiences.
The Deputy Medical Director thanked the staff for attending and asked for more detail on how
the team ensure that patients are safe. He was told of the various medical checks that are
carried out by PSIT, and how the teams also assist hospital staff by carrying out minor medical
procedures (such as taking blood samples) on their behalf.
In response to his question, the Director of Service Delivery was advised that the longest period
of time that a PSIT member has cohorted a patient is between 5 to 6 hours.
In response to his question, Andrew Egerton-Smith was advised that length of time that patients
wait in ambulances varies, and that PSIT is limited by the amount of space in corridors. He was
advised that allocated spaces in hospitals are quickly filled, but that the Acute Sector is working
to solve the issue.
The Chief Executive thanked the staff for their hard work. He advised that the introduction of
PSIT has taken 80 clinicians off the road, despite NHS guidance stating that ambulance
services are not responsible for cohorting patients. A PSIT staff member advised that a benefit
is that the team has enabled ambulances to be despatched more quickly to 1700 of the 2000
patients cohorted over the festive period, and that their work is equivalent to between 30 and 40
DSA shifts. The team has also assisted in reducing late finishes.
The Chief Executive stated that handover delays of 1 hour should be reported as an SI. In
response to his question, he was advised that the longest a patient has been held in the
forecourt is 14 hours, and that a wait of 2 to 3 hours has now become the norm.
The Medical Director also thanked staff. He commented that in his opinion, without PSIT, there
would be far more delay SIs. There has been a turnaround in acceptance of PSIT, and that the
significant support provided to hospitals by the ambulance service is evident.
The Deputy Clinical Director advised that the Trust is taking a risk management approach by
introducing PSIT, with the aim of mitigating patient harm. The Director of Service Delivery
added that although it had been hoped not to deploy staff, as the Trust has 6 of the 10 worst
performing hospitals in the region, strategically deployment was necessary.
The Director of Strategy and Sustainability thanked the team, adding that the wider NHS system
is struggling to cope with the demand in the urgent care system, and that even the best
performing Trusts are challenged, which is apparent by the failure to meet the 4 hour target.
The 4 hour target is no longer a valid barometer of a system’s ability to cope; the real test is
what is happening with ambulance handover delays.
In response to the Chair’s statement that a challenge for the Trust Board is to establish a
sustainable solution to the issue of handover delays, the Chief Executive advised the Trust will
continue to provide the service, but the decision to permanently implement PSIT within the
ambulance service will require a decision from Regulators.
The Chair thanked PSIT members for their presentation, and they left the meeting.
(Alison Wigg joined the meeting during this item).
P004/18

4. REPORT FROM THE CHAIR
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The Chair asked for the report to be taken as read. She highlighted that this was Dr Mark
Patten’s last meeting and thanked him for his work.
The Trust Board noted the report.
P005/18

5. REPORT FROM THE CHIEF EXECUTIVE
The Chief Executive asked for the report to be taken as read and highlighted key points.
•
•
•

•

Assurance was given that the Trust’s winter plan is robust and that it was
unprecedented demand and higher than expected handover delays that precipitated the
decision to move to Reap 4.
A ‘Quality Review’ will be undertaken by Regulators and the Trust has requested that
this involves a peer comparison of all ambulance services.
The Trust signed the contract to provided Patient Transport Services in Bedfordshire
and Hertfordshire. While this is to be welcomed, there is a recognition that this contract
brings in a number of inherited challenges for the Trust to address, given the
circumstances under which the previous supplier dropped the contract.
The ISR has reached a conclusion. Recommendations have been accepted in principle
and the final report will be presented at the Trust Public Board meeting in March. The
next steps are to agree the new contract with Commissioners, with the view to
addressing the Trust’s capacity gap.

The Chair asked the Medical Director for his reflections on the winter period. He advised that
the Trust had planned for the winter period, with extra resource employed in the shape of
private ambulance services, agency and overtime when appropriate. However, it is apparent
that the wider NHS system’s lack of preparedness had a significant and negative impact on the
Trust. He hopes that the ‘Quality Review’ will take a systemic view with learning for all system
partners, adding that it will also be critical to recognise the importance of PSIT.
The Medical Director advised that clinical incidents over the festive season are being reviewed
and it is clear that handover delays have been a significant contributory factor. Also,
comparisons between this year and winter 2016-17 indicate that patient experience has
deteriorated. Tony McLean advised that the Quality Governance Committee requested a deep
dive into the SIs that have emerged from the festive period at its meeting on 10 January, the
outcome of which will be reported back in March.
In response to a question from the Chair, the Medical Director confirmed that the clinical input
provided by ECAT has had a significant and positive impact.
Peter Kara asked for further information on the Trust’s decision to escalate to Reap 4, in light of
the speculation that this should have been done sooner. The Director of Service Delivery
advised that a report was taken to ELB on 19 December 2017 that there may be a need to
escalate to Reap 4 at some point over the festive period, and the situation was reviewed
regularly from this point. He explained the Trust’s concern over handover delays was formally
escalated to the Regulator, and on 31 December, as the position was not expected to improve,
and in light of the impending Bank Holiday, the decision was made to escalate to Reap 4 on 31
December. The Chief Executive clarified that it has been incorrectly reported that EEAST was
the only ambulance service to escalate to Reap 4. In fact two other Trusts also escalated to
REAP 4.
The Chair moved to the report at item 18i ‘Festive Plan Governance’ and asked for questions.
The Chief Executive stated that handover delays are such that 1 hour in every 6 hours is being
lost in the East of England to these delays. The Director of Service Delivery advised that this is
a wider-system issue, rather than solely the Trust’s, and that all system partners will need to
establish how to resolve this in the longer term.
The Director of Finance and Commissioning made reference to incorrect media reports in
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relation to Executive’s absence over the festive period and asked how appropriate it would be
for the Trust to take the Acute Sector’s executive on-call approach to this. The Director of
Service Delivery confirmed that the reports of Executive’s absence were factually incorrect.
There were at all times, at least 3 executive directors available. He explained the annual leave
arrangements in place for the Executive team, and advised that these were adhered to over the
festive period, and that the Trust also operates a Gold Command system to ensure that
effective and resilient operational leadership arrangements are in place. As the ambulance
service operates a different command structure, it may not be appropriate to take the Acute
Sector’s approach.
The Chair advised that a whistle-blower has been quoted in the media. In response to a
question from Lizzy Firmin, the Director of People and Culture explained the Trust’s
whistleblowing process, advising of the various channels to raise a concern; via the Datix
system, Freedom to Speak Up and the whistle blowing policy. In response to a question from
Tony McLean, she advised that there had been no attempt to raise this issue via these
Trust processes. In response to Tony McLean’s concern, the Deputy Medical Director stated
that it is believed that an early copy of a list of patient identifiable data developed by the patient
safety team had been shared with the media. The Director of Strategy and Sustainability, as
the Trust’s SIRO, emphasised that information governance is taken extremely seriously by the
Trust. Discussions are underway with the Information Commissioner’s Office regarding a
potential breach and if this is found to be the case, this will be investigated.
Andrew Egerton-Smith raised concern in relation to high levels of activity and demand and the
resulting stress and pressure on staff well-being, and also as a result of lengthy cohorting of
patients due to handover delays. The Director of People and Culture explained that a
significant amount of work has been undertaken in this area, and the Trust has implemented
various options for staff to obtain well-being support, including via the well-being Hubs, TRiM
practitioners and also via training. The Trust has been working with Unison to help reduce late
finishes, but this is challenging due to insufficient resource to meet demand. Addressing
capacity issues will have a significant positive impact on late finishes.
Mike Burrows asked how the ISR will help reduce handover delays. The Chief Executive
advised that additional capacity has been incorporated into the ambulance funding model and
that resource requirements have been forecasted over 6 years.
In response to a question from Mike Burrows as to whether there is any evidence to suggest
that patient safety has been compromised, the Chief Executive advised the an increase has
been seen in the number of SIs attributed to ambulance delays, rather than an increase in
‘other’ SIs. Peter Kara asked whether the usual process of investigation has been
compromised. The Deputy Clinical Director advised that this was not the case. Crew concerns,
system concerns and individual concerns are essential to help manage and identify risks, as
well as Duty of Candour and it takes time to investigate a case properly.
In relation to item 5, (Report from the Chief Executive), the Trust Board noted the content
of the CE’s report.
In relation to item 18i (Festive Governance Plan), the Trust Board received the Festive
Plan Governance paper as assurance in addressing various recent media reports and
public statements by some local MPs.
P006/18

6. MINUTES OF THE PREVIOUS MEETING (29 NOVEMBER 2017)
The minutes of the last meeting were checked for accuracy and agreed as an accurate record
of the meeting.

P007/18

7. MATTERS ARISING – ACTION CHECKLIST
An update on matters arising was given.
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068/17 10. ORGANISATION HEALTHCHECK iii) WRES
Possible report to P&FC by the Director of People and Culture in relation to a deep dive
of WRES Compliance information.
The Director of People and Culture advised that this work is underway. A new Equality,
Diversity and Inclusion Lead will be joining the Trust the following week and report will be
presented to the Performance and Finance Committee at a future meeting.
There were no further matters arising.
P008/18

8. HORIZON SCANNING
The Chair of the Board referred to the report that the Trust Secretary has prepared. It highlights
three items, namely the Independent Service Review (ISR), a briefing on the current state of
STPs and the ‘Next steps on the NHS 5-year forward view’, and the latter is particularly
significant as it highlights that there is general agreement on the way forward, and highlighted
that Chapter 2 focusses on Urgent and Emergency care.
The Trust Board received the information in the paper, and the additional supporting
information contained in the Reading Room of BoardPad, namely the reports in full.

P009/18

9. ORGANISATIONAL HEALTHCHECK
i)

People and Culture Committee

The Director of People and Culture presented the report, asking for the paper to be taken as
read. Key points were highlighted.
•
•
•

There is a need to align the governance structure to the oversight of a number of
strategic issues in relation to People and Culture.
This was discussed by the Remuneration Committee, where it was recognised that this
Committee often discusses items not directly relevant to this Committee.
There is a need for a workforce Committee to address this gap and provide assurance
that statutory requirements are met.

The Chair commented that this will give a clear oversight of the ‘people processes’ in the
organisation.
Mike Burrows referred to the ‘Purpose’ of the Committee and stated that he did not consider
developing strategies to be applicable to a Trust Board Committee’s remit. He also pointed out
that a membership of 3 was limited by the number of Non-Executive Board members on the
Trust Board and suggested widening this to include Associate Non-Executive Board members.
Peter Kara suggested that workforce related responsibilities of the Performance and Finance
can be transferred to this Committee.
The Chair advised that these points will be taken into consideration as part of the annual review
of Committee Terms of Reference that is currently underway.
The Trust Board noted the update.
Action: Points raised to be considered as part of the annual review of Committee Terms
of Reference, and People and Culture Terms of Reference to be updated accordingly.
ii)

FTSU quarter 3 report

The Director of People and Culture presented the report. Key points were highlighted.
•

A large increase in cases has been seen in quarter 3, which is attributed to the
communication that was circulated with payslips.
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•
•

It has been observed that staff are positive that issues are being resolved.
Following the departure of Valerie Morton from the Trust Board, Lizzy Firmin will take on
the responsibility of Non-Executive Director representative for FTSU.

The Trust Board noted the update.
P010/18

10. INTEGRATED PERFORMANCE REPORT
Reporting of the Integrated Performance Report for December 2017 was reviewed starting with
a review of Workforce Development data.
The Director of People and Culture advised that:
• PU performance is at 88% across all A&E.
• Appraisal performance is as expected.
• The increase in sickness seen is seasonally expected.
• Turnover is low, with the Trust reporting the second lowest turnover nationally.
Tony McLean commented that turnover levels are positive.
In response to Peter Kara’s question as to what was being done to encourage recruitment in
Essex and Herts, the Director of People and Culture advised that various tactics were being
employed. Hertfordshire is currently being targeted with a new recruitment campaign, and
having additional staff within the recruitment team and outsourcing some of the recruitment will
assist with this. In relation to EOC vacancies, the Trust is working with Police to ascertain
whether it is possible to convert those PCSOs released as part of their force’s changes to the
Trust front line workforce, with suitable training.
The Consultant Paramedic provided an update on the Patient Safety and Clinical data. The
section was taken as read and key points were highlighted.
•
•
•

There has been a decrease in compliance with the Cardiac Arrest ACQIs.
In relation to the STEMI and Stroke ACQIs. Performance will be based on geographic
location going forward and the Trust is working with Public Health England on this.
Performance over the festive period will be available next month.

Andrew Egerton-Smith advised that the level of compliments was pleasing to note.
The Director of Strategy and Sustainability highlighted the positive work in relation to the CQC
action plan and asked for a progress update. The Deputy Clinical Director advised that one of
the two remaining amber recommendations (ensuring ‘all staff are aware of their responsibilities
under legislation including the Mental Health Capacity Act) will complete shortly. The second,
‘ensure that there are adequate numbers of suitable skilled and qualified staff to provide safe
care and treatment’ will be addressed within the ISR. The Director of Strategy and
Sustainability acknowledged the hard work undertaken to progress actions to green.
The meeting moved to item 12i (Report back from Quality Governance Committee), with the
Chair requesting an update from Tony Mclean as Chair of the Quality Governance Committee.
Key points were highlighted.
•
•

•
•

The Committee has requested a deep dive on SIs and harm analysis for the next
meeting.
A 16 % reduction in overdue incidents has been seen since the beginning of the
financial year, but the high number in Essex remains an issue. Additional temporary
staff have been employed to assist with the backlog, and a further update will be
provided to the March QGC meeting.
ePCR has now been rolled-out across the Trust.
Work in relation to vehicle cleanliness is positive and a focus trial reviewing deep clean
frequency is underway.
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•
•
•
•

The Health and Safety report provided evidence of real improvement across the service,
especially in relation to needle stick injuries.
The Trust’s ‘Don’t choose to abuse’ campaign was a success.
A report was received in relation to the Bedfordshire Hertfordshire PTS contract, and
reassurance was provided that regular updates will be received by the Committee.
The Committee agreed the Safeguarding Group’s Terms of Reference.

The Director of Service Delivery referred to the number of complaints received by the Trust, of
which 50.6% related to PTS. He referred to the Bedfordshire and Hertfordshire PTS contract
and advised that that the Trust initially intervened on the failed contract as emergency cover.
The service is now being mobilised, with issues being addressed, and it is well understood by
Commissioners that it will take time to deliver a better service.
Mike Burrows asked if there is evidence of increases in staff violence, as a result of delays.
The Director of People and Culture stated that she was unsure of exact figures, but this is
monitored via the Health and Safety Committee. Mike Burrows stated that the pressure that call
handlers are under should not be underestimated, which the Chair agreed, adding that this is an
unseen pressure.
The Director of Service Delivery gave an update in relation to Operational Performance. He
asked for the report to be taken as read and highlighted some key points.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

There was a significant increase in C1 demand over December, and significant arrival to
handover ambulance delays experienced across the region.
C1 response performance was stable during festive season, which is testament to the
Trust’s winter plan around keeping additional RRV capacity in place and additional
management support.
PTS data will be presented differently in the future to better enable performance
monitoring across a range of different metrics. This will take time to work up.
Additional capacity was created through the PSIT teams actions and in turn led to
greater available patient facing hours than would otherwise have been seen. A report of
PSIT will follow in due course.
The availability of PAS providers to call upon was lower than anticipated due to the
reduced number of companies in the market place to work with, which is a challenge.
ECAT performance has been valuable in reducing the number of ambulances needed.
The improved performance of Hear and Treat seen in December is demonstrative of the
positive impact the service has had in this area of investment
One internal major incident was declared during this reporting period, which was due to
heavy snow fall affecting our response times.
The recent launch of the initiative on QR code on ID cards was successfully deployed on
the declaration of the incident, with many staff coming in additionally to support.
In terms of hospital arrival to handover delays, there were 3099 recorded events of over
1 hour delay. Although these incidents should be recorded as Serious Incidents by the
acute Trust, it is not practical to escalate every single one due to the high number. A
system approach to this issue would be a helpful outcome from the NHSE regional
quality summit.
The hard work of staff over this period was highlighted.

Tony McLean referred to the 3099 recorded events of more than 1 hour delay and asked
whether there is an expectation that these are being raised and discussed with Trusts. The
Director of Service Delivery advised that the scale has been discussed with Commissioners,
and it will be formally escalated this week.
Tony McLean referred to the statistic in relation to the number of hours lost over the festive
period, which amounts to 680 full 11.5 shifts, and commended the Trust for the service that was
delivered during this extremely challenging period, adding that this should be celebrated with
staff. The Director of Service Delivery advised that when comparing nationally, the same trends
are being seem across the ambulance services, but this Trust is disadvantaged by the high
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number of poor performing handover delays in hospitals in the region.
The Director of Finance and Commissioning stated that ECAT has been a real success and
asked how the Trust compares nationally in terms of ‘Hear and Treat’ performance. The
Director of Service Delivery stated that the national ACQI audit will verify this, but the Trust’s
position is looking positive. The Deputy Medical Director highlighted that risk management and
patient safety is not taken into account in this ACQI, adding that this winter the acuity of patients
is higher, so the risk is with C2, rather than C3 or C4, highlighting that ECAT undertakes a
significant amount of the risk management work, particularly in dealing with the clinical risk
within the waiting stack, and this is not covered by an ACQI.
The Trust Board noted the Integrated Board Performance Report.
P011/18

11. FINANCE REPORT – MONTH 9 QUARTER 3
The Director of Finance and Commissioning presented the report. Key points were highlighted.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

For the month of December 2017, the Trust has generated a surplus of £0.6m.
Despite this surplus, the budget for frontline staff is overspent, whilst support service
recruitment spend, additional income and good financial management being the main
contributing factors for the surplus.
The Trust is expecting to achieve the 2017-18 CIP plan.
The surplus is being utilised by increasing capacity via PAS, overtime and agency staff
(where the agency cap allows).
Accelerating expenditure on future projects, for example on fleet vehicles, will be
investigated.
Expenditure over the remainder of the financial year needs to be carefully considered as
the winter period has still not passed.
This is likely to be an underspend of £0.5m in capital by the end of the financial year.

In response to an enquiry from Tony McLean as to the consequences of breaching the agency
cap or whether the Trust can seek dispensation, the Director of Finance and Commissioning
advised that breaching will affect the Regulators ‘well governed’ opinion. In the previous
financial year the Trust requested and received a small amount of dispensation.
P012/18

12. BOARD COMMITTEE REPORTS
i) Quality Governance Committee
This report was taken as part of the Integrated Performance Report at item 10.
ii) Performance and Finance Committee
The report was taken as read.
The Trust Board noted the report.
iii) Audit Committee
The report was taken as read.
The Trust Board noted the report.
iv) Remuneration Committee
The report was taken as read.
The Trust Board noted the report.
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P013/18

13. BOARD ASSURANCE FRAMEWORK
The Director of Strategy and Sustainability presented the report, which he asked to be taken as
read. Key points were highlighted.
•
•

•
•

All risks on the BAF have been updated.
The residual risk score for SR2 (Failure to achieve continuous quality improvements and
high quality care delivery) has increased to 12 in recognition of patient safety issues and
risks to patients in the community as a result of the significant increase in activity and
hospital handover delays over the festive period. A deep dive of this risk has been
commissioned.
The residual score for Risk 1563 (Inability to work in partnership effectively) has
reduced, due to significant improvements made since the last report, through the
development and agreement of an amended Voluntary Recognition Agreement.
Changes to the risk register should be expected in response to ISR.

Andrew Egerton-Smith stated that recruitment is a major risk and suggested that this should be
taken into consideration under SR4. The Director of People and Culture gave reassurance that
this is accounted for in the SLB register, which underpins each risk on the BAF, and is covered
in SR3. Mike Burrows added that the Audit Committee received an internal audit report in
relation to recruitment at the last meeting, which will be further discussed at the next meeting.
Andrew Egerton-Smith referred to Risk 1563 and asked whether there is sufficient assurance
that the risk is mitigated by agreement of an amended Voluntary Recognition Agreement. The
Director of People and Culture advised that this action has helped mitigate the reason that the
risk was escalated, and the relationship developed with Regional Unison is also assisting with
this. Currently It remains a moderate risk.
Peter Kara referred to SR5 (Failure to maintain strategic relationships with national and local
partners to deliver community focused health care) and the quality review will help to mitigate
this. He added that the issue is a system-wide problem, and use resource to help this rather
than waste time defending media, as the Trust is transparent. The Chief Executive will also be
raising the management of GP calls at the ‘Quality Review’.
The Trust Board noted the steps being taken and progress made to mitigate the strategic
risks.
P014/18

14. SELF-CERTIFICATION FOR NHS TRUSTS
The Trust Secretary presented and the paper taken as read. The self-certification has been
updated in relation to comments made at the last meeting, and the actions to mitigate risks in
statement 1 and 5 have changed.
The Trust Board received assurance on compliance with the governance requirements
and approved the completed checklist.

P015/18

15. WELL LED SUMMARY PAPER
The Chair advised that this is a summary paper has been prepared following receipt of a very
detailed report, and gave a reminder that the Trust Board has discussed and contributed to this
‘Well Led’ report extensively at a recent development session. The Deputy Clinical Director
highlighted some key points in the report.
•
•

There are 5 areas that Trust Board needs to focus on to ensure their organisation is
Well Led.
Key themes from the Trust Board’s development session identified that there has been a
great deal of work undertaken within the Trust on leadership, culture and behaviours,
and that providing patients with a positive experience is of high importance.
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The Chief Executive advised that one of the key learnings from the last CQC report was to
ensure a consistent middle management approach, and that the Trust’s Leadership programme
was introduced to support this.
The Trust Board:
• reviewed the outline of the paper
• considered further actions that may be required to support the Trust’s ongoing
regulated activity and to cement the vision, values and culture engendered by the
Trust Board.
(The Chief Executive left the meeting).
P016/18

16. ITEMS REFERRED TO/FROM OTHER COMMITTEES
There were no items referred to/from other Committees.

P017/18

17. KEY MESSAGES AND RISKS IDENTIFIED
Key messages from the meeting were highlighted by the Chair as follows:
•

•
•
P018/18

The winter pressures discussion, which was very focussed on patient safety, and the
impact of the pressures, which have caused delays. It also provided a good opportunity
for non executive directors in particular to clarify the facts and gain assurance on actions
undertaken
Conclusion of the ISR report and the impact on the sustainability of the Trust in the
future.
The Bedfordshire and Hertfordshire PTS contract.

18. ANY OTHER URGENT BUSINESS
i)

FESTIVE PLAN GOVERNANCE

This was considered as part of item 5 ‘Report from the Chief Executive’.
P019/18

19. DATE OF NEXT MEETING: 28 MARCH 2018, location Trust HQ, Melbourn
The Chair advised that the Chief Executive had left as he has an urgent meeting to attend. She
asked if there were any questions.
In relation to the Bedfordshire and Hertfordshire PTS contact, a member of the public asked i) if
new KPIs will be negotiated once this is mobilised, as the existing KPIs are considered to be
unachievable and ii) whether there will be a PTS user group again as this was considered to be
a very effective group. The Director of Service Delivery confirmed that the existing KPIs will be
reviewed. The Director of Strategy and Sustainability added that Commissioners have
recognised that the KPIs would benefit from amending. There is a 5 month period to allow for
further negotiation on an appropriate set of KPIs that are both patient focussed and
operationally appropriate. The setting up of a PTS group is a useful suggestion and
consideration will be given as to how to do this and how to involve CCGs.
Another member of the public asked why hospital delays are particularly high in this region.
The Chair advised that the configuration of health services in relation to where population reside
could be an issue, as well as a growing ageing population in the area. Essex and Norfolk
experienced the greatest pressure over the festive period. The Medical Director advised that
best performing hospitals are those with a clinician on the front desk, which helps reduce
patient handover time. The Director of Service Delivery referred to Professor Keith Willet’s case
study, ‘Matthew’s story’ which sets out that the single biggest risk to patients is handover
delays. The Chair gave a reminder that this was shown at last Public Board and informed that it
is a very powerful film.
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The Chair closed the meeting and thanked the Medical Director again for his work. The
Medical Director thanked the Trust Board members and staff for their support during his time at
the Trust.
The details of the next meeting were noted. The meeting closed at 16.15.
Action: Consideration to be given to setting up of a PTS user group.
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TRUST BOARD PUBLIC: ACTION CHECKLIST ARISING FROM PREVIOUS MINUTES TO BE CONSIDERED BY THE BOARD AT ITS MEETING TO BE HELD ON
28 MARCH 2018
AGENDA ITEM:

7 (Disclosable)

Key: red – new items from previous meeting, blue – commentary updates, black – outstanding items, grey – completed items
OUTSTANDING MATTERS FOR FUTURE CONSIDERATION
FOLLOW UP ACTION FROM PREVIOUS MEETINGS
Meeting Date

Reference

ACTION BY

DEADLINE

STATUS

Mar-18

Update for 28 03 18 meeting:
This has been reviewed with the Head of Patient Transport
Services. There has not been such a group for about 10
years. The matter will be discussed with the Beds and
Herts PTS contract meeting to see if the CCG would wish
to take this forward.

Action

24 01 18

019/18

19. DATE OF NEXT MEETING
Consideration to be given to setting up of a PTS user group.

KB

26 07 17

068/17

10. ORGANISATIONAL HEALTHCHECK
iii) WRES

LSS

Possible report to P&FC by the Director of People and
Culture in relation to a deep dive of WRES Compliance
information.

Summer 2018 Update for 27 09 17
On-going.
Update from 27 09 17
This project is in motion, following sign-off of WRES action
plan.
Update for 28 03 18
Work is ongoing and will be progressed once we hold the
NHSE supported staff WRES workshop later this year.
The Deputy Director of People and Culture will be
commencing the WRES Expert training in March 2018.
and will also be chairing the BME staff network at EEAST
that will be launched in quarter 1.

Completed or closed action points
24 01 18

29 11 17

009/18 (i)

123/17

9. ORGANISATIONAL HEALTHCHECK
i) People and Culture Committee
Points raised to be considered as part of the annual review
of Committee Terms of Reference, and People and Culture
Terms of Reference to be updated accordingly.

LA

20. ITEMS REFERRED TO/FROM OTHER COMMITTEES

P&FC

Mar-18

Update for 28 03 18 meeting:
ToR updated to reflect requested amendments.
COMPLETE

Dec-17

• The Integrated Performance Report will be referred to the
Performance and Finance Committee for detailed scrutiny.

Update for 24 01 18 meeting:
Reviewed by P&FC at its meeting on 6 December 2017.
Comments will be taken into consideration with a view to
presenting a revised report in the new financial year.
COMPLETE

29 11 17

121/17

18. BOARD ASSURANCE FRAMEWORK
Director of Service Delivery to check the review date of the
Surge Plan.

KB

Jan-18

Update for 24 01 18 meeting:
Review date of December 2017 confirmed by Deputy
Medical Director.
COMPLETE

27 09 17

P102/17

23. ANY OTHER URGENT BUSINESS
The Director of Nursing and Clinical Quality to advise of an
alternative method of booking onto the volunteer workshop

AB

Update for 29 11 17 meeting:
Resolved: sorted by the PET team.
COMPLETE

27 09 17

P101/17

22. KEY MESSAGES AND RISKS IDENTIFIED
Director of People and Culture to present an update on the
Partnership Review.

LSS

Update for 29 11 17 meeting:
On the agenda at item 13i.
COMPLETE

27 09 17

P092/17

13. FINANCE REPORT – MONTH 5
Director of Service Delivery and Mike Burrows to discuss
vacancy levels and expenditure.

KB/MB

Update for 29 11 17 meeting:
Director of Service Delivery is liaising with Mike Burrows.
COMPLETE

27 09 17

P088/17

9. STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES PROGRESS UPDATE
Include a regular Strategic Objectives Progress Update
report on Board Forward Planner.

LA

Update for 29 11 17 meeting:
Included in Board Forward Planner, as requested.
COMPLETE

TRUST BOARD
(Public Session)

28 March 2018

Report Title:

Horizon Scanning

Report Author(s):

Laila Abraham, Trust
Secretary

Purpose:

Decision

AGENDA ITEM

Sponsoring
Director:

Assurance

8

Robert Morton, Chief Executive

For Information
X

Disclosable
Non-Disclosable

X

Executive Summary:
The purpose of the report is to highlight changes in the environment of the Trust and to provide updates on
industry specific topics. Information is provided on:
1. Kirkup review into Liverpool Community Health
The independent review was commissioned by NHS Improvement (NHSI) following concerns raised about
care delivered at Liverpool Community Health NHS Trust (LCH) during November 2010 to December
2014. The findings of a Care Quality Commission (CQC) inspection at the trust in late 2013 identified a
range of issues at the trust that required an immediate response to system failings identified.
A CQC inspection report raised concerns about the quality of healthcare being provided to patients of the
healthcare being provided to patients in the community and in HMP Liverpool and about the management
culture of the trust and practices demonstrated by senior managers.
The Minister of State Department of Health and Social Care stated that Government accept the
recommendations in full
http://nhsproviders.org/resource-library/briefings/on-the-day-briefing-kirkup-review-into-liverpoolcommunity-health

2. Fit and Proper Persons Regulations in the NHS: what do Providers need to know?
This briefing offers practical suggestions for how trusts can ensure their policies and procedures comply
with the fit and proper persons regulations (FPPR), as well as meet the expectations of the Care Quality
Commission’s regulatory approach. It also highlights what trusts should take into account when
considering whether to undertake an investigation into FPPR concerns raised about a director, and what
they should be mindful of at each stage of the process.
https://nhsproviders.org/media/4420/fpp-1h-pages.pdf
A copy of these documents have been placed in the Reading Room of Boardpad.

Other Key Issues to Draw to the
Board’s Attention:

None

Action Required by the Board:
To receive the information in the paper, and the additional supporting information contained in the Reading
Room of BoardPad, namely the reports in full.
Previously Considered By and Recommendation(s) Made:

Page 1 of 2

Related Trust Strategic Objective(s):

Please indicate those
applicable (X):

Putting into place a new Responsive operating model to deliver sustainable
performance and improved outcomes for patients
Maintaining the focus on delivering Excellent high quality care to the patients
Guarantee we have a Patient Focused and engaged workforce
Delivering Innovative solutions to ensure we are an efficient, effective and
economic Service
Playing our part in the urgent and emergency care system being Community
Focused in delivering the 5 year forward view
Other:

Please indicate if
applicable (X):

To ensure effective governance and compliance

Legal Implications

X

Please answer Yes or No. If yes, please provide appropriate brief details
None – both reports are to provide insights into the specific topics and
opportunities for learning

Regulatory Requirements
Equality and Diversity Impacts

N/A
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TRUST BOARD
(Public Session)

28 March 2018

Report Title:

Hertfordshire Health Concordat

Report Author(s):

Charles Lambert, Hertfordshire
County Council Scrutiny
Officer / Natalie Rotherham,
Hertfordshire County Council
Head of Scrutiny

Purpose:

Decision
X

AGENDA ITEM

9

Sarah Boulton, Trust Chair
Sponsoring
Director:

Assurance

For Information
X

Disclosable
Non-Disclosable

X

Executive Summary:

The Concordat applies to relations between the Health Scrutiny Committee (HSC) and the health
bodies serving the population of Hertfordshire. It also covers consultations and engagement
carried out by any of the NHS Bodies, where HCC is among those formally consulted. The
principles outlined in the Concordat apply not only to extensive formal public consultations of the
kind required by legislation, but also to developments which will affect smaller numbers of
patients, smaller geographical areas or particular services only. The Concordat covers changes
resulting from commissioning decisions or service changes.
Other Key Issues to Draw to the
Board’s Attention:

N/A

Action Required by the Board:
For information and discussion. To be ratified and signed up to.

Previously Considered By and Recommendation(s) Made:
N/A

Related Trust Strategic Objective(s):
Putting into place a new Responsive operating model to deliver sustainable
performance and improved outcomes for patients.
Maintaining the focus on delivering Excellent high quality care to the patients.
Guarantee we have a Patient Focused and engaged workforce.
Delivering Innovative solutions to ensure we are an efficient, effective and
economic Service.
Playing our part in the urgent and emergency care system being Community
Focused in delivering the 5 year forward view.

Other:
To ensure effective governance and compliance.

Page 1 of 2

Please indicate those
applicable (X):
X
X
X
X
X

Please indicate if
applicable (X):
X

Please answer Yes or No. If yes, please provide appropriate brief details
Legal Implications

No

Regulatory Requirements

No

Equality and Diversity Impacts

No

Page 2 of 2

Hertfordshire Health Concordat

between

Hertfordshire County Council
and
Local NHS Organisations
and
HealthWatch Hertfordshire

Dated October 2017

This Concordat is agreed between the following bodies:
1. Hertfordshire County Council (HCC) which will act through its Health
Scrutiny Committee (HSC)
2. The Hertfordshire Partnership University NHS Foundation Trust (HPFT)
3. East & North Hertfordshire NHS Trust (ENHT)
4. West Hertfordshire Hospitals NHS Trust (WHHT)
5. East of England Ambulance Service NHS Trust (EEAST)
6. Hertfordshire Community NHS Trust (HCT)
7. Herts Valleys Clinical Commissioning Group (HVCCG)
8. NHS East & North Hertfordshire Clinical Commissioning Group
(ENHCCG)
9. Cambridge & Peterborough Clinical Commissioning Group (C&PCCG)
10. Princess Alexandra Hospital, Harlow (PAH)
11. Healthwatch Hertfordshire (HWH)

The signatories attached in Appendix 5 reflect the commitment of all partners
involved in the Strategic and Transformation Partnership (STP) to follow the
Concordat principles for all service changes arising from the STP work
plan. This would also include any future developments including the creation of
an Accountable Care System or Organisation.

Supporting documents
Appendix 1 Background to NHS consultation & HSC Concordat
Appendix 2 Consultation Principles 2016
Appendix 3 Substantial Variation
Appendix 4 Checklist
Appendix 5 Signatories
NHS England guidance April 2017

HERTFORDSHIRE HEALTH CONCORDAT
Executive Summary
The Concordat applies to relations between the Health Scrutiny Committee
(HSC) and the health bodies serving the population of Hertfordshire. It also
covers consultations and engagement carried out by any of the NHS Bodies,
where HCC is among those formally consulted. The principles outlined below
apply not only to extensive formal public consultations of the kind required by
legislation, but also to developments which will affect smaller numbers of
patients, smaller geographical areas or particular services only. The Concordat
covers changes resulting from commissioning decisions or service changes.
The principles that the Concordat are built on underpin the whole relationship
between scrutiny and health. The NHS Five Year Froward View states that ‘we
need to engage with communities and citizens in new ways, involving them
directly in decisions about the future of health and care services’
Given the financial and service landscape it is accepted that changes will have
to be made but that they are done so for the best interest of the population of
Hertfordshire and the Hertfordshire and West Essex health and social care
system. There is also recognition of the aim to balance timely, well informed
decision-making with the use of public monies.
The advent of the Sustainability Transformation Partnership (STP) requires
local government and health bodies to work together and that discussions
around service changes held in the STP forum will be fed back to HSC.
The Concordat facilitates discussion between HSC and partners so that a
culture of ‘no surprises’ is engendered and maintained through regular contact
with Head of Scrutiny and the Chairman of the Committee, to develop
engagement into agreed approaches to identify substantial variation and more
formally structured consultation.
When consultations take place the Concordat highlights the need to consult the
relevant stakeholders in the right way using ‘digital by default’ as per Central
Government consultation principles guidance 2016. While digital contact
through social media and webpages should be at the forefront of any
consultation, this does not preclude the use of alternative methods to reach all
stakeholders. All communications need to have accessible language so that it is
clear and allows for responses to be captured resulting in effective reporting,
which in turn informs effective decision making.
Ongoing engagement with the population is necessary to create transparency
and awareness of the direction of travel for services. To further this goal it is
anticipated that engagement will be ongoing; and all consultations should allow
everyone to see the use of stakeholder feedback in formulating any final
strategy.

PRINCIPLES

1.

What is consultation?

1.1 Consultation within the Concordat covers commissioning decisions or
service changes with stakeholders to communicate any proposals as well
as to gain feedback. All proposed changes require informal liaison with
Head of Scrutiny and Chairman of HSC at an early stage and prior to a
final decision on consultation being taken by the relevant organisation. At
this first meeting the proposals will be shared and agreement sought for
the required programme of consultation, which will be dependent on the
likely impact of the proposals to residents and/or partner organisations.
2.

Consulting the HSC on “substantial variations”

2.1 Legislation requires that scrutiny committees must be consulted in the
event of a substantial development or variation. A substantial variation is
dependent on local circumstances. The final definition of what
constitutes a substantial variation is determined by the HSC. The
Concordat assumes that a substantial variation is defined as a change or
augmentation to a service or provisions that will impact on the health of
the local or wider population (see App 3). The relevant NHS body must
discuss this with the Head of Scrutiny. If it is agreed that the proposed
changes are substantial, HSC will require the NHS to undertake a formal
consultation process.
2.2 Consultation on substantial variations will extend to an appropriately wide
group of stakeholders in addition to the HSC and will conform to the
principles outlined in this Concordat. Proposals for substantial variations in
NHS services will be the subject of a formal public consultation. It is
anticipated that consultation will be undertaken for a proportionate period.
This may mean 12 weeks and the Head of Scrutiny must be consulted
before any reduction in this timeframe is considered. HSC may decide not
to scrutinize the proposal or consultation as detailed at Appendix 3 and
agree to a consultation period shorter than 12 weeks.
2.3 It is not the function of HSC to manage the NHS; therefore scrutiny will not
consider managerial decisions
2.4 Where there is a national consultation from NHS England, NHS
Improvement or other national body, it is agreed that local commissioners

and/or providers will share any national consultations that they are aware
of with Head of Scrutiny and Chairman when relevant to Hertfordshire. At
this time it should be made clear whether the consultation is taking place
nationally or locally. If it is nationally there is an understanding that local
commissioners and/or providers will share such information with the
Committee. This may then mean that local consultation is undertaken in
addition to national consultation.
3.

No surprises

3.1 A principle of “no surprises” will operate i.e. Scrutiny officers and the
HSC chairman meet regularly with health bodies providing opportunities
for informal discussion of upcoming issues.
3.2 The Government has replaced previous consultation guidance by issuing
the Consultation Principles 2016. The key Consultation Principles are:
•
departments [here health bodies] will follow a proportionate
timescale dependent on the expected impact of the decisions or
proposals;
•
departments [here health bodies] will need to give more thought to
how they engage with and consult with those who are affected;
•
consultation should be ‘digital by default’, but other forms should be
used where these are needed to reach the groups affected by a
policy and are seldom heard;
•
that the consultation should provide sufficient information to
consultees so that they can provide informed responses;
•
that consultation should state how responses have been received
and how they have informed policy.
3.3 The work of HSC will reflect the Consultation Principles and follow agreed
ways of working
•
•

•
•
•

advance notification to HSC of the proposed work programmes
formal consultation is preceded by extensive discussions and
engagement with a wide range of stakeholders and those likely to be
affected
detailed informal pre consultation activity takes place to develop
proposals
formal proposals in consultation documents should come as no
surprise to many of those consulted
the level of consultation should be proportionate to the change and
those affected.

3.4. The NHS should look to provide as much evidence as possible to the
extent and effectiveness of its engagement processes and formal
consultation. The Chairman, on behalf of the HSC will take this into
account when discussing the expected timescales for consultation or to
include matters in its work programme for scrutiny. Evidence that NHS
bodies have a culture of engagement and consultation embedded in their
day-to-day activities will include
•

•
•

board papers or other strategy and action planning documents
indicating a rich and ongoing process of engaging/consulting service
users and potential service users
evidence that this process is part of a circle of dialogue and feedback
that influences service planning and delivery
feedback and updates to HSC from relevant health bodies and HWH
over the course of the planning and delivery cycle about the level,
extent, inclusiveness and influence of patient and public consultation
and involvement.

3.5 Where urgent action is required because of concerns about risks to the
safety, or welfare of patients and staff or the viability of a service to
safeguard public safety and the financial stability of a health body HSC
would expect to be engaged and informed of any actions as soon as is
possible.
3.6 Where the provider or commissioner is operating regionally, information
affecting the region is shared with Head of Scrutiny and Chairman,
especially when a regional change could affect Hertfordshire.
4.

Consulting the right people

4.1 It is anticipated that consultation will be underpinned by the NHS
Constitution, principles of good practice accepted nationally and the
Secretary of State’s 4 Tests (updated 2015)
•
•
•
•

Strong public and patient engagement.
Consistency with current and prospective need for patient choice.
Clear, clinical evidence base.
Support for proposals from commissioners.

4.2 Consultation processes will attempt to gather the views of a representative
cross-section and a geographical spread of the relevant population. The
NHS consulting body, including Foundations Trusts, will be able to show
how it has encouraged a wide range of people to give their views and how

it has enabled the voices of seldom heard people and minorities as well as
the majority to be heard.
4.3 Those consulted (key stakeholders, groups and individuals with an interest
and those likely to be affected by any proposed changes) will all be given
an opportunity to provide an informed view. HCC, the Health & Wellbeing
Board, Healthwatch, District/Borough Councils in Hertfordshire and HSC,
will be consulted separately as will elected representatives (including
MPs) and stakeholders, as appropriate. Consultation with the HSC will not
be used as a substitute for consultation with HCC’s executive (and vice
versa). The organisation will need to consult the executive as HCC’s
decision-making body and with the executives or other decision-making
bodies of the Hertfordshire District/Borough Councils, where appropriate,
all of whom may have different perspectives from HSC.
5.

Being clear about proposals and options

5.1 It will be clear that it is a consultation not a vote or referendum.
5.2 Consultations will have clear stated objectives. It will be made clear to
those being consulted what is being proposed. Options will be put forward
in good faith, i.e. it will be made clear which options the consulting body
considers to be viable ones, what, if any, its current preferences are
among these options and what consultees can still change or influence. If
certain options have been excluded as being completely unviable, this will
be made clear and the constraints spelled out. If the pre consultation
engagement has been extensive and the NHS body is able to provide
substantial evidence of engagement and how this activity has shaped
proposals, the NHS body may consult on one proposal only. It is
anticipated that this will be the exception.
5.3 The consulting body will also make clear that it will give due regard to new
alternative options or aspects of options proposed by consultees during
the consultation process. Consultees will be specifically asked for their
views on options which they do not favour as an understanding of the
advantages and disadvantages of all options from the public perspective
may be helpful to decision makers.
5.4 Where possible an assessment of the likely effects of proposals on other
services and of the groups of people most likely to be affected will be
given, including an assessment of the impact of making no change. This
should also include the likely impact on other organisations that interact
with this service. Short and long-term impacts, knock-on effects, equalities

impacts, sustainability and opportunity costs of options will be outlined
with an assessment of the likely impact on transport and local site issues.
6.

Consulting in the right way

6.1 Consultation will take many forms, both formal and informal, proportionate
to the issue and population being effected. Consultation documents will be
made available widely and public consultation events will be well
publicised using ‘digital by default’, but also make sure that a range of
suitable media communication is used and events are held at times and
venues that will suit as many people as possible to be fully inclusive and
allow informed decisions to be made. Materials will state clearly how
consultees should respond. They will include a contact point for any
consultee who wishes to complain about the consultation process. The
numbers responding and their submissions to consultation documents or
at consultation events will be recorded and reported in a final summary.
Questionnaires will be objective, appropriate and fair and the methodology
for analysing them will be indicated in the final report of a consultation.
6.2 HSC recognises that public meetings and questionnaires are not always
the most appropriate method of consulting people. Where appropriate
smaller scale engagement with specific groups can be a more effective
means of capturing the views of defined users of particular services and of
people whose views are seldom heard, and therefore its use is
encouraged.
7.

Using accessible language

7.1 The language of consultation documents and at consultation events will be
accessible, user-friendly and jargon free. Publicity for consultation events
and documents will make clear what the overall implications of proposed
changes are likely to be (e.g. a proposal to “reconfigure” services that may
result in a closure of a hospital or facility will say so and not simply use
vague terms such as “Come to a meeting about NHS changes” or “new
ways of providing health services”).
8.

Effective reporting

8.1 Responses to consultations will be analysed using methods that can be
shown to be fair and objective and will, where possible, give a
demographic breakdown of those responding, including a geographic
breakdown.

8.2 NHS boards, HSC, HWB, HWH and the public will have access to full
reports of consultations. Access for this purpose may include publication
of consultation reports to boards as posted with board papers on health
body websites. All signatories to this Concordat shall also comply with
their obligations under the Freedom of Information Act 2000 and shall also
disclose such information as may be requested under that Act unless they
can clearly demonstrate that exemption from disclosure under the Act
applies. However, this is likely to be exceptional in the case of information
relating to a public consultation exercise.

9.

Objective decision-making and feedback

9.1. Decisions made by boards will give due weight and attention to the full
range of consultation formats used, including oral and written responses in
formal and informal settings. In general, reports of decisions on issues
where consultation has taken place will make clear how the pre
consultation informal engagement and consultation process has
influenced the decision. It is also necessary to include in the report how
feedback from stakeholders has been used in the decision making
process.
9.2. Health bodies need to ensure that sufficient consideration has been given
to any issues raised during the consultation concerning the impact of the
proposals on clinical quality and outcomes
9.3. Wherever possible, direct feedback will be given to groups and individuals
who have responded to a consultation, indicating where their views have
influenced a decision. Where a decision goes against a large body of
opinion of those consulted, or against the view of those who will be most
affected, reasons will be given for this.
10. Lessons learned
10.1 In their overall consultation strategies, NHS bodies will show how they
have evaluated previous consultations and put into practice the lessons
they have learned about how to improve consultation.
10.2 This Concordat will be reviewed and its effectiveness tested with both
signatories and other stakeholders including HWH, on a four year basis
unless other factors suggest an earlier revision is necessary.
11. Implementation of an agreed strategy

11.1. The implementation of a strategy does not require further scrutiny, unless
it is a substantial variation to the agreed strategy. This is especially
important if implementation of all or part(s) of the strategy will not take
place for a considerable period of time. To enable HSC to monitor
implementation it has been agreed that health bodies will undertake a full
range of activities as requested by HSC in relation to specific strategy
implement. This will include
•
•
•
•

regular, short, written updates
assurance that reconfiguration/service changes is in line with the
agreed strategy
reassurance of substantial engagement with users and the
community to inform service changes
hosting site visits for HSC members, where appropriate

The Concordat will be reviewed every four years

Appendix 1
HERTFORDSHIRE COUNTY COUNCIL (HCC)
HEALTH SCRUTINY COMMITTEE (HSC)
BACKGROUND TO NHS CONSULTATION & HCC CONCORDAT

1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1. It is the role of HCC to hold the local NHS to local democratic account.
However, the relationship between HCC’s Health Scrutiny Committee
(HSC) and its health partners is only one of the many that operate at
different levels across the two sectors. The Health & Wellbeing Board
(HWB) will influence the strategic direction for commissioning services that
relate to the health and wellbeing of the population. HCC and health staff
work closely together to ensure that their commissioning strategies are
aligned and that patients’ experience of moving between health and social
care services are as seamless as possible.
2.

Legislative background

2.1. The law gives powers to local authorities (other than districts in two-tier
areas) to consider issues affecting the health of local people and to call
the NHS and private providers whose services are funded by the NHS to
account on behalf of local communities. 1 The primary aims of health
overview and scrutiny is to ensure that:
•
•
•

health services reflect the views and aspirations of local communities
all sections of local communities have equal access to services
all sections of local communities have an equal chance of a
successful outcome from services. 2

2.2. The regulations specifically require NHS bodies to consult on any
proposals for “substantial variations or developments” of health services.
HSC does not have powers to enforce any of the recommendations it
makes to the NHS or private providers, either as a result of carrying out a
scrutiny review, or in responding to a consultation. It can only hope to
influence decisions by the evidence it brings forward and to ensure that
1

Health and Social Care Act 2001, National Health Service Act 2006 (section 244) as
amended by Health and Social Care Act 2012; Local Authority (Public Health, Health and
Wellbeing Boards and Health Scrutiny) Regulations 2013
2
Centre for Public Scrutiny, Substantial Variations and Developments of Health Services: a
Guide, 2005.

consultation by the NHS has been of a high quality. The final decision on
how NHS services are run and developed remains with NHS Boards. In
Hertfordshire HSC and NHS bodies have agreed an approach to
monitoring the implementation of recommendations through the OSC
Review of Recommendations Topic Group.
2.3. In addition to the creation of duties relating to local authority scrutiny,
legislation requires the NHS to involve and consult the public widely on
what it does. 3 Clinical Commissioning Groups (CCGs), NHS Trusts and
NHS Foundation Trusts must involve and consult people who receive or
who may receive health services on:
•
•

•
3.

the planning of the provision of those services,
the development and consideration of proposals for changes in the
way
those services are provided, and
decisions affecting the operation of those services

Hertfordshire County Council Health Scrutiny Committee (HSC)

3.1 HSC has been carrying out its scrutiny powers since 2002. The statutory
health scrutiny powers, following changes made by the Health and Social
Care Act 2012, now rest with HCC, but they will continue to be exercised
on behalf of HCC by HSC. HSC includes representation from all the
districts/boroughs in Hertfordshire. All districts/boroughs, and HCC’s
executive , continue to provide an executive response to NHS consultation
proposals and service developments.
3.2 HSC is aware that the NHS in Hertfordshire has also been developing the
ways it involves and consults patients and the public and HSC wishes to
encourage these developments, at the same time recognising the finite
resources available. HSC aims to ensure that it has a comprehensive
overview of NHS developments and an opportunity to contribute to
improving the health of the people of Hertfordshire. It wishes to support
new developments designed to improve health services, as long as it is
assured that good and comprehensive involvement and consultation with
patients and the public is happening. HSC believes that the best way for it
to scrutinise the activities of the NHS locally is to act as a challenging
critical friend.

3

National Health Service Act 2006 (section 242) as amended by the Health and Social Care
Act 2012.

3.3 HSC expects to be informed of proposed substantial variations in services,
as is required by law. However, HSC would not wish – and indeed would
not have the capacity - to carry out detailed scrutiny in relation to the
content of all new NHS proposals or existing services. This does not
preclude HSC from undertaking scrutiny on specific issues it deems
necessary. It is very important, therefore, that HSC can be satisfied that
adequate, appropriate and effective consultation and involvement of
patients and the public has takes place as a matter of course.
3.4 HSC understands that consultations are not referenda and that NHS
Boards must weigh up a number of factors in making decisions about
changes in services. HSC and the NHS signatories to this Concordat
agree that the views of patients and the local population are an important
factor which must play and be seen to play a role in those decisions.
4.

The Concordat between Health & HCC

4.1. HCC, acting through HSC, and the NHS signatories of this Concordat
have agreed to develop a Concordat on the way in which patients and the
public in Hertfordshire are informed, consulted and involved in decisionmaking by the NHS. The purpose of this Concordat is:
•
to create an explicit consensus between HSC and the NHS in
Hertfordshire about the principles that should underlie good
consultation of patients and the public
•
to enable HSC to prioritise its scrutiny activity and to maintain the
role of critical friend referred to above
•
to assist patients and the public, including HealthWatch Hertfordshire
(HWH), to understand the principles on which consultation with them
is carried out by the NHS.
4.2. The guiding assumption is that, only where there is clear evidence that a
consultation process has failed to comply with the principles of the
Concordat in a way which has materially affected the process or outcome
will there be a need for detailed and formal scrutiny review by HSC. Such
principles and assessment of compliance with them could never be wholly
scientific, since they require a degree of judgement about whether their
spirit has been fulfilled, and an understanding of local circumstances.
However, it is hoped that they will provide a public benchmark to assist
patients, the public, and NHS bodies themselves as well as HSC to plan
patient and public involvement and consultation and to evaluate the
adequacy and effectiveness of consultations.

4.3. It is accepted that both providers and commissioners have a statutory duty
to “involve and consult”; however, the lead organisation in respect of
public consultation is the commissioning body. This body is expected to
lead the contact with HSC.
4.4. Each signatory shall notify HCC’s Scrutiny Officer of the name and contact
details for a lead officer within their organisation who shall act as the
principle point of contact for all matters in relation to this concordat. Any
amendments to the name, role or contact details of a lead officer shall also
be notifed accordingly.
5.

Status of the Concordat, Amendments, Withdrawal and Successor
Bodies

5.1. The Concordat is not a legally binding contract or agreement. However,
the signatory organisations voluntarily subscribe to its provisions.
Agreeing the Concordat shall be approved by each organisation in
accordance with its Constitutional requirements. HCC’s Head of Scrutiny
shall maintain a definitive current version of the Concordat.
5.2. Significant amendments which impact on the substance of the Concordat
or any of its provisions will continue to be revised and agreed by health
and HSC. Amendment will only be made with the agreement of all
signatories. Minor amendments (including e.g. changes of organisation
name or post titles) shall not require agreement.
5.3. Any signatory may withdraw from the Concordat by giving three months
notice in writing to HCC’s Head of Scrutiny. Withdrawal from the
Concordat does not exempt an organisation from the fulfilment of its
statutory duties in respect of consultation.
5.4. An organisation shall automatically cease to be a signatory to this
concordat in the event of it ceasing to exist as a statutory body. The
Concordat does not bind successor organisations but any successor
organisation shall be invited and encouraged to become a signatory.
Notification in writing to HCC’s Head of Scrutinyl shall constitute an
organisation becoming a signatory for this purpose, subject to their having
complied with paragraph 12.1 above.
5.5. The establishment of HWH requires inclusion within any Concordat
arrangements. Where a member of the public, a representative
organisation of the HWH or a member of HSC believes that consultation
has not been carried out according to the spirit of the principles in the
Concordat they may submit evidence to HSC as to why they consider the

Concordat has not been complied with. In such instances HSC will either
as a whole, or appoint a sub-group of it members to assess the process of
consultation against the principles in the Concordat and decide, on this
basis, whether further scrutiny is necessary. Appendix 4 to the Concordat
provides a checklist of questions to assist any assessment of whether
consultations have followed the principles of the Concordat.
5.6. The Concordat draws on the relevant legislation (referred to in footnotes)
and the experience of HSC and the NHS in developing and overseeing
good practice on consultation and involvement at a practical level. In
addition, the Concordat has drawn on principles outlined in the following
documents:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hertfordshire County Council’s Have Your Say principles for
consultation
Consultation Principles 2016
The Independent Reconfiguration Panel’s best practice guidance.
NHS Constitution
Health & Social Care Act 2012
Care Act 2014

Appendix 2
Consultation Principles 2016

A. Consultations should be clear and concise
Use plain English and avoid acronyms. Be clear what questions you are
asking and limit the number of questions to those that are necessary.
Make them easy to understand and easy to answer. Avoid lengthy
documents when possible and consider merging those on related topics.

B. Consultations should have a purpose
Do not consult for the sake of it. Ask departmental lawyers whether you
have a legal duty to consult. Take consultation responses into account
when taking policy forward. Consult about policies or implementation
plans when the development of the policies or plans is at a formative
stage. Do not ask questions about issues on which you already have a
final view.

C. Consultations should be informative
Give enough information to ensure that those consulted understand the
issues and can give informed responses. Include validated assessments
of the costs and benefits of the options being considered when possible;
this might be required where proposals have an impact on business or
the voluntary sector.

D. Consultations are only part of a process of engagement
Consider whether informal iterative consultation is appropriate, using
new digital tools and open, collaborative approaches. Consultation is not
just about formal documents and responses. It is an on-going process.

E. Consultations should last for a proportionate amount of time
Judge the length of the consultation on the basis of legal advice and
taking into account the nature and impact of the proposal. Consulting for
too long will unnecessarily delay policy development. Consulting too

quickly will not give enough time for consideration and will reduce the
quality of responses.

F. Consultations should be targeted
Consider the full range of people, business and voluntary bodies affected
by the policy, and whether representative groups exist. Consider
targeting specific groups if appropriate. Ensure they are aware of the
consultation and can access it. Consider how to tailor consultation to the
needs and preferences of particular groups, such as older people,
younger people or people with disabilities that may not respond to
traditional consultation methods.

G. Consultations should take account of the groups being consulted
Consult stakeholders in a way that suits them. Charities may need more
time to respond than businesses, for example. When the consultation
spans all or part of a holiday period, consider how this may affect
consultation and take appropriate mitigating action.

H. Consultations should be agreed before publication
Seek collective agreement before publishing a written consultation,
particularly when consulting on new policy proposals. Consultations
should be published on gov.uk.

I. Consultation should facilitate scrutiny
Publish any response on the same page on gov.uk as the original
consultation, and ensure it is clear when the government has responded
to the consultation. Explain the responses that have been received from
consultees and how these have informed the policy. State how many
responses have been received.
J. Government responses to consultations should be published in a
timely fashion
Publish responses within 12 weeks of the consultation or provide an
explanation why this is not possible. Where consultation concerns a
statutory instrument publish responses before or at the same time as the

instrument is laid, except in exceptional circumstances. Allow
appropriate time between closing the consultation and implementing
policy or legislation.

K. Consultation exercises should not generally be launched during
local or national election periods.
If exceptional circumstances make a consultation absolutely essential
(for example, for safeguarding public health), departments should seek
advice from the Propriety and Ethics team in the Cabinet Office.
This document does not have legal force and is subject to statutory and other
legal requirements.

Appendix 3
HSC Substantial variation guidance

1.

Department of Health guidance (2014), good practice as recorded by the
Centre for Public Scrutiny (CfPS 2005) and Section 10.6.3 of Local
Authority Scrutiny regulations recommend that the following are taken into
account when considering whether a development, proposed change or
variation is ‘substantial’:
• Changes in accessibility of services
• The impact of the proposal on the wider community and other
services (including economic impact, transport and regeneration)
• The degree to which patients are affected
• Changes to service models and methods of service delivery NHS
e.g. moving a particular service into a community setting from an
acute hospital setting

2.

Section 242 of the NHS Act places a statutory duty on the NHS to engage
and involve the public and service users in:
• Planning the provision of services
• The development and consideration of proposals to change the
provision of those services
• Decisions affecting the operation of services.

To assist in transparency a template for detailing service changes that can be
shared with HSC is in Appendix 3a.

Appendix 3a:
Service Changes

Organisation
Lead manager & contact details
Description of service variation
Reasons for service variation i.e. Case
for Change
Impact on the Wider Community
(e.g. transport, accessibility)
Number of Patients/Carers Affected
Changes in Methods of Service
Delivery
Impact on other Services
(e.g. health, social care, voluntary sector)
Impact on different communities
(e.g. age, gender, locality)
Date due at Health & Wellbeing Board
or relevant Commissioner
Proposed Engagement

Appendix 4
Checklist to ascertain if consultations have followed the Concordat,
Consultation Principles, NHS Constitution & best practice
Reflecting the 4 Tests, cconsultation should provide evidence of
•
clarity on the clinical evidence base underpinning the proposals
•
support of GP commissioners i.e. CCGs
•
that it promotes choice for patients
•
genuine engagement with the public, patients and local authorities

1.

What efforts has the health body made from an early stage to inform relevant
stakeholders that a proposal is being formulated?

2.

What evidence is there of patient and public involvement and/or consultation in
the development of the proposal?

3.

If the proposal is clearly a substantial variation in services and not subject to
formal public consultation, how will the health body ensure stakeholder input?

4.

If there is doubt about whether the proposal constitutes a substantial variation
have the Head of Scrutiny and the Health Scrutiny Committee (HSC) been
asked for their views?

5.

In the case of proposals that will not lead to substantial variations in services, is
the timescale for consultation realistic and acceptable?

6.

Have those being consulted been made aware of the objectives of the
consultation? Have options been put forward in good faith? Has it been made
clear which options are still “on the table” and which have been ruled out and
the reasons given in sufficient depth to justify their exclusion?

7.

Have the right people been consulted: key stakeholders, users (current and
past) groups and individuals with an interest and those likely to be affected?
Has consultation sought to elicit responses from a representative cross-section
and a geographical spread (where appropriate) of views? Has the health
consulting body encouraged people to give their views and enabled the voices
of seldom-heard people and minorities to be heard?

8.

Has consultation taken the right forms appropriate to the subject matter and to
those being consulted? Have responses to consultation been captured,

recorded and reported appropriately? Have consultees been made aware of
how they can complain about the consultation process, if they wish?
9.

Is the language of any consultation documents and events accessible, userfriendly and jargon free? Has any publicity made clear what the overall
implications of any proposed changes will be?

10. Has analysis of consultation responses used fair and objective methods? Has
the methodology for analysing consultation responses been recorded in any
report of consultation, where appropriate? Where possible, has a demographic
and geographic breakdown of responses been provided in any final report? Is
any final report available to relevant Boards, HSC and the public and is
anonymised raw data from consultation available on request?
11. Have any decisions made after a consultation period given due weight and
attention to consultation responses and made it clear how they have influenced
the decision(s)? How will feedback be given, where possible, to those
consulted? Where a decision goes against a large body of opinion of those
consulted, or against the view of those who will be most affected, have reasons
been given for this?
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Executive summary:
The following paper provides an overview of the Trust’s previous transformation management and
outlines the future approach in proposal format. The paper provides assurance to the board of a clear
transformation oversight approach, in order to deliver clarity and control over the multiple programmes
that are underway or due to commence.
Other key issues to draw to the
Board’s attention:

Nil

Action required by the Board:
The board a asked to be assured that the trust has established an appropriately governed transformation
programme
Previously considered by and recommendation(s) made:
Approval given by Senior Leadership Board January 2018
Assurance given at ELB January 2018
Related Trust strategic objective(s):

Please indicate those
applicable (X):

Putting into place a new responsive operating model to deliver sustainable
performance and improved outcomes for patients
Maintaining the focus on delivering excellent high quality care to patients

X

Guarantee we have a patient focused and engaged workforce

X

Delivering innovative solutions to ensure we are an efficient, effective and
economic service
Playing our part in the urgent and emergency care system, being community
focused in delivering the NHS Five Year Forward View

X

Other:

X

X

Please indicate if
applicable (X):

To ensure effective governance and compliance

Legal implications
Regulatory requirements
Equality and diversity impacts
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No
No
No

Establishment of the Transformation Oversight Board and Programme
Introduction
The following paper provides an overview of the Trust’s previous transformation
management and outlines the future approach in proposal format. The paper provides
assurance to the board of a clear transformation oversight approach, in order to deliver
clarity and control over the multiple programmes that are underway or due to commence.
The Trust has in place a clear set of strategic objectives, with 18 underpinning priorities for
implementation by 2019. Of the 18 priorities, 14 are underway with varied amounts of
support, oversight and scrutiny – ranging from project and programme boards to updates
via the Senior Leadership Board (SLB).
The scale of transformation anticipated requires a consistent approach to maximise the
effectiveness of change, to enable benefits realisation to occur and ensure that the changes
required are managed effectively, taking into consideration the interdependencies between
work streams and programmes.
The anticipated publication of the Independent Service Review will provide significant detail
and momentum to drive forward the transformation programmes at pace. There is a risk
that without a clear framework, the Trust will be unable to deliver requirements within the
given timescale.
Capacity within the organisation is limited and a lack of coordinated approach to the
transformation programme poses significant risks, both to the delivery of business as usual
as well as the successful completion of the change requirements. Similarly, it is important to
clearly differentiate between business as usual and transformational functionality, in order
to maintain clear control of the governance processes required within the organisation. As
such this paper sets out the proposed approach management of the transformational
processes within the organisation.
The following structure has been adopted to oversee and deliver the transformational
processes within the organisation. It should be noted that the diagram includes SLB and its
associated sub-groups to demonstrate that the transformational structure does not replace
the existing BAU processes.
The Transformational structure is set out below:
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It is important to note that decisions for change outside the transformational change remit
would remain with the SLB and Executive Leadership Board (ELB) as a core component of
delivery of business as usual.
SLB members have been nominated as chairs of the programme boards, in order to enable
management of change at the appropriate level and provide the ability for escalation to the
Transformational Oversight Board and ELB, should the need arise.
Based upon the above diagram, the following provides overview of the areas covered by
the Transformation Oversight Board and its programme boards.
Operational
Change
Programme Board

Workforce
and
People
Programme Board

Quality
Improvement
Board

Improving Value
Programme Board

Strategic Change
Programme Board

Delivers a robust
operational
framework
that
supports delivery of
a sustainable and
effective
ambulance service

Delivers
the
outputs
identified
through
the
Independent
Service Review, to
enable a timely
response
to
patients under the
Ambulance
Response
Programme

To
embed
a
quality-focused
approach
throughout
all
aspects
of
the
Trust’s
business
delivery, putting the
patient
at
the
center
of
all
improvements

To
deliver
the
efficiencies
required of the
Trust
and
to
establish a robust,
rolling
efficiency
programme

To deliver the core
drivers
the
organisation
required to enable
completion of the
transformation
plans
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Transformational Oversight Board
Chair: Wayne Bartlett-Syree, Director of Strategy and Sustainability
Objective: Enable delivery of the Trust’s transformation programme through the provision
of direction, monitoring and unblocking barriers
Responsibilities:
• Establish the contractual SDIP
• Oversee delivery of all programmes seeking to deliver against the Trust’s 18
priorities
• Provides direction and scope to its composite sub-groups
• Sets the strategic and corporate narrative and messages, which will be supported
through communications plans within each of the programme boards
• Coordinates and manages programme inter-dependencies, risks and issues
• Provides coordination jointly with SLB to ensure an effective balance between BAU
and transformation
• Clearly hands over programme outputs to SLB following transition to BAU
Workforce and People Programme Board
Executive Sponsor: Lindsey Stafford-Scott, Director of People and Culture
Chair: Ema Ojiako, Deputy Director of People and Culture
Objective: Delivers the outputs identified through the Independent Service Review, to
enable a timely response to patients under the Ambulance Response Programme
Responsibilities:
• Delivery of Strategic Priorities 8, 10
• Oversees, plans and delivers roster changes in line with Working Time Solutions,
monitoring UHP delivery as per ISR and contractual requirements
• Deliver against the recruitment review as a key enabler
• Establish the recruitment and training processes to deliver against the ISR –
workforce and education plan development and monitoring
• Sets out and implements a clear communications plan pertaining to the projects, in
line with the overarching programme communications messaging and plan
Operational Change Programme Board
Executive Sponsor: Kevin Brown, Director of Service Delivery
Chair: Rob Ashford, Deputy Director of Service Delivery
Objective: Delivers a robust operational framework that supports delivery of a sustainable
and effective ambulance service
Responsibilities:
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•
•
•
•
•

Delivery of Strategic Priorities 1, 13, 17
Complete the operational restructure to provide a fit for purpose leadership structure
Determine the long term operational model, considering ISR modelling versus the
FYFV – consider the role of alternate vehicles, specialist paramedics and other roles
Oversee, plan and deliver the EOC configuration for the Trust
Sets out and implements a clear communications plan pertaining to the projects, in
line with the overarching programme communications messaging and plan

It should be noted that there are clear dependencies for this programme on the workforce
and people work stream. As such, this may result in limited frequency or output during the
first stages.
Improving Value Programme Board
Executive Sponsor: Kevin Smith, Director of Finance and Commissioning
Chair: Heather Madden, Head of Finance
Objective: To deliver the efficiencies required within the ISR and to establish a robust,
rolling efficiency programme
Responsibilities:
• Delivery of Strategic Priorities 11, 12, 15
• Involvement and delivery of the Carter Efficiency schemes
• Implementation of the Ambulance Improvement Programme
• Establishment of robust cost improvement schemes, alongside a value pipeline
process. The CIP process will include make ready and fleet programmes already
underway
• Sets out and implements a clear communications plan pertaining to the projects, in
line with the overarching programme communications messaging and plan
Quality Improvement Board
Executive Sponsor: Sandy Brown, Director of Nursing and Clinical Quality
Chair: Lewis Andrews, Head of Quality Improvement
Objective: To embed a quality-focussed approach throughout all aspects of the Trust’s
business delivery, putting the patient at the centre of all improvements
Responsibilities:
• Delivery of Strategic Priority 7
• Identifying and implementing methodologies to reduce unwanted variation in practice
• Establishment of a Quality Improvement Faculty to focus upon delivery of quality
initiatives Sets out and implements a clear communications plan pertaining to the
projects, in line with the overarching programme communications messaging and
plan
Strategic Change Programme Board
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Executive Sponsor: Wayne Bartlett-Syree, Director of Strategy and Sustainability
Chair: Nicola Ward, Head of Business Development
Objective: To deliver the core drivers the organisation required to enable completion of the
transformation plans
Responsibilities:
• Delivery of Strategic Priority 14
• Implementation of the IM&T strategy, including key drivers for ISR
• Completion of the Estates transformation roll-out strategy, including key drivers for
ISR
• Roll out and embedding agile working systems and approaches. This includes
oversight and delivery of the business re-engineering elements, including e-enabling
existing labour intensive processes
• Sets out and implements a clear communications plan pertaining to the projects, in
line with the overarching programme communications messaging and plan
Current progress.
Following approval of the TOB at the January 2018 SLB meeting, ELB reviewed and
approved the implementation of the transformational oversight approach as suggested by
SLB. As a result, the TOB has been implemented via a kick off meeting held on 7 February
2018, which focussed upon:
• Establishment of the TOB’s Terms of Reference and objectives
• Confirmation of the associated Programme Boards and the requests placed upon
these
• Next steps
The TOB is meeting fortnightly for the initial few months in order to ensure adequate
momentum in regards to the priorities and transformation process.
A summary of progress in the first three meetings is as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Approval of TOB terms of reference, membership and agenda plans – these require
approval of ELB
Approval of terms of reference and implementation of the Strategic Change
Programme Board and the Operational Change Programme Board
Establishment of reporting and escalation process and templates for the TOB’s
projects and programmes for appropriate monitoring and assurance
Confirmation and implementation of new programme delivery confidence grading
system to enable more in depth scrutiny and better monitoring oversight
Closure of the ARP Programme Board, with transfer of outstanding aspects into the
relevant TOB programme boards – this is for ratification by ELB
Recommendation to trial the programme risk management framework for a period of
three months – this is for ratification by ELB
Establishment of draft summary reporting to SLB and Board, via the IPR

Actions to be undertaken by the end of April 2018 include:
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•
•
•
•

Approval of terms of reference and implementation of the People and Workforce,
Improving Value and Quality Improvement Programme Boards
Review of ISR final report for programme planning
Establishment and approval of Programme Plans and specific Project Initiation
Documents, in line with the Annual Operating Plan submission
Determination and sourcing of anticipated resourcing requirements, which is
dependent upon confirmation of the 2018/19 contract value and establishment of the
budget
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Executive Summary:
This report provides a summary of the findings of the EEAST 2017 staff survey results including
an analysis of how the data compares to the results from the 2016 survey and triangulates with
the findings of the 2017 cultural audit, and examines how the findings benchmark against the
ambulance sector. The report highlights key focus areas and details how they will be addressed
moving forwards.
Overall the Trusts survey results remain very similar to those in 2016. There are no findings that
have seen a statistically significant worsening since 2016. A number of findings have improved
since last year but only two key findings have demonstrated a statistically significant
improvement. These are as follows:
•

KF 30 Fairness and effectiveness of procedures for reporting errors, near misses
and incidents: the Trust scored 3.41 in the 2017 survey, which is an improvement from
3.29 which was the 2016 survey result.

•

KF 11: Percentage of staff appraised in the last 12 months: the Trust scored 58% in
2017 compared to a score of 53% in the 2016 survey. However, it is worth noting that
although the Trust has seen a year on year improvement with regards to this score it is still
below average compared with other ambulance Trusts in England.

Supportive leadership remains an area for improvement and implementation of the Trusts
planned leadership development interventions will be an important focus to deliver a significant
and sustainable improvement on staff experience in future years. The Trust is ranked 9th out of
11 Ambulance Trusts in 2017 staff survey results but is demonstrating a positive direction of
travel.
Other Key Issues to Draw to
the Board's Attention:
Action Required by the Board:
• To note the 2017 staff survey findings and receive the Trust Leadership strategy as assurance
as to how the areas for improvement outlined in the staff survey will be delivered against.

Previously Considered By and Recommendation(s) Made:
The full staff survey results and analysis has been presented to the Executive Leadership Board
and will be presented to the Senior Leadership Board to progress further.
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Related Trust Strategic Objective(s):
Putting into place a new Responsive operating model to deliver
sustainable performance and improved outcomes for patients
Maintaining the focus on delivering Excellent high quality care to the
patients
Guarantee we have a Patient Focused and engaged workforce

Please indicate
those applicable (X):

x

x

Delivering Innovative solutions to ensure we are an efficient, effective and
economic Service
Playing our part in the urgent and emergency care system being
Community Focused in delivering the 5 year forward view
Other:
To ensure effective governance and compliance

Please indicate if
applicable (X):
X

Legal Implications

Please answer Yes or No. If yes, please provide appropriate
brief details
No

Regulatory Requirements

No

Equality and Diversity Impacts

No

INTRODUCTION
This report presents the findings of the 2017 national NHS staff survey conducted in East of
England Ambulance Service NHS Trust and details the Trust wide action plan to address the
key issues highlighted. The report also triangulates the staff survey results with the cultural audit
that was undertaken in 2017 and the action plan will also incorporate key activities as relates to
this also.
1578 staff took part in the national survey which was a response rate of 34%. This figure is
below the average response rate for ambulance trusts in England (42%) and is a better
response rate from the Trusts 2016 survey (29%)
The report presents 32 key findings that are arranged under nine themes which are as follows:
• Appraisals & support for development
• Equality & diversity
• Errors & incidents
• Health and wellbeing
• Working patterns
• Job satisfaction
• Managers
• Patient care & experience
• Violence, harassment & bullying
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The data is presented in percentage scores, i.e. percentage of staff giving a particular response
to one, or a series of, survey questions, or by scale summary scores calculated by converting
staff responses to particular questions into scores. For each of these scale summary scores, the
minimum score is always 1 and the maximum score is 5.
Overall the Trusts survey results remain very similar to those in 2016. There are no findings
that have seen a statistically significant worsening since 2016. A number of findings have
improved since last year but only two key findings have demonstrated a statistically significant
improvement. These are as follows:
•

KF 30 Fairness and effectiveness of procedures for reporting errors, near misses
and incidents: the Trust scored 3.41 in the 2017 survey, which is an improvement from
3.29 which was the 2016 survey result.

•

KF 11: Percentage of staff appraised in the last 12 months: the Trust scored 58% in
2017 compared to a score of 53% in the 2016 survey. However, it is worth noting that
although the Trust has seen a year on year improvement with regards to this score it is
still below average compared with other ambulance Trusts in England.

By way of comparison to other Ambulance Trusts there are 14 key findings where the Trust
scores are average and on par with the sector, 1 score where the Trust score is higher than the
average for the sector and 17 scores where the Trusts score is lower than average compared to
other ambulance trusts. The Trust ranks 9 out of 11 Ambulance Trusts nationally according to
the listening into action scatter map and ranking and is demonstrating a positive direction of
travel since last year.

TOP AND BOTTOM RANKING SCORES
The top and bottom five ranking scores for EEAST highlight the key findings for which the Trust
compares either most favourably or least favourably with other ambulance Trusts in England in
the 2017 survey. These are detailed below:
Top five ranking scores:
KEY FINDING

TRUST
SCORE

KF 32: Effective use of patient / service user
feedback

3.30

AVERAGE FOR
AMBULANCE
TRUSTS
3.24

KF 20: % of staff experiencing discrimination at
work in the last 12 months

18%

19%

KF 15: % of staff satisfied with opportunities for
flexible working patterns

35%

34%

KF 25: % of staff experiencing harassment, bullying
or abuse from patients relatives or the public in the
last 12 months
KF 16: % of staff working extra hours

47%

48%

85%

85%
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Bottom five ranking scores:
(The higher the score the better)
KEY FINDING

TRUST
SCORE

KF 10: Support from immediate managers

3.31

AVERAGE FOR
AMBULANCE
TRUSTS
3.44

KF 31: Staff confidence and security in reporting
unsafe clinical practice
KF 14: Staff satisfaction with resourcing and support

3.34

3.49

3.02

3.16

KF 5: Recognition and value of staff by managers
and the organisation
KF 12: Quality of appraisals

2.91

3.01

2.52

2.65

The top and bottom ranked survey scores align with the findings from the cultural audit
undertaken by the Trust in 2017.
The cultural audit highlighted that staff at EEAST found that there was at times a 'home-work'
conflict whereby shift patterns were having a negative impact of family life.
The cultural audit steering group highlighted flexible working as an area for focus so it is
pleasing to see that staff being satisfied with the opportunities for flexible working patterns is in
the Trusts top five scores, with the score for those satisfied with flexible working opportunities
being in line with the sector average.
The Trust recognises that late finishes remain a significant issue and much work continues to
support staff home on time. However, the staff survey results demonstrate that the Trust is not
alone in experiencing this challenge with our result for staff working extra hours being the same
as the national average for ambulance Trusts at 85%.
Similarly at the time of the cultural audit, violence and aggression including verbal abuse or
physical assaults were flagged as an issue from both patients, service users, members of the
public and staff members. The percentage of staff experiencing harassment, bullying or abuse
from patients, relatives, or the public in the last 12 months was in the Trusts top 5 scores, and
the figure was ahead of the ambulance sector average. The Trust has been working with staff
to develop an anti-bullying and harassment campaign which launches in March 2018 which we
hope will significantly improve this finding for future years.
The cultural audit also highlighted that staff felt positively about their ability to influence the
decisions that impact their work, and the 2017 survey identified that effective use of patient and
service user feedback was in the Trusts top five scores.
The Trusts bottom five scores are linked to staff interaction with their immediate management or
other senior leaders in the organisation, and this further triangulates with the findings from the
cultural audit. The audit found that unsupportive leadership behaviour had the highest impact on
staff experience at work. The Trust developed a leadership strategy in 2017 which set out what
interventions would be implemented to address this important area. A lack of resources in the
People and Culture Directorate alongside significant operational demand and long periods in
REAP 3 has made progress against the actions challenging. However, additional posts have
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been recruited to and capacity generated to deliver against the action plan in 2018 and progress
is encouraging and should deliver improved results in future years.
The Trust received a score of 3.37 for the overall indicator of staff engagement. Possible scores
range from 1 to 5, with 1 indicating low levels of engagements and 5 indicating that staff are
highly engaged. The Trust's score was statistically unchanged from the 2016 results year on
year, however the score is below average when compared to other ambulance Trusts.

WORKFORCE RACE EQUALITY STANDARD (WRES)
The workforce race equality standard remains a key area of focus for the Trust and the
staff survey WRES data is shown below:

There has been a year on year reduction in the percentage of BME staff experiencing
harassment, bullying or abuse from patients, relatives, member of the public and other staff
members in the last 12 months. These survey results are in line with the average for ambulance
Trusts.
The survey also shows that there has been in a year on year increase in the percentage of BME
staff that believe the organisation provides equal opportunities for career progression or
promotion; this is in line with the sector average. Similarly the percentage of BME staff that have
personally experienced discrimination at work for managers, team leaders or other colleagues
has significantly reduced year on year and is below the national average for the ambulance
sector.
it is worth noting that there has been an increase year on year in the percentage of white staff
experiencing harassment, bullying or abuse from staff. Similarly the percentage of white staff
who feel that the organisation provides equal opportunities for career progression has reduced
by from 2016 and more white staff feel that they have personally experienced discrimination at
work from a manager, team leader or colleague in the last 12 months.
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CONCLUSION
The results of the survey are published both in summary form, and in full. The summary report
is attached, and shows our results as a whole Trust, benchmarked against our group, and how
our results have changed from last year.
The Trusts results have remained unchanged since 2016, neither improving nor worsening
significantly and work is required to improve findings to above sector average in several key
areas.

NEXT STEPS
The Trust launched a leadership strategy in 2017 with the aim that the organisation will be led
by compassionate, accountable and inclusive leaders across the whole organisation, supporting
delivery of effective healthcare services.
A key component of the leadership strategy is the leadership charter that contains promises the
Trust has made to our people which are visible on all channels and at all Trust sites. The
content of the leadership charter is detailed below:

EEAST LEADERSHIP CHARTER
•

We will be responsible and accountable

•

We will encourage a culture of continuous
improvements an high performance

•

We will not tolerate any bullying

•

We want everyone to feel safe and empowered to do
their job

•

We value our staff and volunteers and listen to their
views

•

We will demonstrate compassion in dealing with
patients and one another

•

We support and encourage our people to speak out
when something is wrong

The Trusts bottom five results from the staff survey were largely linked to staff members
interaction with their line managers, namely:
-

Support from immediate managers
Recognition and value of staff by managers and the organisation
Quality of appraisals
Staff satisfaction with resourcing and support
Staff confidence and security in reporting unsafe clinical practice
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Therefore a critical component of the Trusts action plan will be to embed the interventions
identified within the leadership strategy and develop effective leadership at all levels of the
organisation. This should in turn improve staff experience and the associated survey results
year on year and support the Trusts vision to provide a safe and effective healthcare service to
all of the communities in the East of England.
Key activities in line with this are detailed in the Leadership strategy action plan and it is
anticipated that completion of the activities contained in the leadership charter will deliver on
improvements in the Trusts staff survey scores.
Underpinning the embedding of the Trust wide leadership strategy will be department focussed
actions plans that will be informed by listening and engaging with staff at all levels of the Trust
to understand the concerns in more depth, focusing in particular on areas highlighted by local
results.
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Integrated Performance Report
Data:

February 2018

Meeting: March 2018

based on the Single Oversight Framework

1

Leadership &
Improvement

2

Leadership & Improvement
TURNOVER
Turnover is monitored on a monthly basis using the principle described
below. Currently the whole trust rolling year turnover is at 7.91% which
equates to an average 33.31 wte staff leaving the Trust per month. A&E
Turnover is at 6.00% which equates to on average 15.64wte A&E staff
leaving the Trust per month.
NOTE: Staff leaving via a TUPE are not included for the purposes of
calculating turnover
DEFINITIONS:
Employee turnover refers to the proportion of employees who leave an
organisation over a set period (often on a year-on-year basis), expressed
as a percentage of total workforce numbers.
CIPD.(2014). Employee turnover and retention. Available:
https://www.cipd.co.uk/hr-resources/factsheets/employee-turnoverretention.aspx. Last accessed 20th May 2015.

SICKNESS
In trend terms sickness is currently running as seasonably expected . The
Trust undertakes a constructive and consistent focus on managing
sickness absence, both long and short term. This is supported by
comprehensive questioning from Day One* clinicians towards the staff who
call in and a targeted approach from Occupational Health in conjunction
with line managers & HR in relation to chronic sick absence cases.

East Appraisal & Development Review
EEAST's Appraisal & Development Review (EADR) process is an
important workforce tool which allows for meaningful dialogue about work
performance, development and career aspirations between an individual
and their manager. The ADR takes place over and 12 month cycle
individual to each individual member of staff, therefore compliance is
recorded over a rolling 12 months. The graph shows the % of staff
compliant at the month end. The end of year Target is 95%
NOTE: Operations support is now shown under Shared Support
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Leadership & Improvement

Mandatory Training Workbook
Delivery of Mandatory training as currently via by the Mandatory
Workbook, and is delivered on a twelve month cycle. When a member of
staff successfully completes their Mandatory Workbook they will be
compliant for twelve months from that point. Therefore the graph show
details of the percentage of staff that have completed it during the
preceding 12 months.

Professional Update (PU)
The length of cycle for delivery of the Professional Update programme is 18 months (from the previous 12 months). This decision has been taken to
accommodate the increased training commitment that the Trust has made to new Student Paramedics and the Senior Paramedic and Senior EMT
programmes.
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Leadership & Improvement
A&E Frontline Vacancies
Positions

Afc Band

ECPs
Sups, Sen Paras, Paras & Student Paras
Sen Techs, Techs, AAPs, ECAs, IAPs & HRCs
Total

6
6&5
5, 4 & 3

Budgeted
Establishm
ent
149.45
1710.07
899.74
2759.27

Feb-18
Finance
Adjusted
Vacancies
Staff in
post
71.85
77.60
1804.88
-94.81
898.99
0.75
2775.72
-16.45
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VACANCIES
This graph shows the Trust's current month's vacancy rates
by function. It should be noted that Locality vacancies in
this graph cover all A&E staff.
The known challenges of recruiting into Hertfordshire and
large swathes of Essex are reflected in these
figures. Additionally it is hoped that future recruitment to the
Associate & Intermediate Practioner roles will start to
address vacancies in the non registered staff element of the
skills mix in A&E
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QUALITY OF CARE
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Quality – Patient Safety
Serious Incidents
Description
Actual number of incidents (as defined in reporting and investigation of serious incidents
procedure) reported within the month
Analysis
There were 21 SI’s reported in February, 7 of which resulted in harm. The remaining 14
were near misses and no harm was caused.

Vehicle Cleanliness
Description
The number of audits reaching the cleanliness target of 95%
Analysis
Vehicle cleanliness was at 95% for February 2018.

Station Cleanliness
Description
The number of audits reaching the cleanliness target of 95%
Analysis
Station cleanliness was at 94% for February 2018.
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Quality – Patient Safety

Number of Emergency Service Complaints
Description
Actual number of Emergency Service complaints received in full calendar month.
Analysis
There were 77 Emergency Service complaints in February 2018.

Number of PTS Complaints
Description
Actual number of Patient Transport Services complaints received in full calendar month.
Analysis
There were 41 PTS complaints in February 2018.
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Clinical
Cardiac Arrest ACQI - ROSC

•
•
•

Description
% of all patients who had resuscitation commenced/ continued by EEAST following an out-ofhospital cardiac arrest who had return of spontaneous circulation (ROSC) on arrival at hospital.
Analysis
The target has seen a further increase of 0.7% with an slight increase patient cohort on the previous
month. 29.4% for January is above the Trust target of 27%, the year to date is currently 31.8%
which is very close to the national average. The Trust continues to review the cardiac arrest data
closely to better understand any clinical practice that may affect these fluctuations and replicate
the best practice where possible. Work is ongoing with the air ambulance charities to provide
evidence of best practice in order to emulate successes where practicable.

Cardiac Arrest ACQI – Survival to discharge

*The latest National Average available from NHS England is for September 2017. A solid red line (if
shown) in the chart represents actual National Averages. Where the National Average line has red
hashes, this indicates that the average for these months is not actual.

•
•
•

•
•

•

Actions

Description

% of all patients who had resuscitation commenced/ continued by EEAST following an out-ofhospital cardiac arrest who were discharged from hospital alive

•
•

Analysis

The Trust has seen a small increase of compliance with this target, the YTD is currently at 8.9%
which is above the Trust agreed target and moving us closer to the national average. It will be
interesting to see the national data when it is available. There was a very small increase in patient
cohort as the denominator for this criteria The Trust is now above the Trust average and just below
the national averages although more work needs to be done to delve deeper into the combination
of Trust and acute hospital treatment with the individual hospital discharge rates being included in
the Trust Quality Report to commissioners. This will promote better understanding of survivability
in the future.

STEMI ACQI – Care bundle

*The latest National Average available from NHS England is for September 2017. A solid red line (if shown) in the chart represents actual
National Averages. Where the National Average line has red hashes, this indicates that the average for these months is not actual.

Description

% of all patients suffering a ST elevation myocardial infarction (STEMI) who received an appropriate
care bundle (aspirin, GTN and analgesia administered and two pain scores
recorded).

•
•
•
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*The latest National Average available from NHS England is for September 2017. A solid red line (if shown) in the chart represents actual National Averages. Where the National
Average line has red hashes, this indicates that the average for these months is not actual.

As above
Link in with Papworth hospital reviewing end-to end review of some of the patients who suffer an
OHCA who progress to PCI. Concern that there is
no cardiac network within the region as such
potential risk of disjointed service delivery across
the region.
Implementation of Inotropic Adrenaline for ROSC
care with support of Clinical Advice Line
Increased availability of HEMS/Critical Care teams
and or BASICs providers
Rocuronium trial.

Actions

•
•

Analysis

The Trust has seen a small increase of compliance with this target, the YTD is currently at 8.9%
which is above the Trust agreed target and moving us closer to the national average. It will be
interesting to see the national data when it is available. There was a very small increase in patient
cohort as the denominator for this criteria The Trust is now above the Trust average and just below
the national averages although more work needs to be done to delve deeper into the combination
of Trust and acute hospital treatment with the individual hospital discharge rates being included in
the Trust Quality Report to commissioners. This will promote better understanding of survivability
in the future.

2018/19 PU programme being written to include Cardiac
Arrest
Cardiac Arrest Bootcamps ongoing.
Cardiac Arrest Checklist available throughout stores, taught
within E&T environments and PU.
Resuscitation Council (UK) ALS courses being planned
throughout the year.
Ongoing monitoring of OHCA performance through OHCA
report on AuditR
OHCA course now complete and learning to be shared and
disseminated (3xACL, 1xETO and 2xCCORDs completed
course). The case for change/SOP assessable criteria which
has been written by the group will link into the development
of the cardiac arrest practice and strategy.
Cardiac arrest strategy pre-launch at Octobers clinical
briefing. Due for full sign off and release by April 2018.
Cardiac care and cardiac arrest management group reestablished to help support improvements in cardiac arrest
survival.
CPD day on 28th March 2018 including cardiac arrest
management

•

•
•

As above
Link in with Papworth hospital reviewing
end-to -end review of some of the patients
who suffer an OHCA who progress to PCI.
Concern that there is no cardiac network
within the region as such potential risk of
disjointed service delivery across the region.
Implementation of Inotropic Adrenaline for
ROSC care with support of Clinical Advice
Line
Increased availability of HEMS/Critical Care
teams and or BASICs providers
10
Rocuronium trial.

Clinical
STEMI ACQI – Time to PPCI treatment within 150 minutes

Stroke ACQI – Care bundle

Description
% of all STEMI patients who received primary percutaneous coronary intervention (PPCI)
following direct admission to a PPCI centre whose PPCI treatment took place within 150 minutes
of call.

Actions

Analysis
The Trust has seen a increase in compliance against this ACQI to 85.7%, this maintaining us above
the national average of 84%. The availability of transportable resources is key to meet this target
along with the timeliness of our clinicians recognising a STEMI and transporting the patient to a
PPCI centre is pivotal in reducing the potential damage to heart muscle and prevents further
clinical deterioration. The Trust continues marginally to be above the national average which is
positive, but the ACLs continue to review calls to ensure the on scene times for the clinicians are
kept to a minimum.

•

•

•

•

*The latest National Average available from NHS England is for September 2017. A solid red line (if shown) in the
chart represents actual National Averages. Where the National Average line has red hashes, this indicates that the
average for these months is not actual.

•

Description
% of all patients with suspected new stroke or transient ischaemic attack (TIA) who
receive an appropriate care bundle (FAST assessment, blood pressure and blood
glucose measurement)
The Trust has seen a continued increase in the compliance to 100%. Patient numbers were
slightly decreased on the previous month. Stroke care remains a focus of the Trust and the ACLs
continue to review Stroke cases for both clinical care and timeliness to a HASU. The focus will be
to maintain this positive result.

*The latest National Average available from NHS England is for September 2017. A solid red line (if shown) in the
chart represents actual National Averages. Where the National Average line has red hashes, this indicates that the
average for these months is not actual.

•
•

•
•

•

Stroke ACQI – Time to HASU within 60 minutes
Description
% of all Face Arm Speech Test (FAST) positive stroke patients potentially eligible for
stroke thrombolysis (within local guidelines) who arrived at a hyper acute stroke
centre (HASU) within 60 minutes of call.
Analysis

The Trust has seen a considerable increase for this measure from 28.3% to 40.5% compliance, with more patients
than the previous month. The YTD at 45% is just below the national average of 49% but still some work to do to
reach the agreed target of 56%. Closure of HASU and the availability of resources to respond to this patient group
should be considered in the context of the further reduction. Stroke care remains a focus of the Trust and the
ACLs continue to review Stroke cases for both clinical care and timeliness to a HASU.
*The latest National Average available from NHS England is for September 2017. A solid red line (if shown) in the chart represents actual
National Averages. Where the National Average line has red hashes, this indicates that the average for these months is not actual.
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times to establish intelligence.

Actions

•

Analysis

Opportunity identified to ensure reduced on
scene times for both STEMI and Stroke
patients
Delivery of standards in care session on all
Trust core training courses.
Work ongoing with ACL team to decide how
to communicate to staff regarding on scene
time and requirements on scene to try to
minimise delay on scene
Cardiac care and cardiac arrest management
group re-established to support ongoing
improvements and facilitate discussions.

Ongoing monitoring of on scene times with a 'snap
audit' undertaken by the ACL team.
Stroke care bundle regularly compliant and above
national required standard, month on month.
Opportunity identified to ensure reduced on scene
times for both STEMI and Stroke patients.
Feedback to local 'clinical' dlo if learning required
and feedback given.
Cardiac care and cardiac arrest management group
ToR changed to include Cardiovascular diseases
including stroke, VTE, Cardiac.
Further cardiac care and CA management group
meeting TBA for May 2018

Actions

•
•

•
•

Ongoing monitoring of on scene times with a
'snap audit' undertaken by the ACL team.
Opportunity identified to ensure reduced on
scene times for both STEMI and Stroke
patients.
Feedback to local 'clinical' dlo if learning
required and feedback given.
End to End review by Dave Allen (ACL)
presented to Commissioners, ongoing audit
by all ACLs at monthly contract meetings.
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Clinical

n = total patient group
1 = Overall group - Cardiac Arrest patients where resuscitation has been attempted
2 = Comparator group - Cardiac Arrest patients where resuscitation has been attempted, VF/VT arrest, presumed cardiac aetiology, bystander witnesses
3 = PPCI - Primary Percutaneous Coronary Intervention
4 = STEMI Care Bundle - Aspirin, GTN, 2 pain scores, analgesia administered
5 = Stroke Care Bundle - FAST, Blood Glucose and Blood pressure recorded
6 = Asthma Care Bundle - Respiratory Rate, Peak Flow, SPO2 recorded and Salbutamol administered
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Clinical
CLINICAL PERFORMANCE SUMMARY
Serious Incidents
There were 21 SIs reported in February, seven of which were considered to have resulted in harm. The remaining fourteen (66.7%) were near misses and no identified harm was
caused.
Complaints
Of the 118 complaints received in February, 77 (65.3%) were related to the Emergency Services and 41 (34.7%) related to our Patient Transport Services including PTCAAS.
Ambulance Clinical Quality Indicators (ACQIs)
Two out of eight indicators demonstrated a decrease in compliance in January; ROSC (Utstein comparator) and STEMI care bundle, the latter of which still remained above the set
target.
Despite increases in Survival to Discharge (all patients and the Ustein comparator group), PPCI < 150 minutes and Stroke HASU < 60 minutes, outcomes for these were below their
respective targets.
Increases in both ROSC (all patients) and Stroke Care Bundle ensured that these two outcomes continue to remain above the set targets which care of Stroke patients once again
achieving 100% - the third time within the year.
Average ‘Year to date’ figures continue to demonstrates ongoing compliance with 6/8 compliance thresholds – exceptions being PPCI < 150 minutes and Stoke HASU < 60 minutes.
Safeguarding
Due to the shorter calendar month, February Safeguarding referrals decreased to 3643, but remain consistently increased on 2017 referral rates – 20% increase from February 2017.
The average SPOC case entry time remains consistent at just over 9 minutes per referral. Notably, 90.4% of SPOC calls were answered within 60 seconds and only 48 Operational
hours were lost in waiting for SPOC to answer in February – lowest since April 2017. This shows a further month of stability around operational downtime to make SPOC referrals.
Safeguarding feedback gained from referrals and processed by the safeguarding team during February maintained its high rate of 914 or 25% of the 3643 Trust referrals. Feedback
continues to be highly supported by Hertfordshire with 56% of referrals in the area receiving feedback.
Medicines Management
The MMT continue to focus on the implementation of shift allocated CDs, with a focus of completing this project by the end of April 2018; there has been a degree of project creep
due to unforeseen supply issues.
Much of the estates works required to bring both the shift allocated CD pouch system and the Home Office CD Licence has been planned for completion or is being executed at the
moment.
A new Drugs bag has been designed and developed by the Operational Medicines Management Group and this will be a standardised bag for use across the whole of the Trust.
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Clinical – CQC Action Plan
Gap Analysis and Action Plan

Core
Service

EUC

Recommendation

Improve performance and response times for
emergency calls.

Ensure that there are adequate numbers of
EUC/EOC suitable skilled and qualified staff to provide safe
care and treatment

All Trust
staff

Ensure staff are appropriately mentored and
supported to carry out their role including
appraisals.

EUC, EOC,
PTS

Ensure staff complete
mandatory training
(professional updates).

EUC, EOC,
PTS

Ensure that incidents are
reported consistently and
learning fed back to staff.

Current
Status
R/A/G

Description of
Current Position

Hitting soft trajectory targets against higher than
usual demand

A

Continuous recruitment programme with no plans
Continued commitment to recruit. Support from HR
to decrease for the next two years.
Recruitment Team and operational and support service staff Recruitment & Resourcing
EOC CCORDS and ECAT continue recruitment.
Manager
for recruitment activities. Continued commitment for funding
for CCORD and ECAT staff towards the Clinical Hub model

G

on-going

Clinical Quality & Safety Group

Agreed process for dissemination of feedback at local levels.
Quality assure learning by triangulation and review.

All Heads of Departments

Kevin Brown

On-going

Clinical Quality & Safety
Group/Quality Governance
Committee

Focused review and gap analysis.
Continued Safeguarding training for all staff and volunteers.

Safeguarding Lead

Sandy Brown

May-17

Clinical Quality & Safety
Group/Quality Governance
Committee

On going review of current systems.

Head of Medicines
Management

Tom Davis

On going

Medicines Management
Group/Clinical Quality & Safety
Group

Immediate trajectory and plan for cleaning schedule.

Head of Non Emergency
Services

Jul-17

Infection Prevention and Control
Group/Clinical Quality & Safety
Group

Differing understanding
amongst staff regarding
capacity and the MCA

Develop training plan/delivery methods and quality
assurance for communication.

Safeguarding Lead/Area
Clinical Lead for MH

Jul-17

Clinical Quality & Safety
Group/Quality Governance
Committee

On-going monitoring continues with no identified
cases following inspection.

Communication already
issued, but will require
close monitoring locally.

Jan-17

Clinical Quality & Safety
Group/Quality Governance
Committee/SLB

G

Ensure that all vehicles and equipment are
appropriately cleaned and maintained.

G

Ensure all staff are aware of their responsibilities
under legislation including the Mental Capacity
Act 2005

G

G

EUC,
EOC

The Trust should improve the numbers of
patients offered hear and treat services.

EUC, EOC, Ensure all staff are aware of their responsibility
under Duty of Candour requirements.
PTS

Senior Leadership Board

Sandy Brown

Ensure that medicines management is consistent
across the trust and that medicines are stored
and managed according to regulation and
legislation.

The Trust should consider how all risks associated
with PTS can be captured and reviewed on the
risk register.

2018

Lindsey
StaffordScott/Kevin
Brown

All Heads of Departments

Reporting has increased and is at its highest
recorded levels.

PTS

Senior Leadership Board

Senior Leadership Board

G

G

On-going

Jun-17

Ensure that all staff are aware of safeguarding
EUC, EOC,
procedures and there is a consistent approach to
PTS
reporting safeguarding.

Ensure records are stored securely on vehicles.

Working Group
(where
monitoring will
take place)

Kevin Brown

Reporting has increased over time but assurance
on learning from incidents is more challenging to
evidence. Feedback mechanism now in place on
Datix

EUC,
PTS

Deadline

All Heads of Departments

G

EUC, EOC,
PTS

Executive/
Divisional
Lead

Continued recruitment of staff. Long-standing capacity gap Deputy Directors for Service
Kevin Brown
(ORH)
Delivery

EADR appraisal rate closely monitored at local level
Agreed EADR process with agreed trajectories. Mentorship
to meet trajectory. Focus on mentorship and clinical
process agreed for all localities.
support.

PU and Mandatory Training dependant on
operational performance. Can be postponed when
demand increases.

PTS

Operational Lead

G

G

EUC, EOC,
PTS

Action Required if Amber/Red

Aligned to a
consistent
approach.

Deep cleaning utilising existing ambulance fleet
assistants at locality depots.

Contract
competition drives
business

G

Capacity of clinicians within EOC limits ability to
deal with volume of calls

G

Duty of Candour embedded in investigations, gap
with staff understanding the terminology - do
understand Being Open.

Agreed trajectories for completion of PU and Mandatory
Training by service line.

Complete review of risk register against current practice.
Increased recruitment of clinicians.
Review clinical hub model for inclusion of hear and treat
potential calls.
To renew communications to staff.
To consider various methods of communication and quality
assurance for triangulation.

Kevin
Brown/Wayne
Bartlett-Syree

Sandy Brown

Kevin
Deputy Directors for Service
Brown/Sandy
Delivery
Brown

Head of Non Emergency
Services

Kevin Brown

Jan-17

SLB/Clinical Quality & Safety
Group/Audit Committee

Clinical Lead Emergency
Operations Centre

Kevin
Brown/Gary
Morgan

On going monitoring

SLB/Clinical Quality & Safety
Group/Executive Team

Safety and Risk Lead

Sandy Brown

Mar-17

Clinical Quality & Safety
Group/Quality Governance
Committee
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Notes

OPG meets every Tuesday, is
supported by a
Forecasting and
Planning meeting
(minuted). There is
evidence of Red
performance
improvement and Red tail breaches
being managed.
Skill mix is planned and reviewed on
a shift by shift basis with changes
made as required. Will remain open
and next review will follow publication of the independent
service review.
Operational pressures
have limited
additional training. In line
with
trajectory, staff aware of
planned
dates for EADR's.

Area specific plans have been
submitted with trajectories. Notification sent to staff with planned dates.

Risk registers in place.

On-going information dissemination
at all levels to ensure full safeguarding systems and process.
Freedom to speak up guardians
appointed and Trust launch planned
March 2017.

A consistent/safe approach Trust wide for controlled drugs which has moved away from
personal issue.
Audit results and
assurance visits
reflect a much improved
picture in
this area.

On core training and PU

These were isolated cases of patient care records found stored insecurely on vehicles
immediate action taken
at time of inspection, awareness
stickers placed in the cab of all
vehicles and ongoing monitoring
continues.

On-going monitoring and review by department leads and safety and risk lead.
Project groups in place and
significant progress in this direction
with data to support it available.
Continued awareness and information being provided. Specific section on Duty of Candour to
be placed on the Trust Clinical manual
APP.
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Finance

KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
KPI

Relevance of indicator

Opening Current
plan
Plan

Plan

YTD
RAG
Actual Variance Rating

Year to date position

F/cast
Outturn

1

Turnover £m

259.2

261.5

239.7

242.8

3.1

261.5

2a

EBITDA £m

7.1

7.1

6.5

8.6

2.1

7.1

2b

EBITDA %

2.7%

2.7%

2.7%

3.5%

0.8%

2.7%

3a

Surplus £m

0.0

0.0

0.0

2.1

2.1

0.0

3b

Surplus %

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.9%

0.9%

0.0%

4

CIP £m

6.2

6.2

5.7

5.8

0.1

6.2

5a

Pay £m

182.3

184.2

168.8

173.8

(5.0)

190.8

5b

WTE

4,672

4,672

4,672

4,599

(73)

5c

Non-Pay £m

69.8

70.3

64.4

60.4

4.0

70.7

6

Capital budget £m

6.8

5.8

4.6

2.5

(2.1)

5.8

7a

Cash balance £m

4.0

4.0

5.6

14.7

9.1

3.9

7b

Debtors >90 days £m

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.5

0.3

0.2

7b

BPPC % Non-NHS

95.0%

95.0%

95.0%

89.3%

(5.7%)

85.0%

8

Rate of return %

Asset utilisation

3.5%

3.5%

3.5%

3.5%

0.0%

3.5%

9

Finance & use of
resources

Risk rating

Delivery of revenue plan

Delivery of capital plan

Management of working capital
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OPERATIONAL PERFORMANCE
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Sub-Section

Comment

Dec

Jan

Feb

C1 mean 7min

The Trust is not currently commissioned to deliver any of the national ARP
standards. Performance remained relatively consistent and mid range nationally
when compared. C1 response activity during February represents about 10% of
workload, which is higher than modelled levels. The mean is impacted more by
rural responses. Additional fast response capacity remains in place to support
ongoing improvement in lieu of the full effects of ARP.

0:09:12

0:08:32

0:08:43

0:16:44

0:15:30

0:15:47

C2 continues to be the largest share of overall activity. Where capacity impacts
exists, for example arrival to handover delays at hospitals, many C2 are
responded to by a solo responder. Under the AQI, this does not count in
performance but this action support delivery of safe care to patients.
Improvement reflect reduced demand and improved capacity.

0:32:04

0:28:54

0:26:54

1:05:07

0:59:28

0:55:35

C3 mean
C3 90% 120min

C3 (Urgent) response, through triage of response, remains influenced by the
capacity gap and higher proportions of C1/C2 demand. Resource availability of an
ambulance continues to be influenced by lost produced capacity through hospital
arrival to handover delays. The challenge with the capacity gap is to reduce the
90th centile.

1:47:01

1:25:26

01:17:54

4:40:34

3:34:09

3:09:54

C1 Demand

C1 activity in February shows volume reduction but a higher share than modelled
levels.

7082

6664

5924

9216

7762

6651

Hospital
Queueing Delays

Handover delays continue to be a significant issue and impact on available
capacity and patient delays in the community. Data shown excludes PSIT
contribution
Target standards are Arrival to Handover 15 minutes and Hanover to Clear 15
minutes 95% of the time.
Through working with NHS England and NHS Improvement, a system wide focus
on managing the consequential risk is being developed and a new escalation
protocol introduced

Total Calls
Answered

C1 90% 15min
C2 mean 18min
C2 90% 40min

AtoH

00:32:34

00:29:26

00:28:46

00:14:00

00:14:54

00:14:28

Calls answered has shown small reduction and is ln line with seasonal variations.

78,309

68,745

60,677

AQI Hear & Treat

Additional capacity over the winter /festive period was in place to support the
system with reducing attendance at A&E departments. Hear and Treat was
increased as part of the surge and REAP management actions. The Trust remains
nationally very strong in this performance domain.

7677

6290

5010

9.57%

8.52%

7.48%

See and Treat

See and Treat is the measure of patients who were responded to by ambulance
staff and their care discharged outside of the A&E environment.
What this means is that ~438% of incidents are managed by EEAST without the
Integrated Performance
need for a hospital transportation.

23,451

22,768

20,282

Report 31.55%

30.85%

30.29%19

HtoC

Performance

The C1 mean is a combination of rural and urban areas.
Of the six STPs, the performance was.
Beds and Luton 7:07
Cambridgeshire & Peterborough 9:55
Herts and West Essex 8:16
Mid and South Essex 7:15
Norfolk and Waveney 9:59
Suffolk and North East Essex 9:31.

C1 Mean Monthly Response Time (A25)
C1 Mean Response Time (A25)
0:09:30
0:08:30

0:08:41

0:09:12
0:08:32

Target

0:08:43

0:07:30

The Trust continues to deploy operational managers to high acuity
incidents to support the safety and care of patients.

0:06:30

Performance is relatively static with the provision of additional capacity
for fast response in place. The Operational teams are focussing on how to
further improve.

0:05:30
0:04:30
November December
2017
2017

January
2018

February
2018

March
2018

April 2018

Performance reflects a stable and consistent approach to fast response to
the highest acuity patients in the region.

C1 Mean Weekly Response Time (A25)

00:10:30

Weekly

C1 Mean
Response
Time
(<7mins)

00:07:30

28/01/18

00:08:29

00:06:30

04/02/18

00:09:00

11/02/18

00:08:39

18/02/18

00:08:28

25/02/18

00:08:42

00:09:30
00:08:30

00:05:30
00:04:30

20

C2 Mean Response Time Monthly (A31)
0:36:00
0:28:48
0:21:36
0:14:24
0:07:12
0:00:00

0:32:04

0:28:54

0:24:24

C2 is measured by the response of an ambulance to the scene
and does not count any fast response that may have been sent.

0:26:54

October 2017 November December January 2018
2017
2017
C2 Mean Response Time (A31)

Performance is affected by C1 and general high demand and
capacity balance. Hospital handover delays create adverse
impact.

February March 2018
2018
Target

April 2018

Additional capacity has been sourced to held reduce delays. It
should be noted that the Trust may send a fast response car to
many of these calls, but the AQI counts the ambulance response.

C3 Mean Response Time Monthly (A34)
1:55:12
1:26:24
0:57:36

1:47:01
1:25:26

1:12:16

The challenge to respond to the volume of calls is impacted by
availability of resource otherwise lost at hospitals and the high
percentage of call transfers from 111 providers.

1:17:54

In national context
All mean standards are broadly average.
90th centiles are just under average

0:28:48
0:00:00
October 2017 November 2017December 2017 January 2018 February 2018

March 2018

C3 Mean Response Time (A34)

* Please note, the dotted line is national standard required performance which
the Trust is not commissioned against.

C4 Mean Response Time Monthly (A37)
2:24:00

2:07:30

1:55:12
1:26:24

1:41:31

1:34:40

1:40:49

0:57:36
0:28:48
0:00:00
October 2017

November
2017

December 2017 January 2018 February 2018
C4 Mean Response Time (A37)

March 2018
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Demand

Calls answered is a comparative measure of pressure on EEAST but not necessarily
representative of actual number of patients responded to or treated on the phone. Calls
answered will have been influenced by ETA calls from unavoidable long waiting patients
and will have influenced newer 999 patient calls being received. The new national
response times mean longer responses are possible for some patients and many ETAs
are around public expectations. As you can see by the table, call demand during January
significantly reduced easing the pressure seen in the three EOCs in December.

Total Calls Answered (A1)
90000
80000
70000

78309

68745

67499

60000

60677

Calls from 111 providers reduced over the month but remain significantly higher than
the same period last year.

50000
40000
30000
20000
10000
0
November
2017

December
2017

January 2018 February 2018 March 2018

April 2018

Hear & Treat (A17)
10000
8000
6000
4000
2000
0

7677
5400

H&T H&T %
6290

5010

November December January February
2017
2017
2018
2018

Dec-17

7677

9.57%

Jan-18

6290

8.52%

Feb-18

5010

7.48%

March April 2018
2018

See & Treat (A55)

S&T %

Dec-17

23,451

31.55%

Jan-18

22,768

30.85%

Feb-18

20,282

30.29%

22768

23000
22000

S&T

23451

24000

21314

21000

20282

20000

111 Calls
20000
18000
16000
14000
12000
10000
8000
6000
4000
2000
0

18140
14577

17369

16125

111

111 %

Dec-17 18,140 22.61%
Jan-18

17,369 25.27%

Feb-18

16,125 26.58%

19000
18000

November December
2017
2017

January
2018

February March 2018 April 2018
2018
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The Trust planned to exceed 79,600 patient facing vehicle hours across the
period shown and has met this aim.

W/e

RRV

DSA

UHP Total

04/02/18

10995

66171

77166

11/02/18

12238

69501

81739

18/02/18

13012

70615

83627

25/02/18

12637

69457

82094

04/03/18

13290

70492

83782

There was a reduction in absenteeism following a high period across the
festive period and high prevalence of flu like symptoms.
Additional PAS capacity has been sourced but the market is limited within the
region for accredited providers.
As we move into FY18/19, further contract awards are anticipated to be made
to support improvements across the year.

Capacity - UHP (DSA & RRV Only)

Capacity - PAS
14,000

90,000
85,000
80,000
75,000
70,000
65,000
60,000
55,000
50,000

12,000
10,000
8,000
6,000
4,000
2,000
0

2016/17

2017/18

Budget
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2017/18
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Hospital Delays
Hours Lost over 15mins
AtoH Hours lost over 15mins
10000
8000
6000
4000
2000
0

9216

HtoC Hours Lost over 15mins

7762

There was a reduction in absenteeism following a high period across
the festive period and high prevalence of flu like symptoms.

6651

5892

The Trust planned to exceed 79,600 patient facing vehicle hours across
the period shown and has met this aim.

2170

2048

2057

1868

Nov-17

Dec-17

Jan-18

Feb-18

Additional PAS capacity has been sourced but the market is limited
within the region for accredited providers.
Mar-18

Apr-18

Dec-17

Jan-18

Feb-18

AtoH > 15mins Hours Lost

9216

7762

6651

HtoC > 15mins Hours Lost

2048

2057

1868

As we move into FY18/19, further contract awards are anticipated to
be made to support improvements across the year.
AtoH & HtoC over 60mins Count
AtoH Over 60mins Count

Average AtoH & HtoC Times
AtoH Avg Time HH:MM:SS
00:32:34

00:36:00
00:28:48 00:24:03
00:21:36

00:15:18

00:14:24

00:14:00

HtoC Avg Time HH:MM:SS

00:29:26

00:14:54

00:28:46

00:14:28

3500
3000
2500
2000
1500
1000
500
0

3314
2607
2141

1825

31

Nov-17

00:07:12

44

Dec-17

41

Dec-17

Jan-18

Feb-18

Mar-18

Dec-17

Jan-18

Feb-18

Average AtoH Time

00:32:34

00:29:26

00:28:46

Average HtoC Time

00:15:18

00:14:00

00:14:28

Apr-18

30

Jan-18

00:00:00

Nov-17

HtoC over 60mins Count

Feb-18

Mar-18

Dec-17

Jan-18

Feb-18

AtoH over 60mins Count

3314

2607

2141

HtoC over 60mins Count

44

41

30

Apr-18
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- ECAT

Apr-17
May-17
Jun-17
Jul-17
Aug-17
Sep-17
Oct-17
Nov-17
Dec-17
Jan-18
Feb-18

Actual
H&T ECAT
4197
4579
4485
4745
4210
4342
4409
4225
5369
4442
3616

Actual
H&T CH
670
718
617
629
619
593
568
590
712
584
462

Actual
H&T %
9.04%
9.38%
9.31%
9.57%
8.72%
9.18%
9.11%
8.85%
10.35%
9.20%
8.34%

Actual
ECAT Saves ECAT
5392
6009
5772
6021
5209
5254
5532
5387
7657
6290
5001

Additional saves
1195
1430
1287
1276
999
912
1123
1162
2288
1848
1385

H&T CQUIN
Target %
9%
9%
9%
9%
9%
9%
9.5%
9.5%
9%
9.5%
9.5%

90% CQUIN target
H&T (ECAT SAVES)
3445
3661
3562
3751
3576
3520
3844
3879
3931
3925
3886
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- ECAT

EEAST is one of the highest performance Trusts nationally at Hear and Treat and see, treat and convey performance is in the top three
nationally.
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Arrivals - Early or up to 30mins later for Appointment
98.00%
96.00%

95%
93%

94.00%

94%

94%

94%
92%

92.00%

92%

93%

94%

94%

% patients arriving any
time prior to
appointment

92%

90.00%
88.00%

The target percentage
is 95%
April

May

June

July

August

September October November December

2016/17

January

February

81%

81%

March

2017/18

Collections
90.00%
85.00%
80.00%

77%

76%

76%

May

June

77%

77%

July

August

76%

78%

77%

77%

October

November

December

January

February

95%

95%

95%

95%

% of patients collected
within 60 minutes of
scheduled made ready
time

75.00%
70.00%

April

September

2016/17

March

The target percentage is
95%

2017/18

Time on Vehicle
100.00%

95%

94%

95%

95%

94%

94%

94%

90.00%

Time on vehicle should
not exceed 90 minutes

80.00%

The data provides an overall
view of PTS performance
however has not been broken
down by contract. PTS have 6
main contracts all with
different KPI’s, some having
no KPI’s at all. Whilst some
KPI’s will be common, such as
vehicle cleanliness and access
to hand gel, others will be
contract dependent. For
example West Essex contract
arrival standard is “90% of
patients shall arrive on time
or up to 60 minutes before
the appointment”. The Suffolk
contract states “90% of
patients to arrive between 60
minutes before and 10
minutes before the
appointment time”. North
Essex is “85% of patients on
time or up to 60 minutes
before”. Gt Yarmouth and
Waveney require “90% to
arrive at or prior to their
appointment time”. As such it
is impossible to determine a
single reporting KPI on the
Trust PTS performance”

The target percentage is
95%

70.00%
60.00%

Analysis

April

May

June

July

August

September

2016/17

October

2017/18

November

December

January

February

March

New dashboard in development by
contract
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PTS / Commercial update:
Overall, the challenges of meeting all requirements of PTS contracts remain very challenging. The forward
focus is on integration of management capacity within the directorate to drive increased focus on delivery.
• Beds & Herts contract mobilisation is ongoing. Staff consultations are taking place for roster implementation.
Inherited quality and governance issues are being addressed through intense mobilisation support. Active recruitment
ongoing for known vacancies. Existing PTS managers and emergency ops managers continue to support the
mobilisation and manage contract teething challenges.
• Cambs- Contract variation drawn up with revised KPI’s. Significant improvement across the KPI’s for Hinchingbrooke
and Peterborough. Active recruitment ongoing. Risk of financial penalties (accrued within current budget). RAP
agreed with Commissioners. A quality improvement focus through management structure changes has commenced.
• Gt Yarmouth & Waveney/Suffolk – both contracts have been lost to private provider (E-Zec Medical). Staff will transfer
on 1st April 2018. Significant number of resignations since the award to the new provider. Transfers being offered to
some staff who have requested transfers to Cambridgeshire and Essex. Gt Yarmouth have served a penalty notice
due to the performance of the call centre (despite EEAST writing to all commissioners to advise of the impact of the
emergency cover in Beds/Herts) RAP has been agreed.
• West Essex – the commissioners terminated the existing contract. A new contract is being negotiated.
• South Essex – nothing to note.
• North Essex – RAP in place for KPI’s. Improvement to KPI’s in January.
• Stanstead Airport – A new contract is being mobilised to provide sevice to the airport and will be updated in future
reports.
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LOCAL RESILIENCE FORUM (CCA)
• Regional LRF engagement continues
• Regional LHRP engagement continues
• Mass casualty plans have now been signed off at LRHPs,
this will aid the Trust in updating it’s Major Incident Plan
with casualty distribution information
INCIDENTS
• Major Incident declared for a fire with multiple patients in
a care home in Stevenage. A strong and effective
response was provided.
• The severe weather in February proved challenging for the
Trust, our HART team put out additional 4x4 cover to
provide a dedicated response in Norfolk & Suffolk
• Local partner agencies and volunteers assisted the trust
during the severe weather including blue agencies and
external volunteer groups such as Rover Rescue
EVENTS
• All Safety Advisory Groups and planning meetings
achieved full engagement
• 0 exercises planned for engagement in fourth quarter of
17/18
• 15 events planned for engagement in the fourth quarter of
17/18

BUSINESS CONTINUITY
• Trust Business Continuity exercise debriefed and actions
planned
• Business Continuity performance now reported and
managed through Senior Leadership Board dashboard

EPRR
• Current threat level for International terrorism in the UK
remains at SEVERE.
• Current threat level for the Northern Ireland related
terrorism in Britain remains at SUBSTANTIAL
• National Capabilities Review for EEAST completed, report
received and action plan in progress
• EEAST Pandemic Flu Plan reviewed and progressing
through Trust governance processes

COMMAND TRAINING
• NARU Command training dates released for 2018/19
• All MTFA refresher training planned for 2018
• Internal Operational Commanders courses planned for 2018
• Further Trust no notice exercising planned

JESIP
• EEAST is engaged with all partner agencies in each county to
achieve compliance with refresher training courses.
• Essex remains the leading area for completion due to
positive engagement of partner agencies

Integrated Performance Report
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HART Team incidents Attended
HART responses include:•
Safe Working At Height
•
Water related
•
Confined Space
•
Chemical Incidents
•
Explosive Incidents
•
Support to frontline crews
•
Assistance to conventional 999 calls whilst remaining available for HART incidents

1000
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0
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200

Air Operations incidents Attended
•
•

800
600

•
•

400
200
Jan-18

Dec-17
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Sep-17

Aug-17

Jul-17

Jun-17

May 17

Apr 17

Mar-17

•
Feb-17

0

Air Operations responses include assets from all three HEMS charities
Deployments include those where a team deploy by car as well as the Air
Ambulance incidents
An increase in deployments was seen in November
EAAA is currently running a trial for new CCP only car on night shifts out of the
Norwich location
EHAAT is currently running a trial for a night/late car on Friday and Saturday shifts

HART compliance with KPI availability requirements
100

•

80
60
40

•

20
0

•

The key requirement is to ensure a full team of six is deployed for each HART
team, this is impacted by short notice sickness (injury prevalence) on
occasion. Increased absence and leave. All dropped shifts were backfilled by
managers
Mitigation is provided utilising the HART managers or members from the
training teams whenever possible to ensure the live team maintains at the
required levels
4 shifts are produced every day, resulting in approximately 120 shifts per
month to comply with
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MTFA Trained Staff
•

100
80

•

60

•

40
20

The Trust meets the specified requirement to provide
63 MTFA trained additional staff.
The recent climb in numbers is due to completion of
training of new staff as planned.
There is a further training course planned for April
2018 to raise numbers to the aspiration of 100 in the
team.

0

HART Training Compliance

Existing Staff
(Revalidation)

New Staff
(11 out of the 85 staff)

Staff
Grade

Training

Training
Planned

% of Staff who have
completed Training

Mop Up Course
Planned for

Breathing Apparatus

100%

100%

Completing IRU Course

100%

75%

Remaining staff course
in Feb/Mar 18

Ballistic Training

100%

83%

Remaining staff course
in Feb/Mar 18

Water Training

100%

100%

Safe Working at Height

100%

91%

Confined Space

100%

0%

Ballistic Training

Summer 2017

97%

Winter 2017

88%

Safe Working at Height

Summer 2017

92%

Water Training

There are a number of mandatory training requirements
which HART staff must complete on a regular basis,
these tables, (left) show the compliance of this training
during the current year.

Course planned for
Mar 18
Mar-18

Confined Space

Summer 2017

86%

PU Training

Autumn 2017

100%

Mar-18

Breathing Apparatus

Spring 2017

97%

Mar-18

CR1 and PRPS

Spring 2017

92%

Mar-18
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Additional Tactical support remain in place for winter pressures and will roll into the Easter period to
manager the significant pressure associated with hospital handover delays.
All clinical managers continue to respond to high acuity patients which impacts on delivery.
A new hospital handover escalation process has been developed and deployed and has had regulatory
support.
We continue to manage around 2/5th of patients outside of the A&E setting.
A major incident was well supported following a care home fire.
ECAT now fully established and highly effective and a strong national performer.
We have put in place quality improvement arrangements in the Cambridgeshire and Peterborough PTS
contract with positive changes being reported by staff and the KPI delivery.
We are working with staff side on moving to the new ARP rostering arrangements informed by the
independent service review. Ongoing delivery is dependent on the right financial contract to support growth.
The operational management structure consultation will commence in April.
Significant benefits seen in operating efficiency and effectiveness of the Patient Safety Intervention Teams
which come to an end at the quarter close.
Most significant staff issue is being delayed in finishing work and there are staff group workshops and
ongoing work with UNISON to try and find new ways of improving this position.
In March, we have deployed mutual aid through our CBRN teams to Salisbury.
Our staff in all parts of the Trust have worked tremendously hard in times of extreme pressure.
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STRATEGIC CHANGE

33

Strategic Change

The Trust has now implemented the transformation oversight process to support
delivery of the strategic priorities and the outputs from the Independent Service
Review:

Integrated Performance Report
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Strategic Change

• Programme Plans for the five boards are being developed and will be approved in
April, in line with the Annual Operating Plan Submission
• Risk and compliance monitoring frameworks have been established to ensure
appropriate levels of scrutiny and governance
• Compliance ratings are provisional at present pending approval of programme plans
Green
Green/Amber

Amber

Amber/Red

Red

The project will be delivered successfully on time, within budget and to the level of
quality required. There are no major problems or barriers that threaten delivery
Successful delivery of the project is probable, but constant focus is required to
ensure it remains on track and risks do not materialise
Successful delivery is feasible, but significant issues and risks exist that require
focussed attention. However these appear resolvable and can be managed with
the project still running to time and within budget.
Successful delivery of the project is in doubt due to significant issues and risks in
a number of key areas. Urgent action is needed to determine whether these can
be resolved.
Successful delivery of the project appears unachievable. There are major issues
which do not appear to be manageable. The project needs re-basing or its viability
re-assessing
Integrated Performance Report
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Strategic Change
Transformation Oversight Board
Programme
Board

Operational Change
Programme Board

Delivery
Green-Amber
Confidence
Rating
Progress to ToR approved, and
date
workstream underway.
Draft programme plan
in draft form and due
for TOB approval 9
April 2018.

Risks and
issues

•
•

•

Management capacity
to progress whilst
undertaking business
as usual

Workforce and People
Programme Board

Green-Amber
Improving Value
Programme Board

Quality Improvement
Programme Board

Strategic Change
Programme Board

Amber

Green-Amber

Green

Green-Amber

ToR drafted, workforce
plan and overall
programme plan under
development. Rota
project progressing with
alignment to a one phase
working party approach
for completion by end Q4
2018/19.
Project capacity
Engagement in core
principles
Lack of contract
confirmation to deliver
workforce plan under ISR

ToR under
development, CIP
programmes being
determined. Ambulance
Improvement
Programme under way.
Programme plan being
drafted for approval by
30 April 2018.
Viability of efficiencies
during transformation
year due to the need to
fund the transformation
processes

Due to start in April
2018. Quality
Strategy 2018-2021
being drafted

ToR approved,
draft programme
plan under
development, for
TOB approval by
30 April 2018.
Fleet, estates and
IM&T programmes
all progressing
Project resource
capacity
Uncertainties on
full extent of fleet
needs – rapid work
via SLB by 19 April

Overall confidence score of green-amber
Risks pertaining to capacity to deliver and unknown transformation budget with contract confirmation delays –
resourcing under review via TOB for completion in line with contract confirmation, anticipated by 26 March 2018
subject o contract confirmation for overall budget
Next steps - focus upon programme plan establishment for approval in April 2018, which will enable milestone
tracking and robust confidence monitoring
36
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Executive Summary:
For the month of February 2018, Month 11, the Trust had a deficit of £(0.9)m. This reduces the cumulative
surplus for the year to date to £2.1m. Compared to the 11 month plan for a small cumulative deficit of
£(18)k, this gives the budgeted surplus of £2.1m.
Most business units are currently in a surplus position. This excludes Emergency Operations who show a
budgeted deficit. This deficit has been managed throughout the year within the cost control model and
until the additional hours and incentive schemes agreed following the risk summit has remained on track
financially.
The forecast has been agreed with NHSI for the Trust to break even. This has allowed the Trust to use the
surplus generated towards Front Line staffing and towards the clinical equipment needs for the additional
vehicles that have been recently acquired.
The CIP target of £6.2m remains on target for full achievement. However, £2.1m has been achieved from
non-recurrent schemes and gives an inherent cost pressure for 2018/2019.

Other Key Issues to Draw to the
Board’s Attention:

None

Action Required by the Board:
To note the Month 11 financial position

Previously Considered By and Recommendation(s) Made:
None

Related Trust Strategic Objective(s):
Putting into place a new Responsive operating model to deliver sustainable
performance and improved outcomes for patients
Maintaining the focus on delivering Excellent high quality care to the patients

Please indicate those
applicable (X):
x
x

Guarantee we have a Patient Focused and engaged workforce
Delivering Innovative solutions to ensure we are an efficient, effective and
economic Service
Playing our part in the urgent and emergency care system being Community
Focused in delivering the 5 year forward view
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x
x

Other:
To ensure effective governance and compliance

Please indicate if
applicable (X):
x

Please answer Yes or No. If yes, please provide appropriate brief details
Legal Implications
No
Regulatory Requirements
Yes – monthly finance report required by NHSI
Equality and Diversity Impacts
No
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Month 11, February 2018 Headlines
Plan
The Trust set a plan for 2017-2018 to achieve a breakeven financial position.
The principle risks originally identified to this plan were as follows:1. A block contract with Commissioners which meant there would be no additional funding in
relation to activity levels.
2. The ability of EEAST to deliver all of the CQUIN requirements.
3. The challenge for the Trust of achieving the plans made to engage additional resource
across winter from both internal sources (overtime, bank and additional hours) and external
sources (PAS and agency), due to lack of availability of resource.
4. The challenging CIP target of £6.2m.
5. The potential of Commissioner Fines of up to £4m.
Risks 1, 2, 4 and 5 have been adequately mitigated and avoided.
Risk 3 has provided some challenges and has partly led to the current surplus position. This use of
the surplus is explained in the body of this report and brings the Trust back to its break even
forecast for the end of the financial year at 31 March 2018

Month 11
The Trust reports a deficit position against plan of £(0.9)m for Month 11 of the financial year 20172018. There are variances within most individual business units and the year to date surplus stands
at £2.1m.
1. The Emergency Operations Directorate has, at month 11 exceeded the budget within its cost
control model. This is due to additional resources which have been deployed under the
actions agreed following the Risk Summit held in February. There are also additional costs
that have been incurred following the February incentive scheme introduced in Emergency
Operations. This scheme led to a greater uptake in overtime shifts together with the
additional costs of the incentive payments. Emergency Operations has a deficit in February
of £(1.1)m.
2. The Trust has a CIP plan for 2017/18 of £6.2m. The original plans have been further
developed and amended as the year has progressed and the schemes relating to the
Emergency Operations Directorate have been worked into the cost control model. The
achievement at Month 11 remains on target. However, it should be noted that c£2.1m of
the target has been met on a Non-Recurrent basis which gives a cost pressure for EEAST
leading into 2018/2019.
3. There are still favourable variances arising from staff vacancies mainly in support services
which have been the main driver for the Trust to come to the surplus position at M11.
Recruitment difficulties, both due to workload for the recruitment team and due to the
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difficulties the Trust is having recruiting staff to some areas, are behind this position. It is a
non recurrent favourable variance as the Trust needs to fill these vacancies to alleviate the
workload stresses for the rest of the workforce. Some areas have now managed to come
closer to establishment but there remain concerns. There remains particular concern on
EOC as they struggle to find candidates and with the potential for the recruitment due in
Emergency Operations under the ISR, recruitment remains a risk to the Trust.
4. Cash balances are at £14.6m. This is well in excess of the plan for the YTD. The
management of our cash flow has led to more timely receipt of income and this with capital
expenditure delays leaves us ahead of plan. Our forecast for the year is £10.0m. This is in
excess of our original plan.
5. Capital expenditure is behind plan due to delays in Estates projects. A key project is
awaiting the land purchase in Suffolk which is still on plan to happen prior to the 31 March
2018 at a value c£1m. However, this deadline is fast approaching and there is a risk it will
not materialise in the planned timeframe. Indications for other projects lead the Trust to
forecast that it will not utilise its full capital resource this current year and forecasts £0.5m
below plan (not including the Suffolk Land item).
6. The Trust has achieved full income for Quarter 1, 2 and 3 CQUIN schemes and is also
forecasting to achieve full income for Quarter 4. There is a small risk around measurement
of the scheme for the Flu Programme which gives a low risk of £(61)k. Schemes that have
been achieved are STP Evidence, Leadership Development Programme, Hear and Treat
and ED avoidance – Help me choose.

YEAR END FORECAST
The Trust is forecasting a break even position for the end of the Financial Year.
At Month 10 plans were put in place to utilise the surplus EEAST had accrued, on patient facing
clinical equipment and orders have been made for receipt of the goods prior to 31 March 2018.
Additional expenditure has since been committed on incentive schemes within Emergency
Operations, but the Trust still expects that it will meet its breakeven forecast.
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Key Performance Indicators to 28th February 2018 (Month 11 FY17/18)
KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
KPI

Relevance of indicator

Opening
plan

Current
Plan

Year to date position
Plan

Actual

Variance

YTD RAG
Rating

F/cast
Outturn

1

Turnover £m

259.2

261.5

239.7

242.8

3.1

265.5

2a

EBITDA £m

7.1

7.1

6.5

8.6

2.1

7.1

2b

EBITDA %

2.7%

2.7%

2.7%

3.5%

0.8%

2.7%

3a

Surplus £m

0.0

0.0

0.0

2.1

2.1

0.0

3b

Surplus %

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.9%

0.9%

0.0%

4

CIP £m

6.2

6.2

5.7

5.8

0.1

6.2

5a

Pay £m

182.3

184.2

168.8

173.8

(5.0)

189.8

5b

WTE

4,672

4,672

4,672

4,599

(73)

5c

Non-Pay £m

69.8

70.3

64.4

60.4

4.0

68.7

6

Capital budget £m

6.8

5.8

4.6

2.5

(2.1)

5.8

7a

Cash balance £m

4.0

4.0

5.6

14.7

9.1

3.9

7b

Debtors >90 days £m

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.5

0.3

0.2

7b

BPPC % Non-NHS

95.0%

95.0%

95.0%

89.3%

(5.7%)

85.0%

8

Rate of return %

Asset utilisation

3.5%

3.5%

3.5%

3.5%

0.0%

3.5%

9

Finance & use of resources

Risk rating

Delivery of revenue plan

Delivery of capital plan

Management of working capital

2
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2

Executive Summary - Key Financial Metrics
Month 11 - February 2018

Description

Plan
£000
Surplus
Supplier Days (No. Invoices paid)
Suppliers paid within 30 days - NHS
Suppliers paid within 30 days - Non NHS

Actual
£000

Year to Date

Variance
£000

Plan
£000

Actual
£000

Forecast
£000

Variance
£000

(929)

(949)

(19)

2,109

2,128

0

0

0

95%
95%

88%
97%

(7%)
2%

95%
95%

73%
89%

(22%)
(6%)

95%
95%

75%
85%

(20%)
(10%)

2

hperating Surplus

2

/ash .alance

16,000,000

3,000,000

14,000,000

2,500,000

12,000,000

2,000,000

10,000,000

1,500,000

8,000,000

1,000,000

6,000,000

500,000

4,000,000

0
(500,000)

Plan
£000

20

Finance and use of resources risk rating

3,500,000

FY 2017/18
Variance
£000

Apr -17

aay -17

Jun-17

Jul-17

Aug-17

Sep-17

hct-17

bov-17

5ec-17

Jan-18

Feb-18

aar -18

2,000,000
0

(1,000,000)

Apr -17 aay -17 Jun-17
2017-18 A ctual

Jul-17

Aug-17 Sep-17

hct-17 bov-17 5ec-17

Jan-18

Feb-18 aar -18

2017-18 tlan
2017-18 A ctual

2017-18 tlan
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Statement of Comprehensive Income
Month 11 - February 2018
Actual
£000

Plan
£000

Year to Date

Description
Plan
£000

Variance
£000

21,707
319
22,026

22,169
354
22,523

462
35
497

(15,560)
(5,885)
(21,445)

(17,512)
(5,374)
(22,886)

(1,952)
511
(1,441)

581
2.6%

(363)
(1.6%)

(944)
(189.9%)

(454)
(100)
1
(8)
0
(561)

(458)
(100)
0
(8)
0
(566)

(4)
0
(1)
0
0
(5)

20

(929)

(949)

Income
Revenue from patient care activities
Other Operating revenue
Subtotal
Operating Expense
Pay
Non Pay
Subtotal
EBITDA
EBITDA margin
Depreciation & Financial
Depreciation
PDC Dividend
Financing Income
Financing Costs
Other Gains & Losses
Subtotal
Net Surplus/(Deficit)

Actual
£000

Variance
£000

FY 2017/18

g
Plan
£000

Current Plan
£000

Variance
£000

Forecast
£000

238,824
4,005
242,829

2,656
495
3,151

255,536
3,638
259,174

257,675
3,856
261,531

261,412
4,054
265,466

3,737
198
3,935

(168,784) (173,842)
(64,397) (60,390)
(233,181) (234,232)

(5,060)
4,007
(1,053)

(182,252)
(69,846)
(252,098)

(184,153)
(70,302)
(254,455)

(189,842)
(68,696)
(258,538)

(5,689)
1,606
(4,083)

236,168
3,510
239,678

6,497
2.7%

8,597
3.5%

2,098
66.6%

7,076
2.7%

7,076
2.7%

6,928
2.6%

(148)
(3.8%)

(4,997)
(1,100)
14
(83)
(350)
(6,516)

(5,009)
(1,100)
16
(83)
(312)
(6,488)

(12)
0
2
0
38
28

(5,451)
(1,200)
15
(90)
(350)
(7,076)

(5,451)
(1,200)
15
(90)
(350)
(7,076)

(5,486)
(1,200)
17
(91)
(168)
(6,928)

(35)
0
2
(1)
182
148

(19)

2,109

2,126

0

0

0

0
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Divisional Expenditure
Month 11 - February 2018
Plan
£000

Actual
£000

Variance
£000

12,055
1,378
736
1,541
8
15,718

13,050
1,351
768
2,217
25
17,411

(995)
27
(32)
(676)
(17)
(1,693)

161
184
74
3,304
363
880
675
244
438

160
174
44
3,478
374
844
691
18
440

1
10
30
(174)
(11)
36
(16)
226
(2)

(35)
6,288

(183)
6,040

148
248

22,006

23,451

(1,445)

22,027

22,523

496

21

(928)

(949)

Year to Date

Description
Plan
£000
Service Delivery
Emergency Operations
EOCs
Special Operations
Patient Transport
Primary Care
Subtotal
Support Services
Chief Executive
Finance Directorate
Commercial Services
Strategy & Sustainability
Workforce & OD
Patient Safety
Depreciation & Corporate Costs
CQUIN - National
CQUIN - Clinical Hub
CIP
Trust Reserves
Support Services (inc. Reserves)
TOTAL
Income Memorandum
Net Position Memorandum

Actual
£000

FY 2017/18
Variance
£000

Original Plan Current Plan
£000
£000

Forecast
£000

Variance
£000

127,788
14,910
8,090
16,958
139
167,885

130,270
14,351
7,954
20,034
361
172,970

(2,482)
559
136
(3,078)
(222)
(5,087)

141,413
16,293
8,807
18,703
133
185,349

139,657
16,288
8,827
18,501
147
183,420

142,155
15,786
8,791
22,092
391
189,215

(2,498)
502
36
(3,591)
(244)
(5,795)

1,771
2,023
847
36,215
3,896
9,538
8,226
2,685
4,816
0
1,809
71,826

1,882
1,819
766
36,136
3,613
8,704
8,890
324
4,436
0
1,196
67,766

(111)
204
81
79
283
834
(664)
2,361
380
0
613
4,060

2,019
4,111
934
40,841
4,431
10,808
6,741
2,929
5,449
(6,200)
1,776
73,839

1,934
2,207
935
39,876
4,259
10,423
8,901
2,929
5,253
0
1,409
78,126

2,121
2,000
872
42,172
4,003
9,723
9,425
343
4,891
0
718
76,268

(187)
207
63
(2,296)
256
700
(524)
2,586
362
0
691
1,858

239,711

240,736

(1,027)

259,188

261,546

265,483

(3,937)

239,692

242,845

3,153

259,188

261,546

265,483

3,937

(19)

2,109

2,126

0

0

0

0
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Statement of Position

Non Current Assets
Property, Plant & Equip
Investment Property
Trade & Other Receivables
Total Non Current Assets
Current Assets
Inventories
Trade & Other Receivables
Cash & Cash Equivalents
Total Current Assets
Total Assets
Current Liabilities
Trade & Other Payables
Provisions
Net Current Liabilities

Mar-17

Dec-17

Jan-18

Feb-18

Actual
£000

Actual
£000

Actual
£000

Actual
£000

Feb-18
Plan
£000

Variance
£000

%

47,158
880
0
48,038

44,639
880
0
45,519

44,699
880
0
45,579

44,324
880
0
45,204

44,802
880
0
45,682

(478)
0
0
(478)

(1.07%)
0.00%

995
18,846
4,175
24,016

1,046
15,109
11,848
28,003

1,062
17,527
11,638
30,227

1,020
15,340
14,651
31,011

1,000
16,950
5,561
23,511

20
(1,610)
9,090
7,500

2.00%
(9.50%)
163.46%
31.90%

72,054

73,522

75,806

76,215

69,193

7,022

10.15%

(25,951)
(680)
(26,631)

(24,251)
(1,036)
(25,287)

(26,311)
(1,036)
(27,347)

(27,648)
(1,036)
(28,684)

(23,978)
(791)
(24,769)

(3,670)
(245)
(3,915)

15.31%
30.97%
15.81%

(1.05%)

Non Current Assets plus/less current
assets/Liabilities
Non Current Liabilities
Provisions
Total Non Current Liabilities

45,423

48,235

48,459

47,531

44,424

3,107

6.99%

(5,684)
(5,684)

(5,683)
(5,683)

(5,683)
(5,683)

(5,683)
(5,683)

(5,639)
(5,639)

(44)
(44)

0.78%
0.78%

Total Assets Employed

39,739

42,552

42,776

41,848

38,785

3,063

7.90%

64,691
(26,413)
2,874
(1,413)
39,739

64,691
(23,600)
2,874
(1,413)
42,552

64,691
(23,376)
2,874
(1,413)
42,776

64,691
(24,304)
2,874
(1,413)
41,848

64,791
(26,413)
1,820
(1,413)
38,785

(100)
2,109
1,054
0
3,063

(0.15%)
(7.98%)
57.91%
0.00%
7.90%

Financed by Taxpayers Equity
Public Dividend Capital
Retained Earnings
Revaluation Reserve
Other Reserves
Total Taxpayers Equity
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Cashflow Statement
In Month Movement

Opening Balance
Operating Surplus
(Increase)/decrease in current assets
(Increase)/decrease in current liabilities
(Increase)/decrease in provisions
Cash inflow/outflow from operating
activities
Returns on investments and servicing
finance
Depreciation & amortisation
Capital Expenditure
Impairments and reversals
Proceeds from disposal of plant,
property and equipment
Dividend paid
PDC received
Cash inflow/outflow from financing
Movement

Closing Cash Balance

YTD Move

YTD Plan

Variance

Dec-17

Jan-18

Feb-18

Feb-18

Feb-18

Feb-18

Actual
£000

Actual
£000

Actual
£000

£000

£000

£000

10,151

11,848

11,638

4,175

4,000

175

715
226
291
(9)

162
(1,565)
966
0

(821)
2,230
1,308
0

3,588
3,690
3,281
355

1,500
3,089
(263)
(82)

2,088
601
3,544
437

1,223

(437)

2,717

10,914

4,244

6,670

4
458
7
0

1
458
(238)
0

0
459
(163)
0

16
5,009
(5,055)
0

14
4,986
(7,183)
0

2
23
2,128
0

5
0
0

6
0
0

0
0
0

38
(446)
0

0
(600)
100

38
154
(100)

474

227

296

(438)

(2,683)

2,245

1,697

(210)

3,013

10,476

1,561

8,915

11,848

11,638

14,651

14,651

5,561

9,090
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Capital Expenditure
Month 11 - February 2018
Plan
£000

Actual
£000

43
400
50
0
60
0
553

73
0
12
0
0
0
85

Year to Date

Description

Variance
£000

(30)
400
38
0
60
0
468

Plan
£000
Capital Expenditure
IT Projects
*1 Make Ready Projects
*2 Other Building Projects
Plant & Equipment Projects
*3 Transport Projects
Increase in CRL from DoH
Capital Expenditure

Actual
£000

708
2,000
1,286
100
460
0
4,554

FY 2017/18

Variance
£000

914
727
420
39
425
0
2,525

(206)
1,273
866
61
35
0
2,029

Plan
£000

Forecast
£000

808
2,750
1,583
155
1,155
350
6,801

1,689
1,737
715
1,374
798
0
6,313

Variance
£000

(881)
1,013
868
(1,219)
357
350
488

*Key projects within category include:
*1

Provision for a Make Ready Depot budget of £3,000k

*2

HART 2 Chassis purchases £695k in March 2018

Current month and YTD transactions: Make Ready Project spend has been delayed while the selection of appropriate sites for the suite of depots is underway. IT
based ARP enabling projects are ongoing. The initial invoices for HART2 vehicle technology equipment has arisen in M10 with further expected in M12.

Plan and Forecast Variance: The January Board meeting decision to proceed with the Ipswich make ready project sees an expected £1m to be spent in March 2018.
Unutilised capital budget on make ready has been allocated to the purchase of defibrilators required for the changing fleet needs under ARP. There is an expected
underspend on the original plan of £0.5m. £0.04m of additional PDC funding is expected in March 18 to be spent on Cyber Security capital upgrades to IT equipment.

Depreciation and disposals
Month 11 - February 2018
Plan
£000

Actual
£000

Variance
£000

105
92
3
228
37
465

109
84
3
235
27
458

(4)
8
(0)
(7)
10
7

0
0

(6)
(6)

6
6

Description

IT
Land & Buildings
Fixtures & Fittings
Plant & Equipment
Transport
Total
Asset Disposals
Disposal
Total

Year to Date
Plan
£000

Actual
£000

FY 2017/18

Variance
£000

Plan
£000

Forecast
£000

Variance
£000

1,159
960
32
2,549
287
4,986

1,228
927
33
2,580
240
5,008

(69)
33
(1)
(31)
47
(22)

1,263
1,053
34
2,776
324
5,451

1,314
1,091
36
2,879
341
5,661

(50)
(39)
(1)
(102)
(17)
(210)

350
350

312
312

38
38

350
350

312
312

38
38

Plan and Forecast Variance: Depreciation is tracking higher than planned due to a recalculation for the Agile Working project. The Depreciation forecast is £210k
over because the original plan included the Corpuls defibrillators to have a revised extended life in year, and a full years benefit of that reduction in depreciation. The life
period was extended during 2016-17, therefore part of that saving was realised a year early. The split of depreciation can change slightly depending upon when assets
go live and start being depreciated. The planned defibrillator disposals and associated planned loss on disposal occurred earlier this year with proceeds continuing to be
received.
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Divisional WTE
Month 11 - February 2018
Description

Service Delivery
A&E
HEOCs
Special Operations
Patient Transport
Primary Care
Subtotal
Support Services
Chief Executive
Finance
Commercial Services
Strategy & Sustainability
Workforce & OD
Patient Safety
CQUIN
Support Services
TOTAL

Plan
WTE

Contract
WTE

Paid
WTE

3,048
451
127
490
22
4,138

3,038
412
127
527
22
4,126

3,280
421
140
553
27
4,421

26
32
36
125
42
165
108
534

26
31
26
107
45
140
98
473

26
30
29
107
44
144
109
489

4,672

4,599

4,910
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Executive Summary:
SIs and Adverse Incidents
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

SI reports have increased in January. The media interest received in relation to the festive
period as a result of the leaked document to the press resulted in the Trust being invited to a
Risk Summit. Assurance was given that this issue had already been discussed at the QGC on
the 7th January before the alleged whistle blowing and that the document given to the press
was a document being prepared in relation to the QGC request for a deep dive and that this is
the normal process for dealing with issues of this nature.
122 SIs have been reported by the Trust year-to-date (as at 1 February), which demonstrates
an increase of 65% in cases report. This rise can be attributed to updated guidance in relation
to the declaration of aggregated SIs, with the Trust now being required to create an individual
STEIS record for every similar incident meeting the SI criteria. In response to a question from
the Chair, the Interim Safety and Risk Lead confirmed that these changes could be tracked and
changes demonstrated by comparing both methods of calculation. The Interim Medical
Director suggested that it might be beneficial to present this comparative data to
Commissioners.
SIs were high over the festive season but in proportion to the levels of activity in that period.
Changes in numbers following the independent harm review process will be reflected in future
reports.
‘Ambulance delays’ remains the main theme for SIs.
There have been no further downgraded SIs since the last Committee meeting.
Complaints remain stable and the sharp increase in those received in relation to the
Cambridgeshire and Peterborough PTS has levelled out.
Compliments to the Trust have almost doubled during January, which is very positive.
ACQIs were discussed and an update was given at the meeting.
The committee heard that there is a new entry on the NHS Never Event list, ‘unrecognised
oesophageal intubation,’ although this is currently suspended from being mandated, pending a
review.
Duty of Candour compliance remains high.

Key points in relation to the Festive Review
•
•
•

‘Handover delays’ is an issue that the Trust has been dealing with for a number of years.
Over the festive period, the amount of hours being lost in hospitals due to handover delays was
raised by the Trust, and demand was such that consideration was given to increasing the
REAP level.
During the review timeframe (17 December 2018 to 16 January 2018), there were 138
incidents pertaining to delays in attendance, with 47 cases deemed significant enough to be
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•
•

reviewed by the SI panel. Of these, 22 cases have been identified by the Panel as suitable for
declaration as SIs.
Harm analysis concluded that of the 22 cases, 7 cases were downgraded, 11 remained as
graded, and 4 increased.
There was a total of 3555 incidents with delays over 60 minutes over the period monitored,
which constitutes an SI and should be raised by the Acute Trusts, but this does not appear to
have happened to date.

Incidents Backlog
•
•
•
•

Work to reduce the backlog is on-going and the current status is positive.
The reporting benchmarks of 4 July 2017 and that reported to the previous Committee will be
used to compare data going-forward.
A considerable reduction in backlog has been seen in Essex, which provides assurance.
2 of the 4 Project Support Officers (PSO) are in post (with the remaining post-holders due to
join the team in March) and are working to reduce the backlog in key areas.

Deep Dive: BAF SR2
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The residual risk score increased from 9 to 12 in January 2018 in light of extensive pressures
faced and the associated impact on patient safety.
A list of the factors considered in the review, and hazards and associated controls, were
summarised.
Controls were considered to be strong, but not 100% effective and will be reviewed further.
The actions to manage these risks were noted by the committee and considered the key
issues.
The slides from the presentation given demonstrated the necessary actions and gave
assurance through its discussions.
SR2 links to SR1 and these risks are grouped separately. There is limited scope to control
some of the risk due to external factors such as Hospital handover delays and current
underfunding, but increasing clinical capacity is within the Trust’s gift.
Delay incidents by harm are presented separately. A sharp increase in cases is seen in
December following the reduction in October/November, when ARP was introduced.
Ambulance delays are the main theme, with the next highest ‘clinical treatment.’
The Trust’s controls are effective, as harm is low, but indicative of the issues outside of the
Trust.
A reduction of the residual risk score from 12 to 9 is considered to be appropriate once
seasonal activity pressures on the service decline.

Medicines Management Strategy and Policy
•
•
•

There have been no changes to the Medicines Management Strategy since it was previously
presented to QGC.
The Operations Medicine Management Group sub-group is currently reviewing the policy,
which will be presented to a future QGC meeting.
The controlled drugs transition is on-going, and the current timeline is that every area will be
transitioned by the end of March 2018.

Health, Safety and Security Report
•

Root cause analysis of sharps injuries to be undertaken and outcome reported to the
Committee as the recent needle stick injuries review is suggesting not all areas have rolled out
the new needle safe devices.
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•

Infection Prevention and Control Lead to confirm the roll-out process of needle-safe devices.

Claims and Litigation Report
•
•
•

There are currently 17 open high value claims.
The Trust closed 11 claims in in quarter 3, 5 of which were negligence claims.
Learning identified is often delayed as the claim can be served up to three years post-incident.
By this point, equipment or training has changed or additional procedural documents/risk
assessments have already been completed.

Clinical Audit Progress Report
•
•

Work in relation to sepsis is progressing.
PCR submission data prepared, and a decrease in compliance of 4.1% when compared to the
previous audit is being seen.

Safeguarding
•

The Committee received and approved the following policies and procedures:
•
The Safeguarding Adults Policy and procedures
•
The Safeguarding Children and Young People Policy and procedures

Other Key Issues to Draw to the
Board’s Attention:
Action Required by the Board:
The Trust Board is asked to note the report.
Previously Considered By and Recommendation(s) Made:

Related Trust Strategic Objective(s):
Putting into place a new Responsive operating model to deliver
sustainable performance and improved outcomes for patients
Maintaining the focus on delivering Excellent high quality care to the
patients
Guarantee we have a Patient Focused and engaged workforce
Delivering Innovative solutions to ensure we are an efficient, effective
and economic Service
Playing our part in the urgent and emergency care system being
Community Focused in delivering the 5 year forward view
Other:
To ensure effective governance and compliance

Please indicate those
applicable (X):

x

Please indicate if applicable
(X):
x

Please answer Yes or No. If yes, please provide appropriate brief
details
Legal Implications
Regulatory Requirements
Equality and Diversity Impacts
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Executive Summary:
The Performance and Finance Committee met on 31 January 2018, with a subsequent extraordinary
meeting convened on 13 March 2018 specifically to discuss the 2018-19 financial plan and draft operating
plan. Key issues and risks identified were as follows:
31 January 2018
• The Committee discussed and agreed the year-end forecast position, requesting that
expenditure continues to be closely monitored.
• The Committee received a briefing on the outcome of the independent review festive season.
• Discussions in relation to the BAF and the impact that the ISR, APR and the ‘Risk Summit’ is
likely to have on all of the risks within the Committee’s remit (namely SR1, SR4, SR5, and in
particular Risk 1563, ‘inability to work in partnership effectively’ and agreed to relay this concern
to the Trust Board).
• The Annual review of the Committee’s Terms of Reference and agenda plan for 2018-19 was
undertaken.
• Operational Performance, an update on EOC recruitment and retention, Data Quality reports
were discussed for assurance purposes.
• IM&T update, Quality Assurance, an update on Commercial Services and the People and
Culture update were also presented for information.
13 March 2018
• The Committee discussed the 2018/19 financial plan. In the absence of conclusion of formal
Contract discussions with Commissioners, and a lack of clarity over figures, the Committee was
unable to agree to recommend the presented budget and capital plan to the Trust Board for
approval.
• The risk in terms of achievement of the Transformation Plan was acknowledged.
• The draft Operating Plan for 2018-19 was received.
• The Committee heard that the recent adverse weather has impacted on the Trust.as handover
delays remain an issue, however, the Trust remains the top performer in terms of ‘Hear and Treat’,
and Easter planning is now underway.
Other Key Issues to Draw to the
Board’s Attention:
Action Required by the Board:
The Trust Board is asked to note the report.
Previously Considered By and Recommendation(s) Made:
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Related Trust Strategic Objective(s):

Please indicate those
applicable (X):

Putting into place a new Responsive operating model to deliver sustainable
performance and improved outcomes for patients
Maintaining the focus on delivering Excellent high quality care to the patients
Guarantee we have a Patient Focused and engaged workforce
Delivering Innovative solutions to ensure we are an efficient, effective and
economic Service
Playing our part in the urgent and emergency care system being Community
Focused in delivering the 5 year forward view
Other:

Please indicate if
applicable (X):

To ensure effective governance and compliance

x

Legal Implications

Please answer Yes or No. If yes, please provide appropriate brief details
No

Regulatory Requirements

No

Equality and Diversity Impacts

No
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14iii

Report from Chair of Audit Committee

Mike Burrows, Chair of Audit
Committee
Decision

Sponsoring
Director:

Assurance

Sarah Boulton, Chair of Trust
Board

For Information
x

Disclosable
Non-Disclosable

x

Executive Summary:
The Audit Committee met on 31 January 2018. The following key issues were discussed and risks identified:
•
•
•
•
•
•

BAF discussions concluded in the request that consideration to be given to referencing handover
delays within the BAF as part of SR1 and how the Trust manages the risk of reputational damage.
The timetable for production of the annual accounts was noted.
The Committee received an update on the ‘Recruitment’ Internal Audit and the progress being made.
The Committee agreed the Internal Audit Plan for 2018-19.
The Audit Planning report for 2017-18 was received from the External Auditors.
The Committee noted that good progress is being made in relation to readiness for the new General
Data Protection Regulation.

The following were reviewed and agreed by the Committee for recommendation to the Trust Board:
• Risk Management Strategy
• Treasury Management Policy
• Standards of Business Conduct Policy and Reporting Arrangements
The following were also reviewed and agreed by the Committee for recommendation to the Trust Board:
• Standing Orders
• Terms of Reference and Agenda Plan for 2018-19

Other Key Issues to Draw to the
Board’s Attention:

None.

Action Required by the Board:
The Trust Board is asked to note the report and agree the following:
i.Risk Management Strategy
ii.Treasury Management Policy
iii.Standards of Business Conduct Policy and Reporting Arrangements

Previously Considered By and Recommendation(s) Made:

Related Trust Strategic Objective(s):

Please indicate those
applicable (X):

Putting into place a new Responsive operating model to deliver sustainable
performance and improved outcomes for patients
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Maintaining the focus on delivering Excellent high quality care to the patients
Guarantee we have a Patient Focused and engaged workforce
Delivering Innovative solutions to ensure we are an efficient, effective and
economic Service
Playing our part in the urgent and emergency care system being Community
Focused in delivering the 5 year forward view
Other:

Please indicate if
applicable (X):

To ensure effective governance and compliance

X

Please answer Yes or No. If yes, please provide appropriate brief details
Legal Implications
Regulatory Requirements
Equality and Diversity Impacts
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Report Title:

Report from Chair of Remuneration Committee

Report Author(s):

Lizzy Firmin
Chair of the Remuneration and
Terms of Service Committee

Purpose:

Decision

Sponsoring
Director:

Assurance
X

14iv

Sarah Boulton
Chair

For Information

Disclosable
Non-Disclosable

X

Executive Summary:
The meeting of the Remuneration Committee was held on 9 March 2018.

The Committee discussed and agreed the following:
• Approval of the minutes of the meeting held on 10 January 2018.
• The on call arrangements of the Executive team, which will be reviewed by the Committee
on a regular basis going forward.
• Appointment of Dr. Tom Davis , as a full time Acting Medical Director.

Other Key Issues to Draw to the
Board’s Attention:

.

Action Required by the Board:
The Trust Board is asked to note the report.

Previously Considered By and Recommendation(s) Made:
N/A.

Related Trust Strategic Objective(s):

Please indicate those
applicable (X):

Putting into place a new Responsive operating model to deliver sustainable
performance and improved outcomes for patients
Maintaining the focus on delivering Excellent high quality care to the patients

x

Guarantee we have a Patient Focused and engaged workforce

X

Delivering Innovative solutions to ensure we are an efficient, effective and
economic Service
Playing our part in the urgent and emergency care system being Community
Focused in delivering the 5 year forward view
Other:

Please indicate if
applicable (X):

To ensure effective governance and compliance
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X

Legal Implications

Please answer Yes or No. If yes, please provide appropriate brief details
No

Regulatory Requirements

NHSI require CEO Appraisal ratings to be submitted for approval within
VSM Pay Guidance

Equality and Diversity Impacts

No
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Report Author(s):
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Purpose:

Decision

AGENDA ITEM

Sponsoring
Director:

Assurance

15

Wayne Bartlett-Syree, Director of
Strategy and Sustainability

For Information
X

Disclosable
Non-Disclosable

X

Executive Summary:
The document provides detail on the five strategic risks agreed by the Board, in line with the new
organisational Strategic Objectives. Also included is an update in regards to the Principal risk escalated to
the BAF in November, pertaining to partnership working.
The function of the Trust Board is to consider the Strategic Risks in relation to the following:
•
•
•

Consideration of the Strategic risks when receiving information regarding elements of Trust
business, to consider the potential impact decisions may have
To seek assurance – or challenge – the mitigating actions identified, based upon information
received through other reports and channels
To utilise the Board Assurance Framework to assist in the planning of Board meetings and
intended business

Below is a brief summary of progress in relation to key actions for each of the Strategic Risks:
SR1, Failure to deliver the agreed contractual standards within the Ambulance Response
Programme remains at a risk score of 15. The capacity gap remains a significant factor and the
requirement under ARP for a higher proportion of ambulances is indicative of the level of change required
to safely and successfully deliver within the new ARP framework. The ISR trajectory is indicative of
delivery against targets in quarter 1 2019/2020 and the detailed programme delivery plan is in
development, whilst awaiting confirmation of the 2018/19 contract. The current extent of hospital handover
delays remains significant in spite of the amended external escalation process established, although the
ambulance-owned handover to clear element is less than 15 minutes as a year to date average. Mitigating
actions are focussed upon recruitment, working with partners to reduce external factors, as well as
engaging with the private ambulance sector to support delivery in the short to mid-term.
SR2, Failure to achieve continuous quality improvements and high quality care delivery remains at
a risk score of 12, in light of the adverse weather seen in March and the adverse impact this has had on
our ability to deliver a timely response to patients, in recognition that this poses a safety risk. The deep
dive in to SR2 has been completed with the Quality Governance Committee finding robust assurance in
the mitigating controls in place, as well as the additional actions being taken to further reduce the level of
risk.
SR3, Failure to establish a culture of engagement and accountability that is patient focussed
remains at a moderate risk score. A number of actions have been taken since the last BAF report to
support further mitigation of this risk. Additional senior HR leadership has been recruitment in order to
ensure sufficient focus and progression upon key aspects such as recruitment and training. The
recruitment process review has been concluded and the detailed report and proposed actions are under
consideration. Establishment of the Workforce and People Programme Board will begin to support the
coordinated progression and implementation of all elements required.
SR4, Failure to deliver an efficient, effective and economic service has remained at a residual risk
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score of 12, due to the transformational elements of this risk and the ongoing negotiations following
publication of the Independent Service Review, which impacts upon contract negotiations for the 2018/19
financial year. Delays with establishment of the national CQUIN programme limits preparation for the next
financial year. The operational structure is now drafted and on track for consultation and implementation,
to support substantive alignment to STPs and integration of patient transport services Review of the
organisational priorities demonstrates significant forward movement on the transformational piece and
recruitment to the Portfolio Office will facilitate this further.
SR5, Failure to maintain strategic relationships with national and local partners to deliver
community focussed healthcare remains at a residual risk score of 9, due to the dependency of
remaining actions upon the delivery of the ISR and associated amended contract. Investment in the
Trust’s transformational capacity continues to enable focus upon progression of the mitigation of the risk
and establishing preparedness for the delivery of the transformation plans.

Other Key Issues to Draw to the
Board’s Attention:

It is important to note that a deep dive into Strategic Risk 2 is being
undertaken and will be reporting via the Quality Governance
Committee in March

Action Required by the Board:
Note the steps being taken and progress made to mitigate the strategic risks
Previously Considered By and Recommendation(s) Made:
BAF has been presented at Quality Governance Committee in March 2018 to seek assurance, with a deep
dive on SR2
Related Trust Strategic Objective(s):
Putting into place a new Responsive operating model to deliver sustainable
performance and improved outcomes for patients
Maintaining the focus on delivering Excellent high quality care to the patients
Guarantee we have a Patient Focused and engaged workforce
Delivering Innovative solutions to ensure we are an efficient, effective and
economic Service
Playing our part in the urgent and emergency care system being Community
Focused in delivering the 5 year forward view

X
X
X
X
X

Other:
To ensure effective governance and compliance

Legal Implications
Regulatory Requirements
Equality and Diversity Impacts

X

Health and Social Care Act,
Care Quality Commission, specifically Safe and Well-Led
None noted
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Board Assurance Framework Summary – March 2018
The following table gives an overview of the Trust’s Strategic risks, their current status and the anticipated date when the risk will be mitigated to
the required level.
Risk Risk
Ref
SR1

Owner

Failure to deliver agreed contractual standards
within the Ambulance Response Programme – Director
risk that the Trust cannot deliver a sustainable and Service
responsive model in line with the commissioner Delivery

Committee

Current
risk status

Target
risk score

Date
for
mitigation

20

15

10

March 2019

15

12

6

April 2018

16

12

8

January
2018

Performance
and Finance

25

12

12

April 2018

Performance
and Finance

20

9

8

April 2018

of Performance &
Finance

Change
Inherent
since last risk score
report

performance contracts

SR2

Failure to achieve continuous quality
improvements and high quality care delivery – Director
of Quality
risk that the challenges within the Trust result in a lack Nursing
and Governance
of focus upon safe care for patients and that avoidable Clinical Quality
harm occurs

SR3

SR4

SR5

Failure to establish a culture of engagement
and accountability that is patient focussed – Director
risk that the Trust becomes a poor employer due to People
insufficient relationships with staff
Culture

of Quality
and Governance

Failure to deliver an efficient, effective and
economic service – risk that funding, systems and Director
of
processes do not match the required pace of change Finance
and
for sustainable service delivery
Commissionin
g
Failure to maintain strategic relationships with
national and local partners to deliver Director
of
community focussed healthcare – risk that the Strategy and
Trust, working with the regional healthcare economy, Sustainability
does not fully implement the commitments in the Five
Year Forward View
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The key for RAG rating of actions in the main section of the BAF (pages 6-11) is as follows:
Red
Amber
Green

Action RAG key
Off track with no update or plan
for recovery
Off track or delayed, but with
plan for recovery
On track with no anticipated
delays
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SR1: Failure to deliver agreed contractual standards within the Ambulance Response Programme
Risk Description

Strategic Objective

Following implementation of ARP in October 2017 as part of the NHSE Ambulance Improvement
Programme, fundamental changes to operational practice and a greater level of investment to fill
the recognised capacity gap is required in order to realise the full benefits. Due to the in-year
transition to ARP the Trust does not currently have a commissioned framework and as such, is
left with risks to performance, quality, finance and reputation, against the national context. The
current risks underpinning SR1 include staffing levels, ratio of RRVs to DSAs, abstractions,
increased activity acuity, arrival to handover delays, and financial capacity.

Putting into place a new responsive operating model to
deliver sustainable performance and improved outcomes
for patients

Inherent

Risk Score Detail to Date
Likelihood Impact
Score
4
5
20

Assurance of controls

Moderate
Last month
This month

3
3

5
5

15
15
Mitigating Actions

Owner
Director of Service Delivery

Committee
Performance and
Finance

Target Risk Score Post-Mitigation
Likelihood Impact
Score
When
2
5
10
mitigated
Mitigated score to be
March 2019
achieved by
Owner
Due

Establish funding to delivery change through work with regulators and commissioners following the publication
of the Independent Service Review
Continue and Increase recruitment of staff in line with ISR needs, following funding agreement. 5 year
workforce plan for full capacity and qualification, with first tranche of recruitment by Q1 2019/20
Complete review of surge plan to align with ARP. Review has been completed – for Board by April 2018.
Delays caused by Director change
Identify and implement operational efficiencies as per the ISR assumptions.

Director of Finance and
Commissioning
Director of People and
Culture
Medical Director

April 2018

Director of Service Delivery

March 2020

Plan and undertake the next phase of the ISR programme, working with experts to complete roster modelling to
enable ARP delivery
Complete Fleet transformation process to provide increased ambulances and a sustainable fleet

Director of Service Delivery

March 2019

Director of Strategy and
Sustainability
Director of Service Delivery

March 2020

Director of Service Delivery

March 2019

Director of Strategy and
Sustainability

March 2019

Support wider NHS economy through joint working on reducing arrival to handover delays to improve
ambulance availability for patients in the community – includes assessment of new handover process and identify
further actions, with regulatory oversight and support
Working with partners to find ways to better manage demand both in terms of reducing 999 demand, but also
through alternative schemes and care pathways
Engage with the PAS market to support the mid-long term delivery of ARP standards whilst recruiting the larger
workforce

June 2019
May 2018

July 2018
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SR2: Failure to achieve continuous quality improvements and high quality care delivery
Risk Description

Strategic Objective

Inability to successfully focus upon safety and quality improvements due to pressures financially and
operationally would limit the progress made by the organisation in relation to governance and the Quality
and Safety Strategy. This could lead to an inability to provide safe, consistent and high quality care to
patients across the region. This would have regulatory and reputational implications for the organisation.
Current risks include hospital handover delays and the resulting delays in ambulance attendance, current
clinical scope of the workforce, and the transition to a new service model.

Inherent
Last month
This month

Risk Score Detail to Date
Likelihood Impact
Score
3
5
15
4
3
12
4
3
12
Mitigating Actions

Assurance
controls
Moderate

of

Maintaining the focus on delivering excellent, high
quality care to our patients

Owner
Director of Nursing and Clinical
Quality

Committee
Quality Governance

Target Risk Score Post-Mitigation
Likelihood Impact
Score
When mitigated
2
3
6
Mitigated score to be achieved
April 2018
by
Owner
Due

Ongoing review of core areas to ensure issues pertaining to safety and quality are identified and acted
upon, to ensure maintenance of current levels and continuous improvement.
Deliver against ePCR trajectory to increase utilisation now that the soft launch of Toughbooks across
operations is complete, to enable real-time monitoring of clinical care

Director of Nursing and Clinical Quality

March 2018

Director of Service Delivery

March 2018

Establish governance and assurance frameworks in order to underpin processes for both business as
usual and transformation – drafted, for approval. Date extended to reflect approval process through Audit
Committee
Delivery of the Medicines Management Strategy and action plan. Good roll out with seven sites left due
to estates and equipment issues. Date extended from September to reflect unanticipated estates issues.
Completion of the NHS Protect action plan to strengthen security and safety of staff – monitoring through
SLB and Health and Safety. Main areas of focus on local risk assessment and conflict resolution training
Establishment of a stroke care plan which takes into consideration the call to HASU element, against the
new ARP code sets
Establish 2018-2021 Quality Strategy to continue focus on continuous improvement and QI
methodologies – delayed on creation of detailed plan due to risk summit
Completion of action plan regarding mental health capacity act to increase understanding/awareness
Establish mortality review process and methodology to enhance patient safety monitoring
Complete festive period review and SI investigations

Director of Strategy and Sustainability

May 2018

Director of Nursing and Clinical Quality

April 2018

Director of Nursing and Clinical Quality

March 2018

Director of Nursing and Clinical Quality

March 2018

Director of Nursing and Clinical Quality

May 2018

Director of Nursing and Clinical Quality
Director of Nursing and Clinical Quality
Director of Nursing and Clinical Quality

March 2018
May 2018
April 2018
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SR3: Failure to establish a culture of engagement and accountability that is patient focussed
Risk Description

Strategic Objective

Failure to develop a robust culture in relation to accountability will have a detrimental effect on the
culture within the organisation. This can lead to inconsistent practice and a lack of confidence in the
management structure, leading in turn to patient safety and staff welfare issues. It is important to note
the CQC’s rating of ‘outstanding’ for care from staff, identifying that whilst there are clear cultural
issues requiring redress, staff continue to deliver consistently high standards. Current risks for SR3
include inconsistent practices across the Trust, lack of a robust performance management
framework, backlog in employee relations cases, varied leadership application. Key strategies and
frameworks now in situ, with focussed work on delivery of the strategies.

Guarantee we have a patient-focussed and engaged
workforce

Inherent
Last month
This month

Risk Score Detail to Date
Likelihood Impact
Score
4
4
16
3
4
12
3
4
12
Mitigating Actions

Assurance
controls
Moderate

of

Owner
Director of
and Culture

Committee
People

Quality Governance

Target Risk Score Post-Mitigation
Likelihood Impact
Score
When mitigated
2
4
8
Mitigated score to be achieved April 2018
by
Owner
Due

Development of a performance management framework is underway with six further elements
planned for delivery, between June 2018 and March 2019. Recruitment of senior HR leadership will
support progression of all sub-actions
Embedding of the Leadership Strategy to improve the level of engagement and culture
Completion of the Recruitment Action Plan identified within the recruitment review
Establish governance and assurance frameworks in order to underpin processes for both
business as usual and transformation – drafted, for approval. Date extended to reflect approval
process and alignment with other governance document approvals via Audit Committee
Refine Risk Management Strategy and Policy in order to ensure alignment with governance and
assurance framework and enable robust management processes – For Board approval in March
2018 – date amended to reflect approvals process
Establish culture audit evaluation process to enable measurement of improvements following
completion of action plan
Finalisation of talent management and succession planning processes to support increased
progression opportunities
Development of a Performance Management (capability) Policy – this includes a pre-requirement
in relation to expectations within roles and responsibilities of each role

Director of People and Culture

March 2019

Director of People and Culture
Director of People and Culture
Director
of
Strategy
and
Sustainability

March 2018
June 2018
May 2018

Director
of
Sustainability

March 2018

Strategy

and

Director of People and Culture

March 2018

Director of People and Culture

July 2018

Director of People and Culture

October 2018
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SR4: Failure to deliver an efficient, effective and economic service
Risk Description

Strategic Objective

This risk should be considered in conjunction with SR1, as the two combine to provide the long term
strategic risks underpinning operational delivery within a limited financial envelope. Inability to deliver
constitutional standards of effective and safe care within the agreed financial envelope will result in
the Trust becoming an unsustainable organisation. This brings with it the risk of financial special
measures and associated risks to patient safety and service delivery, and reputational damage.
There is a need to resolve the immediate financial challenges as well as transform to long term
efficiencies through innovative service redesign. Cost Control measures in place have been effective
in the Trust efforts to breakeven. Positive discussions in regards to ISR contract approval strengthen
the likelihood of a robust contract

Delivering innovative solutions to ensure we are an
efficient, effective and economic service

Inherent
Last month
This month

Risk Score Detail to Date
Likelihood Impact
Score
5
5
25
3
4
12
3
4
12
Mitigating Actions

Assurance
controls
Moderate

of

Owner

Committee

Director of Finance
and Commissioning

Performance and Finance

Target Risk Score Post-Mitigation
Likelihood Impact
Score
When mitigated
3
4
12
Mitigated score to be achieved
April 2018
by
Owner
Due

Establish the Transformation Programme plans underpinning delivery of the priorities and ISR.
The transformation governance process and board has been established with plans in draft
Complete contract negotiation with CCGs following publication of the Independent Service
Review, in order to establish sufficient funding that enables delivery through the transformation
process
Support wider NHS economy through joint working on reducing arrival to handover delays to
improve ambulance availability for patients in the community – includes assessment of new
handover process and identify further actions, with regulatory oversight and support
Continue and Increase recruitment of staff in line with ISR needs, following funding agreement.
5 year workforce plan for full capacity and qualification, with first tranche of recruitment by Q1
2019/20
Consult on and implement review of service delivery structure that enables engagement with
other parties to proactively manage patient need and demand. Consultation to commence in April
2018 and implementation will follow
Delivery of CIP programmes to ensure financial recovery and breakeven position.

Director of Strategy and Sustainability

May 2018

Director
of
Commissioning

April 2018

Finance

and

Director of Service Delivery

July 2018

Director of People and Culture `

June 2019

Director of Service Delivery

October
2018

Director
of
Commissioning

Finance

and

March 2018
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SR5: Failure to maintain strategic relationships with national and local partners to deliver community focussed healthcare
Risk Description

Strategic Objective

Failing to form strong strategic relationships will lead to a poor reputation for the Trust with partner
organisations within local health systems. This is likely to impact on investment in the current and new
models of delivery. In turn, this will risk the long term financial sustainability of the Trust, resulting in a
decrease in performance and the quality of care delivered to patients. Current risks underpinning SR5 include
conflicting stakeholder views, and the alignment of STPs and the subsequent impact on delivery. Controls
strengthened due to contract, infrastructure, approval of CQUIN and approval of the transformation plan.

Playing our part in the urgent and emergency
care system being community focussed in
delivering the 5 year forward view

Inherent
Last month
This month

Risk Score Detail to Date
Likelihood Impact
Score
5
4
20
3
3
9
3
3
9
Mitigating Actions

Assurance
controls
Moderate

of

Owner
Director of Strategy
and Sustainability

Committee
Performance
Finance

and

Target Risk Score Post-Mitigation
Likelihood Impact
Score
When mitigated
2
4
8
Mitigated score to be achieved
April 2018
by
Owner
Due

Complete contract negotiation with CCGs following publication of the Independent Service
Review, in order to establish sufficient funding that enables delivery through the transformation
process
Participate in NHSI’s ambulance improvement programme, to develop collaboration opportunities
with other Midlands and East ambulance services. Five key areas being developed, with engagement
at Trust level on each with NHSI and NHSE.
Establish the Portfolio Office function to ensure delivery of transformation plans. Delays with
funding and recruitment for substantive posts impact timeframes; governance and risk frameworks
developed. Some temporary resource in situ to support high priority projects
Undertake a detailed stakeholder mapping as part of a comprehensive stakeholder plan.
Complete for the ARP programme, needs review and expansion against the full transformation
programme. Date amends to reflect delays in contract confirmation and impact upon transformation
plans
Implement the long term actions derived from the stakeholder internal audit to improve focussed
engagement

Director
of
Commissioning

Finance

and

April 2018

Director of Strategy and Sustainability

April 2018

Director of Strategy and Sustainability

June 2018

Director of Communications

April 2018

Director of Strategy

April 2018
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Director:
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X

15i

Dr Tom Davis, Acting Medical
Director and Sandy Brown, Director
of Nursing & Clinical Quality

For Information

Disclosable
Non-Disclosable

X

Executive Summary:
During the risk summit on 30 January it was identified that there was a number of Serious Incidents (SIs)
that required investigation. These were completed and reviewed as part of an external harm analysis. That
analysis is focused upon identification of trends and learning from the SIs for EEAST, the ambulance
service nationally and other partners and providers within the region.
This is a summary of the findings:
• National lessons can learned about how risks are mitigated through welfare calls and how calls are
handled during periods of high pressure. The way in which patients experiencing non-injury falls
are managed by the system as a whole and whether ambulance involvement is suitable is also an
area for development.
• Regional lessons can be drawn around external demand, other provider management of patients
who have fallen, end of life care management and urgent transport bookings.
• Local actions have been put in place to improve escalation, capacity and demand, recruitment and
the hospital-ambulance interface.
On 1 November 2017, the Quality and Governance Committee asked the Trust to undertake a deep dive
into Strategic Risk 2 (SR2). This was commissioned by the committee as a result of increasing concerns
relating to the external pressures and resulting delays in ambulance attendance to patients.
The deep dive process identified that the controls in place are effective in mitigating the risks; however
there are further actions to be undertaken internally. Additionally, there are factors outside of the Trust’s
control which heighten the clinical risk in the community and therefore SR2.
As a result, it was identified that the effectiveness of the mitigating controls currently in place should result
in a reduction in the residual risk score from 12 to a score of 3 x 3 = 9. However, in light of the adverse
weather experienced throughout March and the anticipated continuation into April, it has been determined
that the score should remain at 12 until normalisation of this external factor, in recognition of the impact
this has upon delays and potential harm and patient experience.
Work is now underway to share lessons and take action, so as to prevent a recurrence of the issues
identified over the festive period.
Attached in Appendix 1 is an overview report of the local, regional and national lessons identified through
the SI and external harm analysis process, and the method for implementation and completion.

Other Key Issues to Draw to the
Board’s Attention:
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Action Required by the Board:
To note the report and agree it provides assurance to the Trust Board on the mitigations in place, and that
the BAF is reflective of the current quality and safety organisational profile.
Previously Considered By and Recommendation(s) Made:
Quality Governance Committee received the presentation and summary of the harm review at the meeting
on 7 March 2018 and supported the findings and conclusions
Related Trust Strategic Objective(s):
Putting into place a new Responsive operating model to deliver sustainable
performance and improved outcomes for patients
Maintaining the focus on delivering Excellent high quality care to the patients

X

Guarantee we have a Patient Focused and engaged workforce
Delivering Innovative solutions to ensure we are an efficient, effective and
economic Service
Playing our part in the urgent and emergency care system being Community
Focused in delivering the 5 year forward view

X

Other:
To ensure effective governance and compliance

Legal Implications
Regulatory Requirements
Equality and Diversity Impacts

X

Health and Social Care Act.
Care Quality Commission, specifically ‘Safe’ and ‘Well-Led.’
No.
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Festive Period SI Action Summary
22 March 2018

EEAST: report title
Date, version

SI Local Action Summary
Over the 2017/18 Christmas and New Year period, the Trust identified and reviewed 138 potential serious incidents (SIs) to establish if harm was
caused as a result of these incidents. Incidents were reviewed against the criteria for an SI set out by the NHSE SI Framework. As a result of the
investigations that ensued, a series of lessons were identified both at a Trust, regional and national level that require dissemination, completion
and monitoring.
Local lessons can be aggregated into areas pertaining to escalation, capacity and demand, the hospital-ambulance interface and recruitment and
will be managed via the usual Trust processes for SI actions. The following provides an overview of the local actions and progress to date.
Action

Executive Action Holder

Due Date

To ensure capacity and demand is forecast well
in advance to enable the safest response to Head of Performance
patients.

Kevin Brown, Director of Service
Delivery

01/04/2018

To ensure early escalation of hospital handover
Deputy Directors of Service
delays through the appropriate chain to ensure
Delivery
opportunities for early action and response.

Kevin Brown, Director of Service
Delivery

09/02/2018

Complete

To ensure the Trust support the continued
reduction in handover to clear times which will Deputy Directors of Service
enable crews to respond quickly to call waiting Delivery
in the community.

Kevin Brown, Director of Service
Delivery

09/02/2018

Complete

To review the use of the PSIT teams and HALO
with commissioner colleagues, alongside the
launch of the Safer Handover process agreed
by the Trust and NHSE.

Deputy Directors of Service
Delivery

Kevin Brown, Director of Service
Delivery

31/03/2018

Complete

Expedite recruitment of additional EOC staff to
reduce human factors issues brought about
through reduced staffing.

Deputy Director of Service
Delivery – Performance,
EOC and Collaboration.

Kevin Brown, Director of Service
Delivery

31/07/2018

EEAST: Festive Period SI Action Summary
22 March 2018, V1.0

Action Holder

Progress

Status

SI Regional Action Summary
Regional lessons will be disseminated by Dr Tom Davis, Acting Medical Director, to the regional workshop 23 March 2018. These lessons will also
be cascaded through the regional quarterly quality meeting with commissioners; to ensure thorough dissemination. The following lessons have
been identifed for sharing:
•
•
•
•
•

Care agencies routinely have a no lift policy which places patients at risk and does not align to the principles of a duty of care to patients.
As such, no lift policies need review and amendment.
Care homes could apply end of life care processes in a consistent manner and not seek 999 but use the correct pathways such as GP to
ensure the patient is managed in their normal environment.
GPs should make their own bookings for urgent transport so that delays can be discussed clinically and transport level potentially
upgraded. A receptionist making the call should not be considered to be acceptable in light of the clinical risk.
Hospital handover delays severely impact on the Trust’s ability to respond to calls in a timely manner.
Communicate through AACE the implications that 111 call volume has on service delivery.

SI National Action Summary
National lessons can be aggregated into areas pertaining to call handling and risk mitigation through welfare calls, as well as the way in which
patients experiencing non-injury falls are managed by the system as a whole and whether ambulance involvement is suitable. National lessons will
be shared via the ambulance national SI learning system via Proclus, as well as formally via the national groups; the Association of Ambulance
Chief Executives (AACE), National Ambulance Medical Directors (NASMED), National Quality Governance group (QGARD) and the National Risk
and Safety group (NARSF). Formal reports will be submitted by the end of quarter four 2017/18 for national consideration.
The following provides the detail on lessons to be considered and managed nationally:
•

•

•

The welfare call process is established due to an inability to provide a timely response and therefore serves as a risk mitigation tool – it is
therefore absolutely essential that the protocols in place within all ambulance trusts are adhered to and should be high priority within the
EOC.
Call triage scripts for patients who have fallen and remain on the floor are for the patient to not eat and drink – these are based on the
assumption that there will not be a long wait for a physical attendance. In the current climate, this instruction needs to be urgently
reconsidered due to hydration issues, physiological changes and the risk of pressure areas and, especially, the risk to diabetic patients.
Coding and quantification of harm needs to be looked at nationally for consistency in light of the independent review.

EEAST: Festive Period SI Action Summary
22 March 2018, V1.0

•

National review of ambulance emergency services and whether it is appropriate for this service to be responding to patients who have
fallen with no apparent harm, particularly when they are already in a care setting.

It is important to note that review of SI determination and standardisation has been established as a specific workstream for NARSF in its
2017/2020 work plan; this will encompass harm quantification and is due for completion in Q3 2018/19.
A joint meeting was held on 21 March 2018 between NASMED, QGARD and the National Ambulance Urgency and Emergency Care Group, in
order to conduct an initial national review of the winter period, challenges faced and lessons learnt. This meeting included the NARSF Chair
sharing a summary of findings from the national delay SIs, which contained those reported by EEAST.

EEAST: Festive Period SI Action Summary
22 March 2018, V1.0
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Executive Summary:
From May 2017, NHS Trusts are required to self-certify that they can meet the obligations set out
in the NHS provider licence (which itself includes requirements to comply with the National Health
Service Act 2006, the Health and Social Care Act 2008, the Health Act 2009 and the Health and
Social Care Act 2012, and to have regard to the NHS Constitution) and that they have complied
with governance requirements. The aim of self-certification is for providers to carry out assurance
that they are in compliance with the conditions.

The Trust was given an improved Single Oversight Framework rate by NHS Improvement in
September, moving up to level 2 from level 3, as a result of the progress made against quality of
care, finance and use of resources, operational performance, strategic change and leadership and
improvement capability within the service.
The Trust is compliant with the governance requirements and the risks to compliance are
mitigated. The document is updated to reflect the comments made at the Board meetings
Other Key Issues to Draw to the Board’s Attention:

None

Action Required by the Board:
The Trust Board is asked to receive assurance on compliance with the governance requirements and
approve the completed checklist.
Previously Considered By and Recommendation(s) Made:
Not applicable.
Related Trust Strategic Objective(s):

Please indicate those
applicable (X):

Putting into place a new Responsive operating model to deliver X
sustainable performance and improved outcomes for patients
Maintaining the focus on delivering Excellent high quality care to the X
patients
Guarantee we have a Patient Focused and engaged workforce
X
Delivering Innovative solutions to ensure we are an efficient, effective and X
economic Service
Playing our part in the urgent and emergency care system being X
Community Focused in delivering the 5 year forward view
Other:
To ensure effective governance and compliance

Please indicate if
applicable (X):
X

Legal Implications
Regulatory Requirements
Equality and Diversity Impacts

Please answer Yes or No. If yes, provide brief details
No
Yes, required under the NHSI Single Oversight Framework
No

Self-Certification for NHS Trusts May 2017
–

Introduction
Previously under the Trust Development Authority all NHS and Foundation Trust
boards were required to self-certify their compliance with key governance, legal and
regulatory requirements. A similar process has now been introduced by NHSI as part
of the Single Oversight Framework (SOF) for all provider trusts.
Under the NHS provider licence which authorises the trust to operate, there are
requirements to comply with the National Health Service Act 2006, the Health and
Social Care Act 2008, the Health Act 2009 and the Health and Social Care Act 2012,
and to have regard to the NHS Constitution.
In essence, the Trust Board is required to confirm, on a monthly basis, that it has
complied with condition G6(3) in regard to having established and implemented a risk
management system and reviewed its effectiveness, and condition FT4(8) in regard to
having established and implemented good corporate governance systems. More
technical detail on this is provided in Appendix 1.
The NHSI Single Oversight Framework
The Single Oversight Framework, published in September 2016, sets out the
Segments under which each NHS trust in England will be supported, and each
segment is determined by a range of indicators, as shown below:

T

NHSI meets the EEAST executive team in regular performance management meetings
to gain an oversight of operational, financial and quality delivery and to encourage focus
on improvement in each of the five domains of the SOF. As a part of this process, the
NHSI team has placed the trust in one of four segments to indicate the degree of
ongoing support it will need. The aim is to see trust performance improve to earn
autonomy with a corresponding reduction in levels of support.
NHSI has moved EEAST to segment 2 from Segment 3 in September which is for
providers receiving targeted support.

Recommendation

–

–

Signed on Behalf of the Board:
Sarah Boulton (Chair)
Signature:
Date:

1'
1'

Not Confirmed

NHS provider licence condition:
Condition G6 (3) The provider has taken all precautions necessary to
comply with the licence, NHS Acts and NHS Constitution.
Condition FT4 (8) The provider has complied with required governance
arrangements.

Confirmed

The Board is asked to certify the following conditions under the NHS provider
Licence and authorise the Chair to sign the self-certification on behalf of the Board:

APPENDIX 1 Relevant provisions of the NHS provider license
–

Condition G6 Systems for compliance with licence conditions and related obligations
–

1. The Licensee shall take all reasonable precautions against the risk of failure to
comply with:
a) the Conditions of this Licence,
b) any requirements imposed on it under the NHS Acts, and
c) the requirement to have regard to the NHS Constitution in providing health
care services for the purposes of the NHS.
2. Without prejudice to the generality of paragraph 1, the steps that the Licensee must
take pursuant to that paragraph shall include:
a) the establishment and implementation of processes and systems to identify
risks and guard against their occurrence; and
b) regular review of whether those processes and systems have been
implemented and of their effectiveness.
3. Not later than two months from the end of each Financial Year, the Licensee shall
prepare and submit to Monitor a certificate to the effect that, following a review for the
purpose of paragraph 2(b) the Directors of the Licensee are or are not satisfied, as
the case may be that, in the Financial Year most recently ended, the Licensee took
all such precautions as were necessary in order to comply with this Condition.
4. The Licensee shall publish each certificate submitted for the purpose of this
Condition within one month of its submission to monitor in such manner as is likely to
bring it to the attention of such persons who reasonably can be expected to have an
interest in it.

Condition FT4 NHS foundation trust governance arrangements
–

1. This condition shall apply if the Licensee is an NHS foundation trust, without
prejudice to the generality of the other conditions in this Licence.
2. The Licensee shall apply those principles, systems and standards of good corporate
governance which reasonably would be regarded as appropriate for a supplier of
health care services to the NHS.
3. Without prejudice to the generality of paragraph 2 and to the generality of General
Condition 5, the Licensee shall:
a) have regard to such guidance on good corporate governance as may be
issued by Monitor from time to time; and
b) comply with the following paragraphs of this Condition.
4. The Licensee shall establish and implement:
a) effective board and committee structures;
b) clear responsibilities for its Board, for committees reporting to the Board and
for staff reporting to the Board and those committees; and clear reporting
lines and accountabilities throughout its organisation.

5. The Licensee shall establish and effectively implement systems and/or processes:
a) to ensure compliance with the Licensee’s duty to operate efficiently, economically and effectively;
b) for timely and effective scrutiny and oversight by the Board of the Licensee’s operations;
c) to ensure compliance with health care standards binding on the Licensee including but not restricted to standards specified by the Secretary of
State, the Care Quality Commission, the NHS Commissioning Board and statutory regulators of health care professions;

Corporate Governance Statement (FTs and NHS
trusts)
The Board are required to respond "Confirmed" or "Not confirmed" to the following statements, setting out any risks and mitigating actions planned for each one

1 Corporate Governance
Statement

Response

Risks and Mitigating actions

1 The Board is satisfied that the Licensee applies those principles, systems and standards
of good corporate governance which reasonably would be regarded as appropriate for a
supplier of health care services to the NHS.

Confirmed

Following implementation of ARP in October
2017 fundamental changes to operational
practice and a greater level of investment to
fill the recognised capacity gap is required in
order to realise the full benefits. As the Trust
does not have a commissioned framework
this can lead to risks to performance, quality,
finance and reputation. Higher than average
demand and Hospital handover delays
during the festive season was identified as a
key risk This risk was mitigated to ensure
issues pertaining to safety and quality of
patient care were addressed.

2 The Board has regard to such guidance on good corporate governance as may be issued
by NHS Improvement from time to time

Confirmed

No risk to compliance
The Trust Board maintains a clear focus on
embedding all guidance.

6

3 The Board is satisfied that the Licensee has established and implements:
(a) Effective board and committee structures;
(b) Clear responsibilities for its Board, for committees reporting to the Board and for
staff reporting to the Board and those committees; and
(c) Clear reporting lines and accountabilities throughout its organisation.

Confirmed

No risk to compliance
The Board has a well-established committee
structure with terms of reference of
committees setting out the responsibilities of
the sub-committees subgroups and the
Board. Trust’s scheme of Delegation,
organisational structures provide reporting
responsibilities They ll get reviewd and
approved annually by the Trust Board

4 The Board is satisfied that the Licensee has established and effectively implements
systems and/or processes:

Confirmed

No risk to compliance
The Trust received an unqualified external
audit and value for money opinion for
2016/17
The Trust Board has five strategic objectives
and identified five strategic risks and
corresponding system of controls and
assurance to manage these risks through the
Board Assurance Framework.
Regular reports go to the Quality Governance
Committee on quality issues including
compliance with the Care Quality
Commission Standards and the progress on
the action plans to achieve the standards.

(a) To ensure compliance with the Licensee’s duty to operate efficiently, economically
and effectively;
(b) For timely and effective scrutiny and oversight by the Board of the Licensee’s
operations;
(c) To ensure compliance with health care standards binding on the Licensee including
but not restricted to standards specified by the Secretary of State, the Care Quality
Commission, the NHS Commissioning Board and statutory regulators of health care
professions;
(d) For effective financial decision-making, management and control (including but not
restricted to appropriate systems and/or processes to ensure the Licensee’s ability to
continue as a going concern);
(e) To obtain and disseminate accurate, comprehensive, timely and up to date
information for Board and Committee decision-making;
(f) To identify and manage (including but not restricted to manage through forward
plans) material risks to compliance with the Conditions of its Licence;
(g) To generate and monitor delivery of business plans (including any changes to such
plans) and to receive internal and where appropriate external assurance on such plans
and their delivery; and
(h) To ensure compliance with all applicable legal requirements.
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The Trust Board has also effective monitoring
and reporting arrangements in place like the
Integrated Performance Report which
enables the Board to identify and respond to
exceptions and risks.

5 The Board is satisfied that the systems and/or processes referred to in paragraph 4
(above) should include but not be restricted to systems and/or processes to ensure:

Confirmed

No risk to compliance
The Trust Board has a full time Interim
Medical Director, a Director of Nursing and
Quality, and a Chief Executive, Director of
Service Delivery, Director of Strategy and
Sustainability and non-executive director who
are all clinically qualified.
There is a comprehensive clinical
governance system in place, with oversight
provided by the board through the Quality
Governance Committee and its associated
groups.
Currently The Audit Committee Chair is an
associate NED which substantial experience
as an audit chair who will be with the Trust till
30 April 2018.Processes are in place to
appoint a new NED who will chair the Audit
Committee

Confirmed

The Board members have necessary skill set
and experience to lead the Trust.
However there is a risk around capacity and
capability in some areas of the Trust, the
Trust Board is satisfied that plans are in place
to strengthen capacity and develop capability

(a) That there is sufficient capability at Board level to provide effective organisational
leadership on the quality of care provided;
(b) That the Board’s planning and decision-making processes take timely and
appropriate account of quality of care considerations;
(c) The collection of accurate, comprehensive, timely and up to date information on
quality of care;
(d) That the Board receives and takes into account accurate, comprehensive, timely and
up to date information on quality of care;
(e) That the Licensee, including its Board, actively engages on quality of care with
patients, staff and other relevant stakeholders and takes into account as appropriate
views and information from these sources; and
(f) That there is clear accountability for quality of care throughout the Licensee
including but not restricted to systems and/or processes for escalating and resolving
quality issues including escalating them to the Board where appropriate.

6 The Board is satisfied that there are systems to ensure that the Licensee has in place
personnel on the Board, reporting to the Board and within the rest of the organisation
who are sufficient in number and appropriately qualified to ensure compliance with the
conditions of its NHS provider licence.
8

through a developmental programme and
recruitment of more front facing clinicians

Signed on behalf of the Board of directors, and, in the case of Foundation Trusts, having regard to the
views of the governors

Signature

Name Sarah Boulton

Signature

Name Robert Morton

Further explanatory information should be provided below where the Board has been unable to confirm
declarations under FT4.
A
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Declarations required by General condition 6 and Continuity of Service condition 7 of the NHS
provider licence
The board are required to respond "Confirmed" or "Not confirmed" to the following statements (please select 'not confirmed' if confirming
another option). Explanatory information should be provided where required.

1&2

General condition 6 - Systems for compliance with license conditions (FTs and NHS trusts)

1

Following a review for the purpose of paragraph 2(b) of licence condition G6, the Directors of the Licensee Confirmed
are satisfied that, in the Financial Kear most recently ended, the Licensee took all such precautions as
were necessary in order to comply with the conditions of the licence, any requirements imposed on it
under the NHS Acts and have had regard to the NHS Constitution.

Signed on behalf of the board of directors, and, in the case of Foundation Trusts, having regard to the views of the governors

Signature

Name Sarah Boulton
Capacity Chair
Date

Signature

Name Robert Morton
Capacity Chief Executive
Date

Further explanatory information should be provided below where the Board has been unable to confirm declarations under G6.
A
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Executive Summary:
This paper is to provide assurance on the process for the end of year review of EEAST’s board
effectiveness.
In March 2018 each board member was invited to complete a questionnaire assessing the board’s
performance on a number of key dimensions. Each respondent provided constructive comments and a
score for each of the dimensions.
12 questionnaires were completed and the results from these were analysed under a number of key
themes, showing where the board is working well and where there is room for improvement.
The consequent additions to the board’s development plan for 2018/19 are contained within the report.

Other Key Issues to Draw to the
Board’s Attention:

None

Action Required by the Board:
Review and accept the recommendations for board development as outlined in the paper
Previously Considered By and Recommendation(s) Made:

Related Trust Strategic Objective(s):

Please indicate those
applicable (X):

Putting into place a new Responsive operating model to deliver sustainable
performance and improved outcomes for patients
Maintaining the focus on delivering Excellent high quality care to the patients
Guarantee we have a Patient Focused and engaged workforce
Delivering Innovative solutions to ensure we are an efficient, effective and
economic Service
Playing our part in the urgent and emergency care system being Community
Focused in delivering the 5 year forward view
Other:

Please indicate if
applicable (X):

To ensure effective governance and compliance
X

Page 1 of 2

Legal Implications
Regulatory Requirements

None
Annual review of Board effectiveness is regarded as good practice

Equality and Diversity Impacts

None

Each individual EEAST board member was offered the opportunity to complete their assessment of
various dimensions of board performance. 12 questionnaires were completed by the end of March
2018.
Areas of strength are leadership and teamwork with further development required around some
aspects of the Stakeholders domain.
The real value of this exercise in board effectiveness lies in the qualitative comments and how these
are used to inform the board’s further development as the questionnaire provided the opportunity for
individual observations from each board member. This has provided a rich source of information to
inform board development priorities for the coming year.
A number of priorities were identified for inclusion in the Board Development Plan for 2018/19:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

(iv)
(v)

(vi)

Board development away day and associated programme to ensure new board
members are well integrated and an effective team is developed
Revisit our vision, strategy and goals with a view to sharpening the focus on these
and really bringing them to life and sharing with all colleagues
Revision of the board succession plan aligned to the wider recruitment, retention and
succession planning activities in the Trust. Clear communication of this succession
plan.
Undertake a review of what information the board requires to enable it to discharge
its various functions. Introduce and embed the necessary changes
Review the Board Planner and board agenda setting to support the following:
• a more proactive, forward looking and longer term perspective
• horizon scanning and explicit consideration of the external environment
• a more effective balance between strategic and operational items
Review the stakeholder engagement strategy and ensure it is systematic and
comprehensive and clearly communicated
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Executive Summary:
The purpose of this report is to set out the governance structures which underpin the work of the Trust
Board. The Trust’s Standing Orders and Schedule of Delegation provide for the Trust Board to delegate its
powers to Trust Board Committees and Trust Officers provide the Trust Board with assurance on the work
of the Executive Team.
The Trust Board and Sub-Committees structure has been amended to include the People and Culture
Committee, and is presented (at points i and ii) for approval.
The Terms of Reference for each of the Trust Board Sub-Committees have been reviewed and approved
by the respective Committees and are included for approval.
The Terms of Reference for the People and Culture Committee were reviewed by the Trust Board on 24
January 2018. Comments made at the meeting have been taken into consideration and amendments
incorporated.

Other Key Issues to Draw to the
Board’s Attention:
Action Required by the Board:
The Trust Board is asked to:
• confirm that the current Trust Board and Sub-Committee structure remains fit for purpose
• approve the Terms of Reference of:
i) Audit Committee
ii) Performance & Finance Committee
iii) Remuneration Committee
iv) Quality Governance Committee
v) People & Culture Committee
Previously Considered By and Recommendation(s) Made:
The Terms of Reference for the Committees have been considered and recommended to the Board for
approval by the relevant Committees.

Related Trust Strategic Objective(s):

Please indicate those
applicable (X):

Putting into place a new Responsive operating model to deliver sustainable
performance and improved outcomes for patients
Maintaining the focus on delivering Excellent high quality care to the patients
Guarantee we have a Patient Focused and engaged workforce

Page 1 of 35

Delivering Innovative solutions to ensure we are an efficient, effective and
economic Service
Playing our part in the urgent and emergency care system being Community
Focused in delivering the 5 year forward view
Other:

Please indicate if
applicable (X):

To ensure effective governance and compliance

X

Please answer Yes or No. If yes, please provide appropriate brief details
Legal Implications
Regulatory Requirements

Standing Orders
Schedule of Delegation
NHS Foundation Trust Code of Governance

Equality and Diversity Impacts
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Background
This document sets out:
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)
v)

Trust Board, Committee and Leadership Boards Structure;
the current membership details of the Trust Board Sub-Committees;
types of assurance provided;
the Terms of References for the Committees/Groups shown on the Governance Structure;
the overall Governance Structure of the East of England Ambulance Service NHS Trust.

These documents may only be altered following discussion at the relevant Committee and agreement
at the Trust Board to take into account changes in working arrangements, needs of the service,
statutory or professional/best practice requirements or changes in personnel.
For those Committees/Groups with responsibility for aspects of risk management these are clearly
articulated within the Terms of Reference.
The Executive Leadership Board will operate under delegated authority to the Chief Executive.
The Terms of Reference have been reviewed and approved by the respective Committees. Revised
terms of references for the Audit Committee, Remuneration and Terms of Service Committee, Quality
Governance Committee, Performance & Finance Committee, and People and Culture Committee are
enclosed.
Changes made to People and Culture Committee Terms of Reference following comments at the last
Public Trust Board meeting are noted as follows:
•
•
•

Section B: Purpose – ‘Developing strategies’ changed to ‘Provide oversight and challenge to
strategies’
Section C: Membership – widening this to include Associate Non-Executive Board members.
Workforce related responsibilities of the Performance and Finance can be transferred to this
Committee.
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i)

Trust Board, Committee and Leadership Boards Structure

Trust Governance Structure
Level 1
Trust Board

Executive
Leadership Board
(ELB)

People and Culture
Committee
(P&CC)

Audit Committee
(AC)

Performance &
Finance Committee
(P&FC)

Remuneration &
Terms of Service
Committee
(RemCom)

Quality Governance
Committee
(QGC)

Senior Leadership
Board
(SLB)

ii)

Trust Board Sub-Committee Membership

Trust Board – Committee membership

Trust Board
Sarah Boulton (Chair)

•
•
•

Audit
Committee

Quality Governance
Committee

Performance &
Finance Committee

People & Culture
Committee

Remuneration &
Terms of Service
Committee

Membership:

Membership:

Membership:

Membership:

Membership:

Mike Burrows (Chair)
Andrew Egerton-Smith
Peter Kara

•
•
•

Director of Finance
and Commissioning

•
•
•

Executive Lead:

Executive Lead:
•

Tony McLean (Chair)
Lizzy Firmin
Tom Spink

•
•

Director of Nursing and
Clinical Quality
Medical Director [or
deputy]

Peter Kara (Chair)
Mike Burrows
Andrew Egerton-Smith

•
•
•
•

Executive Lead:
•
•
•

Director of Finance
and Commissioning
Director of Service
Delivery
Director of Strategy
and Sustainability
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Lizzy Firmin (Chair)
Sarah Boulton
Tony McLean
Alison Wigg

•
•
•
•

Executive Lead:

Executive Lead:
•

Director of People and
Culture

Lizzy Firmin (Chair)
Sarah Boulton
Tony McLean
Alison Wigg

•
•

Chief Executive
Director of People and
Culture

iii) Assurance Responsibilities

Trust Governance – Assurance Responsibilities

Trust Board

Decision Making

Assurance

Executive Leadership Board

Audit Committee

Quality Governance
Committee

Performance & Finance
Committee

People & Culture
Committee

Remuneration & Terms of
Service Committee

Assurance Responsibilities:

Assurance Responsibilities:

Assurance Responsibilities:

Assurance
Responsibilities:

Responsibilities:

Auditing compliance
Internal audit
External audit
Financial Systems
Internal controls (Standing
Orders, SFIs, Scheme of
Delegation, Reservation of
Powers to the Trust Board)
Risk Assurance (SIC & BAF)
Process for monitoring
compliance with laws/
regulations and Codes of
Conduct
Security Management
Systems and processes
Annual Report & Accounts
Annual Declarations on
Quality Accounts and CQG
registration status
Charitable funds account
Counter fraud management
Risk management
compliance
Information Governance
Independent assurance of
Board Sub-committees and
ELB

• Clinical quality, safety &
effectiveness
• Patient experience
• Clinical audit
• Research, development and
innovation
• Ethics
• Quality accounts
• Care Quality Commission
registration
• Learning from experience,
Serious Incidents
• Complaints/PALS/LINKS
• Medicines management
• Infection, Prevention &
Control
• Regulatory Bodies/External
Assessments/Compliance/
CQC Registration
• Health & Safety
• Safeguarding
• Mandatory Clinical Training
• Risk Management
compliance

• Tracking delivery of Trust’s
objectives for finance and
performance, including
capital development and
the CIP
• Review financial statements
• Financial investments
• Review activity and
performance information
• I&MT
• Data quality
• Charitable funds account
and reserves

Senior Leadership Board

Strategy:
• Implementation of annual
business planning cycle
• Management of forward plans
Performance Responsibility:
• Clinical Professional Standards
• Patient experience
• Operational finance/CIPs
• Operational performance
• Information management &
technology
Tactical:
• Business decisions in
accordance with the Scheme of
Delegation

•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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• Workforce performance
and development
• Recruitment and retention
• Staff engagement
• Staff survey
• Equality, Diversity &
Human Rights
• Vetting & Barring
• Health & Wellbeing
• Employment tribunal case
updates

• Determining
arrangements for
remuneration, terms and
conditions and
performance criteria for
the CE and Executive
team.
• Non-contractual payment
arrangements
• CE and Executive
Directors’ succession
planning
• Review Trust Board
structure, size and
composition
• Appointments Panel for
Executive Directors
• Employment Tribunal
Judgments

Terms of Reference

AUDIT COMMITTEE – TERMS OF REFERENCE

A

Constitution
The Board hereby resolves to establish a Committee of the Trust Board to be known as the
Audit Committee (The Committee). The Committee is a non-executive committee of the Board
and has no executive powers, other than those specifically delegated in these Terms of
Reference. As an assurance committee it may only make recommendations to the Trust
Board. The Committee may establish, subject to Board approval, sub-groups to execute the
delegated powers within these Terms of Reference.

B

Purpose
The Trust Board is responsible for ensuring the effective internal control, including:
•
•
•

Management of the Trust’s activities in accordance with statute and regulations;
The establishment and maintenance of a system of internal control to give assurance that
assets are safeguarded, waste or inefficiency avoided and reliable financial information
produced, and that value for money is continuously sought.
The Committee shall provide the Trust Board with a means of independent and objective
review of financial and corporate governance, assurance processes and risk management
across the whole of the Trust’s activities both generally and in support of the Annual
Governance Statement.

In addition the Committee shall:
•
•
•

C

Provide assurance of independence for external and internal audit;
Ensure that appropriate standards are set and compliance with them is monitored, in nonfinancial, non-clinical areas that fall within the remit of the Audit Committee; and
Monitor corporate governance (e.g. compliance with the Codes of Conduct, Standing
Orders, Standing Financial Instructions, maintenance of Registers of Interests).

Membership
The Committee shall be appointed by the Board from amongst both the Non-Executive and
Associate Non-Executive Directors, and shall consist of not less than three designated
Members, at least one of whom should have recent and relevant financial experience. The
Board shall appoint the Chair of the Committee from amongst the independent Non-Executive
Directors.
In the absence of the Committee Chair, the remaining members present shall elect one of
themselves to chair the meeting.
A quorum shall be two members.
Members of the Committee must attend at least 75% of all meetings each financial year but
should aim to attend all scheduled meetings.
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The Chair of the Board shall not be a member of the Committee, but may be invited to attend
as required.

D

Attendance at Meetings
The, Director of Finance and Commissioning, a representative of the External Auditors and the
Counter Fraud Service and the Head of Internal Audit shall normally attend routine meetings
of the Committee.
At least once a year, the Committee shall meet without Executive Directors present with the
External and Internal Auditors.
The Chief Executive should be invited to attend and should discuss at least annually with the
Committee the process for assurance that supports the Annual Governance Statement. He or
she should also attend when the Committee considers the draft internal audit plan and the
annual accounts.
All other Board Members, Executive Directors, officers and relevant representatives shall also
have the right of attendance, subject to invitation by the Chair, particularly when the
Committee is discussing areas of risk or operations that are the responsibility of that individual.

E

Secretary
The Trust Secretary shall provide independent advice to the Committee Chair and Committee
Members on compliance with the law and regulatory matters relevant to the Committee’s
delegated authority in accordance with Standing Orders.
The Trust Secretary shall be the Secretary to the Committee and the committee administrative
function will be provided through their office which will include:
• the agreement of the agenda with the Chair and the collation and circulation of papers;
• minuting the proceedings and resolutions of all meetings of the Committee including
recording the names of those present and in attendance;
• keeping a record of matters arising and issues to be carried forward;
• draft minutes of the meetings are available within 5 working days but no longer than 10
working days from the date of the meeting.
• creating, maintaining and a rolling schedule of business to come before the Committee.
It is the responsibility of the Secretary to advise the Committee in writing when an item fails to
meet the scheduled submission, including reasons and a revised date of submission.
Trust standing orders and standing financial instructions apply to the operation of the
Committee.

F

Frequency of Meetings
Meetings shall be held not less than five times a year, with additional meetings where
necessary.
The external auditors or the Head of Internal Audit may request a meeting if they consider one
is necessary.

G

Authority
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The Committee is authorised by the Board to investigate any activity within its Terms of
Reference. It is authorised to seek any information it requires from any employee and all
employees are directed to cooperate with any request made by the Committee.
The Committee is authorised by the Board to obtain outside legal or other independent
professional advice and to secure the attendance of outsiders with relevant experience and
expertise if it considers this necessary or expedient to the carrying out of its functions.
The Committee is authorised by the Board to liaise, as necessary, with other sub-committees
of the Board. Chairs of the formal sub-committees have a responsibility for ensuring that the
Audit Committee and the Board are advised of any risks or potential conflicts.

H

Duties
The duties of the Committee shall be to:
(i)

Governance, Risk Management and Internal Control
The Committee shall review the establishment and maintenance of an effective system
of governance, risk management and internal control, across the whole of the
organisation’s activities (both clinical and non-clinical) that support the achievement of
the organisation’s objectives.
In particular, the Committee will review the adequacy of:
•

All risk and control related disclosure statements, in particular the Annual
Governance Statement and declarations of compliance with the Care Quality
Commission, together with any accompanying Head of Internal Audit statement,
external audit opinion or other appropriate independent assurances, prior to
endorsement by the Board.

•

Monitoring and scrutinising the approved risk management framework to ensure
that Trust policies, systems and processes are effective in the management of all
risks within the Trust and escalating risk management issues to the Audit
Committee and/or to the Trust Board, as necessary.

•

Considering the resource implications for risk control and advising the Board
accordingly

•

The underlying assurance processes that indicate the degree of the achievement of
corporate objectives, the effectiveness of the management of principal risks and
the appropriateness of the above disclosure statements.

•

The policies for ensuring compliance with relevant regulatory, legal and code of
conduct requirements.

•

The policies and procedures for all work related to fraud and corruption as set out
in Secretary of State Directions and as required by NHS Protect.

•

Monitor the work of the Executive Management Team with regard to the finance,
governance and mandatory services which form the core of the Trust’s business
and with regard to the identification, analysis and mitigation of risk and provide
independent assurance on both of these areas to the Board.
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•

The Trust’s arrangements by which Trust staff may, in confidence, raise concerns
about possible improprieties in matters of financial reporting and control and related
matters or any other matters of concern.

In carrying out this work the Committee will primarily utilise the work of Internal Audit,
External Audit and other assurance functions, but will not be limited to these audit
functions. It will also seek reports and assurances from directors and managers as
appropriate, concentrating on the over-arching systems of integrated governance, risk
management and internal control, together with indicators of their effectiveness. This
will be evidenced through the Committee’s use of an effective Board Assurance
Framework to guide its work and that of the audit and assurance functions that report
to it.
(ii)

Internal Audit
The Committee shall ensure that there is an effective internal audit function established
by management that meets mandatory NHS Internal Audit Standards and provides
appropriate independent assurance to the Committee, Chief Executive and the Board.
This will be achieved by:
•

Consideration of the provision of the Internal Audit service, the cost of the audit and
any questions of resignation and dismissal

•

Review and approve the Internal Audit strategy, operational plan and more detailed
programme of work, ensuring that this is consistent with the audit needs of the
organisation.

•

Consideration of the major findings of internal audit work (and management’s
response), and their implications and monitor progress on the implementation of
recommendations.

•

Ensuring, on an on-going basis, the effective operation of internal audit in respect
of:
−
−
−
−
−
−

•
(iii)

Adequate resourcing;
Its co-ordination with external audit;
Meeting mandatory NHS Internal Audit Standards;
Providing adequate independent assurances;
Having appropriate standing within the Trust; and
Meeting the internal audit needs of the Trust.

an annual review of the effectiveness of internal audit

External Audit
The Committee shall review the work and findings of the External Auditor appointed by
the Trust and consider the implications and management’s responses to their work.
This will be achieved by:
•

Consideration of the appointment and performance of the External Auditor, as far
as the rules governing the appointment permit.

•

Discussion and agreement with the External Auditor, before the audit commences,
the nature and scope of the audit as set out in the Annual Plan, and ensure
coordination, as appropriate, with other External Auditors in the local health
economy.
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(iv)

•

Discussion with the External Auditors of their local evaluation of audit risks and
assessment of the Trust and associated impact on the audit fee

•

Review all External Audit reports, including the report to those charged with
governance, agreement of the annual audit letter before submission to the Board
and any work undertaken outside the annual audit plan, together with the
appropriateness of management response and monitor progress on the
implementation of recommendations.

•

Develop and implement a policy on the engagement of the external auditor to
supply non-audit services.

Other Assurance Functions
The Committee shall review the findings of other significant assurance functions, both
internal and external to the organisation, and consider the implications to the
governance of the organisation. These will include, but will not be limited to, any
reviews by Department of Health Arm’s Length Bodies or Regulators/Inspectors (e.g.
Care Quality Commission, NHS Litigation Authority, etc.), professional bodies with
responsibility for the performance of staff or functions (e.g. Royal Colleges,
accreditation bodies, etc.).
In addition, the Committee will , look at the specific items referred by other
Committees, whose work can provide relevant assurance to the Committee’s own
scope of work. In particular the Audit Committee will rely on the assurance provided by
other committees in respect of specific sections of the Board Assurance Framework
that underpin the duties of those committees. This will specifically include the Quality
Governance Committee, and will include a review of an annual report of each of the
Committees against their terms of reference. In reviewing the work of the Quality
Governance Committee, and issues around clinical risk management, the Audit
Committee will seek to satisfy itself on the assurance that can be gained from the
clinical audit processes.
The Committee will also review issues around the
management of charitable funds, and will seek to satisfy itself on the assurance that
can be gained from the Charitable Funds Annual Report and Financial Statements
before submission to the Board.
The Committee will also:
•
•

(v)

Examine any other matter referred to the Committee by the Board and to initiate
investigation as determined by the Committee.
On behalf of the Board seek assurance on the appointment of outside contractors
for financial services e.g. Internal Audit, Banking, Payroll Services, etc.

Counter Fraud
The Committee will:
•
•
•
•
•

Ensure the appointment of the Counter-Fraud service provider;
Ensure that the provider is adequately resourced and has appropriate standing
within the Trust;
Monitor the performance of the in the provision of both reactive and proactive fraud
work in line with the Secretary of State for Health directions regarding fraud and
corruption.
Review the reports from the Counter-Fraud service provision, consider the major
findings of fraud investigations, and management’s response, and ensure coordination between the LCFS, internal and external auditors.
Consider the annual report of the Trust to NHS Protect;
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•
(vi)

Consider the annual report on the Trust from the NHS Protect;

Management
The Committee shall request and review reports and positive assurances from
directors and managers on the overall arrangements for governance, risk management
and internal control.
It may also request specific reports from individual functions within the organisation
(e.g. clinical audit), as they may be appropriate to the overall arrangements.

(vii)

Financial Reporting
The Committee shall review the Annual Report and Financial Statements before
submission to the Board to determine their completeness, objectivity, integrity and
accuracy. This review will cover but is not limited to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The wording in the Annual Governance Statement and other disclosures relevant
to the Terms of Reference of the Committee
Changes in, and compliance with accounting policies, practices and estimation
techniques
Unadjusted mis-statements in the financial statements
Significant judgements in preparation of the financial statements
Significant adjustments resulting from the audit
Letter of Representation
Qualitative aspects of financial reporting
The schedule of losses and special payments
Any reservations and disagreements between the External Auditors and
management which have not been satisfactorily resolved.

The Committee will also:
•
•

(viii)

Annually review the accounting policies of the Trust and make appropriate
recommendations to the Trust Board.
Ensure that the systems for financial reporting to the Board, including those of
budgetary control, are subject to review as to completeness and accuracy of the
information provided to the Board.

Standing Orders, Standing Financial Instructions and Standards of Business
Conduct
The Committee will also:
•
•
•
•

(ix)

Review all suspensions of standing orders and variation or amendment to standing
orders.
Review, on behalf of the Trust Board, the operation of, and proposed changes to,
the Standing Orders and Standing Financial Instructions, Codes of Conduct and
Standards of Business Conduct; including maintenance of Registers.
Examine the circumstances of any significant departure from the requirements of
any of the foregoing, whether those departures relate to a failing, an overruling or a
suspension.
Review the Scheme of Delegation.

Information Governance
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The Committee will also:
•
I

Review compliance and assurance for all aspects of Information Governance.

Telephone Conferencing
Members can participate in meetings by two-way audio link including telephone, video or
computer link (excepting email communication) whereby all persons participating in the
meeting can hear each other, and participation in the meeting in this manner shall be deemed
to constitute presence in person at such meeting and count towards the quorum.

J

Voting
Wherever possible, decisions will be reached by consensus of the Members. When a vote is
required, the following apply:
•
•

•
•
K

Every question put to a vote at a meeting shall be determined by a majority of votes of
Members present and voting on the question. In the case of an equal vote, the person
presiding (i.e. the Chair of the meeting) shall have a second, and casting vote.
At the discretion of the Chair all questions put to the vote shall be determined by oral
expression or by a show of hands, unless the chairdirects otherwise, or it is proposed,
seconded and carried that a vote be taken by paper ballot. If a Member so requests, their
vote shall be recorded by name.
In no circumstances may an absent member vote by proxy. Absence is defined as being
absent at the time of the vote
For the voting rules relating to Joint Members, Standing Order 2.5 of the Trust will apply.

Reporting Procedures
The Chair of the Committee shall provide a report to the next Trust Board after each
Committee meeting, drawing to their attention:
• any issues that require disclosure to the full Board or require executive action
• any formal recommendations by the Committee, the requirements for action to implement
these, any resource implications and the timescale considered appropriate by the
Committee for implementation.
The minutes of each meeting of the Committee shall be formally recorded by the Secretary.
The Committee will report to the Board annually in respect of the fulfilment of its functions in
connection with these terms of reference. Such report shall include but not be limited to
functions undertaken in connection with the Annual Governance Statement; the assurance
framework, the effectiveness of risk management within the Trust; the integration of and
adherence to governance arrangements; its view as to whether the self-assessment against
the Care Quality Commission Registration is appropriate; and any pertinent matters in respect
of which the Audit Committee has been engaged.
The Committee shall annually prepare a report on its role and responsibilities and the actions
it has taken to discharge those responsibilities for inclusion in the annual report and accounts.
Such a report should specifically include:
•
•
•
•

a summary of the role of the Committee;
the names and qualifications of all members of the Committee during the period;
the number of Committee meetings and attendance by each member; and
the way the Committee has discharged its responsibilities.
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L

Monitoring
The Chair of the Board will receive a copy of all meeting papers and will attend at least one
meeting per annum for monitoring and assurance purposes.
The Terms of Reference of the Committee shall be reviewed by the Board at least annually.

M

Relationship to other Board Committees
The Board has determined that the Audit Committee will have an oversight role for all risks, to
gain assurance that appropriate systems of internal control are in place and are operating as
intended, and that the Board Committee system is working appropriately.
For this purpose only, the other board committees will report once a year to the Audit
Committee on the following areas:
•
•
•
•
•

The strategic objectives aligned to each Board Committee
The BAF risks monitored by that Committee for those strategic objectives
Annual Plan key objective action plans
Accountability and responsibility of the Committee
Effectiveness of the Committee

In the event of the Audit Committee having concerns regarding the operation of the internal controls
processes through any of these Committees, they shall report the same to the Board for resolution.
Approved Audit Committee: 31 01 18
Approved Trust Board:
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PERFORMANCE AND FINANCE COMMITTEE – TERMS OF REFERENCE
A. Constitution
The Board hereby resolves to establish a Committee of the Trust Board to be known as the
Performance and Finance Committee (The Committee). The Committee is a non-executive
committee of the Board and has no executive powers, other than those specifically delegated in
these Terms of Reference. As an assurance committee it may only make recommendations to the
Trust Board. The Committee may establish, subject to Board approval, sub-groups to execute the
delegated powers within these Terms of Reference.

B. Purpose
The purpose of this Committee is to review the financial statements, the activity and performance
information of the organisation, including capital development, and provide assurance to the Board
on appropriate action. It will specifically scrutinise:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Financial performance against plans and forecasts, highlighting and seeking assurance on
deviation or recovery.
Performance against Cost Improvement Plan and review forecast plans.
Budget planning process.
Activity against contractual plans.
Achievement of the capital programme resourcing
Information Management and Technology.

C. Membership
The Committee shall be appointed by the Board from amongst both the Non-Executive Directors
and Associate non-Executive Directors, and shall consist of not less than three designated
Members, one of whom will act as Chairman of the Committee.
A quorum shall be two members.
Members of the Performance and Finance Committee must attend at least 75% of all meetings
each financial year but should aim to attend all scheduled meetings.
The Chair of the Board shall not normally be a member of the Committee. He/she will have
automatic rights as a member of the Committee at times when the quorum cannot be met or
vacancies at Non-Executive Director level warrant temporary committee membership.

D. Attendance at Meetings
The Director of Finance, Director of Service Delivery, and Director of Strategy and Sustainability
shall normally attend all meetings.
An open invitation would be extended to the Chief Executive to attend all meetings. He/she shall
attend one formal meeting per annum.
The Chair of the Board will attend at least one formal meeting per annum for monitoring and
assurance purposes.
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Other Board Members, Executive Directors, officers and relevant representatives shall have the
right of attendance, subject to invitation by the Chairman, particularly when the Committee is
discussing areas of risk or operations that are the responsibility of that individual.
The Trust Secretary will act as the Secretary to the Committee and shall provide independent
advice to the Committee Chair and Committee Members on compliance with the law and regulatory
matters relevant to the Committee’s delegated authority in accordance with Standing Orders

E

Secretary
The Trust Secretary shall provide independent advice to the Committee Chair and Committee
Members on compliance with the law and regulatory matters relevant to the Committee’s delegated
authority in accordance with Standing Orders.
The Trust Secretary shall be the Secretary to the Committee and the committee administrative
function will be provided through their office which will include:
•
the agreement of the agenda with the Chair and the collation and circulation of papers;
•
minuting the proceedings and resolutions of all meetings of the Committee including recording
the names of those present and in attendance;
•
keeping a record of matters arising and issues to be carried forward;
• draft minutes of the meetings are available within 5 working days but no longer than 10
working days from the date of the meeting.
•
creating, maintaining and a rolling schedule of business to come before the Committee.
It is the responsibility of the Secretary to advise the Committee in writing when an item fails to meet
the scheduled submission, including reasons and a revised date of submission.
Trust standing orders and standing financial instructions apply to the operation of the Committee.

F. Frequency of Meetings
Meetings shall be held not less than four times a year, with additional meetings where necessary.

G. Authority
The Trust Board has overriding responsibility for the delivery of the Trust’s strategic objectives and
the monitoring of the principal risks that may threaten the achievement of these objectives. The
Committee is authorised by the Board for tracking the strategic delivery of the Trust’s objectives in
respect of improvements in productivity, efficiency and financial planning as well as supporting
each of the Committees with the strategic delivery of the Trust’s objectives assigned to them.
The Committee is authorised by the Board to investigate any activity within its Terms of Reference.
It is authorised to seek any information it requires from any employee and all employees are
directed to cooperate with any request made by the Committee.
The Committee is authorised by the Board to obtain outside legal or other independent
professional advice and to secure the attendance of outsiders with relevant experience and
expertise if it considers this necessary or expedient to the carrying out of its functions.
The Committee is authorised by the Board to liaise, as necessary, with other sub-committees of
the Board and Chairmen of the formal sub-committees have a responsibility for ensuring that the
Audit Committee and the Board are advised of any risks or potential conflicts.

H. Duties
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The duties of the Committee will be:
Performance:
Review and gain assurance on:
• Actions to ensure that activity levels are in line with contracted levels, financial limits and quality
standards to meet contractual compliance for mandatory services.
• To monitor data quality.
• To review, monitor and challenge the Trust’s IM&T Strategy in order to assure the
implementation of strategies and/or improvement plans.
Finance:
Review and gain assurance on:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The effectiveness of the annual budget planning cycle.
Forecast financial position of the Trust, including CIPs.
Each Directorate’s financial performance against agreed budget including achievement of CIPs.
Judgemental areas with regard to full year forecasting.
The movement on reserve accounts.
Cash flow and balance sheet.
Implementation of the capital programme and monitoring of capital expenditure.
The effectiveness of appropriate policies.

I. Telephone Conferencing
Any Director or member of a committee of the Board may participate in a committee of the Board
by means of telephone conferencing, video conferencing or similar communications equipment
whereby all persons participating in the meeting can hear each other, and participation in the
meeting in this manner shall be deemed to constitute presence in person at such meeting.

J. Voting
Wherever possible, decisions will be reached by consensus of the Members. When a vote is required, the
following apply:
•
•

•

Every question put to a vote at a meeting shall be determined by a majority of votes of Members
present and voting on the question. In the case of an equal vote, the person presiding (i.e. the
Chairman of the meeting) shall have a second, and casting vote.
At the discretion of the Chairman all questions put to the vote shall be determined by oral
expression or by a show of hands, unless the chairman directs otherwise, or it is proposed,
seconded and carried that a vote be taken by paper ballot. If a Member so requests, their vote
shall be recorded by name.
In no circumstances may an absent member vote by proxy. Absence is defined as being absent at
the time of the vote

K. Reporting Procedures

The Chair of the Committee shall provide a report to the next Trust Board after each Committee
meeting.
This should include details of any matters in respect of which adequate actions or improvements are
needed. The Chair of the Committee shall draw to the attention of the Board any issues that require
disclosure to the full Board, or require executive action.
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L. Monitoring
The Trust’s Annual Report shall include a section describing the work of the Performance and Finance
Committee in discharging its responsibilities.
For independent assurance purposes, the Committee will report on an annual basis to the Audit
Committee on its performance against its Terms of Reference and on an ad-hoc basis any risks which
have inadequate assurance on performance.
The Chair of the Board will receive all meeting papers and will attend at least one meeting per annum for
monitoring and assurance purposes.
The Terms of Reference of the Committee shall be reviewed by the Board at least annually.

Approved by the Performance and Finance Committee: 31 01 18
Approved Trust Board:
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QUALITY GOVERNANCE COMMITTEE – TERMS OF REFERENCE

A

Constitution
The Board hereby resolves to establish a Committee of the Trust Board to be known as the
Quality Governance Committee (The Committee). The Committee is a non-executive
committee of the Board and has no executive powers, other than those specifically delegated
in these Terms of Reference. As an assurance committee it may only make recommendations
to the Board. The Committee may establish, subject to Board approval, sub-groups to
executive the delegated powers within these Terms of Reference.

B

Purpose
The Trust Board is responsible for ensuring the delivery of high quality care that is as safe and
effective as possible, with patients treated with compassion, dignity and respect. The Trust’s
quality governance framework provides assurance to the Trust Board that the essential
standards of quality and safety are being delivered by the organisation. It also provides
assurance that the processes for the governance of quality are embedded throughout the
organisation.
The Committee shall provide the Trust Board with a means of independent and objective
review of the assurance processes and risk management across the whole of the Trust’s
activities in support of clinical effectiveness, patient safety and patient experience.
The Committee will be focussed on the patient voice in ensuring that the governance of the
Trust has a clear purpose and outcome. The Committee will focus on reviewing and
monitoring assurance and will not operate as a management/operational committee. It will
establish a clear and unified role with other board committees.
In particular the Committee shall:
•
•

C

Advise the Board on current levels of assurance available in respect of the clinical
effectiveness and patient safety provided by the Trust, and the measures in place to
mitigate and manage risks in those areas
Advise the Board on current levels of assurance available in respect of the Trust’s work to
improve the experience of its patients.

Membership
The Committee shall be appointed by the Chair of the Trust Board from amongst the NonExecutive Directors and Associate Non-Executive Directors, and shall consist of not less than
three designated Members, at least one of whom should have recent and relevant clinical or
quality experience. The Board shall appoint the Chair of the Committee from amongst the
independent Non-Executive Directors.
In the absence of the Committee Chair, the remaining members present shall elect one of
themselves to chair the meeting.
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Any non-executive director may deputise for an appointed member of the Committee with the
permission of the Chair of the Board.
A quorum shall be two members.
Members and attendees are expected to attend all meetings. Failure of each individual to
attend 75% of meetings will be reviewed by the Committee.
The Chair of the Board shall not be a member of the Committee, but may attend meetings.

D

Attendance at Meetings
The Director of Nursing and Clinical Quality and Medical Director or Deputy Medical Director
shall normally attend meetings.
The following shall also normally attend meetings:
•
•
•
•
•

Head of Non-Emergency Services
Deputy Director of Clinical Quality
Deputy Clinical Director
A representative from the Operations Directorate
A Senior Health Watch Representative

The following may also attend, as required, for specific items of business:
• Safeguarding Lead
• Safety and Risk Lead
• Infection Prevention and Control Lead
• Compliance and Risk Lead
• Medicines Management Lead
• Head of the Portfolio Office
By exception, where the members or attendees cannot attend the meeting, deputies may
attend as set out below. The Minutes will record whether meetings were attended by the
Executive Director or their nominated representative.
Members unable to attend a particular meeting should appoint a deputy to represent them,
provided that the deputy is from the same Directorate and engaged in the management of the
Directorate. A list of appropriate designated deputies will be maintained by the Committee
Secretary. Deputies need to have an appropriate level of seniority within the Trust and must
be approved in advance with the Chair of the Committee.
The Chief Executive will attend at least one formal meeting per annum for monitoring and
assurance purposes.
Other Board Members, officers and relevant representatives shall have the right of attendance,
subject to invitation by the Committee Chair, particularly when the Committee is discussing
areas of relevance.
E

Secretary
The Trust Secretary will act as the Secretary to the Committee and shall provide independent
advice to the Committee Chair and Committee Members on compliance with the law and
regulatory matters relevant to the Committee’s delegated authority in accordance with
Standing Orders.
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The Board Secretary will act as Secretary to the Committee and the committee administrative
function will be provided through their office which will include;
• the agreement of the agenda with the Committee Chair and the collation and circulation of
papers
• minuting the proceedings and resolutions of all meetings of the Committee including
recording the names of those present and in attendance;
• keeping a record of matters arising and issues to be carried forward;
• draft minutes of the meetings are available within 5 working days but no longer than 10
working days from the date of the meeting.
• creating, maintaining and a rolling schedule of business to come before the Committee.
It is the responsibility of the Secretary to advise the Committee in writing when an item fails to
meet the scheduled submission, including reasons and a revised date of submission.
Trust standing orders and standing financial instructions apply to the operation of the
Committee.
F

Frequency of Meetings
Meetings shall be held as necessary, but not less than 4 times a year.

G

Authority
The Committee is authorised by the Board to investigate any activity within its Terms of
Reference. It is authorised to seek any information it requires from any employee and all
employees are directed to cooperate with any request made by the Committee.
The Committee is authorised by the Board to obtain outside legal or other independent
professional advice and to secure the attendance of outsiders with relevant experience and
expertise if it considers this necessary or expedient to the carrying out of its functions.
The Committee is authorised by the Board to liaise, as necessary, with other sub-committees
of the Board and Chairs of the formal sub-committees have a responsibility for ensuring that
the Quality Governance Committee and the Board are advised of any risks or potential
conflicts.

H.

Duties
The Committee is responsible for:
(i)
•

•
•
•
•

Patient Safety
Monitoring and scrutinising assurance on specific areas of the Board Assurance
Framework as delegated to the Committee by the Audit Committee (including those
referred from other committees), monitoring progress made in mitigating those risks,
identifying any areas where additional assurance is required, and escalating to the Board
of Directors as agreed by Committee members.
Scrutinising the outcomes and monitor action plans associated with serious incidents,
accidents, claims and litigation and ensure learning is embedded across the Trust.
Receiving assurances, via regular exception reports, that appropriate systems are in place
to ensure patient safety and clinical quality.
Reviewing and assuring the Board on compliance with the Health and Safety Strategy and
Policy and consider any annual report on health and safety.
Monitoring and facilitating compliance against external standards, good practice guidance
and legislation.
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•
•

•

•

•

Providing oversight and challenge to policies, and ensuring the Trust’s compliance with
the relevant regulatory and statutory bodies.
Monitoring levels of risk associated with all external inspections and reviews; in particular
to oversee the progress and compliance with the NHS Litigation Authority and Clinical
Negligence Scheme for Trusts’ risk management standards and to take action where
necessary.
Seeking assurance that the Trust works collaboratively with relevant external statutory
bodies in line with national legislation and implements appropriate guidance e.g. Care
Quality Commission, NHS Improvement (NHSI) NHS England (NHSE) NHS Litigation
Authority (NHSLA), National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence (NICE), the Health
Professions Council (HPC), and Health Overview and Scrutiny Committees (HOSCs).
Receiving assurances that appropriate systems are in place for the development and
review of care pathways, clinical policies and the implementation of national clinical
guidelines from all relevant professional bodies and regulators
Ensuring that the Trust, by gathering information effectively, analysing and using it
appropriately, takes actions to improve patient safety and creates the environment to
continuously learn.

(ii) Clinical Effectiveness
•
•
•

•
•
•

Monitoring and evaluating clinical quality and performance within the Trust based on
review of a dashboard of agreed performance indicators.
Scrutinising the Trust’s Quality Report/Accounts and recommending them to the Trust
Board
Ensuring there is corporate and directorate level review of all enquiries, national service
frameworks and other national clinical guidance from the relevant external agencies and
regulators, and receiving assurances in respect of the Trust’s response.
Assessing governance, clinical and quality impact assessments of financial decisions
within the Trust e.g. impact of cost improvement programmes.
Reviewing assurance on the outcomes of Clinical Audit (in liaison with the Audit
Committee), in particular on how those outcomes relate to Patient Experience.
Reviewing the Trust’s CQUIN quality metrics across all service lines delivered by the
Trust.

(iii) Patient Experience
•
•
•

Receiving the quarterly Complaints, Litigation, Incidents and Patient Advice and Liaison
Service (PALS) Reports.
Receiving the summary results of surveys relating to patient experience and action plans
in response.
Reviewing users’ and stakeholders’ views of the service and consider the annual report on
Communications and Engagement (incorporating patient and public involvement).

(iv) Other duties
•
Monitoring quality assurance for all third party service delivery (e.g. sub-contracted
services).
•
Receiving feedback from the Audit Committee and other Board Committees as
appropriate.
•
Working in association with the Audit Committee in matters of corporate governance.
I.

Telephone Conferencing
Members can participate in meetings by two-way audio link including telephone, video or
computer link (excepting email communication) whereby all persons participating in the
meeting can hear each other, and participation in the meeting in this manner shall be deemed
to constitute presence in person at such meeting and count towards the quorum.
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J

Voting
Wherever possible, decisions will be reached by consensus of the Members. When a vote is
required, the following apply:
Every question put to a vote at a meeting shall be determined by a majority of votes of
Members present and voting on the question. In the case of an equal vote, the person
presiding (i.e. the Chair of the meeting) shall have a second, and casting vote.
At the discretion of the Chair all questions put to the vote shall be determined by oral
expression or by a show of hands, unless the Committee Chair directs otherwise, or it is
proposed, seconded and carried that a vote be taken by paper ballot. If a Member so
requests, their vote shall be recorded by name.
In no circumstances may an absent member vote by proxy. Absence is defined as being
absent at the time of the vote.
For the voting rules relating to Joint Members, Standing Order 2.5 of the Trust will apply.

K

Reporting Procedures
The Chair of the Committee will provide a Chair’s report to the next available Board meeting
drawing to their attention any issues or risks that require disclosure to the full Board or require
executive action.
The Chair of the Committee shall draw the attention of the Board to any formal
recommendations by the Committee, the requirements for action to implement these, any
resource implications and the timescale considered appropriate by the Committee for
implementation.
The minutes of each meeting of the Committee shall be formally recorded by the Secretary.
The Committee will report to the Audit Committee on its work in support of the Annual
Governance Statement, the board assurance framework, the effectiveness of risk
management within the Trust; its view as to whether the self-assessment against the Care
Quality Commission Registration is appropriate; and any pertinent matters in respect to which
the Committee has been engaged.
The Committee will receive a summary report of key issues and decisions taken following
each meeting of the underlying groups for assurance purposes. The Chairs of these groups
may be required to attend the Committee meetings at the request of the Committee Chair or
may ask to attend a Committee meeting to present or lead debate on a topic related to the
work of the group:
•
•
•

Clinical Quality and Safety Group (this will include the Safeguarding Group and Infection
Prevention and Control Committee, as these Groups report into CQSG).
Health and Safety Group
Community Engagement Group

The Trust’s annual report shall include a section describing the work of the Committee in
discharging its responsibilities.
The Committee will undertake an annual review of its performance effectiveness against its
duties in order to evaluate its achievements and will report on its findings annually to the
Board.
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Items presented for business should be those provided for assurance or decision and not
information items, unless this is supporting assurance.

L

Monitoring
The Chair of the Board will receive a copy of all meeting papers and will attend at least one
meeting per annum for monitoring and assurance purposes.
The Terms of Reference of the Committee shall be reviewed by the Board at least annually.
The monitoring of the NHSLA criteria has been incorporated into the Risk Management
Strategy monitoring table which can be found on the Trust’s internet.

M

Relationship to Audit Committee
The Board has determined that the Audit Committee will have responsibility for the all risks, to
gain assurance that appropriate systems of internal control are in place and are operating as
intended, and that the Board Committee system is working appropriately. As such the Audit
Committee has overall responsibility for the Board Assurance Framework and will delegate
any appropriate areas to this Committee as required.
For this purpose only, the Committee will report once a year to the Audit Committee on the
following areas:
•
The strategic objectives aligned to each Board Committee
•
The BAF risks monitored by that Committee for those strategic objectives
•
Annual Plan key objective action plans
•
Accountability and responsibility of Committee
•
Effectiveness of the Committee

Approved by: Quality Governance Committee: 07 03 18
Approved by: Trust Board:
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REMUNERATION & TERMS OF SERVICE COMMITTEE – TERMS OF REFERENCE

A

Constitution
Pursuant to Standing Orders the Board of Directors ("the Board") hereby resolves to establish
a committee of the Board to be known as the Remuneration & Appointments Committee (“the
Committee”).

B

Purpose
The purpose of the Committee will be to determine appropriate remuneration and terms of
service for the Chief Executive and other Executive Directors (to include voting and non-voting
executive directors of the board) and to regularly review the structure, size and composition
(including the skills, knowledge and experience) required of the Board and make
recommendations to the Board of Directors or NHS Improvement, as appropriate, with regard
to any changes. For the avoidance of doubt this provision applies to the appointment/removal,
remuneration and terms of service for the Trust Secretary.
The Committee has no authority to determine appointment or remuneration arrangements for
Non-Executive Directors, as this is the responsibility of NHS Improvement. All reference to
Board level posts in this document should be taken to exclude Non-Executive post holders.

C

Membership
The Committee shall be appointed by the Board and shall consist of four independent NonExecutive Directors, which will include the Chair of the Trust Board.
The Chief Executive shall be a voting member for any decision related to the appointment or
removal of an Executive Director except themselves.
The Board of Directors will appoint a Non-Executive Director as Chair of the Committee and
another Non-Executive member to be Vice Chair from the outset. The Vice Chair will
automatically assume the authority of the Chair should the latter be absent.
A quorum shall be three members of the Committee
The Chief Executive should be invited to attend and should discuss the performance of the
executive directors at least annually. Chief Executive to speak to any item as required.

D

Attendance
Meetings of the Committee shall be conducted in private. Only members of the Committee are
entitled to be present, although others may attend at the express invitation of the Committee.
The Committee should consult the Chair of the Board and/or the Chief Executive about their
proposals relating to the remuneration of other executive directors.
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The Chief Executive, the Director of People and Culture and other executive directors shall
attend meetings as required by the Committee, subject to the proviso that no director shall be
present for discussions on or otherwise involved in decisions affecting his or her own
remuneration or terms of service.
It is expected that members of the Committee will attend a minimum of 75% of the Committee
Meetings each year but should aim to attend all scheduled meetings. The Committee
Secretary will monitor this.
E

Secretary
The Trust Secretary shall provide independent advice to the Committee Chair and Committee
Members on compliance with the law and regulatory matters relevant to the Committee’s
delegated authority in accordance with Standing Orders.
The Trust Secretary shall be the Secretary to the Committee and the committee administrative
function will be provided through their office which will include:
•
•
•
•
•

the agreement of the agenda with the Chair and the collation and circulation of papers;
minuting the proceedings and resolutions of all meetings of the Committee including
recording the names of those present and in attendance;
keeping a record of matters arising and issues to be carried forward;
draft minutes of the meetings are available within 5 working days but no longer than 10
working days from the date of the meeting.
creating, maintaining and a rolling schedule of business to come before the Committee.

It is the responsibility of the Secretary to advise the Committee in writing when an item fails to
meet the scheduled submission, including reasons and a revised date of submission.
Trust standing orders and standing financial instructions apply to the operation of the
Committee.
F

Frequency
Meetings will be held as and when required to fulfil the business of the Committee, with at
least two meetings per financial year.

G

Authority
The Committee is authorised by the Board to:
•

carry out any activity within its terms of reference

•

request any information it requires from any employee, and all employees are directed to
co-operate with any request made by the Committee

The authority of the Committee is limited as follows:
•

It is not the duty of the Committee to carry out functions that properly belong to the Board
itself or to other Board Committees

•

Material issues must be notified to the Board for consideration
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•

The Committee may not delegate executive powers to sub-committees unless expressly
authorised by the Board.

The Board authorises the Committee to obtain outside legal or professional advice at the cost
to the Trust including obtaining advice on benchmarking remuneration and the terms and
conditions policies and practices within these terms of reference. The Committee is also
authorised to secure the attendance of outsiders with relevant experience and expertise if it
considers this necessary.
H

Duties
The duties and responsibilities of the Committee are as follows:
Remuneration and Terms of Service
• To determine arrangements on matters relating to remuneration and terms and conditions
for the Chief Executive and other Executive Directors (to include voting and non-voting
executive directors of the board); and specifically to determine:
o

all aspects of salary (including any performance-related or non-contractual elements);

o

provisions for other benefits, including pensions and cars;

o

arrangements for termination of employment and other contractual terms.

o

overseeing appropriate contractual arrangements for such staff

o ensure that there is proper calculation and scrutiny of any termination payments,
ensuring appropriate authority and taking account of such national guidance as is
appropriate; and in all cases seeking to minimise the amount to be paid on terminations
such remuneration or benefits to be in accordance with any formal NHS guidance
available.
• To approve the performance criteria of the Chief Executive and other Executive Directors
(to include voting and non-voting executive directors of the board).
• To regularly consider the performance of the Chief Executive following feedback from the
Chair of the Board on the outcomes of appraisals and performance reviews against
measures agreed by the Committee and have access to the appraisal summary.
• To regularly consider the performance of Executive Directors (to include voting and nonvoting executive directors of the board) following feedback from the Chief Executive on
the outcomes of executive director appraisals and performance reviews against measures
agreed by the Committee and have access to the appraisal summaries of each of those
post holders.
• To determine for all staff, under delegated powers, arrangements for any non-contractual
payment, in line with Department of Health and NHS guidance. The Committee shall also
sign-off the payment of contractual severance payments for individual members of staff.

Nominations and Appointments
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• To regularly review the structure, size and composition (including the skills, knowledge
and experience) required of the Board and make recommendations to the Board of
Directors or NHS Improvement, as appropriate, with regard to any changes.
• To give full consideration to succession planning to ensure continuity in the executive
team, including the Chief Executive, taking into account the challenges and opportunities
facing the Trust and the skills and expertise particularly needed on the Board in future.
• Before such an appointment is made evaluate the balance of skills, knowledge and
experience on the Board, and, in the light of this evaluation, prepare a description of the
role and capabilities required for a particular appointment.
• To appoint an interview panel which must include the Chief Executive and a NonExecutive Director which shall be responsible for identifying and nominating for
appointment candidates to fill posts for vacancies in respect of the Chief Executive, other
Executive Directors (to include voting and non-voting executive directors of the board) and
the Trust Secretary as and when they arise.
• In identifying suitable candidates the panel shall:

o

use open advertising or the services of external advisers to facilitate the search;

o

consider candidates from a wide range of backgrounds;

o

consider candidates on merit against objective criteria.

• To consider any matter relating to the continuation in office of the Chief Executive, other
Executive Directors (to include voting and non-voting executive directors of the board) and
Trust Secretary at any time including the suspension or termination of service of an
individual as a Director or an employee of the Trust.

I

Telephone Conferencing
Members can participate in meetings by two-way audio link including telephone, video or
computer link (excepting email communication) whereby all persons participating in the
meeting can hear each other and participation in this way shall be deemed to constitute
presence in person at the meeting and count towards the quorum.

J

Voting
Wherever possible, decisions will be reached by consensus of the Members. When a vote is
required, the following apply:
Every question put to a vote at a meeting shall be determined by a majority of votes of
Members present and voting on the question. In the case of an equal vote, the person
presiding (i.e. the Chair of the meeting) shall have a second, and casting vote.
At the discretion of the Chair all questions put to the vote shall be determined by oral
expression or by a show of hands, unless the Chair directs otherwise, or it is proposed,
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seconded and carried that a vote be taken by paper ballot. If a Member so requests, their vote
shall be recorded by name.
In no circumstances may an absent member vote by proxy. Absence is defined as being
absent at the time of the vote.
For the voting rules relating to Joint Members, Standing Order 2.5 of the Trust will apply.

K

Reporting Procedures
The Chair of the Committee will report to the Trust Board on the work of the Committee at
least once each financial year.
The Chair of the Committee (or one other of its members) shall be available to answer
questions on remuneration policy, principles and practice in respect of Board members at the
Annual Members’ Meeting of the Trust.
The minutes of all Committee meetings shall be made available to all its members, the Trust
Chair, the Chief Executive and the Director of People and Culture
The Committee shall ensure that Director’s emoluments are accurately reported in the
required format in the Trust's annual report.
The Committee will undertake an assessment of its overall effectiveness and compliance with
these terms of reference at least annually. This review process will be in the form of a selfassessment checklist and will include the development of the following year’s reporting cycle.

L

Monitoring

The Terms of Reference of the Committee shall be reviewed by the Board at least annually.

M

Relationship to other Board committees
The Board has determined that the Audit Committee will have an oversight role for all risks, to
gain assurance that appropriate systems of internal control are in place and are operating as
intended, and that the Board Committee system is working appropriately. For this purpose
only, the Committee will report twice per year to the Audit Committee on the following areas;
•

The strategic objectives aligned to each Board Committee

•

The BAF risks monitored by that Committee for those strategic objectives

•

Annual Plan key objective action plans

•

Accountability and responsibility of the Committee

•

Effectiveness of the Committee

Approved by Remuneration Committee: 01 11 17
Approved by Trust Board:
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PEOPLE AND CULTURE COMMITTEE TERMS OF REFERENCE

A

Constitution
Pursuant to Standing Orders the Board of Directors ("the Board") hereby resolves to
establish a committee of the Board to be known as the People and Culture Committee
(“the Committee”).

B

Purpose
The purpose of the Committee will be to:
•

•
•
•
•

C

Provide oversight and challenge to strategies, ensuring they are developed to
foster the attraction, development, engagement, wellbeing, retention and
deployment of a high quality workforce and ensure essential standards of
quality and safety are maintained.
Provide oversight and challenge to workforce change, ensuring that this will
drive through legislative and best practice human resource management to
support achievement of Trust objectives within a robust governance framework.
Monitor implementation of the people and culture strategies and workforce
plans.
Monitor performance against key workforce metrics
Scrutinse the achievement of workforce resourcing and performance
management framework.

Membership
The Committee shall be appointed by the Board and shall consist of 3 independent
Non-Executive Directors (including Associate Non-Executive Directors).
The Board of Directors will appoint a Non-Executive Director as Chair of the
Committee.
Another Non-Executive Director who is a member of the Committee can be appointed
as deputy Chair.

A quorum shall be 50% of Membership, including Chair or Deputy Chair and one
Executive
Director. Nominated deputies are included for quorum purposes.
Lead Members
•
Nominated Non-Executive Director (Chair)
•
2 Nominated Non-Executive or Associate Non-Executive Directors
•
Director of People and Culture
•
Deputy Director of People and Culture
•
Associate Director Workforce and Education
Director Lead
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•

D

Executive Director of People and Culture

Attendance
Attendance at meetings is mandatory by a member or nominated deputy.
A Deputy should only attend in unavoidable instances. Members should attend at
least two out of three committee meetings.
The Chief Executive should be invited to attend at least annually.

E

Secretary
The Trust Secretary, in his or her capacity as Secretary of the Trust, shall be the
secretary of the Committee. They will provide appropriate support to the Chair and
Committee members and ensure that:
•
•
•
•

ensure that the Agenda and supporting papers will be circulated to members at
least five working days prior to any meeting;
draft minutes of the meetings are available within 5 working days but no longer
than 10 working days from the date of the meeting.
keep a record of matters arising and issues to be carried forward;
create, maintain and update a rolling schedule of business to come before the
Committee. It is the responsibility of the Secretary to advise the Committee in
writing when an item fails to meet the scheduled submission, including reasons
and a revised date of submission.

Standing Orders of the Trust as appropriate apply to formally established committees.
As such, members of this committee may requisition a meeting in writing in line with
Standing Orders.

F

Frequency
The Committee will meet quarterly.

G

Authority
The Committee:
•

may only make decisions within the remit set out in these Terms of Reference, as
specified by the Trust’s Scheme of Delegation or as delegated by the Trust Board.
• has no authority to reverse decisions made by the Trust Board or another
Committee.
• has no authority to incur expenditure.
• has authority to establish sub-committees and sub-groups to provide it with
assurance on specific issues or task and finish groups to complete certain tasks.
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It should be noted that where a committee establishes a sub-committee it cannot
delegate executive powers to the sub-committee without the authority of the Trust
Board.

H

Duties
The duties and responsibilities of the Committee are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

To monitor achievement against the goals and objectives of the People and
Culture and supporting Strategies as set out on page 1 ‘Purpose’.
To monitor and challenge the risks and associated actions allocated in the Board
Assurance Framework to this committee.
To consider and recommend to the Trust Board as appropriate people strategies
and action plans.
Ensure organisational change is implemented in accordance with legislation, best
practice and partnership working
Agree workforce change programmes and work packages within a robust
governance framework.
Agree and monitor the Trust’s Workforce and Education Plans and ensure that
workforce plans are in line with Trust’s strategy and service contractual delivery
obligations.
To review, monitor and challenge the Trust’s workforce plans, including training
and education programmes in order to assure the implementation of strategies
and/or improvement plans.
Review and gain assurance on the effectiveness of the Trust’s performance
management process.
Develop, monitor and challenge performance against workforce metrics and key
performance indicators and in particular the key performance indicators allocated
in the Integrated Board Report to this committee.
Receive regular updates and monitor progress on People and Culture and
supporting strategies and associated project plans and ensure they align and
support the Clinical and Quality Strategies.
Receive regular updates and monitor progress on workforce transformation
programmes, organisational change programmes, work packages and associated
project plans.
Review employee statistical information and to monitor / benchmark positive or
adverse variances and agree improvements where necessary.
Ensure there is compliance with employment best practice and legislation.
Ensure action is initiated in response to Agenda for Change, Pay and Recruitment
and Retention issues.
Consider Equality and Diversity issues.

Other responsibilities
•
•
•

All papers/minutes should be read prior to the meeting and the meeting will be
conducted on this basis with papers being introduced concisely.
It is expected that all actions are reviewed prior to the meeting and updates
provided even if individuals cannot attend the meeting.
The Chair of the committee shall draw to the attention of the Chairman any issues
that require disclosure to the full Board or require executive action.
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I

Telephone Conferencing
Members can participate in meetings by two-way audio link including telephone, video
or computer link (excepting email communication) whereby all persons participating in
the meeting can hear each other and participation in this way shall be deemed to
constitute presence in person at the meeting and count towards the quorum.

J

Voting
Wherever possible, decisions will be reached by consensus of the Members. When a
vote is required, the following apply:

K

•

Every question put to a vote at a meeting shall be determined by a majority of
votes of Members present and voting on the question. In the case of an equal
vote, the person presiding (i.e. the Chair of the meeting) shall have a second, and
casting vote.

•

At the discretion of the Chair, all questions put to the vote shall be determined by
oral expression or by a show of hands, unless the Chair directs otherwise, or it is
proposed, seconded and carried that a vote be taken by paper ballot. If a Member
so requests, their vote shall be recorded by name.

•

In no circumstances may an absent member vote by proxy. Absence is defined as
being absent at the time of the vote.

•

For the voting rules relating to Joint Members, Standing Order 2.5 of the Trust will
apply.

Reporting Procedures
The Chair of the Committee shall provide a report to the next Trust Board after each
Committee meeting.
The Chair of the Committee will give a formal report to the Trust Board on the work of
the Committee at least once each financial year.
The Committee will monitor its performance and undertake a self-assessment
annually, to be formally submitted to the Trust Board, through the People and Culture
Committee Annual Report. The report will include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Frequency of meetings.
Attendance at meetings.
Alignment of the committee’s work to the Trust Board requirements.
Monitoring of the objectives and duties of the Committee as per the Terms of
Reference.
Identification of the key issues considered by the Committee during the year and
those highlighted to the Board
Self-assessment by the Committee.
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Reports to provided assurance will be received by the Committee from the following
sub-groups:
•
•
•
•

L

Staff Partnership Forum
Workforce Planning Sub Group
Equality and Diversity Steering Group
Learning and development Group

Monitoring
The Chair of the Board will receive a copy of all meeting papers and will attend at least
one meeting per annum for monitoring and assurance purposes.
The Terms of Reference of the Committee, including membership, shall be reviewed
by the Trust Board at least annually.

M

Relationship to the Audit Committee
The Board has determined that the Audit Committee will have an oversight role for all
risks, to gain assurance that appropriate systems of internal control are in place and
are operating as intended, and that the Board Committee system is working
appropriately. For this purpose only, the Committee will report twice per year to the
Audit Committee on the following areas;
•
•
•
•
•

The strategic objectives aligned to each Board Committee
The BAF risks monitored by that Committee for those strategic objectives
Annual Plan key objective action plans
Accountability and responsibility of Committee
Effectiveness of Committee

Approved by Trust Board:
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iv)

Overall Governance Structure
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Trust Governance Structure – Level 2
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Executive summary:
The East of England Ambulance Service NHS Trust believes that robust governance is pivotal to the
success of the Trust, both in delivering its core objectives and service to its patients and the public, as
well as ensuring it remains accountable to the community and its stakeholders.
This paper presents the Governance and assurance framework for Board approval. The purpose of
this document is to describe the governance arrangements for the Trust, including the mechanisms by
which the Board ensures that systems, processes and policies in place are fit for purpose with clear
accountability throughout. Ensuring the Trust meets its statutory obligations, including effective
stewardship of public funds. Ensure all staff are aware of the principles of governance and the way In
which oversight, monitoring and assurances are established within the organisation

Other key issues to draw to the
Board’s attention:
Action required by the Board:
The Board are asked approve the governance and assurance framework
Previously considered by and recommendation(s) made:
Approved by ELB March 2018

Related Trust strategic objective(s):

Please indicate those
applicable (X):

Putting into place a new responsive operating model to deliver sustainable
performance and improved outcomes for patients
Maintaining the focus on delivering excellent high quality care to patients
Guarantee we have a patient focused and engaged workforce
Delivering innovative solutions to ensure we are an efficient, effective and
economic service
Playing our part in the urgent and emergency care system, being community
focused in delivering the NHS Five Year Forward View

X

Other:

Please indicate if
applicable (X):

To ensure effective governance and compliance

X

Please answer Yes or No. If yes, please provide appropriate brief details
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Legal implications
Regulatory requirements
Equality and diversity impacts

No
The Governance and Assurance Framework supports the trust in meeting
its regulatory requirements.
As assessed in the report
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1.

Introduction

The East of England Ambulance Service NHS Trust believes that robust governance is pivotal to the
success of the Trust, both in delivering its core objectives and service to its patients and the public, as
well as ensuring it remains accountable to the community and its stakeholders.
Good governance within the NHS is multi-faceted and can therefore become complex; the aim of this
document is to develop integrated governance in relation to elements such as corporate, clinical,
information and financial governance to ensure that decision making is well-informed. This will result in
the Board being able to form a holistic overview of the organisation, ensuring it is able to meet the full
extent of its legal and statutory requirements, as well as the clinical, quality and financial objectives.

2.

Purpose

The purpose of this document is to describe the governance arrangements for the Trust, including the
mechanisms by which the Board ensures that systems, processes and policies in place are fit for
purpose with clear accountability throughout. It sets out the procedures by which the Trust will be
governed and held to account for how it conducts its business, and how the Trust and its staff are
accountable to the public and the communities we serve.
There are a number of key elements of good governance, as defined through a suite of existing
documents – including the Scheme of Delegation, Standing Orders, Standing Financial Instructions,
Risk Management Strategy and the Terms of Reference of both decision making groups and assurance
committees. This framework provides an overview of the arrangements and identifies the way in which
these work together to ensure a robust approach to governance and assurance within the organisation.
3.

Aims and Objectives of the Governance and Assurance Strategy and Framework

The overarching aim of the governance and assurance strategy and framework is to provide a clear
overview of the way in which the organisation delivers against its governance requirements, so that all
aspects of business are approached in a fit and proper way.
Objectives underpinning this aim are:
•

Ensure the Trust meets its statutory obligations, including effective stewardship of public funds

•

A holistic approach to assurance through a governance process which enables collaborative
working between the core governance streams including clinical, operational, financial,
information and corporate governance

•

Ensure all staff are aware of the principles of governance and the way In which oversight,
monitoring and assurances are established within the organisation

•

To embed risk management principles and practices within business as usual in order to ensure
the Trust’s approach to change and improvement is based within sound risk management
theory
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4.

Duties

4.1

Trust Board

The Board are collectively responsible for the exercising of its powers under the regulatory and
legislative frameworks for public healthcare providers. The Board responsibilities include:
•
•
•

•

4.2

Ensuring the Trust complies with its licence, constitution, mandatory guidance and contractual
and statutory duties
Sets the Trust’s strategic aims, vision, values and standards of conduct, taking into
consideration the views of our wide range of stakeholders
Ensures the quality and safety of healthcare services and all other outputs of the Trust, ensuring
robust application of the principles and standards of clinical governance set out by the
Department of Health, NHS England, NHS Improvement and the Care Quality Commission
Provides effective and proactive leadership of the organisation, within a framework of
processes, procedures and controls. These work to ensure that risks are assessed and
managed as a core principle within both business as usual and transformational change,
providing an honest and transparent approach to business management and delivery.
Trust Chair

The Trust Chair’s role is to lead the Board, ensuring its effectiveness on all aspects of its role and in
setting its agenda, as set out in the NHS Improvement Code of Governance. This includes making sure
effective leadership is in place, through team working between the executive and non-executive
directors.
Other key elements of the role include:
•
•

4.3

Ensuring the provision of accurate, timely and clear information to all Board members to enable
decision making and effective assurance mechanisms
Arrange regular evaluation of the performance of the Board, its sub-committees and individual
directors
Chief Executive

The Chief Executive is responsible for ensuring that the priorities the Board sets are delivered through
controlled and effective action. The Chief Executive is accountable to the Board for meeting the
objectives of the Trust and delivering overall performance in all domains.
Other roles include:
•

Planning delivery through the provision of sufficient information to the Board to monitor its
Annual Plan and priorities – ensuring these are based on accurate financial, workforce, and
quality information, and include stakeholder involvement
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•
•
•

Establishing robust performance management to ensure implementation occurs and is
monitored; this includes agreeing the senior team’s objectives and reviewing their performance
Ensuring the governance systems within the organisation are effective to allow the Board to
govern the Trust thoroughly
Responsibility for ensuring the organisations meets all of its statutory and legislative
requirements

Whilst the overall responsibility resides with the Chief Executive, a number of aspects of governance
responsibility have been delegated to executive directors, as follows:
•
•
•
•

Clinical Governance – Director of Nursing and Clinical Quality and the Medical Director
Financial Control – Director of Finance and Commissioning
Operational Performance – Director of Service Delivery
Workforce and Employment Governance and cover for Chief Executive when required –
Director of People and Culture, Deputy Chief Executive

4.4
Executive Directors
The Executive Directors are accountable to the Chief Executive for key Trust functions and ensuring
effective governance arrangements (and associated evidence) are in place in their respective areas of
responsibility. They are responsible as a whole for constructive challenge to the Board, the Chief
Executive and other Directors, help to develop proposals on strategy, and ensuring that the Board is
kept appraised of changes, progress and issues via the governance routes and assurance framework.
Individual Executive Director roles have specific responsibilities, as follows:
4.4.1 Medical Director
The Medical Director is accountable to the Chief Executive for the strategic development of clinical
effectiveness, providing medical and corporate leadership and advice to the Board. As the Trust’s
designated Caldicott Guardian, the Medical Director is responsible for ensuring robust clinical
information governance principles, so that information is managed as per legislation and best practice.
•

Joint accountability with the Director of Nursing and Clinical Quality for the clinical strategic
direction of the Trust

•

Ensuring that the Trust has in place the clinical governance systems and structure to meet its
statutory and legal responsibilities.

•

Application of robust clinical governance to third party providers, including private ambulance
providers and air ambulance charities to ensure quality processes prior and during care delivery
to our patients

4.4.2 Director of Nursing and Clinical Quality
The Director of Nursing and Clinical Quality is the Deputy Chief Executive and will cover the Chief
Executive role when required.
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The Director of Nursing and Clinical Quality is accountable to the Chief Executive for the provision of a
number of aspects, including:
•
•
•
•

Joint accountability with the Medical Director for the Clinical Strategic direction of the
organisation
Continuous development and improvement of patient safety, experience and quality
Ensuring that the Trust has in place the clinical governance systems and structure to meet its
statutory and legal responsibilities.
Cover for the Chief Executive as required

The Nursing and Clinical Quality Directorate provides the core monitoring and assurance mechanisms
for clinical governance provision across the organisation, in addition to advice, guidance and policy
development to ensure robust clinical governance is consistently deployed.
4.4.3 Director of Finance and Commissioning
The Director of Finance and Commissioning is accountable to the Chief Executive for the strategic
development and operational management of the organisation’s financial control systems. Along with
the Chief Executive, they are responsible for ensuring that the statutory accounts are prepared in
accordance with HM Treasury requirements.
Other aspects of responsibility include:
•

•
•
•

Ensuring systems and structures are in place to meet the Trust’s statutory and legislative
responsibilities pertaining to finance, financial management and financial control. This includes
ensuring the Scheme of Delegation and Standing Financial Instructions are in situ and adhered
to.
Oversight and scrutiny of the financial management of budgets delegated to other areas within
the Trust, ensuring that the monitoring process contributes to the Board’s assurance framework
Ensures that the Board receives the relevant information and annual reports, including the
Annual Accounts, to enable the Board to discharge its financial governance requirements
Ensuring commissioning and contracting processes are in line with legislation and regulatory
requirements

The Finance and Commissioning Directorate provides the core monitoring and assurance mechanisms
for financial governance provision across the organisation, in addition to advice, guidance and policy
development to ensure robust financial governance is consistently deployed.

4.4.4 Director of People and Culture
The Director of People and Culture is accountable to the Chief Executive for ensuring the organisation
has in place systems and procedures for the management of staff which meet statutory and legislative
requirements.
Other aspects of responsibility include:
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•
•
•
•

•
•

Monitoring application of Human Resource related policies and procedures, ensuring that staff
health and well-being needs are managed and legal and statutory obligations met
Lead Employee relations avtivity building stong partnership working arrangments with Trade
unions
Establishment and implementation of an education and quality framework to ensure a fit to
practice workforce and compliance monitoring of statutory and mandatory training
Ensure the Trust has a robust Organisational Development system in place to ensure
educational and leadership needs across the Trust are identified and met, within the
governance frameworks encompassing financial control and clinical quality
Workforce planning to ensure a fit for purpose workforce to deliver excellent patient care
Maintain a strong relationship with Health Education England and Higher Educational Institutes.

4.4.5 Director of Service Delivery
The Director of Service Delivery is accountable to the Chief Executive for ensuring that the Trust
operates sound systems of operational performance delivery, working to maximise efficiency and
effectiveness, within the existing financial and clinical quality governance frameworks.
Aspects of responsibility include:
•
•
•
•

Delivery of clinical services against plan with the intention of meeting national targets and local
commissioning requirements
Operational leadership of the clinical patient-facing workforce
Business Continuity Management and resilience planning and delivery
Application of robust operational governance to third party providers, including private
ambulance providers and air ambulance charities to ensure effective command and control
process are in place.

4.4.6 Director of Strategy and Sustainability
The Director of Strategy and Sustainability is accountable to the Chief Executive for the leadership and
management of the strategic direction of the Trust, and information governance requirements as the
Trust’s Senior Information Risk Owner.
Aspects of responsibility include:
•
•

•

Ensuring procurement systems and processes comply with statutory and legislative
requirements
Sound governance of the strategy and sustainability directorate, ensuring information and
management, infrastructure and resources apply sound governance principles and are
monitored through appropriate quality assurance processes
Work collaboratively with other Directors in order to ensure the organisation complies with the
NHS regulatory regime
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•

4.5

Ensure programme and project management governance is in situ and complied with, during
the planning and delivery of change and transformation
Non-Executive Directors

Non-Executive Directors have a specific role within the organisation, ensuring the Board acts in the
best interests of its patients and the public and is fully accountable to the public in relation to the
services it provides and the public funds it uses.
Their responsibilities cover:
•
•
•
•
•

4.6

Contribution to and constructive challenge within development of the Trust’s Strategy, priorities,
vision and values
Scrutiny of the performance of management in meeting the objectives and priorities established.
This includes monitoring the reporting of performance
Seeking assurance on risk management in order to satisfy that financial controls and systems of
risk management are robust and defensible
Involvement in appointing senior management, succession planning, and determining
appropriate levels of remuneration of the executive directors
Assessment and review of the organisation’s activities against the regulatory business
framework, for example the standing orders and standing financial instructions
Trust Secretary

The Trust Secretary role is a core function in ensuring that corporate governance systems and
processes are in place, implemented and monitored. He/She is accountable to both the Chief Executive
and Trust Chair for enabling the Board to govern the organisation. Specific responsibilities include:
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Acting as Secretary to the Trust Board and its associated Committees
Preparing and sending any statutory body returns which are required to be made
Maintain, amend and ensure adherence to the Standing Orders, and manage any
circumstances of non-compliance
Minutes of Board and Committee meetings, including agenda and report preparation and
control, and retention of all papers and associated information in line with the information
retention schedule
Publication of Board and Committee information
Preparation and planning of the Board and Committee work plan with the Trust Chair
Ensuring all Board and Committee information is created and stored in line with data principles
and legislation

The Trust Secretary provides the core monitoring and assurance mechanisms for corporate
governance provision across the organisation, in addition to advice, guidance and policy development
to ensure robust corporate governance is consistently deployed.
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4.7

Senior Leadership Board Members

The Senior Leadership Board comprises of the Trust’s Deputy Directors and Heads of Department.
They have delegated authority from the Director’s and are responsible for the day to day delivery of
performance across all Trust business, and are required to participate in the development and
implementation of strategy and the Trust priorities.

4.8

All Staff

This Strategy and Framework seeks to ensure a holistic and all-encompassing approach to
governance, which engages all staff members. As such, all staff have a responsibility to undertake their
duties in accordance with the values, policies and procedures of the organisation, and to contribute to
the achievement of the Trust’s priorities and objectives.
In order to facilitate all of the above responsibilities, the Trust is developing guidance for individuals on
good governance principles, which if applied will support compliance with the framework.

5.

Responsible and Acountable Officers

The following positions in the Trust are established either in statute or by regulation.
5.1 Accountable Officer
The Accountable Officer is the Chief Executive of the trust and is responsible for ensuring that the trust
meets all its statutory and service obligations and for developing policies, plans and budgets, and their
subsequent implementation. The Chief Executive leads an established management team and is
responsible for all operating systems and controls.
The Accountable Officer is Robert Morton, Chief Executive.
5.2 Responsible Officer
The Medical Profession (Responsible Officer) Regulations came into force on 1 January 2011 and were
amended on 1 April 2013. The regulations require all designated bodies to nominate or appoint a
responsible officer (RO).
The Trust’s Responsible Officer is Dr Tom Davis, Medical Director.
5.3 Civil Contingencies Accountable Emergency Officer
NHS England expects all NHS funded organisations to have an Accountable Emergency Officer with
regards to Emergency Preparedness, Resilience and Response (EPRR). This responsibility is
designated by the Chief Executive as a core part of the Trust’s governance and operational delivery
programmes. The AEO will have executive authority and responsibility for ensuring that the
organisation complies with legal and policy requirements pertaining to the Civil Contingencies Act and
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EPRR. They will provide assurance to the Board that strategies, systems, training, policies and
procedures are in place to ensure an appropriate response for their organisation in the event of an
incident.
The Trust’s Accountable Emergency Officer is Kevin Brown, Director of Service Delivery.
5.4
Caldicott Guardian
The Caldicott Guardian is the Trust’s senior person responsible for protecting the confidentiality of
patient and service-user information and enabling appropriate information-sharing to other NHS and
non-NHS organisations.
The Trust’s Caldicott Guardian is Dr Tom Davis, Medical Director.
5.5
Senior Information Risk Owner (SIRO)
The Senior Information Risk Owner (SIRO) will be an Executive Director or Senior Management Board
Member who will take overall ownership of the Organisation’s Information Governance Policy, act as
champion for information governance on the board and provide written advice to the Accounting Officer
on the content of the Organisation’s Statement of Internal Control in regard to information risk.
The Trust’s SIRO is Wayne Bartlett-Syree, Director of Strategy and Sustainbilty
5.6 Accountable Officer for Controlled Drugs
Following the conclusion of the Shipman Inquiry January 2005, new guidance was introduced with
respect to controlled drug (CD) management. Each trust is required to have an Accountable Officer for
Controlled Drugs, and a Local Intelligence Network (LIN) to share intelligence regarding controlled drug
use/misuse is required.
The Trust’s Accountable Officer for Controlled Drugs is Sandy Brown, Director of Nursing and Clinical
Quality.
5.7 Director of Infection Prevention and Control (DIPC)
An individual with overall responsibility for infection control and accountable directly to the chief
Executive and to the board.
The Trust’s DIPC is Sandy Brown, Director of Nursing and Clinical Quality.
5.8 Named lead for Safeguarding Adults
To provide leadership in the development of Adult Protection Services and be the point of contact and
advice in relation to Safeguarding Adults, Mental Capacity Act including Deprivation of Liberty. To work
in close collaboration with the Learning Disability Teams in Sutton, Merton & Surrey to promote and
support holistic working.
The Trust’s lead is Sandy Brown, Director of Nursing and Clinical Quality.
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5.9
Named Nurse, Midwife and Doctor for Child Protection
All NHS Trusts should identify a named doctor and a named nurse (and a named midwife if the
organisation provides maternity services) for safeguarding. Named professionals have a key role in
promoting good professional practice within their organisation, providing advice and expertise for fellow
professionals, and ensuring safeguarding training is in place. They work closely with their organisation’s
safeguarding lead, designated professionals and the Local Safeguarding Children’s Board.
The Trust’s named doctor for Child Protection is Dr Tom Davis, Medical Director
The Trust’s named Nurse for Child Protection is Sandy Brown, Director of Nursing and Clinical Quality
5.10 Security Management Director (SMD)
Security management supports the Trust to provide high quality healthcare in safe and secure
environments which protects patients, staff and visitors, their property and the physical assets of the
organisation. Security management must be managed effectively, efficiently and proportionately,
ensuring all security risk and assurance processes are designed, implemented and embedded
throughout the organisation.
The named Security Management Director will report any significant issues arising, including evidence
of non-compliance with legislation or a lack of effectiveness, so that remedial action can be taken.
The Trust’s named Security Management Director is Sandy Brown, Director of Nursing and Clinical
Quality
6.

Definitions

There is significant terminology pertaining to governance and assurance. For a list of key definitions,
see Appendix C.
7.

Assurance Structure

The Trust has in situ several mechanisms for the escalation of issues and risks requiring corrective
action, as well as the way in which assurances are provided that the actions being taken are sufficient
to mitigate the issues identified. Sections 8 and 9 provide an overview of the core methodologies. It
should be noted that guidance is provided on assurance versus escalation within the Trust’s
Governance Best Practice Guidance currently being developed.
The Trust’s assurance structure can be viewed in appendix D. This is supported by the provision of the
Trust’s Governance structure as outlined in Appendix E demonstrating the assurance reporting of Trust
groups.
8.

Assurance Governance Structure

The Trust Board has a core assurance function in order to ensure a well-governed approach to the
organisation’s business delivery and decision making. The Board comprises of the Trust Chair, NonExecutive Directors, Chief Executive and Executive Directors and meets monthly, both in a public and
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private capacity. It has in place a clear annual work plan in order to ensure it fulfils all governance
requirements. The Board annual work plan is included as Appendix E.
In order to discharge the full scope of its duties, the Board has in place a committee structure to ensure
that all governance requirements are complied with. These committees comprise of:
8.1.

Audit Committee: seeks to provide the Board with assurance in regards to:
• Independence for external and internal audit
• Ensuring appropriate standards are set and compliance with them is monitored (with the
exclusion of finance and clinical)
• Monitor corporate governance, such as compliance with the Codes of Conduct, Standing Orders
and Standing Financial Instructions
• Review the establishment and maintenance of an effective system of integrated governance,
risk management and internal control across all of the organisation’s activities

8.2 Quality Governance Committee: seeks to provide the Board with an independent and objective
review of the following:
•
•
•

The assurance processes and risk management across the whole of the Trust’s activities, in
support of clinical effectiveness, patient safety and experience
Reviewing and scrutinising the annual Quality Account
Focussed upon the patient voice, in ensuring that the governance of the Trust has a clear
purpose and outcome

8.3 Performance and Finance Committee: seeks to provide the Board with an independent review
of the following:
•
•
•
•
•

Assurance in relation to the financial statements, activity and performance information of the
organisation
Scrutiny of the budget planning process
Review, analysis and assurance in relation to operational performance and delivery, and the
actions taken to improve.
Review of workforce resourcing, education and training
Monitoring of the Information Management and Technology strategy

8.4
People and Culture Committee: seeks to provide the Board with an independent overview of
the following:
•

•

Provide oversight and challenge to strategies, ensuring they are developed to foster the
attraction, development, engagement, wellbeing, retention and deployment of a high quality
workforce and ensure essential standards of quality and safety are maintained.
Provide oversight and challenge to workforce change, ensuring that this will drive through
legislative and best practice human resource management to support achievement of Trust
objectives within a robust governance framework.
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•
•
•
•

Monitor implementation of the people and culture strategies and workforce plans.
Monitor performance against key workforce metrics
Scrutinise the achievement of workforce resourcing and performance management framework.
Manitain an oversight of partnership working arrangements and relationships with Trade Unions

8.5 Remunerations Committee: Determines appropriate remuneration and terms of service for the
Chief Executive and other Executive Directors and to regularly review the structure, size and
composition required of the Board and make recommendations to the Board of Directors or NHS
Improvement (NHSI) as appropriate, with regard to any changes.
The Terms of Reference for each of the Committees outline the full extent of their responsibilities.
9.

Assurance Mechanisms

There are a number of ways in which the Trust Board and its sub committees gain assurance in relation
to the effectiveness, efficiency and economy the organisation utilises to deliver its business. The Board
and committees each have a rolling annual plan in order to ensure assurance in relation to all regulated
and legislated aspects of the business is gained. Additional agenda items and topics are discussed in
line with the escalation processes set out within section 8 of this framework.
Core assurance processes utilised by the Board and its subcommittees within their meetings include:
Internal Sources of Assurance
Serious Incident monitoring
Trust User Group feedback
Key Performance Indicators (Clinical
Quality Dashboard and the Integrated
Board Report)
Reports from committees and working
groups
Performance review meetings
Board reports and papers
Staff survey results
Patient surveys and Friends and Family
Test
Quality Account
Trends analysis of complaints, litigation,
incidents and PALS
Clinical Audit
Staff Partnership Forum activities
Compliments
Policies and procedures – monitoring of
compliance
Annual Reports and self-assessments
from all sub-committees
Infection Control Assurance Framework
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External Sources of Assurance
Health and Safety Inspections
External Audit Reports
Internal audit reports and Head of Internal
Audit Opinions
NHS Litigation Authority Reports
CQUIN (Commissioning for Quality and
Innovation) compliance
Independent Reviews
CQC assessments
Clinical Governance Peer Reviews
National Audits
National staff surveys and benchmarking
Patient Choices
National Reporting and Learning System
(NRLS) reports
Coroners Regulation 28 Reports
The Parliamentary and Health Service
Ombudsman Reports
Local Counter Fraud Service reports
TDA / Risk Summit surveillance reports
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Board Assurance Framework

9.1 Board Assurance Framework
The Board Assurance Framework (BAF) is best described as the document which provides an internal
check for the Board that the organisation is keeping focus on the agreed strategic objectives, and
management of the risks to their achievement. The BAF comprises of the strategic risks and the
mitigating actions in place to reduce either their likelihood or impact, as well as any risks escalated via
the Executive Leadership Board.
Each of the Committees receive a BAF report at each meeting in order to enable timely monitoring and
analysis, in order to provide assurance of effectiveness to the Board. Each Committee reviews the risks
pertinent to their Terms of Reference.
9.2 Integrated Performance Report and Clinical Dashboard
The Integrated Performance Report and Clinical Dashboard are key tools to measure how the
organisation is progressing towards its strategic and corporate objectives. The monthly measures and
exception reporting are key mechanisms to determine where the organisation is at any point in time,
against where it should be to meet its objectives.
9.3

Referrals to other groups

Should the Trust Board or one of its sub-committees feel they are not assured with performance in an
area or with the way in which an issue is being addressed, they can make arrangements for further
analysis and review.
On these occasions, the committee will refer the issue to the relevant Executive Sub-Group for further
information and additional assurance on progress and the actions being taken. A formal report will then
be provided by that group back to the sub-committee referring the issue.
10. Appendices
A
Monitoring Table
B
Equality Analysis
C
Definitions
D
Assurance Structure
E
Trust Governance Structure
F
Board Annual Work Plan
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Appendix A - Monitoring Table
Who
How

Frequency

Evidence

Reporting
arrangements

Acting on
recommendations

Change in practice
and lessons to be
shared
Required changes to
practice will be
identified and
actioned within a
specific time frame.

Principal Risk
Review – BAF
and Senior
Leadership
Board Risk
Register
Annual
Committee
SelfAssessment

The
Executive
Leadership
Board
The Audit
Committee
Trust
Secretary

Risk
Compliance
Report

Twice per
annum

Risk
compliance
report.

The risk compliance
report and the
Board/Committee
minutes

Head of Portfolio
Office and Senior
Leadership Board

Annual
survey

Annually

SelfAssessment
Report

Trust Secretary
and Committee
Chairs

As above

Policy and
SOP
compliance

Deputy
Director of
Clinical
Quality

Formal policy
and SOP
compliance
report

Twice per
annum

Senior Leadership
Board

As above

Committee
and Group
action
compliance

Chairs of
each group

Review of
action
completion

Annually

Policy and
SOP
compliance
report, SLB
agenda and
minutes
Action
compliance
report

Self-Assessment
reported to each
Committee and a
summative report to
the Board
Policy and SOP
compliance report,
SLB agenda and
minutes

Reported to the ELB
and Audit Committee

Senior Leadership
Board

As above
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Appendix B – Equality Impact Analysis
Equality Analysis
Initial Screening Form (Stage 1)

1. Name of policy/procedures/guidelines
being assessed:

Title:

2. Is this a new or existing document?

New

Governance and Assurance Strategy and
Framework
Existing

Version being assessed (if existing):
1.0
Last review date of document:

N/A – New strategy
3. What is the Purpose of the document?
(copy the purpose from the relevant
document)

(a) What is it trying to achieve and why?
Outline the governance, decision
making and assurance processes
across the organisation. To ensure
consistency and appropriate processes
are followed during the delivery of
business by the Trust
(b) Who is intended to benefit and how?
All Trust staff and external stakeholders wishing to
understand the governance processes within the
Trust.
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4. Tick the boxes below to assess the potential
for differential impact (negative or positive) on
any of the protected characteristics?

 Cross Box for Negative Impact

Tick Box for Positive Impact
Age

Age

Disability

Disability

Gender Reassignment

Gender Reassignment

Marriage and Civil Partnership

Marriage and Civil Partnership

Pregnancy and Maternity

Pregnancy and Maternity

Race

Race

Religion or Belief (including lack of belief)

Religion or Belief (including lack of belief)

Sex

Sex

Sexual Orientation

Sexual Orientation

5. Is there the possibility of discriminating
unlawfully, directly or indirectly, against people
from any protected characteristic?
Types of Discrimination:
- Direct
- Indirect
- Associative
- Perceptive
- Harassment
- Third Party Harassment
- Victimisation
- Institutional

6. Could there be an effect on relations between
certain groups?

Yes
No

If yes, please state the reason:

Yes
No
If yes, please state the reason:

7. Does the policy explicitly involve, or focus on
a particular equalities group, i.e. because they
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have particular needs?

No
If yes, please state reason:

8. PLEASE INDICATE BELOW ANY AMENDMENTS OR CHANGES TO THE
POLICY/PROCEDURE:
Creation of new strategy and framework. It should be noted that there are no changes to the
processes, this is the creation of a framework that outlines the practices and expectations already
in situ.

9. Executive Summary Record Sheet
Initial Screening - Equality Analysis (Stage 1)
Document Reference: to be added
Assessment Date: to be added

Document Title: Governance and Assurance
Strategy and Framework
Document Type: Strategy and Framework

Responsible Director: Robert Morton, Chief
Executive

Lead Manager: Emma de Carteret (Head of
Portfolio Office)

Conclusion of Equality Analysis:
The framework does not result in any discrimination to any group or protected characteristic, positive or
negative
Name of Committee/Board this document has been presented to: Trust Board
Chairperson: Sarah Boulton, Trust Chair
Date of meeting: to be added

APPROVED:

YES

Signature of Chairperson: to be added
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NO
Date: to be added
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Appendix C - Definitions
The following list provides explanation of a number of key terms associated with this document. The list
is not exhaustive and users are urged to refer to the relevant associated policies and procedures:
Accountability: the way in which an organisation or an individual must account for and disclose
actions, decisions, products and policies whilst undertaking the business required. This includes being
answerable to the Board and stakeholders.
Annual Accounts: these are prepared from the Trust’s financial records at the end of each year. They
are a comprehensive report on financial activities and expenditure.
Annual Plan: This sets out the planned business for the Board and its associated committees, based
upon governance, statutory and legislative requirements, as well as aspects of the business requiring
focus.
Annual Report: A detailed report on the Trust’s activities throughout the year. This includes all aspects
of governance such as clinical, operational performance, risk management, information governance
and financial control.
Assurance: Assurance is the level of confidence the Board has in the Trust’s ability to manage the
risks to business delivery and achievement of the strategic objectives. Executive Directors and
managers are required to provide assurance to the Board, which can be through a range of methods
including internal audit, surveys and evidence based updates to action plans.
Assurance and Escalation Framework: This is the formalised method in which the Board receives
assurance on the business delivery and governance of the organisation, as well as receiving robust
information on risks, issues, shortfalls or omissions which require decisive and corrective action.
Caldicott Guardian: The senior person within the organisation responsible for protecting the
confidentiality of patient and service-user information, and enabling appropriate information sharing to
facilitate ongoing care.
Clinical Governance: The systems and processes within the Trust that ensure continuous
improvement and accountability for clinical quality and safety. It provides a controlled framework for
decisions to be made when considering changes to practice or services.
Corporate Governance: The mechanisms, systems and processes within the Trust that ensures
robust control and management of the way in which the organisation goes about its business.
Effectiveness: The overarching aim of the framework is to ensure the Trust is effective in delivering its
core business and strategic intentions. In order to achieve this, the members of the associated
governance groups should have the appropriate balance of skills, experience, knowledge and
independence to discharge their respective duties and responsibilities . Recruitment should be formal,
transparent and rigorous and be followed by a thorough induction, with annual evaluation to maintain
standards.
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Information Governance: The legal framework governing the use of information – both personal and
sensitive confidential data and corporate sensitive data. Two key pieces of legislation pertaining to
information governance are the Data Protection Act (to be superseded by the General Data Protection
Regulations in May 2018) and the Freedom of Information Act.
Quality Account: A report created by the Trust annually which documents the quality of the services it
has provided. The Quality Account includes areas of focus for the coming year so that quality is
continuously improved.
Scheme of Delegation: Sets out the way in which decision making responsibilities have been
delegated by the Board of Directors. All items concerning finance must be carried out in accordance
with the Standing Financial Instructions and Standing Orders.
Senior Information Risk Owner (SIRO): The senior person within the organisation responsible for
ownership of information risk. They act to manage and control information risks and provide advice and
guidance to the organisation.
Standing Financial Instructions: Detail the financial responsibilities, policies and procedures the
Trust has in place. They intend to ensure that financial transactions are carried out in accordance with
legislation and Government Policy. They also identify the financial responsibilities of all individuals
working for the Trust.
Standing Orders: Set out the composition of the Board and associated committees, their
responsibilities and frameworks.
Strategy: The Trust’s plan to improve the organisation as a whole. The Trust has in place a two-year
strategy with five associated strategic objectives, encompassing operational delivery, quality and
safety, leadership and culture, efficiency and engagement.
Reservation of Powers to the Trust Board: This sets out the framework for decision making and
action across the organisation. It sets out who is able to undertake core decisions and approvals, from
both an accountability and financial perspective.
Responsibility: The remit the Trust or an individual has in relation to delivery of the organisation’s
business and objectives
Risk Management: The process of identifying, assessing, analysing and managing all potential risks to
delivery of the organisation’s objectives. See the Risk Management Strategy and Policy for more
information.
Vision and Values: The Trust’s vision defines where the organisation wants to be; what we are
working towards. The values comprise of the aspects of behaviour and culture that the Trust believes it
– and all staff – consistently display.
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Appendix D – Assurance Governance Structure
Trust Governance – Assurance Responsibilities

Trust Board

Decision Making

Assurance

Executive Leadership Board

Audit Committee

Quality Governance
Committee

Performance & Finance
Committee

People & Culture
Committee

Assurance
Responsibilities:

Remuneration & Terms of
Service Committee

Senior Leadership Board

Strategy:
• Implementation of annual
business planning cycle
• Management of forward plans
Performance Responsibility:
• Clinical Professional Standards
• Patient experience
• Operational finance/CIPs
• Operational performance
• Information management &
technology
Tactical:
• Business decisions in
accordance with the Scheme of
Delegation

•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Assurance Responsibilities:

Assurance Responsibilities:

Assurance Responsibilities:

Auditing compliance
Internal audit
External audit
Financial Systems
Internal controls (Standing
Orders, SFIs, Scheme of
Delegation, Reservation of
Powers to the Trust Board)
Risk Assurance (SIC & BAF)
Process for monitoring
compliance with laws/
regulations and Codes of
Conduct
Security Management
Systems and processes
Annual Report & Accounts
Annual Declarations on
Quality Accounts and CQG
registration status
Charitable funds account
Counter fraud management
Risk management
compliance
Information Governance
Independent assurance of
Board Sub-committees and
ELB

• Clinical quality, safety &
effectiveness
• Patient experience
• Clinical audit
• Research, development and
innovation
• Ethics
• Quality accounts
• Care Quality Commission
registration
• Learning from experience,
Serious Incidents
• Complaints/PALS/LINKS
• Medicines management
• Infection, Prevention &
Control
• Regulatory Bodies/External
Assessments/Compliance/
CQC Registration
• Health & Safety
• Safeguarding
• Mandatory Clinical Training
• Risk Management
compliance

• Tracking delivery of Trust’s
objectives for finance and
performance, including
capital development and
the CIP
• Review financial statements
• Financial investments
• Review activity and
performance information
• I&MT
• Data quality
• Charitable funds account
and reserves

• Workforce performance
and development
• Recruitment and retention
• Staff engagement
• Staff survey
• Equality, Diversity &
Human Rights
• Vetting & Barring
• Health & Wellbeing
• Employment tribunal case
updates

Responsibilities:
• Determining
arrangements for
remuneration, terms and
conditions and
performance criteria for
the CE and Executive
team.
• Non-contractual payment
arrangements
• CE and Executive
Directors’ succession
planning
• Review Trust Board
structure, size and
composition
• Appointments Panel for
Executive Directors
• Employment Tribunal
Judgments

Governance and Assurance Strategy and Framework V0.5

Appendix E: Trust Governance Structure
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Appendix F - Board Annual Workplan
To be added upon approval
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TRUST BOARD
(Public Session)
Report Title:

Report Author(s):
Purpose:

28 MARCH 2018

AGENDA ITEM

19

Trust Board Agenda Plan 2018-19

Sponsoring
Director:

Laila Abraham
Trust Board Secretary
Decision
X

Assurance

Robert Morton
Chief Executive Officer

For Information

Disclosable
Non-Disclosable

X

Executive Summary:
The Trust Board Annual Agenda Plan for 2018-19 has been prepared taking into account the key items
that need to be reported to each meeting, with the purpose of aiding planning, improving efficiency and
assisting to ensure that the Trust meets its Regulatory requirements.
This is not intended to be a complete list of agenda items for 2018-19. There will be items of business that
will arise throughout the year, which will be included on the Board agenda as and when appropriate.
Mandatory training sessions, which are required to be undertaken on an annual basis, are included on the
plan. Dates have not been allocated, but these will be programmed in to the Trust Board development
plan across the year.

Other Key Issues to Draw to the
Board’s Attention:
Action Required by the Board:
The Trust Board is requested to approve the Annual Agenda Plan for 2018-19.

Previously Considered By and Recommendation(s) Made:

Related Trust Strategic Objective(s):

Please indicate those
applicable (X):

Putting into place a new Responsive operating model to deliver sustainable
performance and improved outcomes for patients
Maintaining the focus on delivering Excellent high quality care to the patients
Guarantee we have a Patient Focused and engaged workforce
Delivering Innovative solutions to ensure we are an efficient, effective and
economic Service
Playing our part in the urgent and emergency care system being Community
Focused in delivering the 5 year forward view
Other:

Please indicate if
applicable (X):

To ensure effective governance and compliance

Page 1 of 2

Legal Implications
Regulatory Requirements
Equality and Diversity Impacts

Please answer Yes or No. If yes, please provide appropriate brief details
No
Standing Orders
NHS Foundation Trust Code of Governance
No
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Trust Board Agenda Plan
2018-19

~ Contract Negotiation
Operating Plan:
~ Annual report
~ Mid-year review (if required)
Strategic Objectives:
~ Setting
~ Mid-year review
Charitable Fund Strategy
Business Continuity Policy and Procedure
Exception reporting:
Service Delivery Reviews
Fleet Transformation
Estates Transformation





































Public

Public













Public








Private











Mar

Feb
Private &
Workshops








Private





Private &
Workshops









Public






Jan

Dec
Private








Nov

Oct

Private &
Workshops



APM









Public

Public






Private

Private






Sept

Private &
Workshops

Private /
Workshops
STANDING ITEMS
Apologies
Declarations of Interest
Minutes of previous meeting
Actions Log/Matters Arising
A Patient’s Experience
Chair’s report
CEO’s report
Board Forward Planner
STRATEGY & BUSINESS PLANNING
Horizon scanning
Operational and Financial Performance:
annual outturn
Annual Budget and Capital Programme:
~ Draft
~ Sign-off
~ Financial planning for the coming year

Jul

Jun

Private

May

Apr









































As required
As required
As required

Surge Plan
Outline Major Business Cases
Major Capital projects Update
Clinical Innovations
Other Policies and Strategies [see footnote]
STRATEGIC GOALS
Organisational Healthcheck:
Annual Staff Survey Report & Plan
People and Culture Strategy
Leadership Strategy
Wellbeing Strategy
Employee Engagement Strategy
WRES 2 submission
FTSU quarterly reports
PERFORMANCE MONITORING
Service Delivery Plans [winter / Easter]
Integrated Performance Report
Finance Report
QGC report
∼ Health and Safety Strategy
∼ Health & Safety Annual Report
∼ Infection, Prevention & Control Annual
Report
∼ Safeguarding Annual Report
∼ Medicines Management Annual Report
(including CD accountable officers)
Audit Committee Report
∼ Annual Security Report
∼ Security Management Strategy
~ Information Governance Toolkit [now Data
Protection and Security Toolkit] sign-off
Risk Management Strategy
P&F Committee Report
~ Winter Performance review

Private

Public

Mar

Feb
Private &
Workshops

Private

Private &
Workshops

Public

Private

Private &
Workshops

Jan

Dec

Public

Nov

Oct
Public

Private

Sept
APM

Private

Private &
Workshops

Public

Private

Private /
Workshops

Jul

Jun

Public

May

Apr

As required
As required
As required
As required
As required
























































































For information:
Quality Report
Clinical dashboard
GOVERNANCE & REGULATORY
Board Assurance Framework
Annual Accounts, Annual Governance
Statement, HIAO, Annual Report & Quality
Account
Annual External Auditors Management Letter

Private

Public

Mar

Feb
Private &
Workshops

Private

Private &
Workshops

Public

Private

Private &
Workshops

Jan

Dec

Public

Nov

Oct
Public

Private

Sept
APM

Private

Private &
Workshops

Public

Private

Private /
Workshops
RemCom Report
P&CC Report
~ Equality & Diversity annual report
Annual Research & Development Report &
Strategy

Jul

Jun

Public

May

Apr




























































Charitable Funds Annual Report and
Accounts
SOs/SFIs/Scheme of Delegation/Reservation
of Powers to Trust Board



Trust Board Annual Agenda Plan



Annual Evaluation of Board Committees &
Terms of Reference
Annual Board Evaluation (self-assessment)
Register of Directors’ Interests
Register of Seals
Self-certification for NHS Trusts
Civil Contingencies Act Compliance












Footnote:
Only new strategies or where a sub-committee, upon annual review of the delegated supporting strategies, recommend significant changes to the strategy, then the strategy
should be presented/re-presented to the Trust Board in full.
Where minor changes are proposed these should be summarised in the Committee’s report to the Trust Board for approval of recommendations made.
Similar process for Annual Reports; Annual reports should be submitted in full to Trust Board for formal consideration together with the recommendations of the Committee
responsible for completing the detailed review.

Trust Board Agenda Plan
2018-19
MANATORY TRAINING:
Counter Fraud Awareness (including Anti-bribery Act)
Conflict Resolution
Health and Wellbeing
Human Rights, Equality (including Disability Awareness, harassment
and bullying)
Fire Safety
Health and Safety & Manual Handling
Infection Control
Information Governance, including Social Media and Data Quality
Resilience, Specialist Operations, Business Continuity
Risk Management
Safeguarding

To be factored into the Trust Board workshop plan

TRUST BOARD
(Public Session)

28 MARCH 2018

Report Title:

Annual Review of Register of Seals

Report Author(s):

Laila Abraham
Trust Secretary

Purpose:

Decision

AGENDA ITEM

20

Sponsoring Kevin Smith
Director:
Director of Finance
Assurance

For Information Disclosable
X
Non-Disclosable

X

Executive Summary:
Since the last reporting period (to 13 March 2017), the Executive Directors have applied the Corporate
Seal of the Trust to the 2 documents referenced in the appended report.
All actions have been taken in accordance with the Trust Board’s Scheme of Delegation and no inherent
risks are to be reported to the Trust Board in the application of the Corporate Seal.

Other Key Issues to Draw to the
Board’s Attention:

None

Action Required by the Board:
To note the contents of the report.

Previously Considered By and Recommendation(s) Made:
None.
Related Trust Strategic Objective(s):

Please indicate those
applicable (X):

Putting into place a new Responsive operating model to deliver sustainable
performance and improved outcomes for patients
Maintaining the focus on delivering Excellent high quality care to the patients
Guarantee we have a Patient Focused and engaged workforce
Delivering Innovative solutions to ensure we are an efficient, effective and
economic Service
Playing our part in the urgent and emergency care system being Community
Focused in delivering the 5 year forward view
Other:

Please indicate if
applicable (X):

To ensure effective governance and compliance

Legal Implications
Regulatory Requirements
Equality and Diversity Impacts

X

Please answer Yes or No. If yes, please provide appropriate brief details
No
Standing Orders
NHS Foundation Trust Code of Governance
No
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Register of Corporate Seals: 28 February 2017 to 13 March 2018
Ref

Date

Document Type

Documents Details

105

11 04 18

JCT Building Contract

Stevenage and Letchworth

106

31 10 17

Licence to Assign

Telecom Mast, Hellesdon
Hospital, Norwich

Authorised
signatory
(i) Kevin Smith,
Director of
Finance and
Commissioning
(i) Robert Morton,
CE
(ii) Kevin Smith,
Director of
Finance and
Commissioning

Witness
Taya
Cleghorn

None
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(Public Session)

28 MARCH 2018

AGENDA ITEM

Report Title:

REGISTER OF DIRECTORS’ INTERESTS

Report Author(s):

Laila Abraham
Trust Secretary

Purpose:

Decision

21

Sponsoring Robert Morton, Chief Executive
Director:
Assurance

For Information Disclosable
X
Non-Disclosable

X

Executive Summary:
The NHS Code of Accountability and Standing Order 6, which is based on the regulations, requires Trust
Board Members to declare any material or pecuniary interests (which includes monetary) for personal or
family interests that he/she has and which are relevant and material to the NHS Board of which they are a
member. All existing Board members should declare such interests. Any Board members appointed
subsequently should do so on appointment.
Section 7.1.2 of the Trust’s Standing Orders details examples of such interests that should be declared.
Trust Board members are required to advise of relevant interests on appointment. Any changes in
interests are required to be declared at the next Trust Board meeting following the change occurring and
recorded in the minutes of that meeting.
Details of the Trust Board members’ declarations are published in the Trust’s annual report, and the
Register of Directors’ Interests is made available to the public via the Trust’s website.
The Register for the financial year 2017-18 is attached and sets out the interests of all Executive,
Associate and Non-Executive Directors of the Trust who have served during this period.

Other Key Issues to Draw to the
Board’s Attention:

None

Action Required by the Board:
The Trust Board is asked to note the contents of the Register of Directors’ Interests, which will be
published in the Annual Report.

Previously Considered By and Recommendation(s) Made:
None.
Related Trust Strategic Objective(s):

Please indicate those
applicable (X):

Putting into place a new Responsive operating model to deliver sustainable
performance and improved outcomes for patients
Maintaining the focus on delivering Excellent high quality care to the patients
Guarantee we have a Patient Focused and engaged workforce
Delivering Innovative solutions to ensure we are an efficient, effective and
economic Service
Playing our part in the urgent and emergency care system being Community
Focused in delivering the 5 year forward view
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Other:

Please indicate if
applicable (X):

To ensure effective governance and compliance

Legal Implications
Regulatory Requirements
Equality and Diversity Impacts

X

Please answer Yes or No. If yes, please provide appropriate brief details
No
Standing Orders
NHS Foundation Trust Code of Governance
No
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Name and Position

Declaration of Interest

Declarations Resignation
made
declared

Sarah Boulton

Director – Healthy Board Services Ltd

Trust Boar d Chair

Director – WMB Steele (2009) & Co Ltd

Mike Burrows
Associate Non-executive Director

Chair of East Coast College (formerly Governor and Audit Chair of Great Yarmouth College Mar-18
& Chair designate of East Coast College: colleges have merged)

Board Term of Office
From
10/03/2014

To
31/03/2018

15/05/2017

30/04/2018

Mar-18

Trustee and Chair of Finance for Sheringham Little Theatre
Chair of NALEP Growing Business Fund Approvals Panel
Member of Eastern Agri-Tech Programme Delivery Board
Son is a consultant at Norfolk and Norwich NHS Foundation Trust
Sheila Childerhouse

Partner – T&D Childerhouse

15/07/2013

14/01/2014

Non-executive Director

Self-employed as partner in T&D Childerhouse

15/01/2014

14/01/2018

Self-employed executive coach
Trustee – Keystone – Keystone Development Trust
Trustee – Burrell Museum
Trustee – East Anglian Children’s Hospice
Associate – Julie Oliver Associates
Chair – Anglian Community Enterprise
Appointed as Chair of the West Suffolk NHS Foundation Trust , as from 1 January 2018

Oct-17

Andrew Egerton-Smith
Associate Non-executive Director
Lizzy Firmin
Non-Executive Director
Peter Kara
Non-executive Director

Honorary President – East Anglian Air Ambulance

07/10/2013

06/10/2018

Nil

15/01/2018

14/01/2020

Mental Health Act Manager – Central & North West London NHS Foundation Trust

02/12/2013

01/06/2017

Lay Board Member – Milton Keynes Clinical Commissioning Group

02/06/2017

01/06/2019

Tony McLean

Executive Chairman – Cumbric Care Limited

01/04/2015

31/03/2017

Non-Executive Director

Executive Chairman - Byron Court Care Home Limited

31/03/2017

31/03/2019

Executive Chairman – Mother Redcaps Care Home Limited
Executive Chairman – Barrisle Care Home Limited
Executive Chairman – Rivington Park Care Home Limited
Executive Chairman – Blair House Care Home Limited
Executive Chairman – Victoria Care Home (Burnley) Limited
Executive Chairman – Newco Southport Limited
Chairman and Director - Allington Healthcare Limited
Managing Director of Mclean and Mclean Consultants Ltd
Director of Cumbric Community Care Ltd

Mar-18

Cumbric Community Solutions Ltd (10587257)

Mar-18

Name and Position

Declaration of Interest

Declarations Resignation
made
declared

Board Term of Office
From

To

Wife is Chief Nurse for Ipswich and East Suffolk CCG and West Suffolk CCG
Wife is on secondment to NHSE Midlands and Eastern Region

Mar-18

Valerie Morton
Non-executive Director

Proprietor of Valerie Morton Fundraising & Consultancy – some clients may be health
related charities. Currently no conflicts to disclose.
Undertaking consultancy work for The Ambulance Staff Charity (TASC)

02/12/2013

14/01/2014

15/01/2014

14/01/2018

Dean Parker
Non-executive Director

Wife is the Chief Officer at the following Clinical Commissioning Groups – Westminster,
Ealing, Hounslow, Kensington and Chelsea, Hammersmith and Fulham and was previously
the Chief Finance Officer at the same groups.

02/12/2013

15/01/2018

Chair of the Electoral Commission Audit Committee
Non-Executive Director of the Office of the Public Guardian
Tom Spink
Non-executive Director

Nil

15/01/2018

14/01/2020

Alison Wigg
Associate Non-Executive Director

Nil

15/01/2018

14/01/2019

Name and Position

Declaration of Interest

Declarations Resignation
made
declared

Board Term of Office

Wayne Bartlett-Syree
Director of Strategy and Sustainability

Wife is a nurse for NHS Blood and Transplants.

From
05/07/2016

Kevin Brown
Director of Service Delivery

Nil

05/07/2016

Sandy Brown

Member – Lord Carter National Clinical Reference Board

23/02/2015

Director of Nursing and Clinical Quality

Member – Eastern Academic Health Scientists Network Patient Safety Collaborative

Apr-17

Dr Tom Davis

Director of TSD Heathcare Ltd

Mar-18

Interim Medical Director

GP VTS Programme Director, Health Education England (Thames Valley)

Mar-18

Board member, Hertfordshire Independent Living Service (HILS, social enterprise)

Mar-18

Wife is a consultant at the Milton Keynes University Hospital

Mar-18

02/02/2018

Robert Morton
Chief Executive

Nil

24/08/2015

Dr. Mark Patten

Part-time consultant at Luton and Dunstable Hospital

06/07/2016

Medical Director

Wife is a part-time GP – Everest House Hemel Hempstead

Kevin Smith
Director of Finance and Commissioning

Wife is an employee of the Trust, working as part of the Commercial Services Team.

Lindsey Stafford-Scott
Director of People and Culture

Nil

May-17

To

01/06/2014
29/03/2016

01/02/2018
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Report Title:

ANNUAL REVIEW OF STANDING ORDERS, STANDING FINANCIAL
INSTRUCTIONS, SCHEME OF DELEGATION AND RESERVATION OF POWERS
TO TRUST BOARD

Report Author(s):

Laila Abraham
Trust Board Secretary

Purpose:

Decision
X

Sponsoring
Director:

Assurance

Robert Morton
Chief Executive Officer

For Information

Disclosable
Non-Disclosable

X

Executive Summary:
The Trust Board is required to review its Standing Orders, Standing Financial Instructions, Scheme of
Delegation and Reservation of Powers to the Trust Board on an annual basis. The Audit Committee is
required to undertake the initial assessment and make recommendation to the Trust Board on any
changes to be implemented with effect from 1 April 2018.
The Audit Committee undertook a review of the Standing Financial Instructions, Scheme of Delegation and
Reservation of Powers to the Trust Board at its meeting on 6 December 2017, and the Standing Orders on
31 January 2018. Proposed changes presented to the Committee were as follows:
i)

Standing Orders: inclusion of the People and Culture Committee and updating of references to
NHS organisations.

ii) Standing Financial Instructions: amended to reflect legislative changes, updates to reporting
requirements and alignment with internal policies.
iii) Scheme of Delegation: amended to reflect feedback from the Annual Review in May 2017 and to
provide for alignment with internal positions and policies not previously captured; and further
comments raised by the Committee
iv) Reservation of Powers: amended to reflect feedback from the Annual review in May 2017 and to
provide alignment with internal positions and policies not previously captured.
The Audit Committee agreed to recommend the Standing Orders, Standing Financial Instructions, Scheme
of Delegation and Reservation of Powers to the Trust Board.

Other Key Issues to Draw to the
Board’s Attention:
Action Required by the Board:
The Trust Board is asked to approve the adoption of the documents recommended by the Audit Committee
and confirm that these amendments come into effect from 1 April 2018.

Previously Considered By and Recommendation(s) Made:
Audit Committee: 6 December 2017: Standing Financial Instructions, Scheme of Delegation and
Reservation of Powers to the Trust Board
Audit Committee, 31 January 2018: Standing Orders
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Related Trust Strategic Objective(s):

Please indicate those
applicable (X):

Putting into place a new Responsive operating model to deliver sustainable
performance and improved outcomes for patients
Maintaining the focus on delivering Excellent high quality care to the patients
Guarantee we have a Patient Focused and engaged workforce
Delivering Innovative solutions to ensure we are an efficient, effective and
economic Service
Playing our part in the urgent and emergency care system being Community
Focused in delivering the 5 year forward view
Other:

Please indicate if
applicable (X):

To ensure effective governance and compliance

Legal Implications
Regulatory Requirements
Equality and Diversity Impacts

Please answer Yes or No. If yes, please provide appropriate brief details
No
Standing Orders
NHS Foundation Trust Code of Governance
No
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STANDING
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MAY 2017

APPROVED TRUST BOARD
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1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Statutory Framework

1.1.1

The East of England Ambulance Service NHS Trust is a statutory body which came into
existence on 1 July 2006 under The East of England Ambulance Service NHS Trust
(Establishment) Order 2006 No 1619, (the Establishment Order).

1.1.1

The principal place of business of the Trust is:
East of England Ambulance Service Headquarters
Melbourn Station
Whiting Way
Off Back Lane
Melbourn
Cambridgeshire
SG8 6EN

1.1.2

NHS Trusts are governed by Act of Parliament, mainly the National Health Service Act
1977 (NHS Act 1977), the National Health Service and Community Care Act 1990 (NHS
& CC Act 1990) as amended by the Health Authorities Act 1995, the Health Act 1999, the
Health and Social Care Act 2001, the NHS Act 2006 as amended by the Health Act
2009.

1.1.3

The functions of the Trust are conferred by this legislation.

1.1.4

As a statutory body, the Trust has specified powers to contract in its own name and to
act as a corporate trustee. In the latter role it is accountable to the Charity Commission
for those funds deemed to be charitable as well as to the Secretary of State for Health
and Social Care.

1.1.5

The Trust also has statutory powers under Section 28A of the NHS Act 1977, as
amended by the Health Act 1999, to fund projects jointly planned with local authorities,
voluntary organisations and other bodies.

1.1.6

The Code of Accountability requires the Trust to adopt Standing Orders for the regulation
of its proceedings and business. The Trust must also adopt Standing Financial
Instructions (SFIs) as an integral part of Standing Orders setting out the responsibilities
of individuals.

1.1.7

The Trust will also be bound by such other statutes and legal provisions which govern
the conduct of its affairs.

1.1.8

Officers of the Trust should note that the Scheme of Delegation, SFIs and SOs do not
contain every legal obligation applicable to the Trust. The Trust and each officer of the
Trust must comply with all requirements of legislation (which shall mean any statute,
subordinate or secondary legislation, any enforceable community right within the
meaning of Section 2(1) European Community Act 1972 and any applicable judgement
of a relevant court of law which is a binding precedent in England) and all guidance and
directions binding on the Trust. Legislation, guidance and directions will impose
requirements additional to the Scheme of Delegation, SFIs and SOs. All such legislation
and binding guidance and directions shall take precedence over the Scheme of
Delegation, SFIs and SOs which shall be interpreted accordingly.

1.1.9

Should any difficulties arise regarding the interpretation or application of any of the SOs,
then the advice of the Trust Secretary must be sought before acting. The user of these
SOs should also be familiar with and comply with the provisions of the Trust’s SFIs.
4

Note in particular procedures for Tendering, Quotations and Contracts and the Schedule
of Powers Reserved to the Board of Directors.
1.1.10

The failure to comply with the Standing Orders, Standing Financial Instructions or
Scheme of Delegation can, in certain circumstances, be regarded as a disciplinary
matter that could result in dismissal.

1.1.11

Overriding SOs: If, for any reason, these SFIs are not complied with, full details of the
non-compliance and any justification for non-compliance and the circumstances around
the non-compliance shall be reported to the next formal meeting of the Audit Committee
for referring action or ratification.

1.1.12

All members of the Trust Board and staff have a duty to disclose any non-compliance
with these SOs to the Trust Secretary as soon as possible.

1.2

Terminology

1.2.1

Any expression to which a meaning is given in Health Service Acts, or in Financial
Directions made under the Acts, shall have the same meaning in these instructions; and
“Accountable Officer” means the Officer responsible and accountable for funds entrusted
to the Trust. The Officer shall be responsible for ensuring the proper stewardship of
public funds and assets. For this Trust it shall be the Chief Executive;
“Board” means the Chair, officer and non-officer members of the Trust collectively as a
body;
“Budget” means a resource, expressed in financial terms, and proposed by the Board for
the purpose of carrying out, for a specific period, any or all of the functions of the Trust;
“Budget Holder” means the Director or employee with delegated authority to manage
finances (income and expenditure) for a specific area of the organisation;
“Chair of the Board (or Trust)” is the person appointed by the Secretary of State for
Health and Social Care to lead the Board and to ensure that it successfully discharges its
overall responsibility for the Trust as a whole. The expression “the Chair of the Trust”
shall be deemed to include the Vice-Chair of the Trust if the Chair is absent from the
meeting or is otherwise unavailable;
“Chief Executive” means the Chief Officer/Accountable Officer of the Trust;
“Commissioning” means the process for determining the need for and for obtaining the
supply of healthcare and related services by the Trust within available resources;
“Committee” means a committee or sub-committee created and appointed by the Trust;
“Committee members” means any persons formally appointed by the Board to sit on or to
chair specific committees;
“Contracting and Procuring” means the systems for obtaining the supply of goods,
materials, manufactured items, services, building and engineering services, works of
construction and maintenance and for disposal of surplus and obsolete assets;
“Director” means a person appointed as a director in accordance with the Membership
and Procedure Regulations and includes the Chair;
“Director of Finance and Commissioning” means the Chief Financial Officer of the Trust;
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“Executive Director” means a person appointed as an Executive Director of the Trust
under Standing Order 2 and who is an officer of the Trust;
“Funds held on trust” shall mean those funds, which the Trust holds at its date of
incorporation, receives on distribution by statutory instrument or chooses subsequently to
accept under powers derived under Part 11, Chapter 2 of the NHS Act 2006. Such funds
may or may not be charitable;
“Legal Adviser” means the properly qualified person appointed by the Trust to provide
legal advice;
“Member” means officer or non-officer member of the Board as the context permits.
Member in relation to the Board does not include its Chair;
“Associate Member” means a person appointed to perform specific statutory and nonstatutory duties which have been delegated by the Trust Board for them to perform and
these duties have been recorded in an appropriate Trust Board minute or other suitable
record;
“Membership, Procedure and Administration Arrangements Regulations” means NHS
Membership and Procedure Regulations (SI 1990/2024) and subsequent amendments.
“Nominated Officer” means an officer charged with the responsibility for discharging
specific tasks within Standing Orders and Standing Financial Instructions;
“Non-officer Member” means a member of the Trust who is not an officer of the Trust is
not to be treated as an officer by virtue of regulation 1(3) of the Membership, Procedure
and Administration Arrangements Regulations;
“Officer” means employee of the Trust or any other person holding a paid appointment or
office within the Trust;
“Officer Member” means a member of the Trust who is either an officer of the Trust or is
to be treated as an officer by virtue of regulation 1(3) (i.e. the Chair of the Trust or any
person nominated by such a Committee for appointment as a Trust member);
“SFIs” means Standing Financial Instructions;
“SOs” means Standing Orders
“The 2006 Act” means the National Health Service Act 2006;
“The 2009 Act” means the National Health Service Act 2009;
“Trust” means the East of England Ambulance Service NHS Trust;
“Secretary” means a person appointed to act independently of the Board to provide
advice on corporate governance issues to the Board and the Chair and to monitor the
Trust’s compliance with the law, Standing Orders and Department of Health guidance;
“Vice-Chair” means the non-officer member appointed by the Board to take on the
Chair’s duties if the Chair is absent for any reason.
1.2.2

Wherever the title Chief Executive, Director of Finance and Commissioning, or other
nominated officer is used in these Standing Orders, it shall be deemed to include such
other Directors or employees who have been duly authorised to represent them.
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1.2.3

Wherever the term “employee” is used and where the context permits, it shall be deemed
to include employees of third parties contracted to the Trust when acting on behalf of the
Trust.

1.3

NHS Framework

1.3.1

In addition to the statutory requirements the Secretary of State for Health and Social
Care through the Department of Health issues further directions and guidance. These
are normally issued under cover of a circular or letter. The majority of these can be
found on the department of health website. Members and employees should take
particular note of the requirements of:
•
•
•
•
•

Code of Conduct for NHS Managers
Standards of Business for NHS Staff
NHS Code of Conduct and Accountability
Code of Practice on Openness in the NHS
NHS Constitution

1.3.2

The Code of Accountability requires that, inter alia, Boards draw up a schedule of
decisions reserved to the Board, and ensure that management arrangements are in
place to enable responsibility to be clearly delegated to senior executives (a scheme of
delegation). The Code also requires the establishment of audit and remuneration
committees with formally agreed terms of reference. The Codes of Conduct make
various requirements concerning possible conflicts of interest of Board members.

1.3.3

The Code of Practice on Openness in the NHS sets out the requirements for public
access to information on the NHS.

1.4

Delegation of Powers
The Trust has powers to delegate and make arrangements for delegation. The Standing
Orders set out the detail of these arrangements. Under the Standing Order relating to the
Arrangements for the Exercise of Functions (SO 6) the Trust is given powers to "make
arrangements for the exercise, on behalf of the Trust of any of their functions by a
committee, sub-committee or joint committee appointed by virtue of Standing Order 5 or
by an officer of the Trust, in each case subject to such restrictions and conditions as the
Trust thinks fit or as the Secretary of State for Health and Social Care may direct".
Delegated Powers are covered in the ‘Schedule of Matters reserved to the Board’ and
the ‘Scheme of Delegation’ and have effect as if incorporated into the Standing Orders
and Standing Financial Instructions.

1.5

Integrated Governance
The Trust Board will monitor its integrated governance structure to ensure good
governance and decision-making is informed by intelligent information covering the full
range of corporate, financial, clinical, information and research governance. Integrated
governance will better enable the Board to take a holistic view of the organisation and its
capacity to meet its legal and statutory requirements and clinical, quality and financial
objectives.

2.

THE TRUST BOARD: COMPOSITION OF MEMBERSHIP, TENURE AND ROLE OF
MEMBERS

2.1

Composition of the Membership of the Trust Board
In accordance with the Membership, Procedure and Administration Arrangements
regulations the composition of the Board shall be:
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2.1.1

The Chair of the Trust;

2.1.2

Up to 5 non-officer members;

2.1.3

Up to 5 officer members (but not exceeding the number of non-officer members)
including:
•
•
•
•

Chief Executive (Accountable Officer)
Director of Finance and Commissioning
A medical or dental practitioner
A registered nurse or midwife

The Trust shall have not more than 11 and not less than 8 members (unless otherwise
determined by the Secretary of State for Health and Social Care and set out in the
Trust’s Establishment Order or such other communication from the Secretary of State for
Health and Social Care).
The Board may determine the appointment of ex-officio directors. These directors do not
have voting rights.
2.2

Appointment of Chair and Members of the Trust
Appointment of the Chair and Members of the Trust - Paragraph 4 of Schedule 5A to the
1977 Act, as inserted by the Health Act 1999, provides that the Chair is appointed bythe
Secretary of State for Health and Social Care,, but otherwise the appointment and tenure
of office of the Chair and members are set out in the Membership, Procedure and
Administration Arrangements Regulations

2.3

Terms of Office of the Chair and Members
The regulations setting out the period of tenure of office of the Chair and members and
for the termination or suspension of office of the Chair and members are contained in
Sections 2 to 4 of the Membership and Procedure and Administration Arrangements
Regulations.

2.4

Appointment and Powers of Vice-Chair

2.4.1

Subject to Standing Order 2.4.2 below, the Chair and members of the Trust may appoint
one of their numbers, who is not also an officer member, to be Vice-Chair, for such
period, not exceeding the remainder of his term as a member of the Trust, as they may
specify on appointing him.

2.4.2

Any member so appointed may at any time resign from the office of Vice-Chair by giving
notice in writing to the Chair. The Chair and members may thereupon appoint another
member as Vice-Chair in accordance with the provisions of Standing Order 2.4.1.

2.4.3

Where the Chair of the Trust has died or has ceased to hold office, or where they have
been unable to perform their duties as Chair owing to illness or any other cause, the
Vice-Chair shall act as Chair until a new Chair is appointed or the existing Chair resumes
their duties, as the case may be; and references to the Chair in these Standing Orders
shall, so long as there is no Chair able to perform those duties, be taken to include
references to the Vice-Chair.

2.5

Joint Members
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2.5.1

Where more than one person is appointed jointly to a post mentioned in regulation
2(4)(a) of the Membership, Procedure and Administration Arrangements Regulations
those persons shall count for the purpose of Standing Order 2.1 as one person.

2.5.2

Where the office of a member of the Board is shared jointly by more than one person:

2.6

(a)

all of those persons may attend or take part in meetings of the Board;

(b)

if all are present at a meeting they should cast one vote if they agree;

(c)

in the case of disagreements no vote should be cast;

(d)

the presence of one or more persons should count as the presence of one person
for the purposes of Standing Order 3.11 Quorum.

Role of Members
The Board will function as a corporate decision-making body, Officer and Non-Officer
Members will be full and equal members. Their role as members of the Board of
Directors will be to consider the key strategic and managerial issues facing the Trust in
carrying out its statutory and other functions.

2.6.1

Executive Members
Executive Members shall exercise their authority within the terms of these Standing
Orders and Standing Financial Instructions and the Scheme of Delegation.

2.6.2

Chief Executive
The Chief Executive shall be responsible for the overall performance of the executive
functions of the Trust. He/she is the Accountable Officer for the Trust and shall be
responsible for ensuring the discharge of obligations under Financial Directions and in
line with the requirements of the Accountable Officer Memorandum for Trust Chief
Executives.

2.6.3

Director of Finance and Commissioning
The Director of Finance and Commissioning shall be responsible for the provision of
financial advice to the Trust and to its members and for the supervision of financial
control and accounting systems. He/she shall be responsible along with the Chief
Executive for ensuring the discharge of obligations under relevant Financial Directions.

2.6.4

Non-Executive Members
The Non-Executive Members shall not be granted nor shall they seek to exercise any
individual executive powers on behalf of the Trust. They may however, exercise
collective authority when acting as members of or when chairing a committee of the Trust
which has delegated powers.

2.6.5

Chair
The Chair shall be responsible for the operation of the Board and chair all Board
meetings when present. The Chair has certain delegated executive powers. The Chair
must comply with the terms of appointment and with these Standing Orders.
The Chair shall liaise with NHS Improvements over the appointment of Non-Executive
Directors and once appointed shall take responsibility either directly or indirectly for their
induction, their portfolios of interests and assignments, and their performance.
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The Chair shall work in close harmony with the Chief Executive and shall ensure that key
and appropriate issues are discussed by the Board in a timely manner with all the
necessary information and advice being made available to the Board to inform the
debate and ultimate resolutions.
2.7

Corporate role of the Board

2.7.1

All business shall be conducted in the name of the Trust.

2.7.2

All funds received in trust shall be held in the name of the Trust as corporate trustee.

2.7.3

The powers of the Trust established under statute shall be exercised by the Board
meeting in public session except as otherwise provided for in Standing Order No. 3.

2.7.4

The Board shall define and regularly review the functions it exercises on behalf of
Secretary of State for Health and Social Care.

2.8

Schedule of Matters Reserved to the Board and Scheme of Delegation
The Board has resolved that certain powers and decisions may only be exercised by the
Board in formal session. These powers and decisions are set out in the ‘Schedule of
Matters Reserved to the Board’ and shall have effect as if incorporated into the Standing
Orders. Those powers which it has delegated to officers and other bodies are contained
in the ‘Scheme of Delegation’.

2.9

Lead Roles for Board Members
The Chair will ensure that the designation of Lead roles or appointments of Board
members as required by the Department of Health or as set out in any statutory or other
guidance will be made in accordance with that guidance or statutory requirement (e.g.
appointing a Lead Board Member with responsibilities for Infection Control or Child
Protection Services etc.).

3.

MEETINGS OF THE TRUST

3.1

Calling meetings

3.1.1

Ordinary meetings of the Board shall be held at regular intervals at such times and
places as the Board may determine.

3.1.2

The Chair of the Trust may call a meeting of the Board at any time.

3.1.3

One third or more members of the Board may request a meeting in writing. If the Chair
refuses, or fails, to call a meeting within seven days of a requisition being presented, the
members signing the requisition may forthwith call a meeting.

3.2

Notice of Meetings and the Business to be transacted

3.2.1

Before each meeting of the Board a written notice specifying the business proposed to
be transacted shall be delivered to every member, or sent by post to the usual place of
residence of each member, so as to be available to members at least three clear days
before the meeting. The notice shall be signed by the Chair or by an officer authorised
by the Chair to sign on their behalf. Want of service of such a notice on any member
shall not affect the validity of a meeting.

3.2.2

In the case of a meeting called by members in default of the Chair calling the meeting,
the notice shall be signed by those members.
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3.2.3

No business shall be transacted at the meeting other than that specified on the agenda,
or emergency motions allowed under Standing Order 3.6.

3.2.4

A member desiring a matter to be included on an agenda shall make his/her request in
writing to the Chair at least 15 days before the meeting. The request should state
whether the item of business is proposed to be transacted in the presence of the public
and should include appropriate supporting information. Requests made less than 15
days before a meeting may be included on the agenda at the discretion of the Chair.

3.2.5

Before each meeting of the Board a public notice of the time and place of the meeting,
and the public part of the agenda, shall be displayed at the Trust’s website at least three
clear days before the meeting, (required by the Public Bodies (Admission to Meetings)
Act 1960 Section 1 (4) (a)).

3.3

Agenda and Supporting Papers
The Agenda will be sent to members 6 days before the meeting and supporting papers,
whenever possible, shall accompany the agenda, but will certainly be dispatched no later
than three clear days before the meeting, save in emergency.

3.4

Petitions
Where a petition has been received by the Trust the Chair shall include the petition as an
item for the agenda of the next meeting.

3.5

Notice of Motion

3.5.1

Subject to the provision of Standing Orders 3.7 ‘Motions: Procedure At and During a
Meeting’ and 4.8 ‘Motions to Rescind a Resolution’, a member of the Board wishing to
move a motion shall send a written notice to the Chief Executive who will ensure that it is
brought to the immediate attention of the Chair.

3.5.2

The notice shall be delivered at least 15 days before the meeting. The Chief Executive
shall include in the agenda for the meeting all notices so received that are in order and
permissible under governing regulations. This Standing Order shall not prevent any
motion being withdrawn or moved without notice on any business mentioned on the
agenda for the meeting.

3.6

Emergency Motions
Subject to the agreement of the Chair, and subject also to the provision of Standing
Order 4.7 ‘Motions: Procedure At and During a Meeting’, a member of the Board may
give written notice of an emergency motion after the issue of the notice of meeting and
agenda, up to one hour before the time fixed for the meeting. The notice shall state the
grounds of urgency. If in order, it shall be declared to the Trust Board at the
commencement of the business of the meeting as an additional item included in the
agenda. The Chair's decision to include the item shall be final.

3.7

Motions: Procedure At and During a Meeting

3.7.1

Who may Propose: A motion may be proposed by the Chair of the meeting or any
member present. It must also be seconded by another member.

3.7.2

Contents of Motion: The Chair may exclude from the debate at their discretion any
such motion of which notice was not given on the notice summoning the meeting other
than a motion relating to:
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•
•
•
•
•
•

the reception of a report;
consideration of any item of business before the Trust Board;
the accuracy of minutes;
that the Board proceed to next business;
that the Board adjourn;
that the question be now put.

3.7.3

Amendments to Motions: A motion for amendment shall not be discussed unless it
has been proposed and seconded. Amendments to motions shall be moved relevant to
the motion, and shall not have the effect of negating the motion before the Board. If
there are a number of amendments, they shall be considered one at a time. When a
motion has been amended, the amended motion shall become the substantive motion
before the meeting, upon which any further amendment may be moved.

3.7.4

Rights of Reply to Motions
(a) Amendments: The mover of an amendment may reply to the debate on their
amendment immediately prior to the mover of the original motion, who shall have
the right of reply at the close of debate on the amendment, but may not otherwise
speak on it.
(b) Substantive/Original Motion: The Director who proposed the substantive motion
shall have a right of reply at the close of any debate on the motion.

3.7.7

Withdrawing a Motion: A motion, or an amendment to a motion, may be withdrawn.

3.7.8

Motions Once Under Debate: When a motion is under debate, no motion may be
moved other than:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

an amendment to the motion;
the adjournment of the discussion, or the meeting;
that the meeting proceed to the next business;
that the question should be now put;
the appointment of an 'ad hoc' committee to deal with a specific item of business;
that a member/director be not further heard;
a motion under Section l (2) or Section l (8) of the Public Bodies (Admissions to
Meetings) Act l960 resolving to exclude the public, including the press (see Standing
Order 3.17).

In those cases where the motion is either that the meeting proceeds to the ‘next
business’ or ‘that the question be now put’ in the interests of objectivity these should only
be put forward by a member of the Board who has not taken part in the debate and who
is eligible to vote.
If a motion to proceed to the next business or that the question be now put, is carried, the
Chair should give the mover of the substantive motion under debate a right of reply, if not
already exercised. The matter should then be put to the vote.
3.8

Motion to Rescind a Resolution

3.8.1

Notice of motion to rescind any resolution (or the general substance of any resolution)
which has been passed within the preceding six calendar months shall bear the
signature of the member who gives it and also the signature of three other members, and
before considering any such motion of which notice shall have been given, the Trust
Board may refer the matter to any appropriate Committee or the Chief Executive for
recommendation.
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3.8.2

When any such motion has been dealt with by the Trust Board it shall not be competent
for any director/member other than the Chair to propose a motion to the same effect
within six months. This Standing Order shall not apply to motions moved in pursuance of
a report or recommendations of a Committee or the Chief Executive.

3.9

Chair of Meeting

3.9.1

At any meeting of the Trust Board the Chair, if present, shall preside. If the Chair is
absent from the meeting, the Vice-Chair (if the Board has appointed one), if present,
shall preside.

3.9.2

If the Chair and Vice-Chair are absent, such member (who is not also an Officer Member
of the Trust) as the members present shall choose shall preside.

3.10

Chair's Ruling
The decision of the Chair of the meeting on questions of order, relevancy and regularity
(including procedure on handling motions) and their interpretation of the Standing Orders
and Standing Financial Instructions, at the meeting, shall be final.

3.11

Quorum

3.11.1

No business shall be transacted at a meeting unless at least one-third of the whole
number of the Chair and members (including at least one member who is also an Officer
Member of the Trust and one member who is not) is present.

3.11.2

An Officer in attendance for an Executive Director (Officer Member) but without formal
acting up status may not count towards the quorum.

3.11.3

If the Chair or member has been disqualified from participating in the discussion on any
matter and/or from voting on any resolution by reason of a declaration of a conflict of
interest (see SO No.7) that person shall no longer count towards the quorum. If a
quorum is then not available for the discussion and/or the passing of a resolution on any
matter, that matter may not be discussed further or voted upon at that meeting. Such a
position shall be recorded in the minutes of the meeting. The meeting must then
proceed to the next business.

3.12

Voting

3.12.1

Save as provided in Standing Orders 3.13 - Suspension of Standing Orders and 3.14 Variation and Amendment of Standing Orders, every question put to a vote at a meeting
shall be determined by a majority of the votes of members present and voting on the
question. In the case of an equal vote, the person presiding (i.e.: the Chair of the
meeting shall have a second and casting vote).

3.12.2

At the discretion of the Chair all questions put to the vote shall be determined by oral
expression or by a show of hands, unless the Chair directs otherwise, or it is proposed,
seconded and carried that a vote be taken by paper ballot.

3.12.3

If at least one third of the members present so request, the voting on any question may
be recorded so as to show how each member present voted or did not vote (except when
conducted by paper ballot).

3.12.4

If a member so requests, their vote shall be recorded by name.

3.12.5

In no circumstances may an absent member vote by proxy. Absence is defined as being
absent at the time of the vote.
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3.12.6

A manager who has been formally appointed to act up for an Officer Member during a
period of incapacity or temporarily to fill an Executive Director vacancy shall be entitled to
exercise the voting rights of the Officer Member.

3.12.7

A manager attending the Trust Board meeting to represent an Officer Member during a
period of incapacity or temporary absence without formal acting up status may not
exercise the voting rights of the Officer Member. An Officer’s status when attending a
meeting shall be recorded in the minutes.

3.12.8

For the voting rules relating to joint members see Standing Order 2.5.

3.13

Suspension of Standing Orders

3.13.1

Except where this would contravene any statutory provision or any direction made by the
Secretary of State for Health and Social Care or the rules relating to the Quorum (SO
3.11), any one or more of the Standing Orders may be suspended at any meeting,
provided that at least two-thirds of the whole number of the members of the Board are
present (including at least one member who is an Officer Member of the Trust and one
member who is not) and that at least two-thirds of those members present signify their
agreement to such suspension. The reason for the suspension shall be recorded in the
Trust Board's minutes.

3.13.2

A separate record of matters discussed during the suspension of Standing Orders shall
be made and shall be available to the Chair and members of the Trust.

3.13.3

No formal business may be transacted while Standing Orders are suspended.

3.13.4

The Audit Committee shall review every decision to suspend Standing Orders.

3.14

Variation and Amendment of Standing Orders
These Standing Orders shall not be varied except in the following circumstances:
• upon a notice of motion under Standing Order 3.5;
• upon a recommendation of the Chair or Chief Executive included on the agenda for
the meeting;
• that two thirds of the Board members are present at the meeting where the variation
or amendment is being discussed, and that at least half of the Trust’s Non-Officer
members vote in favour of the amendment;
• providing that any variation or amendment does not contravene a statutory provision
or direction made by the Secretary of State for Health and Social Care.

3.15

Record of Attendance
The names of the Chair and Directors/members present at the meeting shall be
recorded.

3.16

Minutes

3.16.1

The minutes of the proceedings of a meeting shall be drawn up and submitted for
agreement at the next ensuing meeting where they shall be signed by the person
presiding at it.

3.16.2

No discussion shall take place upon the minutes except upon their accuracy or where the
Chair considers discussion appropriate.
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3.16.3

Minutes shall be circulated in accordance with directors’ wishes. Where providing a
record of a public meeting the minutes shall be made available to the public (required by
Code of Practice on Openness in NHS)

3.17

Admission of Public and the Press

3.17.1

Where meetings are to be held in public, the following will apply:
(a)

Admission and exclusion on grounds of confidentiality of business to be
transacted
The public and representatives of the press may attend meetings of the Board of
Directors by invitation of the Chair only and shall be required to withdraw upon
the Board of Directors as follows:
“that representatives of the press and other members of the public be excluded
from the remainder of this meeting having regard to the confidential nature of the
business to be transacted, publicity on which would be prejudicial to the public
interest”, Section 1(2) Public Bodies (Admission to Meetings) Act 1960.

(b)

General Disturbances
The Chair (or Vice Chair if one has been appointed) or the person presiding over
the meeting shall give such directions as he thinks fit with regard to the
arrangements for meetings and accommodation of the public and representatives
of the press such as to ensure that the Trust’s business shall be conducted
without interruption and disruption and, without prejudice to the power to exclude
on grounds of the confidential nature of the business to be transacted, the public
will be required to withdraw upon the Trust Board resolving as follows:
“That in the interests of public order the meeting adjourn for (the period to be
specified) to enable the Trust Board to complete its business without the
presence of the public.” Section 1(8) Public Bodies (Admission to Meetings) Act
1960.

(c)

Business proposed to be transacted when the press and public have been
excluded from a meeting - Confidentiality
Matters to be dealt with by the Trust Board following the exclusion of
representatives of the press, and other members of the public, as provided in
3.17.1 (a) and (b) above, shall be confidential to the members of the Board.
Members and Officers or any employee of the Trust in attendance shall not reveal
or disclose the contents of papers marked 'In Confidence' or ‘Non-Disclosable’ or
minutes headed 'Items Taken in Private' or ‘Non-Disclosable’ outside of the Trust,
without the express permission of the Trust. This prohibition shall apply equally to
the content of any discussion during the Board meeting which may take place on
such reports or papers.

(d)

Use of Mechanical or Electrical Equipment for Recording or Transmission of
Meetings
Nothing in these Standing Orders shall be construed as permitting the introduction
by the public, or press representatives, of recording, transmitting, video or similar
apparatus into meetings of the Trust or Committee thereof. Such permission shall
be granted only upon resolution of the Trust.

3.18

Observers at Trust Meetings
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The Trust Board will decide what arrangements and terms and conditions it feels are
appropriate to offer in extending an invitation to observers to attend and address any of
the Trust Board's meetings and may change, alter or vary these terms and conditions as
it deems fit.
4.

APPOINTMENT OF COMMITTEES AND SUB-COMMITTEES

4.1

Appointment of Committees

4.1.2

Subject to such directions as may be given by the Secretary of State for Health and
Social Care, the Trust Board may appoint committees of the Trust.

4.1.3

The Trust Board shall determine the membership and terms of reference of committees
and sub-committees and shall if it requires to, receive and consider reports of such
committees.

4.2

Joint Committees

4.2.1

Joint committees may be appointed by the Trust by joining together with one or more
other health service bodies consisting of, wholly or partly of the Chair and members of
the Trust or other health service bodies, or wholly of persons who are not members of
the Trust or other health bodies in question.

4.2.2

Any committee or joint committee appointed under this Standing Order may, subject to
such directions as may be given by the Secretary of State for Health and Social Care or
the Trust or other health bodies in question, appoint sub-committees consisting wholly or
partly of members of the committees or joint committee (whether or not they are
members of the Trust or health bodies in question) or wholly of persons who are not
members of the Trust or health bodies in question or the committee of the Trust or health
bodies in question.

4.3

Applicability of Standing Orders and Standing Financial Instructions to
Committees
The Standing Orders and Standing Financial Instructions of the Trust, as far as they are
applicable, shall as appropriate apply to meetings and any committees established by
the Trust. In which case the term “Chair” is to be read as a reference to the Chair of
other committee as the context permits, and the term “member” is to be read as a
reference to a member of other committee also as the context permits. (There is no
requirement to hold meetings of committees established by the Trust in public).

4.4

Terms of Reference
Each such committee shall have such terms of reference and powers and be subject to
such conditions (as to reporting back to the Board), as the Board shall decide and shall
be in accordance with any legislation and regulation or direction issued by the Secretary
of State for Health and Social Care. Such terms of reference shall have effect as if
incorporated into the Standing Orders.

4.5

Delegation of powers by Committees to Sub-Committees
Where committees are authorised to establish sub-committees they may not delegate
executive powers to the sub-committee unless expressly authorised by the Trust Board.

4.6

Approval of Appointments to Committees
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The Board shall approve the appointments to each of the committees which it has
formally constituted. Where the Board determines, and regulations permit, that persons,
who are neither members nor officers, shall be appointed to a committee the terms of
such appointment shall be within the powers of the Board as defined by the Secretary of
State for Health and Social Care. The Board shall define the powers of such appointees
and shall agree allowances, including reimbursement for loss of earnings, and/or
expenses in accordance where appropriate with national guidance.
4.7

Appointments for Statutory Functions
Where the Board is required to appoint persons to a committee and/or to undertake
statutory functions as required by the Secretary of State for Health and Social Care and
where such appointments are to operate independently of the Board such appointment
shall be made in accordance with the regulations and directions made by the Secretary
of State for Health and Social Care.

4.8

Committees Established by the Trust Board
The committees, sub-committees, and joint-committees established by the Board are:

4.8.1

Audit Committee
In line with the requirements of the NHS Audit Committee Handbook, NHS Codes of
Conduct and Accountability, and the Higgs report, an Audit Committee will be
established and constituted to provide the Trust Board with an independent and objective
review on its financial systems, financial information and compliance with laws, guidance,
and regulations governing the NHS. The Terms of Reference will be approved by the
Trust Board and reviewed on a periodic basis.
The Higgs report recommends a minimum of three non-executive directors be appointed,
unless the Board decides otherwise, of which one must have significant, recent and
relevant financial experience.

4.8.2

Remuneration and Terms of Service Committee
In line with the requirements of the NHS Codes of Conduct and Accountability, and the
Higgs report, a Terms of Service and Remuneration Committee will be established and
constituted.
The Higgs report recommends the committee be comprised exclusively of Non-Executive
Directors, a minimum of three, who are independent of management.
The purpose of the Committee will be to advise the Trust Board about appropriate
remuneration and terms of service for the Chief Executive and other Executive Directors
including:

4.8.3

(a)

all aspects of salary (including any performance-related elements/bonuses);

(b)

provisions for other benefits, including pensions and cars;

(c)

arrangements for termination of employment and other contractual terms.

Quality Governance Committee
The purpose of the Committee is to contribute and to be accountable to the Trust Board
for the risk and governance frameworks, internal controls and related assurances which
underpin the Trust achieving its strategic objectives. The Committee will assure the
Trust Board on the development and monitoring of quality and risk systems within the
Trust to ensure that quality, patient safety and risk management are key component of all
activities of the Trust.
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4.8.4

Performance and Finance Committee
The purpose of this Committee is to review the financial statements, activity and
performance information of the organisation, including capital development, and provide
assurance to the Board on appropriate action. It will specifically give detailed scrutiny to
financial and operational performance against plans and forecasts, highlighting and
seeking assurance on deviation or recovery.

4.8.5

People and Culture Committee
•

4.8.6

The purpose of the Committee is to provide oversight and challenge to strategies,
ensuring they are developed to foster the attraction, development, engagement,
wellbeing, retention and deployment of a high quality workforce and ensure essential
standards of quality and safety are maintained. It will also be responsible for
providing oversight and challenge to workforce change, ensuring that this will drive
through legislative and best practice human resource management to support
achievement of Trust objectives within a robust governance framework, monitoring
implementation of the people and culture strategies and workforce plans, monitoring
performance against key workforce metrics and scrutinising the achievement of
workforce resourcing and performance management framework.

Other Committees
The Board may also establish such other committees as required to discharge the
Trust's responsibilities.

4.9

Confidentiality

4.9.1

A member of a committee shall not disclose a matter dealt with by, or brought before, the
committee without its permission until the committee shall have reported to the Board or
shall otherwise have concluded on that matter.

4.9.2

A Director of the Trust or a member of a committee shall not disclose any matter
reported to the Board or otherwise dealt with by the committee, notwithstanding that the
matter has been reported or action has been concluded, if the Board or committee shall
resolve that it is confidential.

5.

ARRANGEMENTS FOR THE EXERCISE OF TRUST FUNCTIONS BY DELEGATION

5.1

Delegation of Functions to Committees, Officers or other Bodies

5.1.1

Subject to such directions as may be given by the Secretary of State for Health and
Social Care, the Board may make arrangements for the exercise, on behalf of the Board,
of any of its functions by a committee, sub-committee appointed by virtue of Standing
Order 4, or by an officer of the Trust, or by another body as defined in Standing Order
5.1.2 below, in each case subject to such restrictions and conditions as the Trust thinks
fit.

5.1.2

Section 16B of the NHS Act 1977 allows for regulations to provide for the functions of
Trusts to be carried out by third parties. In accordance with The Trusts (Membership and
Procedure and Administration Arrangements) Regulations the functions of the Trust may
also be carried out in the following ways:
(a)

by another Trust;

(b)

jointly with any one or more of the following: NHS trusts, NHS Improvement and
Clinical Commissioning Group
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(c)

by arrangement with the appropriate Trust or Clinical Commissioning Group, by a
joint committee or joint sub-committee of the Trust and one or more other health
service bodies;

(d)

NHS Improvement and the Clinical Commissioning Groups

5.1.3

Where a function is delegated by these Regulations to another Trust, then that Trust or
health service body exercises the function in its own right; the receiving Trust has
responsibility to ensure that the proper delegation of the function is in place. In other
situations, i.e. delegation to committees, sub-committees or officers, the Trust delegating
the function retains full responsibility.

5.2

Emergency Powers and Urgent Decisions
The powers which the Board has reserved to itself within these Standing Orders (see
Standing Order 3.6) may in emergency or for an urgent decision be exercised by the
Chief Executive and the Chair after having consulted at least two non-officer members.
The exercise of such powers by the Chief Executive and Chair shall be reported to the
next formal meeting of the Trust Board in public session for formal ratification.

5.3

Delegation to Committees

5.3.1

The Board shall agree from time to time to the delegation of executive powers to be
exercised by other committees, or sub-committees, or joint-committees, which it has
formally constituted in accordance with directions issued by the Secretary of State for
Health and Social Care. The constitution and terms of reference of these committees, or
sub-committees, or joint committees, and their specific executive powers shall be
approved by the Board in respect of its sub-committees.

5.3.2

When the Board is not meeting as the Trust in public session it shall operate as a
committee and may only exercise such powers as may have been delegated to it by the
Trust in public session.

5.4

Delegation to Officers

5.4.1

Those functions of the Trust which have not been retained as reserved by the Board or
delegated to other committee or sub-committee or joint-committee shall be exercised on
behalf of the Trust by the Chief Executive. The Chief Executive shall determine which
functions he/she will perform personally and shall nominate officers to undertake the
remaining functions for which he/she will still retain accountability to the Trust.

5.4.2

The Chief Executive shall prepare a Scheme of Delegation identifying his/her proposals
which shall be considered and approved by the Board. The Chief Executive may
periodically propose amendment to the Scheme of Delegation which shall be considered
and approved by the Board.

5.4.3

Nothing in the Scheme of Delegation shall impair the discharge of the direct
accountability to the Board of the Director of Finance and Commissioning to provide
information and advise the Board in accordance with statutory or Department of Health
requirements. Outside these statutory requirements the roles of the Director of Finance
and Commissioning shall be accountable to the Chief Executive for operational matters.

5.5

Schedule of Matters Reserved to the Trust and Scheme of Delegation of Powers
The arrangements made by the Board as set out in the "Schedule of Matters Reserved
to the Board” and “Scheme of Delegation” of powers shall have effect as if incorporated
in these Standing Orders.
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5.6

Duty to Report Non-Compliance with Standing Orders and Standing Financial
Instructions
If for any reason these Standing Orders are not complied with, full details of the noncompliance and any justification for non-compliance and the circumstances around the
non-compliance, shall be reported to the next formal meeting of the Board for action or
ratification. All members of the Trust Board and staff have a duty to disclose any noncompliance with these Standing Orders to the Chief Executive or the Trust Secretary as
soon as possible.

6.

OVERLAP WITH OTHER TRUST POLICY STATEMENTS/PROCEDURES,
REGULATIONS AND THE STANDING FINANCIAL INSTRUCTIONS

6.1

Policy Statements: General Principles
The Trust Board will from time to time agree and approve Policy statements/ procedures
which will apply to all or specific groups of staff employed by the East of England
Ambulance Service NHS Trust. The decisions to approve such policies and procedures
will be recorded in an appropriate Trust Board minute and will be deemed where
appropriate to be an integral part of the Trust's Standing Orders and Standing Financial
Instructions.

6.2

Specific Policy Statements
Notwithstanding the application of SO 6.1 above, these Standing Orders and Standing
Financial Instructions must be read in conjunction with the following Policy statements:
•
•

6.3

the Standards of Business Conduct and Conflicts of Interest Policy for the East of
England Ambulance Service NHS Trust staff;
the staff Disciplinary and Appeals Procedures adopted by the Trust both of which
shall have effect as if incorporated in these Standing Orders.

Standing Financial Instructions
Standing Financial Instructions adopted by the Trust Board in accordance with the
Financial Regulations shall have effect as if incorporated in these Standing Orders.

6.4

Specific Guidance
Notwithstanding the application of SO 6.1 above, these Standing Orders and Standing
Financial Instructions must be read in conjunction with the following guidance and any
other issued by the Secretary of State for Health and Social Care:
•
•
•
•

Standards of Business Conduct (HSG(93)5) and Conflicts of Interest;
Caldicott Guardian 1997 and Caldicott Guardian 2 2013;
Human Rights Act 1998;
Freedom of Information Act 2000.

7.

DUTIES AND OBLIGATIONS OF BOARD MEMBERS/DIRECTORS AND SENIOR
MANAGERS UNDER THESE STANDING ORDERS

7.1

Declaration of Interests

7.1.1

Requirements for Declaring Interests and Applicability to Board Members
The NHS Code of Accountability and Standing Order 6, which is based on the
regulations, requires Trust Board Members to declare any material or pecuniary interests
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(which includes monetary) for personal or family interests that he/she has and which are
relevant and material to the NHS Board of which they are a member. All existing Board
members should declare such interests. Any Board members appointed subsequently
should do so on appointment.
7.1.2

Interests which should be declared pursuance to 7.1.1 above include:
(a)

Interests which should be regarded as “relevant and material” are:
(i)

Directorships, including Non-Executive Directorships held in private
companies or PLCs (with the exception of those of dormant companies);

(ii) Ownership or part-ownership of private companies, businesses
consultancies likely or possibly seeking to do business with the NHS;

or

(iii) Majority or controlling share-holdings in organisations likely or possibly
seeking to do business with the NHS;
(iv) A position of authority in a charity or voluntary organisation in the field of
health and social care;
(v) Any connection with a voluntary or other organisation contracting for NHS
services.
(vi) Research funding/grants that may be received by an individual or their
department;
(vii) Interests in pooled funds that are under separate management;
(viii) Any other commercial interest in the decision before the meeting.
(b)

7.1.3

For the avoidance of doubt, any member of the Trust Board who comes to know
that the Trust has entered into or proposes to enter into a contract in which he or
any person connected with him (as defined in Standing Order 7.3 below and
elsewhere) has any pecuniary interest, direct or indirect, the Director shall declare
his interest by giving notice in writing of such fact to the Trust as soon as
practicable.

Advice on Interests
If Board members have any doubt about the relevance of an interest, this should
be discussed with the Chair of the Trust or with the Trust Secretary.
Financial Reporting Standard No 8 (issued by the Accounting Standards Board) specifies
that influence rather than the immediacy of the relationship is more important in
assessing the relevance of an interest. The interests of partners in professional
partnerships including general practitioners should also be considered.

7.1.4

Recording of Interests in Trust Board Minutes
At the time Board members' interests are declared, they should be recorded in the Trust
Board minutes.
Any changes in interests should be declared at the next Trust Board meeting following
the change occurring and recorded in the minutes of that meeting.

7.1.5

Publication of Declared Interests in Annual Report
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Board members' directorships of companies likely or possibly seeking to do business
with the NHS should be published in the Trust's annual report. The information should be
kept up to date for inclusion in succeeding annual reports.
7.1.6

Conflicts of Interest which Arise during the Course of a Meeting
During the course of a Trust Board meeting, if a conflict of interest is established, the
Board member concerned should withdraw from the meeting and play no part in the
relevant discussion or decision. (See overlap with SO 7.3).

7.2

Register of Interests

7.2.1

The Chief Executive will ensure that a Register of Interests is established to record
formally declarations of interests of Board or Committee members. In particular the
Register will include details of all directorships and other relevant and material interests
(as defined in SO 7.1.2) which have been declared by both executive and non-executive
Trust Board members.

7.2.2.

These details will be kept up to date by means of an annual review of the Register in
which any changes to interests declared during the preceding twelve months will be
incorporated.

7.2.3

The Register will be available to the public and the Chief Executive will take reasonable
steps to bring the existence of the Register to the attention of local residents and to
publicise arrangements for viewing it.

7.3

Exclusion of Chair and Members in Proceedings on Account of Pecuniary Interest

7.3.1

Definition of Terms used in interpreting “Pecuniary” Interest
For the sake of clarity, the following definition of terms is to be used in interpreting this
Standing Order:
(a) “Spouse” shall include any person who lives with another person in the same
household (and any pecuniary interest of one spouse shall, if known to the other
spouse, be deemed to be an interest of that other spouse);
(b) “Contract” shall include any proposed contract or other course of dealing;
(c) “Pecuniary Interest”
Subject to the exceptions set out in this Standing Order, a person shall be treated
as having an indirect pecuniary interest in a contract if:
(i)

he/she, or a nominee of his, is a member of a company or other body (not
being a public body), with which the contract is made, or to be made or which
has a direct pecuniary interest in the same, or

(ii)

he/she is a partner, associate or employee of any person with whom the
contract is made or to be made or who has a direct pecuniary interest in the
same.

(d) Exception to Pecuniary Interests
A person shall not be regarded as having a pecuniary interest in any contract if:
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(i)

neither he/she or any person connected with him/her has any beneficial
interest in the securities of a company of which he or such person appears as
a member, or

(ii)

any interest that he/she or any person connected with him/her may have in
the contract is so remote or insignificant that it cannot reasonably be regarded
as likely to influence him in relation to considering or voting on that contract,
or

(c)

those securities of any company in which he/she (or any person connected
with him/her) has a beneficial interest do not exceed £5,000 in nominal value
or one percent of the total issued share capital of the company or of the
relevant class of such capital, whichever is the less.

Provided, however, that where Paragraph (c) above applies, the person shall
nevertheless be obliged to disclose/declare their interest in accordance with
Standing Order 7.1.2(b).
7.3.2

Exclusion in Proceedings of the Trust Board
(a)

Subject to the following provisions of this Standing Order, if the Chair or a Director of
the Board of Directors has any pecuniary interest, direct or indirect, in any contract,
proposed contract or other matter and is present at a meeting of the Board of Directors
at which the contract or other matter is the subject of consideration, they shall at the
meeting and as soon as is practicable after its commencement disclose the fact and
shall not take part in the consideration or discussion of the contract or other matter or
vote on any question with respect to it.

(b)

The State for Health and Social Care may, subject to such conditions as he/she may
think fit to impose, remove any disability imposed by this Standing Order in any case in
which it appears to him/her in the interests of the National Health Service that the
disability should be removed. (See SO 7.3.3 on the ‘Waiver’ which has been approved
by the Secretary of State for Health and Social Care).

(c)

The Trust Board may exclude the Chair or a Director of the Board from a meeting of
the Board of Directors while any contract, proposed contract or other matter in which
he/she has a pecuniary interest is under consideration.

(d)

Any remuneration, compensation or allowance payable to the Chair or a Member by
virtue of paragraph 11 of Schedule 5A to the National Health Service Act 1977 (pay
and allowances) shall not be treated as a pecuniary interest for the purpose of this
Standing Order.

(e)

This Standing Order applies to a committee or subcommittee and to a joint committee
or subcommittee as it applies to the Trust and applies to a member of any such
committee or subcommittee (whether or not he/she is also a member of the Trust) as it
applies to a Director of the Trust.

7.3.3 Waiver of Standing Orders made by the Secretary of State for Health and Social Care
(a) Power of the Secretary of State for Health and Social Care to make waivers
Under regulation 11(2) of the NHS (Membership and Procedure Regulations SI
1999/2024 (“the Regulations”), there is a power for the Secretary of State for Health
and Social Care to issue waivers if it appears to the Secretary of State for Health and
Social Care in the interests of the health service that the disability in regulation 11
(which prevents a Chair or a member from taking part in the consideration or
discussion of, or voting on any question with respect to, a matter in which he has a
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pecuniary interest) is removed. A waiver has been agreed in line with sub-sections
7.3.3(b) to 7.3.3(d) below.
(b)

Definition of ‘Chair’ for the purpose of interpreting this waiver
For the purposes of paragraph 7.3.3(c) (below), the “relevant Chair” is –
(i)

at a meeting of the Trust, the Chair of that Trust;

(ii)

at a meeting of a Committee:
• in a case where the member in question is the Chair of that Committee, the
Chair of the Trust; and
• in the case of any other member, the Chair of that Committee.

(c)

Application of Waiver
A waiver will apply in relation to the disability to participate in the proceedings of the
Trust on account of a pecuniary interest. It will apply to:
(i)

A member of the East of England Ambulance Service NHS Trust (“the Trust”), who
is a healthcare professional, within the meaning of regulation 5(5) of the
Regulations, and who is providing or performing, or assisting in the provision or
performance, of:
• services under the National Health Service Act 1977; or
• services in connection with a pilot scheme under the National Health Service
Act 1997;

for the benefit of persons for whom the Trust is responsible.
(ii) Where the ‘pecuniary interest’ of the member in the matter which is the subject of
consideration at a meeting at which he is present:
• arises by reason only of the member’s role as such a professional providing or
performing, or assisting in the provision or performance of, those services to
those persons;
• has been declared by the relevant Chair as an interest which cannot
reasonably be regarded as an interest more substantial than that of the
majority of other persons who:
- are members of the same profession as the member in question,
- are providing or performing, or assisting in the provision or performance of,
such of those services as he provides or performs, or assists in the
provision or performance of, for the benefit of persons for whom the Trust
is responsible.
(d)

Conditions which apply to the waiver and the removal of having a pecuniary
interest
The removal is subject to the following conditions:
•

the member must disclose his/her interest as soon as practicable after the
commencement of the meeting and this must be recorded in the minutes;
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•

the relevant Chair must consult the Chief Executive before making a declaration in
relation to the member in question pursuant to paragraph 8.3.3(b) above, except
where that member is the Chief Executive;

•

in the case of a meeting of the Trust:
- the member may take part in the consideration or discussion of the matter
which must be subjected to a vote and the outcome recorded;
- may not vote on any question with respect to it.

•

in the case of a meeting of the Committee:
- the member may take part in the consideration or discussion of the matter
which must be subjected to a vote and the outcome recorded;
- may vote on any question with respect to it; but
- the resolution which is subject to the vote must comprise a recommendation to,
and be referred for approval by, the Trust Board.

7.4

Standards of Business Conduct

7.4.1

Trust Policy and National Guidance
All Trust staff and members of must comply with the Trust’s Standards of Business
Conduct and Conflicts of Interest Policy and the national guidance contained in
HSG(93)5 on ‘Standards of Business Conduct for NHS staff’ (see SO 6.2).

7.4.2

7.4.3

7.4.4

Interest of Members and Officers in Contracts
(a)

Any Member or Officer of the Trust who comes to know that the Trust has
entered into or proposes to enter into a contract in which he/she or any person
connected with him/her (as defined in SO 7.3) has any pecuniary interest, direct
or indirect, the Officer shall declare their interest by giving notice in writing of such
fact to the Chief Executive or Trust’s Company Secretary as soon as practicable.

(b)

A Member or Officer should also declare to the Chief Executive any other
employment or business or other relationship of his/her, or of a cohabiting
spouse, that conflicts, or might reasonably be predicted could conflict with the
interests of the Trust.

(c)

The Trust will require interests, employment or relationships so declared to be
entered in a register of interests of staff.

Canvassing of and Recommendations by Members in Relation to Appointments
(a)

Canvassing of members of the Trust or of any Committee of the Trust directly or
indirectly for any appointment under the Trust shall disqualify the candidate for
such appointment. The contents of this paragraph of the Standing Order shall be
included in application forms or otherwise brought to the attention of candidates.

(b)

Members of the Trust shall not solicit for any person any appointment under the
Trust or recommend any person for such appointment; but this paragraph of this
Standing Order shall not preclude a member from giving written testimonial of a
candidate’s ability, experience or character for submission to the Trust

(c)

Informal discussions outside appointments panels or committees, whether
solicited or unsolicited, should be declared to the panel or committee.

Relatives of Members or Officers
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(a)

Candidates for any staff appointment under the Trust shall, when making an
application, disclose in writing to the Trust whether they are related to any
member or the holder of any office under the Trust. Failure to disclose such a
relationship shall disqualify a candidate and, if appointed, render him liable to
instant dismissal.

(b)

The Chair and every member and officer of the Trust shall disclose to the Trust
Board any relationship between himself and a candidate of whose candidature
that member or officer is aware. It shall be the duty of the Chief Executive to
report to the Trust Board any such disclosure made.

(c)

On appointment, members (and prior to acceptance of an appointment in the
case of Executive Directors) should disclose to the Trust whether they are related
to any other member or holder of any office under the Trust.

(d)

Where the relationship to a member of the Trust is disclosed, the Standing Order
headed ‘Disability of Chair and members in proceedings on account of pecuniary
interest’ (SO 8) shall apply.

8.

CUSTODY OF
DOCUMENTS

8.1

Custody of Seal

SEAL,

SEALING

OF

DOCUMENTS

AND

SIGNATURE

OF

The common seal of the Trust shall be kept by the Chief Executive or a nominated
Manager by him/her in a secure place.
8.2

Sealing of Documents

8.2.1

The Seal of the Trust shall not be fixed to any documents unless the sealing has been
authorised by a resolution of the Board or of a committee, thereof or where the Board
has delegated its powers.

8.2.2

The seal is a Corporate signature. It may be interchangeable for the words for and on
behalf of the Trust for documents of minor importance and/or minor value.

8.2.3

The use of the seal indicates that the document is important and /or valuable.

8.2.4

No Common Law exists regarding any financial limits which require a seal.

8.2.5

The trusts or its Officers may decide that a document shall be sealed within the
provisions of the NHS Act.

8.2.6

The following documents will be sealed
•
•
•
•

Land conveyances
Shares or bond transfers and sales
Building or Construction Contracts valued in excess of £500,000
When a seal is requested by the other party

8.2.7

Before any building, engineering, property or capital document is sealed it must be
approved and signed by the Director of Finance and Commissioning (or an officer
nominated by him/her) and authorised and countersigned by the Chief Executive (or an
officer nominated by him/her who shall not be within the originating directorate).

8.3

Register of Sealing
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The Chief Executive shall keep a register in which he/she, or another manager of the
Authority authorised by him/her, shall enter a record of the sealing of every document.
8.4

Signature of documents
Where any document will be a necessary step in legal proceedings on behalf of the
Trust, it shall, unless any enactment otherwise requires or authorises, be signed by the
Chief Executive or any Executive Director.
In land transactions, the signing of certain supporting documents will be delegated to
Managers and set out clearly in the Scheme of Delegation but will not include the main or
principal documents effecting the transfer (e.g. sale/purchase agreement, lease,
contracts for construction works and main warranty agreements or any document which
is required to be executed as a deed).

9.

MISCELLANEOUS

9.1

Joint Finance Arrangements
The Board may confirm contracts to purchase from a voluntary organisation or a local
authority using its powers under Section 28A of the NHS Act 1977. The Board may
confirm contracts to transfer money from the NHS to the voluntary sector or the health
related functions of local authorities where such a transfer is to fund services to improve
the health of the local population more effectively than equivalent expenditure on NHS
services, using its powers under Section 28A of the NHS Act 1977, as amended by
section 29 of the Health Act 1999.

9.2

Standing Orders to be given to Directors and Officers
It is the duty of the Chief Executive to ensure that existing directors and officers and all
new appointees are notified of and understand their responsibilities within Standing
Orders and SFIs. Updated copies shall be issued to staff designated by the Chief
Executive. New designated officers shall be informed in writing and shall receive copies
where appropriate.

9.3

Documents having the standing of Standing Orders
Standing Financial Instructions and Reservation of Powers to the Board and Delegation
of Powers shall have the effect as if incorporated into SOs.

9.4

Review of Standing Orders
Standing Orders shall be reviewed annually by the Trust. The requirement for review
extends to all documents having the effect as if incorporated in SOs.
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STANDING FINANCIAL INSTRUCTIONS
1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1

General

1.1.1

These Standing Financial Instructions (SFIs) shall have effect as if incorporated
in the Standing Orders (SOs) of the Trust.

1.1.2

These SFIs detail the financial responsibilities, policies and procedures adopted
by the Trust. They are designed to ensure that the Trust’s financial transactions
are carried out in accordance with the law and with Government policy in order to
achieve probity, accuracy, economy, efficiency and effectiveness. They should
be used in conjunction with the Schedule of Decisions Reserved to the Board and
the Scheme of Delegation adopted by the Trust.

1.1.3

These SFIs identify the financial responsibilities which apply to everyone working
for the Trust and its governors and its constituent organisations, including Trading
Units. They do not provide detailed procedural advice and should be read in
conjunction with the detailed departmental and financial procedure notes. All
financial procedures must be approved by the Director of Finance &
Commissioning.

1.1.4

Officers and governors of the Trust should note that the Scheme of Delegation,
SFIs and SOs, do not contain every legal obligation applicable to the Trust. The
Trust and each officer or governor of the Trust must comply with all requirements
of legislation (which shall mean any statute subordinate or secondary legislation
(which shall mean any statute, subordinate or secondary legislation, any
enforceable community right within the meaning of Section 2(1) European
Community Act 1972 and any applicable judgement of a relevant court of law
which is a binding precedent in England) and all guidance and directions binding
on the Trust. Legislation, guidance and directions will impose requirements
additional to the Scheme of Delegation, SFIs and SOs. All such legislation and
binding guidance and directions shall take precedence over the Scheme of
Delegation, SFIs and SOs which shall be interpreted accordingly.

1.1.5

Should any difficulties arise regarding the interpretation or application of any of
the SFIs, then the advice of the Director of Finance & Commissioning must be
sought before acting. The user of these SFIs should also be familiar with and
comply with the provisions of the Trust’s SOs. Note in particular procedures for
Tendering, Quotations and Contracts and the Schedule of Powers Reserved to
the Board.

1.1.6

The failure to comply with the Scheme of Delegation, SFIs and SOs can, in
certain circumstances, be regarded as a disciplinary matter that could
result in dismissal.

1.1.7

Overriding SFIs: If, for any reason, these SFIs are not complied with, full details
of the non-compliance and any justification for non-compliance and the
circumstances around the non-compliance shall be reported to the next formal
meeting of the Audit Committee for referring action or ratification.

1.1.8

All members of the Board and staff have a duty to disclose any non-compliance
with these SFIs to the Director of Finance & Commissioning as soon as possible.
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1.2

Terminology

1.2.1

Any expression to which a meaning is given in Health Service Acts, or in
Financial Directions made under the Acts, shall have the same meaning in these
instructions; and
“Accountable Officer” means the Officer responsible and accountable for funds
entrusted to the Trust. The Officer shall be responsible for ensuring the proper
stewardship of public funds and assets. For this Trust it shall be the Chief
Executive;
“Board” means the Board of Directors comprising of a Chair, officer and nonofficer members of the Trust collectively as a body;
“Budget” means a resource, expressed in financial terms, and proposed by the
Board for the purpose of carrying out, for a specific period, any or all of the
functions of the Trust;
“Budget Holder” means the Director or employee with delegated authority to
manage finances (income and expenditure) for a specific area of the
organisation;
“Chair of the Board (or Trust)” is the person appointed by the Secretary of State
for Health to lead the Board and to ensure that it successfully discharges its
overall responsibility for the Trust as a whole. The expression “the Chair of the
Trust” shall be deemed to include the Vice-Chair of the Trust if the Chair is
absent from the meeting or is otherwise unavailable;
“Chief Executive” means the Chief Officer/Accountable Officer of the Trust;
“Commissioning” means the process for determining the need for and for
obtaining the supply of healthcare and related services by the Trust within
available resources;
“Committee” means a committee or sub-committee created and appointed by the
Trust;
“Committee members” means any persons formally appointed by the Board to sit
on or to chair specific committees;
“Constituency” means the Public Constituency or Staff Constituency.
“Constitution” means the Constitution of the Trust and all annexes to it
established in accordance with the NHS Act 2006 and the Health and Social Care
Act 2012, as authorised by Monitor
“Contracting and Procuring” means the systems for obtaining the supply of
goods, materials, manufactured items, services, building and engineering
services, works of construction and maintenance and for disposal of surplus and
obsolete assets;
“Director” means a person appointed as a director in accordance with the
Membership and Procedure Regulations and includes the Chair;
“Director of Finance & Commissioning” means the Chief Financial Officer of the
Trust;
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“Funds held on trust” shall mean those funds, which the Trust holds at its date of
incorporation, receives on distribution by statutory instrument or chooses
subsequently to accept under powers derived under Part 11, Chapter 2 of the
NHS Act 2006. Such funds may or may not be charitable;
“Legal Adviser” means the properly qualified person appointed by the Trust to
provide legal advice;
“Member” means officer or non-officer member of the Board as the context
permits. Member in relation to the Board does not include its Chair;
“Associate Member” means a person appointed to perform specific statutory and
non-statutory duties which have been delegated by the Trust Board for them to
perform and these duties have been recorded in an appropriate Trust Board
minute or other suitable record.
“Membership, Procedure and Administration Arrangements Regulations” means
NHS Membership and Procedure Regulations (SI 1990/2024) and subsequent
amendments.
“Nominated Officer” means an officer charged with the responsibility for
discharging specific tasks within Standing Orders and Standing Financial
Instructions;
“Non-officer Member” means a member of the Trust who is not an officer of the
Trust is not to be treated as an officer by virtue of regulation 1(3) of the
Membership, Procedure and Administration Arrangements Regulations (i.e NonExecutive Director);
“Officer” means employee of the Trust or any other person holding a paid
appointment or office within the Trust;
“Officer Member” means a member of the Trust who is either an officer of the
Trust or is to be treated as an officer by virtue of regulation 1(3) (i.e. the Chair of
the Trust, Non-Executive Director or any person nominated by such a Committee
for appointment as a Trust member);
“Senior Independent Director” means the senior independent director from time to
time appointed in accordance with paragraph 24 of the Trust’s draft NHS
Constitution.
“SFIs” means Standing Financial Instructions;
“SOs” means Standing Orders;
“The 2006 Act” means the National Health Service Act 2006;
““The 2012 Act” means the Health and Social Care Act 2012;
“Trust” means the East of England Ambulance Service NHS Trust;
“Trust Secretary” means a person appointed to act independently of the Board to
provide advice on corporate governance issues to the Board and the Chair and
the Members’ Council and to monitor the Trust’s compliance with the law,
Standing Orders and Department of Health guidance;
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“Vice-Chair” means the non-officer member appointed by the Board to take on
the Chair’s duties if the Chair is absent for any reason.
1.2.2

Wherever the title Chief Executive, Director of Finance & Commissioning, or
other nominated officer is used in these instructions, it shall be deemed to include
such other Directors or employees who have been duly authorised to represent
them.

1.2.3

Wherever the term “employee” is used and where the context permits, it shall be
deemed to include employees of third parties contracted to the Trust when acting
on behalf of the Trust.

1.3

Responsibilities and Delegation

1.3.1

The Board of Directors
The Board exercises financial supervision and control by:
(a)

Formulating the financial strategy;

(b)

Requiring the submission and approval of budgets within approved
income;

(c)

Defining and approving essential features in respect of important
procedures and financial systems (including the need to obtain value for
money);

(d)

Defining specific responsibilities placed on members of the Board and
employees as directed in the Scheme of Delegation document.

1.3.2

The Board has resolved that certain powers and decisions may only be exercised
by the Board in formal session. These are set out in the “Reservation of Matters
Reserved to the Board” document. All other powers have been delegated to
such other committees as the Trust has established.

1.3.3

The Chief Executive and Director of Finance & Commissioning
The Chief Executive and Director of Finance & Commissioning will, as far as
possible, delegate their detailed responsibilities, but they remain accountable for
financial control.
Within the SFIs, it is acknowledged that the Chief Executive is ultimately
accountable to the Board, and, as Accountable Officer, to the Secretary of State,
for ensuring that the Board meets its obligation to perform its functions within the
available financial resources. The Chief Executive has overall executive
responsibility for the Trust’s activities; is responsible to the Chair and the Board
for ensuring that its financial obligations and targets are met and has overall
responsibility for the Trust’s system of internal control.

1.3.4

It is a duty of the Chief Executive to ensure that Members of the Board, and
employees and all new appointees, are notified of and put in a position to
understand their responsibilities within these Instructions.

1.3.5

The Director of Finance & Commissioning
The Director of Finance & Commissioning is responsible for:
(a)

Implementing the Trust’s financial policies and for coordinating any
corrective action necessary to further these policies;
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(b)

Maintaining an effective system of internal financial control, including
ensuring that detailed financial procedures and systems incorporating the
principles of separation of duties and internal checks are prepared,
documented and maintained to supplement these instructions;

(c)

Ensuring that sufficient records are maintained to show and explain the
Trust’s transactions, in order to disclose, with reasonable accuracy, the
financial position of the Trust at any time;

and, without prejudice to any other functions of the Trust, and employees of the
Trust, the duties of the Director of Finance & Commissioning include:

1.3.6

(d)

The provision of financial advice to other members of the Board,
employees and governors serving on the Members’ Council;

(e)

The design, implementation and supervision of systems of internal
financial control;

(f)

The preparation and maintenance of such accounts, certificates,
estimates, records and reports as the Trust may require for the purpose of
carrying out its statutory duties.

Board of Directors and Employees
All members of the Board and employees, severally and collectively, are
responsible for:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

1.3.7

The security of the property of the Trust;
Avoiding loss;
Exercising economy and efficiency in the use of resources;
Conforming to the requirements of Standing Orders, Standing Financial
Instructions, Financial Procedures and the Scheme of Delegation.

Contractors and their Employees
Any contractor or employee of a contractor who is empowered by the Trust to
commit the Trust to expenditure or who is authorised to obtain income shall be
covered by these instructions. It is the responsibility of the Chief Executive to
ensure that such persons are made aware of this.

1.3.8

For all members of the Board and any employees who carry out a financial
function, the form in which financial records are kept and the manner in which
members of the Board and employees discharge their duties must be to the
satisfaction of the Director of Finance & Commissioning.

2.

AUDIT

2.1

Audit Committee

2.1.1

In accordance with Standing Orders, the Board shall formally establish an Audit
Committee, comprising of Non-Executive Directors to perform such monitoring,
reviewing and other functions that are appropriate. These will be clearly defined
in the terms of reference and following the good practice guidance set out in the
NHS Audit Committee Handbook (2014). The Committee will provide an
independent and objective view of internal control by:
(a)

Overseeing Internal and External Audit services;
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(b)

Reviewing financial and information systems, monitoring the integrity of
the financial statements and reviewing any significant financial reporting
judgements;

(c)

Review the establishment and maintenance of an effective system of
integrated governance, risk management and internal control, across the
whole of the organisation’s activities (both clinical and non-clinical), that
supports the achievement of the organisation’s objectives;

(d)

Monitoring compliance with Standing Orders and Standing Financial
Instructions;

(e)

Reviewing schedules of losses and compensations and making
recommendations to the Board;

(f)

Reviewing the arrangements in place to support the Assurance
Framework process prepared on behalf of the Board and advising the
Board accordingly.

2.1.2

Where the Audit Committee considers there is evidence of ultra vires
transactions, evidence of improper acts, or if there are other important matters
that the Committee wishes to raise, the Chair of the Audit Committee should raise
the matter at a full meeting of the Board. Exceptionally, the matter may need to
be referred to the Department of Health. (To the Director of Finance &
Commissioning in the first instance).

2.1.3

It is the responsibility of the Director of Finance & Commissioning to ensure an
adequate Internal Audit service is provided and the Audit Committee shall be
involved in the selection process when/if an Internal Audit service provider is
changed.

2.2

Director of Finance & Commissioning

2.2.1

The Director of Finance & Commissioning is responsible for:
(a)

Ensuring there are arrangements to review, evaluate and report on the
effectiveness of internal financial control, including the establishment of
an effective internal audit function;

(b)

Ensuring that the internal audit function is adequate and meets the NHS
mandatory audit standards;

(c)

Deciding at what stage to involve the Police in cases of misappropriation
and other irregularities not involving fraud or corruption in accordance with
the Trust’s Counter Fraud and Security Policy and Procedure.

(d)

Ensuring that an annual internal audit report is prepared for consideration
of the Audit Committee (and the Board). The report must cover:
(i)

a clear opinion on the effectiveness of internal control in accordance
with current assurance framework guidance issued by the
Department of Health including for example compliance with control
criteria and standards;
(ii) major internal financial control weaknesses discovered;
(iii) progress on the implementation of internal audit recommendations;
(iv) progress against plan over the previous year;
(v) strategic audit plan covering the coming three years;
(vi) a detailed plan for the coming year.
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2.2.2

The Director of Finance & Commissioning or designated auditors are entitled
without necessarily giving prior notice to require and receive:
(a)

Access to all records, documents and correspondence relating to any
financial or other relevant transactions, including documents of a
confidential nature;

(b)

Access at all reasonable times to any Trust land and premises or to
members of the Board or employee of the Trust;

(c)

The production of any cash, stores or other property of the Trust under a
member of the Board and an employee’s control; and

(d)

Explanations concerning any matter under investigation.

2.3

Role of Internal Audit

2.3.1

Internal Audit will review, appraise and report upon:
(a)

The extent of compliance with and the financial effect of relevant
established policies, plans and procedures;

(b)

The adequacy and application of financial and other related management
controls;

(c)

The suitability of financial and other related management data.

(d)

The extent to which the Trust’s assets and interests are accounted for and
safeguarded from loss of any kind arising from:
(i) fraud and other offences;
(ii) waste, extravagance, inefficient administration;
(iii) poor value for money or other causes.

(e)

Internal Audit shall also independently verify the Assurance Statements in
accordance with guidance from the Department of Health.

2.3.2

Whenever any matter arises which involves, or is thought to involve, irregularities
concerning cash, stores or other property or any suspected irregularity in the
exercise of any function of a pecuniary nature, the Director of Finance &
Commissioning must be notified immediately.

2.3.3

The Head of Internal Audit will normally attend Audit Committee meetings and
has a right of access to all Audit Committee members, the Chair and Chief
Executive of the Trust.

2.3.4

Internal audit primarily provides an independent and objective opinion to the
Accountable Officer, the Board and the Audit Committee on risk management,
control and governance, by measuring and evaluating their effectiveness in
achieving the organisation’s agreed objectives. In addition, internal audit’s
findings and recommendations are beneficial to line management in the audited
areas. Risk management, control and governance comprise the policies,
procedures and operations established to ensure the achievement of objectives,
the appropriate assessment of risk, the reliability of internal and external reporting
and accountability processes, compliance with applicable laws and regulations,
and compliance with the behavioural and ethical standards set for the
organisation.

2.3.5

Internal audit also provides an independent and objective consultancy service
specifically to help line management improve the organisation’s risk
management, control and governance. The service applies the professional skills
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of internal audit through a systematic and disciplined evaluation of the policies,
procedures and operations that management put in place to ensure the
achievement of the organisation’s objectives, and through recommendations for
improvement. Such consultancy work contributes to the opinion which internal
audit provides on risk management, control and governance.
2.3.6

The Head of Internal Audit shall be accountable to the Director of Finance &
Commissioning. The reporting system for internal audit shall be agreed between
the Director of Finance & Commissioning, the Audit Committee and the Head of
Internal Audit. The agreement shall be in writing and shall comply with the
guidance on reporting contained in the NHS Internal Audit Standards. The
reporting system shall be reviewed at least every three years.

2.3.7

Internal auditors must have an impartial, unbiased attitude and avoid any conflict
of interest. Steps must be taken to avoid or manage transparently and openly
such conflicts of interest so that there is no real or perceived threat or impairment
to independence in performing the audit role. All internal auditors working within
the NHS must complete an annual declaration of interest identifying possible
conflicts of interest and the actions taken to mitigate them. This process, and its
outcomes, should be communicated to the Audit Committee annually.

2.3.8

External assessments must be conducted at least once every five years by a
qualified, independent reviewer or review team from outside the organisation.
The chief audit executive must discuss with the board:

2.3.9

The Head of Internal Audit should make provision for the results of external
quality reviews to be reported to the Accountable Officer and Audit Committee.
Any consequent improvement plans should be agreed with, and reported to, the
Accountable Officer.

2.4

External Audit

2.4.1

The External Auditor is appointed by the Trust Board, following a
recommendation by the Trusts Audit Panel and paid for by the Trust. The Audit
Committee must ensure a cost-efficient service. If there are any problems
relating to the service provided by the External Auditor, then this should be raised
with the External Auditor and referred on to the Audit Panel if the issue cannot be
resolved.

2.4.2

Before engaging the auditor for additional services, the Trust’s Provision of
Additional Services by the Auditor procedure should be followed. Before
engaging the auditor for additional services, outside the scope of the audit this
will be reported to the Audit Committee for approval, or if timing precludes this,
then it will be agreed jointly by the Chair of the Audit Committee and the Director
of Finance & Commissioning and reported to the next Audit committee meeting.

2.5

Anti-Bribery, Fraud and Corruption

2.5.1

In line with their responsibilities, the Trust Chief Executive and Director of Finance and
Commissioning shall monitor and ensure compliance with the anti-fraud and bribery
clauses in the NHS Standard Contract. The anti-fraud and bribery clauses are set out in
Service Conditions 24 of the contract and place obligations on providers of NHS services.
The Trust shall nominate a suitable person to carry out the duties of the Counter Fraud
Specialist as specified by the NHS Anti-Fraud Manual.
The Counter Fraud Specialist shall report to the Trust Director of Finance and
Commissioning and shall work with staff in the NHS Counter Fraud Authority in
accordance with the NHS Anti-Fraud Manual.

2.5.2
2.5.3
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2.5.4

The Counter Fraud Specialist will provide a written report, at least annually, on anti-fraud
and bribery work within the Trust.

2.6

Security Management

2.6.1

In line with their responsibilities, the Trust’s Chief Executive will monitor and
ensure compliance with Directions issued in the Standard National Contract
regarding the Standards for Providers relating to security management. .

2.6.2

The Trust shall nominate a suitable person to carry out the duties of the Local
Security Management Specialist (LSMS) as specified in the Standard National
Contract on NHS security management.

2.6.3

The Chief Executive has overall responsibility for controlling and coordinating
security. However, key tasks are delegated to the Security Management Director
(SMD) and the appointed Local Security Management Specialist (LSMS).

3.

FORWARD PLANS,
MONITORING

3.1

Preparation and Approval of Forward Plans and Budgets

3.1.1

The Chief Executive will compile and submit to the Board a forward plan which
takes into account financial targets and forecast limits of available resources.
Each forward plan will include information about:

3.1.2

BUDGETS,

BUDGETARY

CONTROL

AND

(a)

The activities other than the provision of goods and services for the
purposes of the health service in England that the Trust proposes to carry
on and the income it expects to receive doing so.

(b)

A statement of the significant assumptions on which the plan is based;

(c)

Details of major changes in workload, delivery of services or resources
required to achieve the plan; and

(d)

All requirements defined within Department of Health guidance.

Prior to the start of the financial year the Director of Finance & Commissioning
will, on behalf of the Chief Executive, prepare and submit budgets for approval by
the Board. Such budgets will:
(a)

Be in accordance with the aims and objectives set out in the Forward
Plan;

(b)

Accord with workload and workforce plans;

(c)

Be produced following discussion with appropriate budget holders;

(d)

Be prepared within the limits of available funds;

(e)

Identify potential risks.

3.1.3

The Director of Finance & Commissioning shall monitor financial performance
against budget and plan, periodically review them, and report to the Board.

3.1.4

All budget holders must provide information as required by the Director of
Finance & Commissioning to enable budgets to be compiled.
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3.1.5

All budget holders will sign up to their allocated budgets at the commencement of
each financial year.

3.1.6

The Director of Finance & Commissioning has a responsibility to ensure that
adequate training is delivered on an on-going basis to budget holders to help
them manage their budgets successfully.

3.2

Budgetary Delegation

3.2.1

The Chief Executive may delegate the management of a budget to permit the
performance of a defined range of activities. This delegation must be in writing
and be accompanied by a clear definition of:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

the amount of the budget;
the purpose(s) of each budget heading;
individual and group responsibilities;
authority to exercise virement;
achievement of planned levels of service;
the financial monitoring timetable.

3.2.2

The Chief Executive and delegated budget holders must not exceed the
budgetary total or virement limits set by the Board.

3.2.3

Any budgeted funds not required for their designated purpose(s) revert to the
immediate control of the Chief Executive, subject to any authorised use of
virement.

3.2.4

Non-recurring budgets should not be used to finance recurring expenditure
without the authority in writing of the Chief Executive, as advised by the Director
of Finance & Commissioning.

3.3

Budgetary Control and Reporting

3.3.1

The Director of Finance & Commissioning will devise and maintain systems of
budgetary control. These will include:
(a)

Financial reports to the Board in a form approved by the Board containing:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)

income and expenditure to date showing trends and forecast yearend position;
movements in working capital;
movements in cash and capital;
capital project spend and projected outturn against plan;
explanations of any material variances from plan; and
details of any corrective action where necessary and the Chief
Executive’s and/or Director of Finance & Commissioning’s view of
whether such actions are sufficient to correct the situation.

(b)

The issue of timely, accurate and comprehensible advice and financial
reports to each budget holder, covering the areas for which they are
responsible;

(c)

Investigation and reporting of variances from financial, workload and
workforce budgets;

(d)

Monitoring of management action to correct variances; and
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(e)
3.3.2

Arrangements for the authorisation of budget transfers.

Each budget holder is responsible for ensuring that:
(a)

Any likely overspending or reduction of income which cannot be met by
virement is not incurred without the prior consent of the Board;

(b)

The amount provided in the approved budget is not used in whole or in
part for any purpose other than that specifically authorised subject to the
rules of virement;

(c)

No permanent employees are appointed without the approval of the Chief
Executive other than those provided for within the available resources and
workforce establishment as approved by the Board.

3.3.3

The Chief Executive is responsible for identifying and implementing cost
improvements and income generation initiatives in accordance with the
requirements of the Annual Business Plan and a balanced budget.

3.4

Capital Expenditure
The general rules applying to delegation and reporting shall also apply to capital
expenditure. (The particular applications relating to capital are contained in
SFI 12.)

3.5

Financial Reporting Returns
The Chief Executive is responsible for ensuring that the appropriate monitoring
forms are submitted to the requisite monitoring organisation.

4.

ACCOUNTS AND REPORTS

4.1

The Director of Finance & Commissioning, on behalf of the Trust, will:
(a)

Prepare financial returns in accordance with the accounting policies and
guidance given by the Department of Health and the Treasury, the Trust’s
accounting policies, and generally accepted accounting practice;

(b)

Prepare and submit annual financial reports to the Department of Health
certified in accordance with current guidelines;

(c)

Submit financial returns to the Department of Health for each financial
year in accordance with the timetable prescribed by the Department of
Health.

4.2

The Trust’s annual accounts must be audited by an auditor appointed by the
Trust’s Board. The Trust’s audited annual accounts must be presented to a
public meeting and made available to the public.

4.3

The Trust will publish an annual report, in accordance with guidelines on local
accountability, and present it at a public meeting. The document will comply with
the Department of Health’s Manual for Accounts.

5.

BANK AND TREASURY MANAGEMENT POLICY

5.1

General
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5.1.1

The Director of Finance & Commissioning is responsible for managing the Trust’s
banking arrangements and for advising the Trust on the provision of banking
services and operation of accounts.
This advice will take into account
guidance/directions issued from time to time by the Department of Health. The
Trust will operate in line with its Treasury Management Policy.

5.1.2

The Board shall approve the banking arrangements.

5.2

Bank and Government Bank Accounts

5.2.1

The Director of Finance & Commissioning is responsible for:
(a)

Bank accounts and Government Bank accounts;

(b)

Establishing separate bank accounts for the Trust’s non-exchequer funds;

(c)

Ensuring payments made from bank or Government Bank accounts do
not exceed the amount credited to the account except where
arrangements have been made;

(d)

Reporting to the Board all arrangements made with the Trust’s bankers for
accounts to be overdrawn;

(e)

Monitoring compliance with DH guidance on the level of cleared funds.

5.3

Banking Procedures

5.3.1

The Director of Finance & Commissioning will prepare detailed instructions on the
operation of bank and Government Bank accounts which must include:
(a)

The conditions under which each bank and Government Bank account is
to be operated;

(b)

Those authorised to sign cheques or other orders drawn on the Trust’s
accounts in accordance with the limits set out in the Scheme of
Delegation;

(c)

The limit to be applied to any overdraft.

5.3.2

The Director of Finance & Commissioning must advise the Trust's bankers in
writing of the conditions under which each account will be operated. All funds
shall be held in accounts in the name of the Trust. No officer other than the
Director of Finance & Commissioning shall open any bank account in the name of
the Trust.

5.3.3

The Director of Finance & Commissioning shall advise the bankers of any
alterations in the conditions of operation of accounts that may be required by
financial regulations of the Health Service or by resolution of the Board as may
be necessary from time to time.

5.3.4

Cheques or other orders drawn upon the main exchequer bank account with a
value of less than £5,000 shall be signed by a panel of first officers, nominated by
the Board by specific resolution in accordance with the Scheme of Delegation;

5.3.5

Cheques or other orders drawn upon the main exchequer bank account with a
value of £5,000 or more shall be signed by two people: one from the first officer
panel and the second from the second officer panel, also nominated by the Board
by specific resolution in accordance with the Scheme of Delegation.

5.3.6

Cheques or other orders drawn upon the main charitable fund bank account with
a value of less than £5,000 shall be signed by two persons from a panel of first
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officers, and over £5,000 by two signatures, one from the first officer panel and
the other from the second officer panel nominated by the Board.
5.3.7

The Director of Finance & Commissioning shall notify the bankers in writing of
any officer or officers nominated to authorise the payment of money from any
subsidiary bank account. The bankers shall be notified promptly of the
cancellation of any such authorisation. Payments drawn on subsidiary bank
accounts shall be authorised as follows:
(a)

by the use of cheques with a handwritten signature where the security
procedures have been approved by the Audit Committee;

(b)

all cheques shall bear a second manual signature if over the value of
£5,000.

(c)

in the preparation of manual cheques, the Director of Finance &
Commissioning may use a mechanical means of printing in figures the
amount to be paid in place of the amount in words;

(d)

the Director of Finance & Commissioning may, in place of his/her
handwritten signature, use a facsimile signature applied to cheques by
mechanical means.

5.3.8

All cheques will be treated as controlled stationery and securely stored in the
charge of a duly designated officer controlling their issue.

5.3.9

The Director of Finance & Commissioning may enter into a formal agreement
with other bodies for payments to be made on behalf of the Trust from bank
accounts maintained in the name of such other bodies or by electronic funds
transfer, i.e. BACS. Where such an agreement is entered into, the Director of
Finance & Commissioning shall ensure that the security arrangements of such
other bodies relating to the bank accounts in question are adequate.

5.4

Tendering and Review

5.4.1

The Director of Finance & Commissioning will review the commercial banking
arrangements of the Trust at regular intervals to ensure they reflect best practice
and represent best value for money by periodically seeking competitive tenders
for the Trust’s commercial banking business.

5.4.2

Competitive tenders should be sought at least every five years. The results of
the tendering exercise should be reported to the Board.

6.

INCOME, FEES AND CHARGES AND SECURITY OF CASH, CHEQUES AND
OTHER NEGOTIABLE INSTRUMENTS

6.1

Income Systems

6.1.1

The Director of Finance & Commissioning is responsible for designing,
maintaining and ensuring compliance with systems for the proper recording,
invoicing, and collection and coding of all monies due.

6.1.2

The Director of Finance & Commissioning is also responsible for the prompt
banking of all monies received.

6.2

Fees and Charges

6.2.1

The Trust shall follow the Department of Health’s guide and advice in regard to
the application of Payment by Results (PbR) and the National Tariff
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6.2.2

The Director of Finance & Commissioning is responsible for approving and
regularly reviewing the level of all fees and charges other than those determined
by the Department of Health or by Statute. Independent professional advice on
matters of valuation shall be taken as necessary. Where sponsorship income
(including items in kind such as subsidised goods or loans of equipment) is
considered the guidance in the Department of Health’s Commercial Sponsorship
– Ethical standards in the NHS shall be followed.

6.2.3

All employees must inform the Director of Finance & Commissioning promptly of
money due arising from transactions which they initiate/deal with, including all
contracts, leases, tenancy agreements, private patient undertakings and other
transactions.

6.3

Debt Recovery

6.3.1

The Director of Finance & Commissioning is responsible for the appropriate
recovery action on all outstanding debts.

6.3.2

Income not received should be dealt with in accordance with losses procedures.

6.3.3

Overpayments should be detected (or preferably prevented) and recovery
initiated.

6.4

Security of Cash, Cheques and Other Negotiable Instruments

6.4.1

The Director of Finance & Commissioning is responsible for:
(a)

Approving the form of all receipt books, agreement forms, or other means
of officially acknowledging or recording monies received or receivable;

(b)

Ordering and securely controlling any such stationery;

(c)

The provision of adequate facilities and systems for employees whose
duties include collecting and holding cash, including the provision of safes
or lockable cash boxes, the procedures for keys and for coin operated
machines;

(d)

Prescribing systems and procedures for handling cash and negotiable
securities on behalf of the Trust.

6.4.2

Official money shall not under any circumstances be used for the encashment of
private cheques or IOUs.

6.4.3

All cheques, postal orders, cash etc. shall be banked intact. Disbursements shall
not be made from cash received, except under arrangements approved by the
Director of Finance & Commissioning.

6.4.4

The holders of safe keys shall not accept unofficial funds for depositing in their
safes unless such deposits are in special sealed envelopes or locked containers.
It shall be made clear to the depositors that the Trust is not to be held liable for
any loss and written indemnities must be obtained from the organisation or
individuals absolving the Trust from responsibility for any loss.

6.5

The Money Laundering, Terrorist Financing and Transfer of Funds
(Information on the Payer) Regulations 2017
Under no circumstances will the Trust accept cash payments in excess of
€15,000 (approximately £10,000) in respect of any single transaction. Any
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attempts by an individual to effect payment above this amount should be notified
immediately to the Director of Finance & Commissioning.

7.

TENDERING AND CONTRACTING REGULATIONS

7.1

Duty to Comply with Standing Orders and Standing Financial Instructions
The procedure for making all contracts by or on behalf of the Trust shall comply
with Standing Orders and Standing Financial Instructions (except where Standing
Order No.4.13 Suspension of Standing Orders, is applied).

7.2

Legislation and Guidance Covering Public Procurement
The Trust shall comply with the Public Contracts Regulations 2015 and any
relevant EU Directives and all requirements binding on the Trust derived from the
EU Treaty relating to procurement by the Trust relating to the processes to be
applied when awarding all forms of contract.
Such legislation shall be
incorporated into the Board’s Standing Orders and SFIs.

7.3

E-Auctions
The Trust does not presently conduct E-auction activity.

7.4

Capital Investment (See overlap with SFI No. 12)
The Trust shall comply as far as is practicable with the requirements of the
Department of Health “Capital Investment Manual” and “Estate code in respect of
capital investment and estate and property transactions. In the case of
management consultancy contracts the Trust shall comply as far as is practicable
with Department of Health guidance “The Procurement and Management of
Consultants within the NHS”.

7.5

Formal Competitive Tendering

7.5.1

General Applicability
Subject to SFI 7.5.3 the Trust shall ensure that competitive tenders are invited
for:

7.5.2

•

the supply of goods, materials and manufactured articles;

•

the provision of services including all forms of management consultancy
services (other than specialised services sought from or provided by the
Department of Health);

•

the design, construction and maintenance of building and engineering works
(including construction and maintenance of grounds and gardens); and

•

disposal of any tangible or intangible property (including equipment and
intellectual property).

Light Touch Regime for the Purposes of Public Contracts Regulations 2015
Where the Trust has a requirement to procure health, education or transport
services, etc (classed as Part B services for the purposes of the Public Contracts
Regulations 2006) (whether by way of sub-contract or otherwise) the Trust shall
consider its duties under the EU Treaty and whether such service requirement
should be advertised.
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Where the Trust considers that the circumstances require it to advertise for the
supply of healthcare services (and/or other services classed as Part B services
for the purposes of the Public Contracts Regulations 2006) the Standing Orders
and SFIs shall apply as far as they are applicable to the tendering procedure
although at all times the Trust should consider its duties under SFI paragraph 7.2
above.
7.5.3

Exceptions and Instances where Formal Tendering need not be applied
Formal tendering procedures need not be applied where:
(a)

The estimated expenditure or income does not, or is not reasonably
expected to, exceed the financial limits defined with the Scheme of
Delegation.

(b)

The supply can be obtained under a framework agreement that has itself
been procured in compliance with the duties set out at SFI 7.2 above, and
where the Trust is entitled to access such a framework agreement.

(c)

Regarding disposals as set out in SFI No. 15.

Subject to the duties at SFI paragraph 7.2 above (and to obtaining appropriate
advice from the Trust’s Procurement Department and where it considers
necessary external professional advice); formal tendering procedures may be
waived in the following circumstances:
(d)

In very exceptional circumstances where the Chief Executive decides that
formal tendering procedures would not be practicable or the estimated
expenditure or income would not warrant formal tendering procedures and
the circumstances are detailed in an appropriate formal tender waiver
report in accordance with the Scheme of Delegation;

(e)

Where the requirement is covered by an existing contract (e.g. NHS
Supply Chain and Crown Commercial Services);

(f)

Where a consortium arrangement is in place and a lead organisation has
been appointed to carry out tendering activity on behalf of the consortium
members, including the Trust;

(g)

Where the timescale genuinely precludes competitive tendering but failure
to plan the work properly would not be regarded as a justification for a
tender waiver/single tender;

(h)

Where specialist expertise is required and can be demonstrated to be
available from only one source then single tender action approval should
be requested;

(i)

When the requirement is essential to complete a project, and arises as a
consequence of a recently completed assignment and engaging different
consultants for the new task would be inappropriate;

(j)

Where there is a clear benefit to be gained from maintaining continuity
with an earlier project. However, in such cases the benefits of such
continuity must outweigh any potential financial advantage to be gained
by competitive tendering;

(k)

For the provision of legal advice and services providing that any legal firm
or partnership commissioned by the Trust is regulated by the Law Society
for England and Wales for the conduct of their business (or by the Bar
Council for England and Wales in relation to the obtaining of Counsel’s
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opinion) and are generally recognised as having sufficient expertise in the
area of work for which they are commissioned.
The Director of Finance & Commissioning will ensure that any fees paid
are reasonable and within commonly accepted rates for the costing of
such work;
(l)

Where allowed and provided for in the Capital Investment Manual.

The waiving of competitive tendering procedures should not be used to avoid
competition or for administrative convenience or to award further work to a
consultant originally appointed through a competitive procedure.
Where it is decided that competitive tendering is not applicable and should be
waived, the fact of the waiver and the reasons should be documented and
recorded in an appropriate Trust record and reported to the Audit Committee at
each meeting.
7.5.4

Fair, Transparent and Adequate Competition
Where the exceptions set out in SFIs 7.1 and 7.5.3 apply, the Trust shall ensure
that invitations to tender, whether regulated by the Public Contracts Regulations
2015 or not that the tender process adopted is fair and transparent and is
considered in a fair and transparent manner. Where a tender process is
conducted, the Trust shall, in order to ensure best value is obtained, invite
tenders from a sufficient number of firms/individuals to provide fair and adequate
competition, and in no case less than two firms/individuals, having regard to their
capacity to supply the goods or materials or to undertake the service or works
required.

7.5.5

List of Approved Firms (Estates Contractors and Other Areas Deemed
Appropriate)
Where the Trust is satisfied under its duties at SFI 7.2 above that an open tender
process is not necessary, the Trust shall ensure that the firms/individuals invited
to tender (and, where appropriate, quote) are among those on approved lists for
estates contractors and other areas deemed appropriate). Where, in the opinion
of the Director of Finance & Commissioning, it is desirable to seek tenders from
firms not on the approved lists, the reason shall be recorded in writing to the
Chief Executive (see SFI 7.6.8 List of Approved Firms).

7.5.6

Building and Engineering Construction Works
Competitive tendering cannot be waived for building and engineering construction
works and maintenance (other than in accordance with Concode) without
Departmental of Health approval.

7.5.7

Items Which Subsequently Breach Thresholds after Original Approval
Items estimated to be below the limits set in this SFI for which formal tendering
procedures are not used which subsequently prove to have a value above such
limits shall be reported to the Chief Executive, and be recorded in the Trust’s
Tender Register. No award shall be made for breach of the OJEU limit; any such
breach will require an OJEU exercise to be conducted.

7.6

Contracting/Tendering Procedure

7.6.1

Invitation to Tender
(a)

Where tenders are not conducted using the eProcurement system, all
invitations to tender shall state that no tender will be accepted unless:
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7.6.2

(i)

Submitted in a plain sealed package or envelope bearing a preprinted label supplied by the Trust (or the word “tender” followed by
the subject to which it relates and its unique tender reference
number) and the latest date and time for the receipt of such tender
addressed to the Procurement Department;

(ii)

Tender envelopes/packages shall not bear any names or marks
indicating the sender. The use of courier/postal services must not
identify the sender on the envelope or on any receipt so required by
the deliverer.

(b)

Every tender for goods, materials, services or disposals shall contain and
comprise appropriate terms and conditions regulating the conduct of the
tender and shall contain appropriate terms and conditions on which the
contract is to be awarded and shall be substantively based to regulate the
provision of the goods, materials, services to be provided or in relation to
the disposal.

(c)

Every tender for building or engineering works (except for maintenance
work, when Concode guidance shall be followed) shall contain terms and
conditions on which the contract to be awarded shall be substantively
based and shall embody or be in the terms of the current edition of a
suitable and recognised industry form of contract including but not limited
to one of the Joint Contracts Tribunal Standard Forms of Building
Contract or the NEC Standard Forms of Contract or Department of the
Environment (GC/Wks) Standard Forms of Contract; or, when the content
of the work is primarily engineering, the General Conditions of Contract
recommended by the Institution of Mechanical and Electrical Engineers
and the Association of Consulting Engineers (Form A), or (in the case of
civil engineering work) the General Conditions of Contract recommended
by the Institute of Civil Engineers, the Association of Consulting
Engineers and the Federation of Civil Engineering Contractors. These
documents shall be modified and/or amplified to accord with Department
of Health guidance and (in minor respects only), to cover special features
of individual projects.

Receipt and Safe Custody of Tenders
Where tenders are not conducted electronically, the Chief Executive or his
nominated officer will be responsible for the receipt, endorsement and safe
custody of tenders received until the time appointed for their opening.
The date and time of receipt of each tender shall be endorsed on the tender
envelope/package.

7.6.3

Opening Tenders and Register of Tenders
(a)

As soon as practicable after the date and time stated as being the last
time for the receipt of tenders where the eProcurement system has not
been used, they shall be opened as determined by the Director of Finance
& Commissioning. . For tenders that have been undertaken on the
eProcurement system, the Director of Finance & Commissioning is
responsible for granting access to the system in order that tender
submissions can be reviewed.

(b)

The “originating” department will be taken to mean the department
sponsoring or commissioning the tender.
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(c)

The involvement of Finance Directorate staff in the preparation of a tender
proposal will not preclude the Director of Finance & Commissioning or any
approved senior manager from the Finance Directorate from serving as
one of the two Officers to open tenders.

(d)

Every tender received shall be marked with the date of opening and
initialled by those present at the opening.

(e)

A record shall be maintained by the Chief Executive, or a person
authorised by him, to show for each set of competitive tender invitations
despatched:
•
•
•
•
•
•

the name of all individual firms invited;
the names of individual firms from which tenders have been received;
the date the tenders were opened;
the persons present at the opening;
the price shown on each tender;
a note where price alterations have been made on the tender.

This register shall be signed by those present.
A note shall be made in the record if any one tender price has had so
many alterations that it cannot be easily read or understood.
(f)

7.6.4

7.6.5

Incomplete tenders, i.e., those from which information necessary for the
adjudication of the tender is missing, and amended tenders, i.e., those
amended by the tenderer upon his own initiative either orally or in writing
after the due time for receipt, but prior to the opening of other tenders,
should be dealt with in the same way as late tenders. (SFI paragraph
7.6.5 below)

Admissibility of Tenders
(a)

If, for any reason, the designated officers are of the opinion that the
tenders received are not strictly competitive (for example, because their
numbers are insufficient or any are amended, incomplete or qualified), no
contract shall be awarded without the approval of the Chief Executive.

(b)

Where only one tender is sought and/or received, the Chief Executive and
Director of Finance & Commissioning shall, as far as practicable, ensure
that the price to be paid is fair and reasonable and will ensure value for
money for the Trust.

Late Tenders
(a)

Tenders received after the due time and date, but prior to the opening of
the other tenders, may be considered only if the Chief Executive or his
nominated officer decides that there are exceptional circumstances, i.e.,
despatched in good time but delayed through no fault of the tenderer.

(b)

Only in the most exceptional circumstances will a tender be considered
which is received after the opening of the other tenders and only then if
the tenders that have been duly opened have not left the custody of the
Chief Executive or his nominated officer or if the process of evaluation
and adjudication has not started.

(c)

While decisions as to the admissibility of late, incomplete or amended
tenders are under consideration, the tender documents shall be kept
strictly confidential, recorded, and held in safe custody by the Chief
Executive or his nominated officer.
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7.6.6

Acceptance of Formal Tenders
(a)

Any discussions with a tenderer which are deemed necessary to clarify
technical aspects of his tender before the award of a contract will not
disqualify the tender.

(b)

The lowest tender, if payment is to be made by the Trust, or the highest, if
payment is to be received by the Trust, shall be accepted unless there are
good and sufficient reasons to the contrary. Such reasons shall be set
out in either the contract file or other appropriate record.
It is accepted that for professional services such as management
consultancy, the lowest price does not always represent the best value for
money. Other factors affecting the success of a project include:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

experience and qualifications of team members;
understanding of client’s needs;
feasibility and credibility of proposed approach;
ability to complete the project on time.

Where other factors are taken into account in selecting a tenderer, these
must be clearly recorded and documented in the contract file, and the
reason(s) for not accepting the lowest tender clearly stated.
(c)

No tender shall be accepted which will commit expenditure in excess of
that which has been allocated by the Trust and which is not in accordance
with these instructions, except with the authorisation of the Chief
Executive.

(d)

The use of these procedures must demonstrate that the award of the
contract was:
(i)
(ii)

7.6.7

not in excess of the going market rate/price current at the time the
contract was awarded;
that best value for money was achieved.

(e)

All tenders should be treated as confidential and should be retained for
inspection.

(f)

Where examination of tenders reveals errors which would affect the
tender figure, the tenderer is to be given details of such errors and
afforded the opportunity of confirming or withdrawing his offer.

(g)

Where the form of contract included a fluctuation clause all applications
for price variations must be submitted in writing by the tenderer and shall
be approved by the Chief Executive or nominated officer.

(h)

The Director of Finance & Commissioning shall ensure that any posttender negotiations are conducted before a witness, with the newly
negotiated prices being properly recorded.

Tender Reports to the Trust Board
Approval of contracts to be awarded, with a maximum 3 year initial contract term
with an average annual contract term cost of £1m will be reserved by the Trust
Board.
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Approval of contracts to be awarded, that have a contract term greater than 3
years and a total contract value in excess of £3m will be reserved by the Trust
Board.
7.6.8

Lists of Approved Firms (Estates Contractors and Other Areas Deemed
Appropriate)
(a)

(b)

Responsibility for Maintaining List
(i)

A manager or external contractor nominated by the Chief Executive
shall on behalf of the Trust maintain lists of approved firms from
which tenders and quotations may be invited. Where such an
approved list is used it must be kept under frequent review. The
lists shall include all firms who have applied for permission to tender
and as to whose technical competence and financial stability the
Trust is satisfied.

(ii)

All suppliers must be made aware of the Trust’s Terms and
Conditions of Contract.

(iii)

Where a firm is included on an approved list of tenderers, the Trust
shall, as a condition for inclusion, ensure that it is satisfied that
when engaging, training, promoting or dismissing employees or in
any conditions of employment, that such firm shall not unlawfully
discriminate on the grounds of the protected characteristics of: age,
disability, gender reassignment, race, religion/belief, gender, sexual
orientation, marriage/civil partnership, pregnancy/maternity. The
Trust will not tolerate unfair discrimination on the basis of spent
criminal convictions, Trade Union membership or non-membership.
In addition, the Trust will have due regard to advancing equality of
opportunity between people from different groups and foster good
relations between people from different groups and will comply with
all relevant legislation including but not limited to, the Equality Act
2010 and any amending and/or related legislation or binding
guidance.

(iv)

Where a firm is included on an approved list of tenderers the Trust
shall ensure that it is satisfied that such firm conforms with the
requirements of the Health and Safety at Work Act 1974, the
Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety) Order and any amending and/or
other related legislation concerned with fire, the health, safety and
welfare of workers and other persons, and to any relevant British
Standard Code of Practice issued by the British Standard
Institution. As part of any process to identify or review firms for an
approved list, firms must provide to the appropriate manager a copy
of its health and safety policy, risk assessments, safe systems at
work, together with any licences for other statutory authorities or
approvals and evidence of the safety of plant and equipment, when
requested.

Building and Engineering Construction Works
Where permitted under SFI paragraph 7.5.5 above, invitations to tender
shall be made only to firms included on the approved list of tenderers
compiled in accordance with this paragraph 7.6.8, or on the separate
maintenance list compiled by an accredited body certified as such by the
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Director of Finance & Commissioning or a list compiled in accordance with
Concode guidance.
(c)

Financial Standing and Technical Competence of Contractors
The Director of Finance & Commissioning may make or institute any
enquiries deemed appropriate concerning the financial standing and
financial suitability of approved contractors. The Director with lead
responsibility for clinical governance will similarly make such enquiries as
is felt appropriate to be satisfied as to their technical/medical competence.

7.6.9

Exceptions to using Approved Contractors
If, in the opinion of the Chief Executive and the Director of Finance &
Commissioning (or the Director with lead responsibility for clinical governance) it
is impractical to use a potential contractor from the list of approved
firms/individuals (for example, where specialist services or skills are required and
there are insufficient suitable potential contractors on the list), or where a list for
whatever reason has not been prepared, the Chief Executive should ensure that
appropriate checks are carried out as to the technical and financial capability of
those firms that are invited to tender or quote.
An appropriate record in the contract file should be made of the reasons for
inviting a tender or quote other than that from an approved list.

7.7

Quotations

7.7.1

General Position on Quotations
Quotations are required where formal tendering procedures are not adopted and
where the intended expenditure or income exceeds, or is reasonably expected to
exceed £5,000 but not exceed £50,000 (inclusive of VAT).

7.7.2

Competitive Quotations (where the eProcurement system has not been used to
obtain quotes)
(a)

Written quotations should be obtained from at least three [3]
firms/individuals if contract value is between £20,000- £50,000 (inclusive
of VAT) based on specifications or terms of reference prepared by, or on
behalf of, the Trust. Below the value of £20,000 at least two [2]
verbal/written quotations should be obtained following liaison with the
Procurement Department, as set out in the Scheme of Delegation.

(b)

Quotations should be in writing, or be submitted using the eProcurement
system unless the Chief Executive or his nominated officer determines
that it is impractical to do so, in which case quotations may be obtained by
telephone. Confirmation of telephone quotations should be obtained as
soon as possible and the reasons why the telephone quotation was
obtained should be set out in a permanent record.

(c)

All quotations should be treated as confidential and should be retained for
inspection.

(d)

The Chief Executive or his nominated officer should evaluate the
quotation and select the quote which gives the best value for money. If
this is not the lowest quotation if payment is to be made by the Trust, or
the highest if payment is to be received by the Trust, then the choice
made and the reasons why should be recorded in a permanent record.
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7.7.3

Quotations to be within Financial Limits
No quotation shall be accepted which will commit expenditure in excess of that
which has been allocated by the Trust and which is not in accordance with
Standing Financial Instructions except with the authorisation of either the Chief
Executive or Director of Finance & Commissioning.

7.8

Authorisation of Tenders and Competitive Quotations
Providing all the conditions and circumstances set out in these Standing Financial
Instructions have been fully complied with, awarding of a contract may be
decided in accordance with the Trust’s Scheme of Delegation.
These levels of authorisation may be varied or changed and need to be read in
conjunction with the Trust Board’s Scheme of Delegation.
Formal authorisation must be put in writing. In the case of authorisation by the
Trust Board, this shall be recorded in its Minutes.

7.9

Instances where Formal Competitive Tendering or Competitive Quotation is
not required
Where competitive tendering or a competitive quotation is not required, the Trust
should adopt one of the following alternatives:

7.10

(a)

The Trust shall use the NHS Supply Chain for procurement of all goods
and services unless the Chief Executive or nominated officers deem it
inappropriate.
The decision to use alternative sources must be
documented.

(b)

If the Trust does not use the NHS Supply Chain – where tenders or
quotations are not required, because expenditure is below £5,000
(inclusive of VAT) the Trust shall procure goods and services in
accordance with procurement procedures approved by the Director of
Finance & Commissioning.

Private Finance for Capital Procurement (see overlap with SFI No. 12)
The Trust should consider market-test for PFI (Private Finance Initiative funding)
when considering a capital procurement. When the Board proposes, or is
required, to use finance provided by the private sector, the following should
apply:

7.11

(a)

The Chief Executive shall demonstrate that the use of private finance
represents value for money and genuinely transfers risk to the private
sector.

(b)

Where the sum exceeds Department of Health delegation limits, a
business case must be referred to the appropriate Department of Health
for approval or treated as per current guidelines.

(c)

The proposal must be specifically agreed by the Board of the Trust.

(d)

The selection of a contractor/finance company must be on the basis of
competitive tendering or quotations.

Compliance Requirements for All Contracts
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The Board may only enter into contracts on behalf of the Trust within the statutory
powers of the Trust delegated to it by the Secretary of State and shall comply
with:
(a)

The Trust’s Standing Orders and Standing Financial Instructions;

(b)

EU Directives and other statutory provisions;

(c)

Any relevant directions including Concode and guidance on the
Procurement and Management of Consultants.

(d)

Such of the NHS Standard Contract Conditions as are applicable.

(e)

Contracts with NHS Foundation Trusts must be in a form compliant with
appropriate NHS guidance.

(f)

Where appropriate contracts shall be in or embody the same terms and
conditions of contract as was the basis on which tenders or quotations
were invited.

(g)

In all contracts made by the Trust, the Board shall endeavour to obtain
best value for money by use of all systems in place. The Chief Executive
shall nominate an officer who shall oversee and manage each contract on
behalf of the Trust.

(h)

In all contracts made by the Trust, the Trust must comply with all
applicable laws, regulations, codes and sanctions relating to anti-bribery
and anti-corruption including but not limited to the Bribery Act 2010.

(i)

Cancellation of Contracts Except where specific provision is made in
model Forms of Contracts or standard schedules of Conditions approved
for use within the NHS and in accordance with Standing Orders 7.2 and
7.4, there shall be inserted in every written contract a clause empowering
the Trust to cancel the Contract and to recover from the contractor the
amount of any loss resulting from such cancellation, if the contractor shall
have offered, or given or agreed to give, any person any gift or
consideration of any kind as an inducement or reward for doing or
forbearing to do or for having done or fordone to do any action in relation
to the obtaining or execution of the contract or any other contract with the
Trust, or for showing or forbearing to show favour or disfavour to any
person in relation to the contracts or any other contract with the Trust, or
is the like acts shall have been done by any person employed by him or
acting on his behalf (whether with or without the knowledge of the
contractor) or if in relation to any contract with the Trust the contractor or
any person employed by him/her or acting on his/her behalf shall have
committed any offence under the Anti-Bribery Act 2010 or any other
appropriate legislation.

(j)

Determination of Contracts for Failure to Deliver Goods or Material –
There shall be inserted in every written contract for the supply of goods or
materials a clause to secure that, should the contractor fail to deliver the
goods or materials or any portion thereof within the time or times specified
in the contract, the Trust may without prejudice determine the contract
either wholly or to the extent of such default and purchase other goods, or
material of similar description to make good (a) such default, or (b) in the
event of the contract being wholly determined the goods or materials
remaining to be delivered. The clause shall further secure that the
amount by which the costs of so purchasing other goods and materials
exceeds the amount which would have been payable to the contractor in
respect of the goods or materials shall be recoverable from the contractor.
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7.12

Personnel and Agency or Temporary Staff Contracts
The Chief Executive shall nominate officers with delegated authority to enter into
contracts of employment regarding staff, agency staff or temporary staff service
contracts.

7.13

Disposals
Competitive tendering or quotation procedures shall not apply to the disposal of:
(a)

Any matter in respect of which a fair price can be obtained only by
negotiation or sale by auction as determined (or predetermined in a
reserve) by the Chief Executive or his nominated officer.

(b)

Obsolete or condemned articles and stores, which may be disposed of in
accordance with the procurement supplies policy of the Trust.

(c)

Items to be disposed of with an estimated sale value of less than £2,500,
this figure to be reviewed on a periodic basis.

(d)

Items arising from works of construction, demolition or site clearance,
which should be dealt with in accordance with the relevant contract.

(e)

Land or buildings concerning which Department of Health Guidance has
been issued but subject to compliance with such guidance.

7.14

In-house Services

7.14.1

The Chief Executive shall be responsible for ensuring that best value for money
can be demonstrated for all services provided on an in-house basis. The Trust
may also determine from time to time that in-house services should be market
tested by competitive tendering.

7.14.2

In all cases where the Board determines that in-house services should be subject
to competitive tendering, the following groups shall be set up:
(a)

Specification group, comprising the Chief Executive or nominated officer/s
and specialist;

(b)

In-house Tender Group, comprising a nominee of the Chief Executive and
technical support.

(c)

Evaluation Team, comprising normally a specialist officer, a procurement
officer and a Finance representative. For services having a likely annual
expenditure exceeding £1m a Non-Executive director should be a
member of the Evaluation Team.

7.14.3

All groups should work independently of each other and individual officers may
be a member of more than one group but no member of the In-house Tender
Group may participate in the evaluation of tenders.

7.14.4

The Evaluation Team shall make recommendations to the Board following any
benchmarking process or a market testing exercise carried out pursuant to SFI
paragraph 7.2 above.

7.14.5

The Chief Executive shall nominate an officer to oversee and manage the
contract on behalf of the Trust.
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7.15

Applicability of SFIs on Tendering and Contracting to Funds held in Trust
(see overlaps with SFI No. 17)
These instructions shall not only apply to expenditure from Exchequer funds but
also to works, services and goods purchased from the Trust’s trust funds and
private resources.

8.

CONTRACTING FOR PROVISION OF SERVICES

8.1.

The Board shall regularly review and shall at all times maintain and ensure the
capacity and capability of the Trust to provide its mandatory goods and services
referred to in its Statutory Instrument and related guidance.

8.2

The Chief Executive, as the Accountable Officer, is responsible for ensuring the
Trust enters into suitable Contracts/Service Level Agreements (SLAs) with all
commissioners for the provision of NHS services

8.3

The Trust Board will ensure that all Contracts/SLAs for the provision of its
mandatory goods and services will comply with national guidance, particularly the
principles detailed within the NHS Constitution, a ‘Patient Led NHS and Practice
Based Commissioning’.

8.4

All Contracts/SLAs should aim to implement the agreed priorities contained within
the Annual Plan and wherever possible, be based upon integrated care pathways
to reflect expected patient experience. In discharging this responsibility, the
Chief Executive should take into account:
•

the standards of service quality expected;

•

the relevant national service framework (if any);

•

the provision of reliable information on cost and volume of services;

•

the NHS National Performance Assessment Framework;

•

that Contracts/SLAs build where appropriate on existing Joint Investment
Plans;

•

those Contracts/SLAs are based on integrated care pathways.

8.5

Where the Trust enters into a relationship with another organisation for the supply
or receipt of other services, clinical or non-clinical, the responsible officer should
ensure that an appropriate contract is present and signed by both parties in
accordance with the Scheme of Delegation.

8.6

All contracts shall comply with best practice and shall be so devised as to
manage contractual risk, insofar as it is reasonably achievable in the
circumstances of each contract, whilst optimising the Trust’s opportunity to
generate income.

8.7

All contracts with NHS Foundation Trusts shall be legally binding.

8.8

In carrying out these functions, the Chief Executive should take into account the
advice of Directors regarding:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

costing and pricing of services and/or goods;
payment terms and conditions;
billing systems and cash flow management;
the contract negotiating process and timetable;
the provision of contract data;
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(f)
(g)
(h)

contract monitoring arrangements;
amendments to contracts; and
any other matters relating to contracts of a legal or non-financial nature.

8.9

The Director of Finance & Commissioning shall produce regular reports detailing
actual and forecast service activity income with a detailed assessment of the
impact of the variable elements of income.

9.

TERMS OF SERVICE AND PAYMENT OF DIRECTORS
EMPLOYEES (INCLUDING GOVERNOR EXPENSES)

9.1

Remuneration and Terms of Service (see overlap with SO No.4)

9.1.1

In accordance with Standing Orders, the Board shall establish a Remuneration
Committee, with clearly defined terms of reference, specifying which posts fall
within its area of responsibility, its composition, and the arrangements for
reporting.

9.1.2

The Committee of Non-Executive Directors will:
(a)

AND

advise the Board about appropriate remuneration and terms of service for
the Chief Executive, other officer members employed by the Trust and
other senior employees including:
(i) all aspects of salary
elements/bonuses);

(including

any

performance-related

(ii) provisions for other benefits, including pensions and cars;
(iii) arrangements for termination of employment and other contractual
terms;
(b)

make such recommendations to the Board on the remuneration and terms
of service of officer members of the Board (and other senior employees)
to ensure they are fairly rewarded for their individual contribution to the
Trust – having proper regard to the Trust’s circumstances and
performance and to the provisions of any national arrangements for such
members and staff where appropriate;

(c)

monitor and evaluate the performance of individual officer members (and
other senior employees);

(d)

advise on and oversee appropriate contractual arrangements for such
staff including the proper calculation and scrutiny of termination payments
taking account of such national guidance as is appropriate.

9.1.3

The Committee shall report in writing to the Board the basis for its
recommendations. The Board shall use the report as the basis for their
decisions, but remain accountable for taking decisions on the remuneration and
terms of service of officer members. Minutes of the Board’s meetings should
record such decisions.

9.1.4

The Board will approve proposals presented by the Chief Executive for any
changes in the remuneration and conditions of service for those employees not
covered by the Committee.
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9.1.5

The Trust will pay allowances to the Chair and non-officer members of the Board
in accordance with instructions issued by the Secretary of State for Health.

9.2

Funded Establishment

9.2.1

The workforce plans agreed and incorporated within the annual budget will form
the funded establishment of the Trust.

9.2.2

The funded establishment of any department may only be varied in accordance
with the Scheme of Delegation.

9.3

Staff Appointments

9.3.1

No Director or employee may engage, re-engage or re-grade employees, either
on a permanent or temporary nature, or hire agency staff, or agree to changes in
any aspect of remuneration unless:
(a)

authorised to do so by the Chief Executive; and

(b)

within the limit of his approved budget and funded establishment.

9.3.2

The Board will approve procedures presented by the Chief Executive for the
determination of commencing pay rates, conditions of service, etc. for
employees.

9.4

Processing Payroll

9.4.1

The Director of Finance & Commissioning is responsible for arranging the
provision of an appropriate payroll service. Together with the service provider,
the Director of Finance & Commissioning is responsible for:

9.4.2

(a)

Specifying timetables for submission of properly authorised time records
and other notifications;

(b)

The final determination of pay and allowances;

(c)

Making payment on agreed dates;

(d)

Agreeing method of payment.

Together with the service provider, the Director of Finance & Commissioning will
issue instructions regarding:
(a)

Verification and documentation of data;

(b)

The timetable for receipt and preparation of payroll data and the payment
of employees and allowances;

(c)

Maintenance of subsidiary records for superannuation, income tax, social
security and other authorised deductions from pay;

(d)

Security and confidentiality of payroll information;

(e)

Checks to be applied to completed payroll before and after payment;

(f)

Authority to release payroll data under the provisions of the Data
Protection Act;

(g)

Methods of payment available to various categories of employee and
officers;
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9.4.3

(h)

Procedures for payment by cheque, bank credit, or cash to employees
and officers;

(i)

Procedures for the recall of cheques and bank credits;

(j)

Pay advances and their recovery;

(k)

Maintenance of regular and independent reconciliation of pay control
accounts;

(l)

Separation of duties of preparing records and handling cash;

(m)

A system to ensure the recovery from those leaving the employment of
the Trust of sums of money and property due by them to the Trust.

Managers authorised under the Scheme of Delegation have delegated
responsibility for:
(a)

Submitting time records and other notifications in accordance with agreed
timetables;

(b)

Completing time records and other notifications in accordance with the
Director of Finance & Commissioning’s instructions and in the form
prescribed by the Director of Finance & Commissioning;

(c)

Submitting termination forms in the prescribed form immediately upon
knowing the effective date of an employee’s or officer’s resignation,
termination or retirement. Where an employee fails to report for duty or to
fulfil obligations in circumstances that suggest they have left without
notice, the Human Resources Department must be informed immediately.

9.4.4

Regardless of the arrangements for providing the payroll service, the Director of
Finance & Commissioning shall ensure that the chosen method is supported by
appropriate (contracted) terms and conditions, adequate internal controls and
audit review procedures and that suitable arrangements are made for the
collection of payroll deductions and payment of these to appropriate bodies.

9.4.5

All employees have delegated responsibility for reviewing their own expenses
and pay receipts, and must notify the payroll service provider of any overpayment.

9.5

Contracts of Employment

9.5.1

The Board shall delegate responsibility to an officer for:
(a)

Ensuring that all employees are issued with a Contract of Employment in
a form approved by the Board and which complies with employment
legislation;

(b)

Dealing with variations to, or termination of, contracts of employment.

10.

NON-PAY EXPENDITURE

10.1

Delegation of Authority

10.1.1

The Board will approve the level of non-pay expenditure on an annual basis and
the Chief Executive will determine the level of delegation to budget managers.
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10.1.2

The Chief Executive and Director of Finance & Commissioning will set out:
(a)

The list of managers who are authorised to place requisitions for the
supply of goods and services;

(b)

The maximum level of each requisition and the system for authorisation
above that level.

10.1.3

The Chief Executive shall set out procedures on the seeking of professional
advice regarding the supply of goods and services.

10.2

Choice, Requisitioning, Ordering, Receipt and Payment for Goods and
Services (See overlap with SFI 7)

10.2.1

Requisitioning
The requisitioner, in choosing the item to be supplied (or the service to be
performed) shall always obtain the best value for money for the Trust. In so
doing, the advice of the Trust’s adviser on supply shall be sought. Where this
advice is not acceptable to the requisitioner, the Director of Finance &
Commissioning (and/or the Chief Executive) shall be consulted.

10.2.2

System of Payment and Payment Verification
The Director of Finance & Commissioning shall be responsible for the prompt
payment of accounts and claims. Payment of contract invoices shall be in
accordance with contract terms, or otherwise, in accordance with national
guidance.

10.2.3

The Director of Finance & Commissioning will:
(a)

Advise the Board regarding the setting of thresholds above which
quotations (competitive or otherwise) or formal tenders must be obtained;
and, once approved, the thresholds should be incorporated in Standing
Orders and Standing Financial Instructions and regularly reviewed;

(b)

Prepare procedural instructions or guidance within the Scheme of
Delegation on the obtaining of goods, works and services incorporating
the thresholds;

(c)

Be responsible for the prompt payment of all properly authorised accounts
and claims;

(d)

Be responsible for designing and maintaining a system of verification,
recording and payment of all amounts payable. The system shall provide
for:
(i)

a list of Board Directors and employees (including specimens of
their signatures) authorised to certify invoices;

(ii)

certification that:
•

goods have been duly received, examined and are in
accordance with specification and the prices are correct;

•

work done or services provided have been satisfactorily carried
out in accordance with the order and, where applicable, the
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materials used are of the requisite standard and the charges
are correct;

(e)

10.2.4

•

in the case of contracts based on the measurement of time,
materials or expenses, the time charged is in accordance with
the time sheets, the rates of labour are in accordance with the
appropriate rates, the materials have been checked as regards
quantity, quality and price and the charges for the use of
vehicles, plant and machinery have been examined;

•

where appropriate, the expenditure is in accordance with
regulations and all necessary authorisations have been
obtained;

•

the account is arithmetically correct;

•

the account is in order for payment.

(iii)

a timetable and system for submission to the Director of Finance &
Commissioning of accounts for payment; provision shall be made
for the early submission of accounts subject to cash discounts or
otherwise requiring early payment.

(iv)

instructions to employees regarding the handling and payment of
accounts within the Finance Department.

Be responsible for ensuring that payment for goods and services is only
made once the goods and services are received. The only exceptions are
set out in SFI No. 10.2.4 below.

Prepayments
Prepayments are only permitted where exceptional circumstances apply (e.g.,
payments made under normal trading arrangements for booking and prepayment of course/conference fees, leasing and maintenance contracts and
where Department of Health Guidance under Form 25 of Procure 21 for capital
schemes applies). In such instances:

10.2.5

(a)

Prepayments are only permitted where the financial advantages outweigh
the disadvantages

(b)

The appropriate officer must provide, in the form of a written report to the
Director of Finance & Commissioning, a case setting out all relevant
circumstances of the purchase. The report must set out the effects on the
Trust if the supplier is at some time during the course of the prepayment
agreement unable to meet his commitments;

(c)

The Director of Finance & Commissioning will need to be satisfied with the
proposed arrangements before contractual arrangements proceed (taking
into account the EU public procurement rules where the contract is above
a stipulated financial threshold);

(d)

The budget holder is responsible for ensuring that all items due under a
prepayment contract are received and they must immediately inform the
appropriate Director or Chief Executive if problems are encountered.

Official Orders
Official orders must:
(a)
(b)

Be consecutively numbered;
Be in a form approved by the Director of Finance & Commissioning;
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(c)
(d)

10.2.6

State the Trust’s terms and conditions of trade;
Only be issued to, and used by, those duly authorised by the Chief
Executive.

Duties of Managers and Officers
Managers and officers must ensure that they comply fully with the guidance and
limits specified by the Director of Finance & Commissioning and that:
(a)

All contracts, leases, tenancy agreements and other commitments which
may result in a liability are reported formally to the Director of Finance &
Commissioning in advance of any commitment being made;

(b)

Contracts above specified thresholds are advertised and awarded in
accordance with European Union (EU) and General Agreements on Tariff
and Trade (GATT) rules on public procurement and comply with
legislation and government guidance on competitive procurement;

(c)

Where consultancy advice is being obtained, the procurement of such
advice must be in accordance with guidance issued by the Department of
Health;

(d)

No order shall be issued for any item or items to any firm which has made
an offer of gifts, reward or benefit to Directors or employees, other than:
(i)

isolated gifts of a trivial character or inexpensive seasonal gifts, such
as calendars;

(ii)

conventional hospitality, such as lunches in the course of working
visits.

(iii) Any gifts or hospitality, the value of which exceeds the limits set out
in the Trust’s Scheme of Delegation, must be entered into the
hospitality register.
(This provision needs to be read in conjunction with Standing Order No. 6
and the Trust’s Standards of Business Conduct Policy in Respect of
Interests, Gifts, Hospitality, Sponsorship, Advertising and Partnership
Arrangements and the Anti-Bribery Policy).;
(e)

No requisition/order is placed for any item or items for which there is no
budget provision unless authorised by the Director of Finance &
Commissioning on behalf of the Chief Executive;

(f)

All goods, services or works are ordered on an official order except works
and services executed in accordance with a contract and purchases from
petty cash/purchase cards;

(g)

Verbal orders must only be issued very exceptionally – by an employee
designated by the Chief Executive and only in cases of emergency or
urgent necessity. These must be confirmed by an official order and
clearly marked “Confirmation Order”;

(h)

Orders are not split or otherwise placed in a manner devised so as to
avoid the financial thresholds;

(i)

Goods are not taken on trial or loan in circumstances that could commit
the Trust to a future uncompetitive purchase;

(j)

Changes to the list of employees and officers authorised to certify
invoices are notified to the Director of Finance & Commissioning;
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(k)

Purchases from petty cash are restricted in value and by type of purchase
in accordance with instructions issued by the Director of Finance &
Commissioning;

(l)

Petty cash records are maintained in a form as determined by the Director
of Finance & Commissioning.

10.2.7

The Chief Executive and Director of Finance & Commissioning shall ensure that
the arrangements for financial control and financial audit of building and
engineering contracts and property transactions comply with the guidance
contained within Concode. The technical audit of these contracts shall be the
responsibility of the relevant Director.

10.3

Joint Finance Arrangements with Local Authorities and Voluntary Bodies
(see overlap with Standing Order No. 9.1)
Payments to local authorities and voluntary organisations made under the powers
of section 78 of the NHS Act 2006 shall comply with procedures laid down by the
Director of Finance & Commissioning which shall be in accordance with these
Acts. (See overlap with Standing Order No. 9.1)

11.

EXTERNAL BORROWING AND INVESTMENTS

11.1

External Borrowing

11.1.1

The Director of Finance & Commissioning will advise the Board concerning the
Trust’s ability to pay interest on, and repay the Public Dividend Capital (PDC) and
any loans or overdrafts within the limits set by the Department of Health. The
Director of Finance & Commissioning is also responsible for reporting periodically
to the Board concerning the PDC and all loans and overdrafts.

11.1.2

Any application for a loan or overdraft, or for additional PDC, will only be made by
the Director of Finance & Commissioning or by an employee so delegated.

11.1.3

The Director of Finance & Commissioning must prepare procedural instructions
concerning applications for loans, overdrafts or PDC.

11.1.4

All short-term borrowings should be kept to the minimum period possible,
consistent with the overall cash flow position, represent good value for money,
and comply with the latest guidance from the Department of Health. Any short
term borrowing requirement must be authorised by the Director of Finance &
Commissioning. Short term borrowing has a maximum term of 6 months.

11.1.5

Any short-term borrowing must be with the authority of two members of an
authorised panel, one of which must be the Chief Executive or the Director of
Finance & Commissioning. The Board must be made aware of all short-term
borrowings at the next Board meeting.

11.1.6

All long-term borrowing must be consistent with the plans outlined in the current
Annual Plan and be approved by the Trust Board.

11.2

Investments

11.2.1

Temporary cash surpluses must be held only in such public or private sector
investments as specified in the Trust’s Treasury Management Policy and as
notified by the Secretary of State and authorised by the Board.
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11.2.2

The Director of Finance & Commissioning is responsible for advising the Board
on investments and shall report periodically to the Board concerning the
performance of investments held.

11.2.3

The Director of Finance & Commissioning will prepare detailed procedural
instructions on the operation of investment accounts and on the records to be
maintained.

11.2.4

The Trust must comply with all relevant guidance published on investment in
force.

12.

CAPITAL INVESTMENT, PRIVATE FINANCING,
REGISTERS AND SECURITY OF ASSETS

12.1

Capital Investment

12.1.1

The Board shall approve a programme of building, engineering and design
schemes known as the capital programme, as part of the budgetary process. In
addition, further list of such schemes known as the reserves list shall be provided
for situations where additional monies or slippage on existing schemes etc.,
enable resources to become available to provide additional works. The Chief
Executive shall approve the commencement of such reserve schemes as
required.

12.1.2

Where a requirement for a capital scheme not already in the approved
programme arises during the course of the year, approval for its commencement
shall be in accordance with the Scheme of Delegation and a report shall be made
to the next meeting of the Board, showing the impact of the new scheme on the
capital programme and the revenue consequences.

12.1.3

The Chief Executive:

12.1.4

FIXED

ASSET

(a)

Shall ensure that there is an adequate appraisal and approval process in
place for determining capital expenditure priorities and the effect of each
proposal upon business plans;

(b)

Is responsible for the management of all stages of capital schemes and
for ensuring that schemes are delivered on time and to cost;

(c)

Is responsible for reporting to the Board any significant variation to
planned capital schemes.

For every capital expenditure proposal the Chief Executive shall ensure:
(a)

That a business case (in line with the guidance contained within Capital
Investment Manual – http://www.info.doh.gov.uk/doh/finman.hsf) is
produced setting out:
(i)

An option appraisal of potential benefits compared with known
costs to determine the option with the highest ratio of benefits to
costs;

(ii)

The involvement of appropriate Trust personnel and external
agencies;

(iii)

Appropriate project management and control arrangements.
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(b)

That the Director of Finance & Commissioning has certified professionally
to the costs and revenue consequences detailed in the business case.

12.1.5

For capital schemes where the contracts stipulate staged payments, the Chief
Executive will issue procedures for their management, incorporating the
recommendations of Concode” and the Capital Investment Manual.

12.1.6

The Director of Finance & Commissioning shall assess on an annual basis the
requirement for the operation of the construction industry tax deduction scheme
in accordance with Her Majesty’s Revenue and Customs guidance.

12.1.7

The Director of Finance & Commissioning shall issue procedures governing the
financial management, including variations to contract of capital investment
projects and valuation for accounting purposes; and shall issue procedures for
the regular reporting of expenditure and commitment against authorised
expenditure.

12.1.8

The approval of a capital programme shall not constitute approval for expenditure
on any scheme.
The Chief Executive shall issue to the manager responsible for the scheme:
(a)
(b)
(c)

Specific authority to commit expenditure;
Authority to proceed to tender;
Approval to accept a successful tender in accordance with the Trust’s
Tendering and Contracting Procedures.

(Officers must comply with SFI No. 7 – Tendering and Contracting Regulations)
The Chief Executive will issue a scheme of delegation for capital investment
management in accordance with “Concode” guidance and the Trust’s Standing
Orders.
12.2

Private Finance

12.2.1

The Trust should normally test for PFI when considering capital procurement.
When the Trust proposes to use finance which is to be provided other than
through its Allocations, the following procedures shall apply:
(a)

The Director of Finance & Commissioning shall demonstrate that the use
of private finance represents value for money and genuinely transfers
significant risk to the private sector;

(b)

Where the sum involved exceeds delegated limits, the business case
must be referred to the Department of Health or in line with any current
guidelines;

(c)

The proposal must be specifically agreed by the Board.

12.3

Asset Registers

12.3.1

The Chief Executive is responsible for the maintenance of registers of assets,
taking account of the advice of the Director of Finance & Commissioning
concerning the form of any register and the method of updating, and arranging for
a physical check of assets against the asset register to be conducted once a
year.
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12.3.2

The Trust shall maintain an asset register recording fixed assets. The minimum
data set to be held within these registers shall be as specified in the Capital
Accounting Manual as issued by the Department of Health.

12.3.3

Additions to the fixed asset register must be clearly identified to an appropriate
budget holder and be validated by reference to:
(a)

Properly authorised and approved agreements, architect’s certificates,
supplier’s invoices and other documentary evidence in respect of
purchases from third parties;

(b)

Stores, requisitions and wages records for own materials and labour
including appropriate overheads;

(c)

Lease agreements in respect of assets held under a finance lease and
capitalised.

12.3.4

Where capital assets are sold, scrapped, lost or otherwise disposed of, their
value must be removed from the accounting records and each disposal must be
validated by reference to authorisation documents and invoices (where
appropriate).

12.3.5

The Director of Finance & Commissioning shall approve procedures for
reconciling balances on fixed assets accounts in ledgers against balances on
fixed asset registers.

12.3.6

The process for revoking assets periodically must be approved by the Audit
Committee and by the Board

12.3.7

The value of each asset shall be re-valued at appropriate periodic intervals and in
accordance with the requirements specified in the Capital Accounting Manual
issued by the Department of Health.

12.3.7

The value of each asset shall be depreciated using methods and rates as
specified in the Capital Accounting Manual issued by the Department of Health.

12.3.8

The Director of Finance & Commissioning of the Trust shall calculate and pay
capital charges as specified in the Capital Accounting Manual issued by the
Department of Health.

12.4

Security of Assets

12.4.1

The overall control of fixed assets is the responsibility of the Chief Executive.

12.4.2

Asset control procedures (including fixed assets, cash, cheques and negotiable
instruments, and also including donated assets) must be approved by the
Director of Finance & Commissioning. This procedure shall make provision for:
(a)

recording managerial responsibility for each asset;

(b)

identification of additions and disposals;

(c)

identification of all repairs and maintenance expenses;

(d)

physical security of assets;

(e)

periodic verification of the existence of, condition of and title to assets
recorded;

(f)

identification and reporting of all costs associated with the retention of an
asset; and
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(g)

reporting, recording and safekeeping of cash, cheques and negotiable
instruments.

12.4.3

All discrepancies revealed by verification of physical assets to fixed asset register
shall be notified to the Director of Finance & Commissioning.

12.4.4

Whilst each employee and officer has a responsibility for the security of property
of the Trust, it is the responsibility of Board members and senior employees in all
disciplines to apply such appropriate routine security practices in relation to NHS
property as may be determined by the Board. Any breach of agreed security
practices must be reported in accordance with agreed procedures.

12.4.5

Any damage to the Trust’s premises, vehicles and equipment, or any loss of
equipment, stores or supplies must be reported by Board members and
employees in accordance with the procedure for reporting losses.

12.4.6

Where practical, assets should be marked as Trust property.

12.4.7

Trust assets must not be used for private purposes other than that associated
with private healthcare. Agreement for such use must be given by the Chief
Executive.

13.

STORES AND RECEIPT OF GOODS

13.1

General Position

13.1.1

Stores, defined in terms of controlled stores and departmental stores (for
immediate use) should be:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

kept to a minimum;
subjected to annual stock take;
valued at the lower of cost and net realisable value;
obsolete or excess stock shall be valued at net realisable value.

13.2

Control of Stores, Stocktaking, Condemnations and Disposal

13.2.1

Subject to the responsibility of the Director of Finance & Commissioning for the
systems of control, overall responsibility for the control of stores shall be
delegated to an employee by the Chief Executive. The day-to-day responsibility
may be delegated by him to departmental employees and stores
managers/keepers, subject to such delegation being entered in a record available
to the Director of Finance & Commissioning. The control of any pharmaceutical
stocks shall be the responsibility of a designated Pharmaceutical Officer; the
control of any fuel, oil and coal of a designated estates manager.

13.2.2

The responsibility for security arrangements and the custody of keys for any
stores and locations shall be clearly defined in writing by the designated
manager/Pharmaceutical Officer.
Wherever practicable, stocks should be
marked as health service property.

13.2.3

The Director of Finance & Commissioning shall set out procedures and systems
to regulate the stores including records for receipt of goods, issues, and returns
to stores, and losses.

13.2.4

Stocktaking arrangements shall be agreed with the Director of Finance &
Commissioning and there shall be a physical check covering all items in store at
least once a year.
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13.2.5

Where a complete system of stores control is not justified, alternative
arrangements shall require the approval of the Director of Finance &
Commissioning.

13.2.6

Designated Managers shall be responsible for a system approved by the Director
of Finance & Commissioning for a review of slow moving and obsolete items and
for condemnation, disposal and replacement of all unserviceable articles. The
designated Officer shall report to the Director of Finance & Commissioning any
evidence of significant overstocking and of any negligence or malpractice (see
also overlap with SFI No. 15, Disposals and Condemnations, Losses and Special
Payments). Procedures for the disposal of obsolete stock shall follow the
procedures set out for disposal of all surplus and obsolete goods.

13.3

Goods Supplied by NHS Supply Chain

13.3.1

For goods supplied via the NHS Supply Chain central warehouses, the Chief
Executive shall identify those authorised to requisition and accept goods from the
store. The authorised person shall check receipt against the delivery note before
forwarding this to the Director of Finance & Commissioning who shall be satisfied
that the goods have been received before accepting the recharge.

14.

DISPOSALS
PAYMENTS

14.1

Disposals and Condemnations

14.1.1

Procedures

AND

CONDEMNATIONS,

LOSSES

AND

SPECIAL

The Director of Finance & Commissioning must prepare detailed procedures for
the disposal of assets including condemnations, and ensure that these are
notified to managers.
14.1.2

When it is decided to dispose of a Trust asset, the Head of Department or
authorised deputy will determine and advise the Director of Finance &
Commissioning of the estimated market value of the item, taking account of
professional advice where appropriate.

14.1.3

All unserviceable articles shall be:
(a)

condemned or otherwise disposed of by an employee authorised for that
purpose by the Director of Finance & Commissioning;

(b)

recorded by the Condemning Officer in a form approved by the Director of
Finance & Commissioning which will indicate whether the articles are to
be converted, destroyed or otherwise disposed of. All entries shall be
confirmed by the countersignature of a second employee authorised for
the purpose by the Director of Finance & Commissioning.

14.1.4

The Condemning Officer shall satisfy himself as to whether or not there is
evidence of negligence in use and shall report any such evidence to the Director
of Finance & Commissioning who will take the appropriate action.

14.2

Losses and Special Payments

14.2.1

The Director of Finance & Commissioning must prepare procedural instructions
on the recording of and accounting for condemnations, losses and special
payments. These procedures shall follow Department of Health guidance which
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also lays down the limits of authority delegated to the Trust. The Director of
Finance & Commissioning must also prepare a “Counter Fraud and Security
Policy and Procedure” to be approved by the Trust Board, which sets out the
action to be taken both by persons detecting a suspected fraud and by those
persons responsible for investigating it.
14.2.2

Any employee or officer discovering or suspecting a loss of any kind must either
immediately inform their head of department, who must immediately inform the
Chief Executive and Director of Finance & Commissioning or inform an officer
charged with responsibility for responding to concerns involving loss. This officer
will then appropriately inform the Director of Finance & Commissioning and/or
Chief Executive. Alternatively an employee may contact the NHS Fraud and
Corruption Reporting Line. Under no circumstances should an employee
challenge the suspected offender, nor tamper with any evidence nor seek to
entrap, as this may undermine options available to the Trust, counter-fraud
service and/or police. Where a criminal offence is suspected, the Director of
Finance & Commissioning must immediately inform the police if theft or arson is
involved. In cases of fraud or corruption or of anomalies which may indicate
fraud or corruption, the Director of Finance & Commissioning must inform the
relevant LCFS and NHS Protect in accordance with Secretary of State for
Health’s Directions.
The Director of Finance & Commissioning must notify NHS Protect and the
External Auditor of all frauds.

14.2.3

For losses apparently caused by theft, arson, neglect of duty or gross
carelessness, except if trivial, the Director of Finance & Commissioning must
immediately notify:
(a)
(b)

the Board;
the External Auditor.

14.2.4

Within limits delegated to it by the Department of Health, the Board, and such
officers as subsequently delegated by them (see Scheme of Delegation) shall
approve the writing-off of losses.

14.2.5

The Director of Finance & Commissioning shall be authorised to take any
necessary steps to safeguard the Trust’s interests in bankruptcies and company
liquidations.

14.2.6

For any loss, the Director of Finance & Commissioning should consider whether
any insurance claim can be made.

14.2.7

The Director of Finance & Commissioning shall maintain a Losses and Special
Payments Register in which write-off action is recorded.

14.2.8

No special payments exceeding delegated limits shall be made without the prior
approval of the Department of Health.

14.2.9

All losses and special payments must be reported to the Audit Committee at
every meeting.

15.

FINANCIAL SYSTEMS - INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY (IT)

15.1

Responsibilities and Duties of the Director of Finance & Commissioning

15.1.1

The Director of Finance & Commissioning, who is responsible for the accuracy
and security of the computerised financial data of the Trust, shall:
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(a)

Devise and implement any necessary procedures to ensure adequate
(reasonable) protection of the Trust’s data, programs and computer
hardware for which the Director is responsible from accidental or
intentional disclosure to unauthorised persons, deletion or modification,
theft or damage, having due regard for the Data Protection Act 1998;

(b)

Ensure that adequate (reasonable) controls exist over data entry,
processing, storage, transmission and output to ensure security, privacy,
accuracy, completeness and timeliness of the data, as well as the efficient
and effective operation of the system;

(c)

Ensure that adequate controls exist such that the computer operation is
separated from development, maintenance and amendment;

(d)

Ensure that an adequate management (audit) trail exists through the
computerised system and that such computer audit reviews as the
Director may consider necessary are being carried out.

15.1.2

The Director of Finance & Commissioning shall need to ensure that new financial
systems and amendments to current financial systems are developed in a
controlled manner and thoroughly tested prior to implementation. Where this is
undertaken by another organisation, assurances of adequacy must be obtained
from them prior to implementation.

15.1.3

The Director of Finance & Commissioning shall publish and maintain a Freedom
of Information (FOI) Publication Scheme, or adopt a model Publication Scheme
approved by the Information Commissioner. A Publication Scheme is a complete
guide to the information routinely published by a public authority. It describes the
classes or types of information about the Trust that is made publicly available.

15.2

Responsibilities and Duties of other Directors and Officers in relation to
Computer Systems of a General Application
In the case of computer systems which are proposed General Applications (i.e.,
normally those applications which the majority of Trusts in the Region wish to
sponsor jointly) all responsible directors and employees will send to the Director
of Finance & Commissioning:

15.3

(a)

details of the outline design of the system;

(b)

in the case of packages acquired either from a commercial organisation,
from the NHS, or from another public sector organisation, the operational
requirement.

Contracts for Computer Services with other Health Bodies or Outside
Agencies
The Director of Finance & Commissioning shall ensure that contracts for
computer services for financial applications with another health organisation or
any other agency shall clearly define the responsibility of all parties for the
security, privacy, accuracy, completeness and timeliness of data during
processing, transmission and storage. The contract should also ensure rights of
access for audit purposes.
Where another health organisation or any other agency provides a computer
service for financial applications, the Director of Finance & Commissioning shall
periodically seek assurances that adequate controls are in operation.

15.4

Risk Assessment
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The Director of Finance & Commissioning shall ensure that risks to the Trust
arising from the use of IT are effectively identified and considered and
appropriate action taken to mitigate or control risk. This shall include the
preparation and testing of appropriate disaster recovery plans.
15.5

Requirements for Computer Systems which have an impact on Corporate
Financial Systems
Where computer systems have an impact on corporate financial systems the
Director of Finance & Commissioning shall need to be satisfied that:
(a)

Systems acquisition, development and maintenance are in line with
corporate policies such as an Information Technology Strategy;

(b)

Data produced for use with financial systems is adequate, accurate,
complete and timely and that a management (audit) trail exists;

(c)

Director of Finance & Commissioning staff have access to such data;

(d)

Such computer audit reviews as are considered necessary are being
carried out.

16.

PATIENTS’ PROPERTY

16.1

The Trust has a responsibility to provide safe custody for money and other
personal property handed in by patients, in the possession of unconscious or
confused patients, or found in the possession of deceased or dead on arrival
patients and shall determine procedures to ensure safe custody.

16.2

The Chief Executive is responsible for ensuring that patients or their guardians,
as appropriate, are informed, either through notices or oral advice that the Trust
will not accept responsibility or liability for patients’ property brought into Health
Service premises/vehicles, unless it is handed in for safe custody and a copy of
an official patients’ property record is obtained as a receipt.

16.3

The Director of Finance & Commissioning must provide detailed written
instructions on the handling of patients’ property.

16.4

Staff should be informed, on appointment, by the appropriate departmental or
senior manager, of their responsibilities and duties for the administration of the
property of patients.

17.

FUNDS HELD ON TRUST

17.1

Corporate Trustee

17.1.1

Standing Order No. 2.8 outlines the Trust’s responsibilities as a corporate trustee
for the management of funds it holds on trust, along with Standing Order 1.14
that defines the need for compliance with Charities Commission latest guidance
and good practice.

17.1.2

The discharge of the Trust’s corporate trustee responsibilities is distinct from its
responsibilities for exchequer funds and may not necessarily be discharged in the
same manner, but there must still be adherence to the overriding general
principles of financial regularity, prudence and propriety. Trustee responsibilities
cover both charitable and non-charitable purposes.
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17.1.3

The Director of Finance & Commissioning shall ensure that each trust fund which
the Trust is responsible for managing is managed appropriately with regard to its
purpose and to its requirements.

17.2

Accountability to Charity Commission and Secretary of State for Health

17.2.1

The trustee responsibilities must be discharged separately and full recognition
given to the Trust’s dual accountabilities to the Charity Commission for charitable
funds held on trust and to the Secretary of State for all funds held on trust.

17.2.2

The Schedule of Matters Reserved to the Board and the Scheme of Delegation
make clear where decisions regarding the exercise of discretion regarding the
disposal and use of the funds are to be taken and by whom. All Trust Board
members and Trust officers must take account of that guidance before taking
action.

17.3

Applicability of Standing Financial Instructions to Funds held on Trust

17.3.1

Insofar as it is possible to do so, most of the sections of these Standing Financial
Instructions will apply to the management of funds held on trust. (See overlap
with SFI No: 7.15.)

17.3.2

The overriding principle is that the integrity of each Trust must be maintained and
statutory and Trust obligations met. Materiality must be assessed separately
from Exchequer activities and funds.

18.

ACCEPTANCE OF GIFTS BY STAFF AND LINK TO STANDARDS OF
BUSINESS CONDUCT (see overlap with SO 10.2.6(d))
The Director of Finance & Commissioning shall ensure that all staff and
governors are made aware of the Trust’s policy on acceptance of gifts and other
benefits in kind by staff. The Trust’s Standards of Business Conduct Policy in
Respect of Interests, Gifts, Hospitality, Sponsorship, Advertising and Partnership
Arrangements and the Anti-Bribery Policy follows guidance contained in the
Department of Health circular HSG(93)5 ‘Standards of Business Conduct for
NHS Staff’ and is also deemed to be an integral part of the Standing Orders and
Standing Financial Instructions.

19.

RETENTION OF DOCUMENTS

19.1

The Chief Executive shall be responsible for maintaining archives for all records
required to be retained in accordance with Department of Health guidelines.

19.2

The records held in archives shall be capable of retrieval by authorised persons.

19.3

Records held in accordance with latest Department of Health guidance shall only
be destroyed at the express instigation of the Chief Executive. Detail shall be
maintained of records so destroyed.

20.

RISK MANAGEMENT AND INSURANCE

20.1

Programme of Risk Management
The Chief Executive shall ensure that the Trust has a programme of risk
management, in accordance with current Department of Health assurance
framework requirements, which will be approved and monitored by the Board.
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The programme of risk management shall include:
(a)

A process for identifying and quantifying risks and potential liabilities;

(b)

Engendering among all levels of staff a positive attitude towards the
control of risk;

(c)

Management processes to ensure all significant risks and potential
liabilities are addressed including effective systems of internal control,
cost effective insurance cover and decisions on the acceptable level of
retained risk;

(d)

Contingency plans to offset the impact of adverse events;

(e)

Audit arrangements including:
safety review;

(f)

A clear indication of which risks shall be insured;

(g)

Arrangements to review the Risk Management programme.

internal audit, clinical audit, health and

The existence, integration and evaluation of the above elements will assist in
providing a basis to make a statement on the effectiveness of internal control
(Annual Governance Statement) within the Annual Report and Accounts as
required by the Department of Health guidance.
20.2

Insurance: Risk Pooling Schemes Administered by NHSLA
The Board shall decide if the Trust will insure through the risk pooling schemes
administered by the NHS Resolution or self-insure for some or all of the risks
covered by the risk pooling schemes. If the Board decides not to use the risk
pooling schemes for any of the risk areas (clinical, property and employers/third
party liability) covered by the scheme, this decision shall be reviewed annually.

20.3

Insurance Arrangements with Commercial Insurers

20.3.1

There is a general prohibition, on entering into insurance arrangements with
commercial insurers. There are, however, three exceptions when Trust’s may
enter into insurance arrangements with commercial insurers. The exceptions
are:
(a)

Trust’s may enter commercial arrangements for insuring motor vehicles
owned by the Trust including insuring third party liability arising from their
use;

(b)

where the Trust is involved with a consortium in a Private Finance
Initiative contract and the other consortium members required that
commercial insurance arrangements are entered into; and

(c)

where income generation activities take place. Income generation
activities should normally be insured against all risks using commercial
insurance. If the income generation activity is also an activity normally
carried out by the Trust for a NHS purpose the activity may be covered in
the risk pool. Confirmation of coverage in the risk pool must be obtained
from the Litigation Authority. In any case of doubt concerning a Trust’s
powers to enter into commercial insurance arrangements the Finance
Director should consult with the Department of Health.
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20.4

Arrangements to be followed by the Board in Agreeing Insurance Cover

20.4.1

Where the Board decides to use the risk pooling schemes administered by the
NHS Resolution the Director of Finance & Commissioning shall ensure that the
arrangements entered into are appropriate and complementary to the risk
management programme. The Director of Finance & Commissioning shall
ensure that documented procedures cover these arrangements.

20.4.2

Where the Board decides not to use the risk pooling schemes administered by
the NHS Resolution for one or other of the risks covered by the schemes, the
Director of Finance & Commissioning shall ensure that the Board is informed of
the nature and extent of the risks that are self insured as a result of this decision.
The Director of Finance & Commissioning will draw up formal documented
procedures for the management of any claims arising from third parties and
payments in respect of losses which will not be reimbursed.

20.4.3

All the risk pooling schemes require Scheme members to make some
contribution to the settlement of claims (the ‘deductible’). The Director of Finance
& Commissioning should ensure documented procedures also cover the
management of claims and payments below the deductible in each case.

21.

CONSULTATION

21.1

The Trust should take into account the legal duties of consultation that are
applicable to the Trust when considering any changes to service provision at an
early stage and seek advice where necessary.

21.2

Section 242 of the National Health Service Act 2006 sets out the Trust’s duty as
respects health services for which it is responsible, that persons to whom those
services are being or may be provided or, directly or through representatives,
included in and consulted on:

21.3

(a)

The planning of the provision of those services;

(b)

The development and consideration of proposals for changes in the way
those services are provided; and

(c)

Decisions to be made by that body affecting the operation of those
services.

Regulation 4A of the Local Authority (Overview and Scrutiny Committee’s Health
Scrutiny functions) Regulations 2002 sets out that the Trust needs to consult with
the Overview and Scrutiny Committee of a Local Authority where:
(a)

The Trust proposes to make an application to the Regulator to vary the
terms of its authorisation; and

(b)

That application, if successful, would result in a substantial variation of the
provision by the Trust of protected goods or services in the area of that
local authority.

References:
Counter Fraud and Security Policy and Procedure
Annual Plan, Manual of Accounts, Department of Health
Concode, Department of Health
Capital Investment Manual, Department of Health
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EAST OF ENGLAND AMBULANCE SERVICE NHS TRUST: SCHEME OF DELEGATION
Delegated matters in respect of decisions which may have a far reaching effect must be reported to the Chief Executive. The delegation shown below
is the lowest level to which authority is delegated by the Board of Directors. Delegation to lower levels is only permitted with written approval
of the Chief Executive who will, before authorising such delegations, consult with other Senior Officers as appropriate. All items concerning
Finance must be carried out in accordance with Standing Financial Instructions and Standing Orders of the Board of Directors.

DELEGATED MATTER

AUTHORITY DELEGATED TO

1.

FORWARD PLANS, BUDGETS, BUDGETARY CONTROL AND MONITORING

1.1

Preparation & Approval of Forward Plans & Budgets

1.1.1

Compilation and submission to Board of Directors a forward plan in respect of
each financial year.
Implementation and performance monitoring of the Forward Plan
Preparation and submission of budgets for approval by the Board of Directors prior
to start of financial year
Monitor financial performance against budget and plan, and advise Board of
Directors
Provision of information to enable budgets to be compiled
Budget holders to sign up to their allocated budgets at commencement of each
financial year

Chief Executive in conjunction with
Director of Finance & Commissioning
Executive Leadership Board
Director of Finance & Commissioning

1.1.7

Provision of adequate business planning and budget management training on an
on-going basis to budget holders to help them manage successfully

2.2

Budgetary Delegation

2.2.1

Responsibility for delegation of the management of revenue budget to permit the
performance of a defined range of activities:
(a) Designation of budget holder
(b) Responsibility for management of revenue budget at individual budget level
(c) Responsibility for the totality of activities covered by each Corporate or
Operational Directorate
(d) Responsibility for all other revenue budgetary areas, e.g. reserves, nonrecurring budgets

1.1.2
1.1.3
1.1.4
1.1.5
1.1.6

SFI
PARA REF
3
3.1
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3.1.1/3.1.3
3.1.2

Director of Finance & Commissioning

3.1.3

Budget Holders
Director of Finance & Commissioning

3.1.4
3.1.5

Director of Finance & Commissioning

3.1.6

Chief Executive

3.2.1 & 10.1.1

Chief Executive
Budget Holder
Chief Executive or in their absence
relevant Executive Director
Director of Finance & Commissioning

3.2.2 & 10.1.1
3.2.2 & 10.1.1

3.2.4

DELEGATED MATTER
2.2.2

Responsibility for delegation of the management of capital budget in line with the
approved Capital Programme (See also Scheme of Delegation 10)
(a) Designation of Budget Holder
(b)

2.2.3

Responsibility for management of the capital budget

NB Virement is the transfer of resources between pay and non-pay or between
Service Delivery and Support Services
a) Value up to £500,000

Value over £500,001

3.

ACCOUNTS AND REPORTS

3.1

Preparation and submission of financial reports in accordance with the accounting
policies, guidance and timetable prescribed and approved by the Department of
Health
Preparation and publication of annual report and audited accounts and
presentation to Board of Directors and to the Annual Public Meeting of the Trust.

3.2

SFI
PARA REF

Chief Executive

3.4 & 12

Chief Executive

3.2.2

& 3.4

Director of Finance & Commissioning

(c) Responsibility for management of capital budget at individual level
Authorised use of Virement

b)

AUTHORITY DELEGATED TO

Capital Budget Holder
3.2.3
Chief Executive
Budget Holder with approval of
Director of Finance &
Commissioning/Head of Finance
Board of Directors
4
Director of Finance & Commissioning

4.1

Chief Executive

4.2

4.

BANK AND TREASURY MANAGEMENT POLICY

4.1

Compilation and submission of Treasury Management Policy to Board of Directors

Director of Finance & Commissioning

5.1.1

4.2

Monitoring of Treasury Management Policy and provision of advice to Board of
Directors
Monitoring compliance with Department of Health’s guidance on level of cleared
funds
Responsibility for bank and Government Bank Accounts including preparation of
detailed instructions for operation

Director of Finance & Commissioning

5.1.1

Director of Finance & Commissioning

5.1.1

Director of Finance & Commissioning

5.2 & 5.3

Review commercial banking arrangements of the Trust to reflect best practice and
ensure through market testing (at least every 5-years) value for money.
Approval of banking arrangements

Director of Finance & Commissioning

5.4

Board of Directors

5.1.2

4.3
4.4
4.5
4.6

5
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DELEGATED MATTER

AUTHORITY DELEGATED TO

SFI
PARA REF
5.3.2

4.7

Opening of bank accounts

Director of Finance & Commissioning

4.8

Designation of authorised panel officers, by resolution of the Board of Directors for
signing of cheques for cash, other cheques and authorisation of Government
Banking Services and BACS payment schedules

Director of Finance & Commissioning

4.8.1

4.8.2

Cheques or other orders drawn upon the main exchequer bank account with
(a)

Value below £5,000

(b)

Value of £5,000 or more

One signature from the First Officer
Panel
Two signatures, one from the First
Officer Panel and the other from the
Second Officer Panel

Cheques or other orders drawn upon the main charitable fund bank account with:
(See also Scheme of Delegation 16)
(a) Value below £5,000
(b)

5.

Value over £5,001

5.1.3

INCOME, FEES AND CHARGES AND SECURITY OF CASH, CHEQUES AND
OTHER NEGOTIABLE INSTRUMENTS
Income
Design, maintain and ensure compliance with income and expenditure systems for
prompt banking of all monies
Approval and regular review of the level of all fees and charges, other than those
determined by the Secretary of State or statute
Responsibility for debt recovery and associated procedures

5.1.4

Security of cash, cheques and other negotiable instruments

5.2

Money Laundering

5.2.1
5.2.2

Monitoring of money laundering regulations
Reporting of any cash payments in excess of €15,000 (approximately £10,000) in
respect of any single transaction to the Director of Finance & Commissioning

5.1
5.1.1
5.1.2

5.3.3
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One signature from the First Officer
Panel
Two signatures, one from the First
Officer Panel and the other from the
Second Officer Panel

5.3.4
5.3.5

5.3.6
5.3.6
6

Director of Finance & Commissioning

6.1.1 & 6.1.2

Director of Finance & Commissioning

6.2

Director of Finance & Commissioning

6.3

Director of Finance & Commissioning

6.4

Director of Finance & Commissioning
All Employees

6.5
6.5

DELEGATED MATTER

AUTHORITY DELEGATED TO

SFI
PARA REF

6.

TENDERING AND CONTRACTING REGULATIONS

6.1

Legislation and Guidance Covering Public Procurement

6.1.1

Director of Strategy and Sustainability

7.2

6.2

Monitoring compliance with Public Contract Regulations 2015 and relevant EU
Directives relating to public procurement
E-Auctions

6.2.1

Monitoring of future expansion into e-auction activity

Director of Strategy and Sustainability

7.3

6.3

Capital Investment (See also Scheme of Delegation 10)

6.3.1

Monitor compliance with the requirements of guidance published on capital
investment and estate and property transactions
Quotations, Tendering, Leasing and Contract Procedures (Applicable to all
goods and services including healthcare services)
Quotation and Tendering Limits (all limits quoted include VAT):
(a) Obtain up to two verbal quotations for goods/services up to £4,999 at
Procurement Department’s discretion
(b) Competitive sourcing either through the Trust’s electronic tendering systems
or by obtaining a minimum of two written quotations for goods/services
between £5,000 and £19,999 at Procurement Department’s discretion
(c) Competitive sourcing either through the Trust’s electronic market place
system or by obtaining a
minimum of three written quotations for
goods/services from £20,000 to £50,000
(d) Execute formal tender procedures and obtain minimum of three written
competitive tenders (if feasible) for goods/services over £50,000
(EU Procurement Rules apply: Thresholds routinely change every two years
and the Trust will apply these as published. Applicable thresholds from 1
January 2018 to 31 December 2020 are: Goods £118,133/ Services £181,302;
and Works £4,551,413 and Light Touch Regime £615,278)
List of Approved Firms (See also Scheme of Delegation 8)

Director of Finance & Commissioning

7.4

Compilation and maintenance of approved list of firms for tendering
Responsibility for ensuring all suppliers aware of the Trust’s Terms and Conditions
of Contract

Director of Strategy and Sustainability
Director of Strategy and Sustainability

6.4
6.4.1

6.5
6.5.1
6.5.2
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7.5, 7.6 & 7.7
Budget Holder in conjunction with
Procurement Department
Budget Holder in conjunction with
Procurement Department

7.7.2

Budget Holder in conjunction with
Procurement Department

7.7.2

7.7.2

Appropriate Head of Department or
Senior Locality Manager /Executive
Director and Director of Finance &
Commissioning in conjunction with
Procurement Department

7.5.5 & 7.6.8
7.6.8

DELEGATED MATTER

AUTHORITY DELEGATED TO

SFI
PARA REF

Responsibility for ensuring financial standing and technical competence of
approved contractors
Responsibility for ensuring technical/medical competence of approved contractors
for clinical governance purposes
Variation to use of approved firms/individuals or if a list does not exist for whatever
reason, responsibility for ensuring appropriate checks are carried out for technical
and financial capability of those first invited to tender
Invitation to Tender

Director of Finance & Commissioning

7.6.8 & 10.1.3

Medical Director

7.6.8 & 10.1.3

Director of Finance & Commissioning

7.6.9

6.6.1

Issue of all tenders for goods, materials, services, building, engineering works and
disposals with appropriate Terms and Conditions regulating the conduct of the
tender and appropriate Terms and Conditions on which Contract to be awarded

Director of Strategy and Sustainability
in conjunction with Head of
Department or Senior Locality
Manager /Executive Director/Director

7.6.1

6.7

Receipt and Safe Custody of Tenders

6.7.1
6.8

Receipt and safe custody of all tenders
Tender Opening/Evaluation/Acceptance/Recording

Director of Strategy and Sustainability

7.6.2

6.8.1

Opening Tenders: £50,000 and over or if conducted using the eProcurement
system, view tender submissions via tender portal and grant access to the tender
portal as appropriate
Preparation and submission of formal written Tender Evaluation Report

Director of Strategy and Sustainability
and/or Head of Procurement

7.6.3

Designated Lead for tender process
as defined by Head of Department or
Senior Locality Manager /Executive
Director together with Finance
Manager and other internal specialist
advisor(s) (e.g. Procurement
Manager, estates, service users, as
appropriate)

7.6.6

6.5.3
6.5.4
6.5.5

6.6

6.8.2

6.8.3

Review of formal written Tender Evaluation Report required for (in accordance
with Scheme of Delegation 10.3)
(a) Formal Tenders up to £100,000 (Average annual contract term cost, including
VAT) Maximum initial contract term of 3 years only
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7.8
Head of Department or Senior Locality
Manager countersigned by Executive
Director

DELEGATED MATTER

AUTHORITY DELEGATED TO

6.8.4
6.9

Formal Tenders from £100,001 to £500,000 (Average annual contract term Head of Department or Senior Locality
cost, including VAT) Maximum initial contract term of 3 years only
Manager /Executive Director/
Director (as appropriate/designated)
with countersignature by Director of
Finance & Commissioning/Chief
Executive (or designated deputy in
their absence)
(c) Formal Tenders from £500,001 to £999,999 (Average annual contract term Chief Executive/Director of Finance &
cost, including VAT) Maximum initial contract term of 3 years only
Commissioning following Chair’s
approval (or designated deputy in
their absence)
(d) Formal Tenders of £1M and over (Average annual contract term cost,
Board of Directors
including VAT)
(To be recorded in the Minutes of the Board of Directors) Maximum initial
contract term of 3 years only
(e) All formal tenders with a contract of greater than 3 years and a total contract
Executive Leadership Board
value less than £3M.
(f) All formal tenders with a contract of greater than 3 years and a total contract
Board of Directors
value greater than £3M.
(g) Tenders accepted that are not lowest expenditure or highest income to be Director of Strategy and Sustainability
reported to the Audit Committee
Approval of expenditure over agreed tender/quotation budget:
Director of Finance & Commissioning
Register of Tenders

6.9.1
6.10

Maintenance of Tender Register
Quotation/Tender Waiver or Single Tender Action

6.10.1

Documented evidence for waiving of all quotations and tenders

Tender Waiver Group

6.10.2

Approval of formal written report for waiver of quotations or requests for single
quotation action up to £49,999
Approval of formal written report for the waiver of tenders or requests for single
tender action over £50,000 (report to Audit Committee)

Tender Waiver Group

SFI
PARA REF

(b)

6.10.3

7.6.7 & 7.8

7

Director of Strategy and Sustainability
7.5.3 & 7.9
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Chief Executive and Director of
Finance & Commissioning upon
advice of Tender Waiver Group

DELEGATED MATTER
6.10.4

AUTHORITY DELEGATED TO

6.11

EU Procurement Threshold Limits (see Scheme of Delegation 6.4.1 (d)) – No
Waiver/Single Tender Action Permitted
Private Finance for Capital Procurement

6.11.1

Approval of PFI capital procurement

6.12

Compliance Requirements for All Contracts

6.12.1

6.13

All contracts, being legally binding, shall comply with best costing practice and
devised to manage contractual risk, whilst optimising the Trust’s opportunity to
generate income. Approval of all contracts entered into on behalf of the Trust.
(See overlap with 7.2 below)
Procurement of In-House Services

6.13.1

Determination of in-house services to be subject to competitive tendering

6.13.2

Delegation of lead officer(s) to oversee and manage the process and contract on
behalf of the Trust

7.

CONTRACTING FOR PROVISION OF SERVICES (INCOME)

7.1

Regular review of capacity and capability of the Trust to provide its mandatory
goods and services

7.2

All contracts, being potentially legally binding, shall comply with best costing
practice and devised to manage contractual risk, whilst optimising the Trust’s
opportunity to generate income. Approval of all contracts entered into on behalf of
the Trust.
(a) Approval of Existing Business/Contract Rollover/New Business/
Diversification:

No Delegated Authority

Board of Directors

(i)

Average Annual Contract Value up to £500,000. Initial contract term
up to a maximum of 3 years.

(ii)

Average Annual Contract Value Between £500,001 to £999,999. Initial
contract term up to a maximum of 3 years.
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SFI
PARA REF

7.10

See 7.2 below
7.11 & 8.4

Board of Directors

7.14.2

Chief Executive

7.14.5

Board of Directors

8.1

7.11 & 8.6

Director of Finance & Commissioning
following recommendation from
Senior Leadership Board
Chief Executive and/or Director of
Finance & Commissioning following
Executive Leadership Board approval

DELEGATED MATTER
(iii)

(b)

AUTHORITY DELEGATED TO

Average Annual Contract Value over £1m. Initial contract term up to a
maximum of 3 years.
(To be recorded in the Minutes of the Board of Directors)

(iv) Contract term over 3 years with a contract value of less than £3M
(v) Contract term over 3 years with a contract value of greater than £3M
Contract Signing following approvals given at 7.2 (a) above:

7.3

Reporting on actual and forecast service activity income

8.

TERMS OF SERVICE AND PAYMENT OF DIRECTORS AND EMPLOYEES

8.1

Funded Establishment

8.1.1

Agree workforce plans within annual budget

8.1.2

Authority to change establishment within Board of Director’s agreed financial
budget
Authority to authorise temporary variations to pay rates within standard Agenda
For Change Terms and Conditions

8.1.3

Authority to fill funded post on the establishment within area of
operational/corporate responsibility

8.1.5 (a)

Authority to permanently appoint staff to posts above the formal budgeted
establishment (i.e. increasing overall revenue cost to the Trust of £500,000 per
annum)

8.1.5 (b)

Authority to permanently appoint staff to posts above the formal budgeted
establishment (i.e. increasing overall revenue cost to the Trust above £500,001
per annum)
The granting of additional increments to newly appointed staff within budget and
regulations
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8.9
9

Board of Directors

8.1.4

8.1.6

Board of Directors following
recommendation from Executive
Leadership Board
Contract signature by Chief Executive
or nominated deputy in their absence
Executive Leadership Board
Board of Directors
As per the delegated officers and
values defined at 7.2 (a) (i), (ii),(iii)
and (iv) above
Director of Finance & Commissioning

SFI
PARA REF

9.2.1

Director of People & Culture and
Director of Finance & Commissioning
Chief Executive and Director of
Finance & Commissioning with
Executive Leadership Board approval
Director of People & Culture or
nominated deputy in conjunction with
Head of Finance
Chief Executive and Director of
Finance & Commissioning, following
recommendation from Executive
Leadership Board
Chief Executive and Director of
Finance & Commissioning, after
approval with Board of Directors
Director of People & Culture or
Nominated Deputy

9.2.2

9.3.1

DELEGATED MATTER

AUTHORITY DELEGATED TO

8.1.7

Authority to grant additional increments to existing or newly appointed staff above
the formal budgeted position (i.e. increasing overall revenue cost to Trust)

8.1.8

All requests for upgrading/re-grading shall be dealt with in accordance with Trust
procedures

8.1.9

Additional staff to the agreed establishment with specifically allocated finance

8.2

Engagement of Staff not on the Establishment

8.2.1

Authority to engage Non-medical consultancy staff

8.2.2

Booking of Bank, Locum or Agency Staff (Medical Locums, Nursing & Clerical)
Excluding EOC within budget allocation – see 8.2.3 below

8.2.3

Booking of Bank, Locum or Agency Staff for EOC and Primary Care within budget
allocation

8.3

Processing Payroll

8.3.1

Authority to design and implement standing data forms affecting pay, new starters,
variations and leavers
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SFI
PARA REF

Chief Executive and Director of
Finance & Commissioning, after
recommendation from the Executive
Leadership Board
Director of People & Culture

Appropriate Head of Department or
Senior Locality Manager/Director with
Director of Finance & Commissioning
in accordance with Trust Policy

9.3.1

Executive Director in conjunction with
Director of Finance & Commissioning
and Director of People & Culture
Head of Department or Senior Locality
Manager or nominated
deputy/Executive Director in
conjunction with Medical Director,
Directors of Finance &Commissioning
& Director of Nursing & Clinical
Quality (as appropriate)
Senior EOC Manager (SEM)and
Primary Care General Manager in
conjunction with Medical
Director/Director of Nursing & Clinical
Quality for clinical personnel
Director of People & Culture or
nominated deputy

9.3.2

DELEGATED MATTER

AUTHORITY DELEGATED TO

8.3.2

Authority to complete relevant starter, leaver and variation forms

8.3.3

Authority to complete and authorise negative/positive reporting forms

8.3.4

Authority to authorise overtime within Agenda for Change Terms and Conditions

8.3.5

Authority to authorise travel and subsistence expenses

8.3.6

Approval of performance related pay assessment:
(a)

Performance Related Pay for Non-Board Members

(b)

Performance Related Pay for Board Executive Directors

8.4

Contract of Employment

8.4.1

Authority to issue contract of employment in a form approved by the Board of
Directors
Authority to vary terms and conditions of employment within budget and
regulations

8.4.2

8.4.3

Line Manager in conjunction with
Budget Holder where cost impact and
countersigned by Finance/HR
Business Manager
Budget Holders/Managers/ Head of
Department or Senior Locality
Manager/Directors/
Chair (as appropriate)

Head of Department or Senior Locality
Managers (or nominated deputy)
/Executive Directors (as appropriate)
Budget Holders/Head of Department
or Senior Locality Managers (or
nominated deputy)/Executive
Directors/
Chair (as appropriate)
Chief Executive and Director of
Finance & Commissioning and
Director of People & Culture
Remuneration Committee

(In accordance with Trust Policy)

Authority to vary terms and conditions of employment not within budget and
regulations (i.e. increasing overall revenue cost to Trust)
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SFI
PARA REF

9.5
Director of People & Culture or
nominated Deputy
Director of People & Culture or
nominated Deputy in accordance with
Trust Policy
Chief Executive and Director of
Finance & Commissioning, after
recommendation from the Executive

DELEGATED MATTER

AUTHORITY DELEGATED TO

SFI
PARA REF

Leadership Board
Head of Department or Senior Locality
Manager/Executive Director (as
appropriate) in accordance with Trust
Policy
Panel Comprising of: Chief Executive,
Director of Finance & Commissioning
and Director of People & Culture

8.4.4

Renewal of fixed term Contract

8.4.4a

Redundancy – Authorisation for employees up to Band 7 or a small group of
redundancies (under 20 employees)

8.4.4b

Redundancy – Authorisation for employees 8a and above or a large group of
redundancies (over 20 employees)

Panel Comprising of: Chief Executive,
Director of Finance & Commissioning
and Director of People & Culture with
approval from Remuneration
Committee

8.4.5

MARS – Authorisation

8.4.6

Ill-Health Retirement – Decision to pursue retirement on grounds of ill health is an
employee decision. Activation of Trust Procedures.

8.4.7

Dismissal - Authorisation

Director of HR & OD with Executive
Leadership Board approval
Head of Department or Deputy
Director/Executive Director (as
appropriate) & Occupational Health
Director of People & Culture &
authorised Directors/Managers (band
8c and above) or Remuneration
Committee
(as appropriate) in accordance with
Trust Policy

8.5

Leave Authority (In accordance with Trust Policy)

8.5.1

Study Leave – All study leave external to the UK and Ireland, including
CME/professional leave

SFI 10.2.6 and
SO 6
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Chief Executive or nominated Deputy
following recommendation from Head
of Department or Senior Locality
Manager/
Director (as appropriate) and where

DELEGATED MATTER

AUTHORITY DELEGATED TO

8.5.2

Study Leave – All study leave involving hospitality
(Directorate required to obtain the necessary approval to study leave and maintain
register and forward to the Trust Secretary/Chief Executive for authorisation of any
hospitality before acceptance).

8.6

Relocation Expenses

8.6.1

Authorisation of payment of relocation expenses incurred by officers taking up new
appointments (in accordance with local policy);

8.7
8.7.1
8.7.2
9.

(a)

Up to £8,000

(b)

Over £8,001

appropriate in conjunction with the
Medical Director or Director of Nursing
& Clinical Quality (as appropriate) in
accordance with Trust Policy
Head of Department or Senior Locality
Manager/
Director (as appropriate) in
conjunction with the Medical Director
or Director of Nursing & Clinical
Quality (as appropriate)
Chief Executive/Trust Secretary
(for advance approval of hospitality)

Director of People & Culture or
Remuneration Committee (as
appropriate)
Director of People & Culture and Chief
Executive or Remuneration
Committee (as appropriate)

Authorised Car and Mobile Phone Users
Requests for new posts to be authorised as car users or re-designation of existing
posts
Requests for authorised mobile phone status
FACILITIES FOR STAFF NOT EMPLOYED BY THE TRUST TO GAIN
PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE

9.1

Professional recognition, honorary contracts and insurance of medical staff

9.2

Work experience students

9.3

Volunteers
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Director of Finance & Commissioning
Budget Manager

Director of People & Culture or
nominated deputy
Director of People & Culture or
nominated deputy

SFI
PARA REF

DELEGATED MATTER

AUTHORITY DELEGATED TO

9.3.1

Volunteers (Volunteer Car Drivers)

Deputy Director of Service Delivery

9.3.2

Volunteers (Community First Responders)

Deputy Director of Service Delivery

10.
10.1

NON-PAY EXPENDITURE (See Scheme of Delegation 17 for Funds Held on
Trust)
Approval of level of non-pay expenditure on an annual basis

10.2

Determination of the level of delegation to budget managers

10.3

Agree and maintain a list of managers authorised to place requisitions for
the ordering and receipt of goods and services and authorisation of invoices
(See overlap with Scheme of Delegation 16)
Requisitioning and Ordering of Goods and Services and Authorisation of Invoices:

10.3.1

(a)

All requisitions/invoices up to £10,000

(b)

All requisitions/invoices up to £25,000

(c)

All requisitions/invoices between £25,001 and £100,000

This SFI will be waived to one signature in the event of a Declared Major Incident. The
nominated staff member undertaking the role of Gold Commander shall be considered to
have authorised delegated single signatory powers to the level of £100,000. This is
specifically limited to costs incurred in relation to the management of the declared Major
Incident, as where possible, Gold Commanders should, where circumstances allow, follow
normal SFI process rather than default to this emergency delegation.

(d)

All requisitions/invoices between £100,001 and £500,000

(e)

All requisitions/invoices over £500,001
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SFI
PARA REF

10
Board of Directors

10.1

Chief Executive

3.2.2 & 10.1.1
10.1.2 & 10.2.2

Director of Finance & Commissioning
10.1.3
Budget Managers as designated by
Budget Holders
Head of Department or Senior Locality
Manager
Head of Department or Senior Locality
Manager countersigned by Executive
Director as designated

Head of Department or Senior Locality
Manager/Executive Director/Director
(as appropriate and designated) with
countersignature by Director of
Finance & Commissioning/Chief
Executive (or Designated deputy in
their absence)
Chief Executive/Director of Finance &

DELEGATED MATTER

AUTHORITY DELEGATED TO

SFI
PARA REF

Commissioning following Chair’s
approval (or designated deputy in
their absence)
10.3.2

10.3.3

On-Line Requisitioning or Ordering of Goods and Services:
(a)

Inclusion of Supplies within OLR catalogue

(b)

All OLR catalogue requisitions up to £25,000

(c)

All OLR catalogue requisitions over £25,001

Band 8c Manager or above in
conjunction with Head of Supplies
OLR Designated Officer within
Directorate
OLR Designated Officer with
countersignature of Band 8c Manager
or above

Medicines Management (In Accordance with Medicines Management Policy)
(a) Controlled Drugs Accountable Officer and Accountable Officer for Medicines
Management
(b) Determination of the medicines management strategy and the standards to
be used for the administration of all medicines used by the Trust including
responsibility for the safe and secure handing of medicines
(c)

10.4
10.5
10.5.1

Medicine stocks must be obtained from a supplier approved by the Medical
Director, and against formal orders signed by an authorised Paramedic. Only
those medicines appearing in the Trust’s formulary are authorised to be
purchased
(d) Advisor to the Director of People & Culture on medicines management
training requirements for all Trust clinicians.
Designation of authorised officers to issue of verbal orders in very exceptional
circumstances (confirmation order required)

Medical Director
Medical Director with specialist advice
from the Trust’s Pharmaceutical
Advisor and input from Medicines
Management Group
Medical Director and authorised
Paramedic in accordance with
Medicines Management Policy
Medical Director
Director of Finance & Commissioning

Development and maintenance of procedures on the seeking of professional
advice regarding the supply of goods and services
Responsibility for ensuring financial standing and technical competence of
approved contractors
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10.2.6

10.1.2
Director of Finance & Commissioning

7.6.8 & 10.1.3

DELEGATED MATTER

AUTHORITY DELEGATED TO

SFI
PARA REF

10.5.2

Responsibility for ensuring technical/medical competence of approved contractors
for clinical governance purposes

Medical Director

7.6.8 & 10.1.3

10.5.3

Variation to use of approved firms/individuals or if a list does not exist for whatever
reason, responsibility for ensuring appropriate checks are carried out for technical
and financial capability of those first invited to tender
System of Payment and Payment Verification
Responsibility for prompt payment of accounts, contract invoices and claims and
that payments are only made once the goods and services are received and been
appropriately certified
Maintenance of register of employees (including specimens of their signatures)
authorised to certify invoices

Director of Finance & Commissioning

7.6.9 & 10.1.3

Director of Finance & Commissioning

10.2.2 & 10.2.3

Director of Finance & Commissioning

10.2.3

10.6.3

Pre-payments only permitted where exceptional circumstances apply.
Authorisation of written report to permit pre-payment.

Director of Finance & Commissioning

10.2.4

10.7

Petty Cash Disbursements

10.7.1

Authority to define restrictions in value and by type of purchase for petty cash
disbursements and maintenance of record system.

Director of Finance & Commissioning

10.7.2

Petty Cash Disbursement limits: Expenditure up to £30 per transaction

Budget Holder and Petty Cash Holder

10.8

Credit Cards

10.8.1

Development and monitoring of Credit Card Procedure

Director of Finance & Commissioning

10.8.2

Authorisation to issue credit cards

Director of Finance & Commissioning

10.8.3

Definition of credit limit

Director of Finance & Commissioning

10.9

Leases, Tenancy Agreements and Licences

10.9.1

Approval of all new leases, tenancy agreements and licences, including any
variation thereto: (N.B. Values relate to total length of lease/tenancy
agreement/licence)

10.6
10.6.1

10.6.2

10.2.6
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DELEGATED MATTER
(a)
(b)

Below £25,000
Between £25,000 and £99,999

(c)

Between £100,000 – £500,000

AUTHORITY DELEGATED TO
Head of Estates
Head of Estates following
recommendation from Senior
Leadership Board
Executive Leadership Board

(d) Between £500,001 - £999,999

(e)

10.9.2

10.9.2

Director of Finance & Commissioning
and Chair’s approval following
Executive Leadership Board
recommendation
Board of Directors following
recommendation from Executive
Leadership Board

Over £1M

Approval of all renewals of leases, tenancy agreements and licences, including
any variation thereto: (N.B. Values relate to total length of lease/tenancy
agreement/licence)
(a) Below £25,000
(b) Between £25,000 and £99,999

(c)
(d)

Between £100,000 and £500,000
Between £500,001 - £999,999

(e)

Over £1M

Letting of premises to outside organisations
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Head of Estates
Head of Estates following
recommendation from Senior
Leadership Board
Executive Leadership Board
Director of Finance & Commissioning
and Chair’s approval following
Executive Leadership Board
recommendation
Board of Directors following
recommendation from Executive
Leadership Board
Head of Estates and Director of
Finance & Commissioning

SFI
PARA REF

DELEGATED MATTER

AUTHORITY DELEGATED TO

10.9.3

Approval of rent based on professional assessment

11.

EXTERNAL BORROWING AND INVESTMENTS

11.1

External Borrowing (In accordance with Secretary of State Guidance)

11.1.1

Preparation of detailed procedural instructions concerning applications for loans
and overdrafts
Approval of Borrowings from Department of Health

11.1.2
12.

Head of Estates and Director of
Finance & Commissioning
11

12.1

CAPITAL INVESTMENT, PRIVATE FINANCIAL, FIXED ASSET REGISTERS
AND SECURITY OF ASSETS
Capital Investment & Private Finance

12.1.1

Approval of capital programme (including reserves list) as part of budget process

12.1.2

Approval of business cases and PFI Schemes including approval of variations:

12.1.3

12.1.4

SFI
PARA REF

(a)

Below £1m (Report to Executive Leadership Board)

(b)

Over £1m (Report to Executive Leadership Board)

Selection of architects, quantity surveyors, consultant engineers and other
professional advisors within EU Regulations and CONCODE (in accordance with
Tendering Procedures)
Budgetary delegation for management of capital budget in line with approved
capital programme

11.1
Director of Finance & Commissioning
Director of Finance & Commissioning/
following recommendation from Board
12
12.1 & 12.2
Board of Directors following
recommendation from the
Performance & Finance Committee
Executive Leadership Board following
recommendation by Director of
Finance & Commissioning & Capital
Planning and Management Group
Board of Directors following
recommendation by the Executive
Leadership Board
Director of Finance &
Commissioning/Chief Executive
following professional advice
Scheme of Delegation 2.2.2 refers

12.1.5

Financial monitoring and reporting on all capital scheme expenditure

Director of Finance & Commissioning

12.1.6

Monitor compliance with the requirements of guidance published on capital
investment and estate and property transactions

Director of Finance & Commissioning
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3.21

7.4

DELEGATED MATTER

AUTHORITY DELEGATED TO

12.2

Asset Registers

12.2.1

Maintenance of Asset Register and responsibility for re-valuation of assets in
accordance with the Capital Accounting Manual issued by the Department of
Health

12.2.2

Approval of asset disposals (all disposals must be reported to Director of Finance
& Commissioning to enable the Asset Register to be updated)
(a) “Protected Assets” as defined within the Trust’s Statutory Instrument and in
accordance with the Capital Accounting Manual
(b) Land and buildings

12.3

(a)

Other – where the asset has a residual value less than £9,999

(b)

Other – where the asset has a residual value over £10,000

12.3

Security of Assets

12.3.1

Overall control of fixed assets

12.3.2

Asset control procedures

13.

STORES AND RECEIPT OF GOODS (See Overlap with Scheme of Delegation
9.3)

13.1

Management and control of stores:
(a)

General

(b)

Drugs

(c)

Fuel

SFI
PARA REF

Director of Finance & Commissioning

12.3.1 & 12.3.7

12.3.4 & 13.2
Board of Directors
Board of Directors
Head of Finance
Director of Finance & Commissioning
12.4
Chief Executive

12.4.1

Director of Finance & Commissioning

12.4.2
13
13.2.1

13.2

Procedure and systems to regulate stores, including records for receipt of goods,
issues, returns and losses

Head of Procurement and Band 8b
Manager or above
Head of Procurement and Band 8b
Manager or above following advice
from the Medical Director (or Deputy)
Deputy Director of Operational
Support and Band 8b Manager or
above
Head if Procurement and Band 8b
Manager or above

13.3

Stocktaking Arrangements

Director of Finance & Commissioning
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DELEGATED MATTER
14.

DISPOSALS AND CONDEMNATIONS, LOSSES AND SPECIAL PAYMENTS

14.1

Disposals and Condemnations of items included on the asset register (see
Scheme of Delegation 12.2.2)
Disposals and condemnations of items not included on the asset register up to a
value of £25,000
Disposals and condemnations of items not included on the asset register up to a
value from £25,001 to £100,000.

14.2

Losses and Special Payments Procedure

14.2.1

Special Payments – compensation payments made under legal obligation
(following written legal advice)
(a) Under £100,000 + costs

(b)

14.2.2

AUTHORITY DELEGATED TO

SFI
PARA REF

See Scheme of Delegation 12.2.2

14.1,
12.3.4 & 13.2

Head of Department or Senior Locality
Manager with notification going to
Head of Finance
Head of Department or Senior Locality
Manager countersigned by Executive
Director as designated with
notification going to Head of Finance
14.2

Over £100,001 + costs

Director of Finance & Commissioning
or
Chief Executive plus
1 other Board Executive Director
Director of Finance & Commissioning
or
Chief Executive
plus 1 other
Board Executive Director and 1 Audit
Committee Member

Special Payments within limits set by the Department of Health governing:
•
Extra contractual payments to contractors
•
Ex-gratia payments
•
Extra statutory and extra regulatory payments
(a)

Maximum limit of £50,000

(b)

Over £50,001

Director of Finance & Commissioning
and
Chief Executive
Chief Executive with approval of the
Executive Leadership Board
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DELEGATED MATTER
14.2.3

AUTHORITY DELEGATED TO

Losses within limits set by the Department of Health governing:
•
Cash
•
Fruitless Payments (including abandoned capital schemes)
•
Bad debts and claims abandoned
•
Damage to buildings, fittings, furniture, equipment, loss of equipment,
property and stores
(a) Under £25,000
(b)

£25,001 to £50,000

(c)

£50,001 to £249,999

(d)

Over £250,000

SFI
PARA REF

Director of Finance & Commissioning
or Head of Finance
Director of Finance & Commissioning
and Chief Executive or nominated
deputy in their absence
Director of Finance & Commissioning
following recommendation by
Executive Leadership Board
Chief Executive or Director of Finance
& Commissioning and 1 other
Executive Board Director + 1 Audit
Committee Member
Director of Finance & Commissioning
to refer to Department of Health for
approval
Director of Finance & Commissioning

14.2.4

Novel, contentious or repercussive losses or special payments

14.2.5

All write-offs and special payments and losses to be reviewed by the Audit
Committee

15.

FINANCIAL SYSTEMS (IT)

15.1

Responsibility for accuracy and security of computerised financial data of the Trust

Director of Finance & Commissioning

15.2

Risk assessment and approval of all requirements for general applications
impacting on corporate financial systems

Director of Finance & Commissioning

16.

PATIENTS’ PROPERTY

16.1

Written instructions for the collection, safe custody, investment, recording and
disposal of money and other personal property handed in by patients, or found in
the possession of patients dying in hospital or dead on arrival.

15

16
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Director of Finance & Commissioning

16.3

DELEGATED MATTER

AUTHORITY DELEGATED TO

16.2

Operational management of patients’ property in accordance with patients’
property procedures

17.

FUNDS HELD ON TRUST

17.1

Corporate Trustee for the management of funds held in Trust

17.2

Nomination of Executive and Non-Executive Directors to discharge the Trust’s
corporate trustee responsibilities

17.3

Management of trust funds:

17
Board of Directors
Board of Directors through
appointment to the Audit Committee

Executive Fundraising Lead

Director of Finance & Commissioning

(b)

Accounts Management

Director of Finance & Commissioning

17.4

Reporting on income and expenditure on funds held in Trust to Audit Committee

17.5

Approval to Fundraising/Appeal Launch:

17.6

Head of Department or Senior Locality
Managers

(a)

(a)

Projected Fundraising up to £5,000

(b)

Projected Fundraising between £5,001 - £300,000

(c)

Over £300,000

SFI
PARA REF

Director of Finance & Commissioning
Head of Department or Senior Locality
Manager and Director of Finance &
Commissioning
Audit Committee following Head of
Department or Senior Locality
Manager/ Director of Finance &
Commissioning support
Board of Directors following Audit
Committee recommendation

Funds held in Trust Expenditure
(a)

Under £1,500 per request

(b)

£1,501 to £5,000 per request

Head of Financial Services or Deputy
Head of Financial Services
Head of Finance

(c)

£5,001 to £25,000 per request

Director of Finance & Commissioning
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DELEGATED MATTER

AUTHORITY DELEGATED TO

Requests over £25,001

SFI
PARA REF

Chief Executive, Director of Finance &
Commissioning and Audit Committee
Chair/Member

18.
18.1
18.2

ANTI-BRIBERY
Nomination of Compliance Officer
Development and maintenance of policy

19.

ACCEPTANCE OF GIFTS BY STAFF/STANDARDS OF BUSINESS CONDUCT

Board of Directors
Compliance Officer (Director of
Finance & Commissioning) in
conjunction with Trust Secretary

18

(In Accordance with Standards of Business Conduct Policy in Respect of Interests, Gifts,
Hospitality, Sponsorship, Advertising and Partnership Arrangements)

19.1

Development and maintenance of policy on standards of business conduct and
acceptance of gifts and other benefits in kind by staff.

Trust Secretary

19.2

Maintenance of Gifts and Hospitality Register

Trust Secretary

19.3

Approval of Acceptance of Gifts/Hospitality which exceeds the limit of £25

19.4

Annual Audit of Hospitality Register

19.5

Maintenance of Declaration of Interest Registers:

Chief Executive/Director of Finance &
Commissioning in support of Head of
Department or Senior Locality
Managers/Executive Director (as
appropriate)
Director of Finance &
Commissioning/Audit Committee

(a)

Board of Directors

Trust Secretary

(b)

Trust Employees

Trust Secretary

20.

AUTHORISATION OF COMMERCIAL SPONSORSHIP, ADVERTISING OR
PARTNERSHIP ARRANGEMENTS

20.1

General Sponsorship, Advertising or Partnership Arrangements (including
Charitable Fund Sponsorship)
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Chief Executive with Medical Director
& Director of Finance &
Commissioning

DELEGATED MATTER

AUTHORITY DELEGATED TO

20.2

Research & Development Sponsorship, Advertising or Partnership Arrangements

21.

RETENTION OF DOCUMENTS/DATA PROTECTION

21.1

Compliance with Records Management – NHS Code of Practice

21.2

Compliance with Access to Health Records

21.3

Compliance with the Data Protection and Freedom of Information Acts

21.4

Caldicott Guardian

22.

RISK MANAGEMENT AND INSURANCE

22.1

Risk Management

22.1.1

Administers of programme of risk management, approved and monitored by the
Board of Directors
Integration and evaluation of the programme of risk management to provide a
basis to make a statement on the effectiveness of internal control (Annual
Governance Statement) within the Annual Report and Accounts as required by
current Department of Health guidance

22.1.2

SFI
PARA REF

Clinical Development and
Effectiveness Group after approval by
the Medical Director/Chief Executive
19
Chief Executive in conjunction with
Director of Strategy and Sustainability
(as SIRO)
Medical Director (as Caldicott
Guardian) in conjunction with Director
of Strategy and Sustainability (as
SIRO)
Director of People & Culture and
Director of Nursing & Clinical Quality
in conjunction with Director of
Strategy and Sustainability (as SIRO)
Medical Director
20
Chief Executive in conjunction with
Director of Nursing & Clinical Quality

20.1

Chief Executive

20.1

22.1.3

Review of Fire Precautions

Director of People & Culture

22.1.4

Review of all statutory compliance legislation pertaining to Health & Safety

Director of People & Culture
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DELEGATED MATTER

AUTHORITY DELEGATED TO

22.1.5

Review of compliance with environmental regulations, e.g. clean air and waste
disposal

Deputy Director of Operations Support
and Band 8b Manager or above

22.1.6

Infection, Prevention & Control Responsibility

Director of Nursing & Clinical Quality

22.1.7

Incident and Serious Incident Reporting

22.1.8

Infectious Diseases and Notifiable Outbreaks

Medical Director (in conjunction with
the appropriate external bodies and
Trust’s Communication’s Team)
Medical Director

22.1.9

Safeguarding

Director of Nursing & Clinical Quality

22.1.10
22.1.11

Senior Information Risk Officer/Senior Responsible Owner
Executive Responsibility for Maternity Services

Director of Strategy and Sustainability
Director of Nursing & Clinical Quality

22.1.12

Security Management Director

22.1.13

Sustainability Development

Chief Executive in conjunction with
Director of Nursing & Clinical Quality
Director of Strategy and Sustainability

22.1.14

Health and Safety Lead

Director of People & Culture

22.1.15

Emergency Planning Lead

Director of Service Delivery

22.1.16

Child Protection and Vulnerable Persons Lead

22.1.17

Resuscitation Officer

Medical Director

22.1.18

NHS Constitution Executive Lead

Chief Executive

23.2

Insurance

23.2.1

Approval of insurance policies and engagement of additional insurance over and
above the NHSLA Scheme.

24.

CONSULTATION

24.1
24.1.1

Formal Consultation
Compliance with Section 242 of the NHS Act 2006 and Regulation 4A of the Local
Authority (Overview & Scrutiny Committee’s health scrutiny functions) Regulations

Director of Nursing & Clinical Quality
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Director of Finance & Commissioning

Chief Executive in conjunction with
the Head of Department or Senior

SFI
PARA REF

DELEGATED MATTER

AUTHORITY DELEGATED TO

2002

24.2
24.2.1

Media Liaison
All enquiries:
(a) within hours (Monday – Friday 9 am – 5 pm)

(b)

24.
24.1
24.2

25.

Locality Manager or Service Delivery
Directorate

Director of
Communications and
Communications Team in conjunction
with Directors/ Managers (as
appropriate)
On-call Communications Team in
conjunction with Designated Duty
Manager or Executive Director (as
appropriate)

outside hours

ENGAGEMENT OF TRUST SOLICITORS
Award of Contract in accordance with tender procedures
Referral of Trust Issues for Legal Opinion:
(a) Corporate Law
(b) Property, major transactions, commercial and associated contractual law

(c)

Clinical and Risk Management Law

(d)

Contract or Commercial Law

(e)

Employment Law

(f)

R&D, Intellectual Property Law

PATIENT SERVICES
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Board of Directors
Trust Secretary or Chief Executive
Director of Finance & Commissioning
or Director of Strategy and
Sustainability or Deputy Director for
Operations Support or Head of
Estates
Head of Clinical Quality or Nominated
Deputy
Director of Finance & Commissioning
or Director of Strategy and
Sustainability
Director of People & Culture or
Nominated Deputy
Medical Director/or nominated deputy
in conjunction with Research Manager

SFI
PARA REF

DELEGATED MATTER
25.1
25.2

25.3

AUTHORITY DELEGATED TO

Patients’ and Relatives’ complaints management, including clinical negligence
complaints
Variation of operating and clinical sessions within existing resources

Variation to changes in operational fleet allocation:
(a) Temporary Variation

(b)

Permanent Change

EXTENDED ROLE ACTIVITIES
Approval of staff to undertake extended professional clinical roles

27.
27.1

POLICIES AND PROCEDURES
Approval of all organisational/operational policies and procedures for and on
behalf of the Board of Directors
The Chief Executive will have discretion to declare matters for specific consideration
directly to the Board of Directors for approval.

28.2
29.

Director of Service Delivery in
conjunction with appropriate Head of
Department or Senior Locality
Manager (or nominated deputy) &
Director of Nursing & Clinical Quality
and Medical Director

Director of Service Delivery in
conjunction with appropriate Head of
Department or Senior Locality
Manager or their nominated deputy
Director of Service Delivery in
conjunction with Director of Strategy
and Sustainability

26.
26.1

28.
28.1

Director of Nursing & Clinical Quality

ATTESTATION OF SEALINGS AND REGISTER
Attestation of Sealings in accordance with Standing Orders of the Board of
Directors
Maintenance of Register of Sealings
RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT (See also overlap with Scheme of Delegation
20– Authorisation of Sponsorship Deals as well as Scheme of Delegation 6.12Compliance Requirements for All Contracts and 7- Contracting for the Provision of
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Chief Executive in conjunction with
Medical Director or Director of Nursing
& Clinical Quality (as appropriate)
Executive Leadership Board following
recommendation from the Senior
Leadership Board and consultation
with relevant stakeholders
Chair and Chief Executive or
nominated deputies
Trust Secretary

SFI
PARA REF

DELEGATED MATTER

AUTHORITY DELEGATED TO

29.1

Services)
Authorisation of Research and Development (subject to contract approvals)
Delegation)

29.2

Authorisation of Clinical Trials (subject to contract approvals)

30.

CLINICAL PRODUCTS

30.1

Assessment and recommendation of clinical products

31.
31.1
32.

MEDICINES INSPECTORATE (In Accordance with the Medicines
Management Policy)
Review and implementation of Medicines Inspectorate Regulations
REGULATION OF MEDICAL PRACTITIONERS

32.1

Responsible Officer

33.

EXTERNAL AUDITOR SERVICES

33.1

Advise the organisation’s board/ governing body on the selection and appointment
of the external auditor
Advise the organisation’s board/ governing body on the maintenance of an
independent relationship with the appointed external auditor
Under the Audit Code, the External Auditor may provide the Trust with services
which are outside the scope of the audit. Application of the Trust’s “Provision of
Additional Services by the External Auditor” should be applied to ensure no conflict
of interest and ethical standards are applied.

33.2
33.3

34

SFI
PARA REF

Chief Executive following
recommendation from Clinical
Development and Effectiveness
Group
Chair of Clinical Development and
Effectiveness Group with Chief
Executive and Medical Director
Operational Procedure Group and
Deputy Medical Director prior to
recommendation to Senior Leadership
Board

Medical Director
Medical Director
tbc

Emergency Preparedness, Resilience and Response compliance (In
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Director of Finance & Commissioning
Auditor Panel
Auditor Panel
Auditor Panel approval required
before engagement. If timing
precludes this, the Auditor Panel
Chair and Director of Finance &
Commissioning may take action and
report to next Auditor Panel meeting.

DELEGATED MATTER

34.1
34.2
34.3

AUTHORITY DELEGATED TO

accordance with the Civil Contingencies Act 2004, the Health and Social
Care Act 2012 particularly the subsection NHS England EPRR Framework)
Responsible Officer for discharging the duties and responsibilities of the
Trust as a category 1 responder.
Responsible Officer for discharging the duties and responsibilities of the
Trust as a category 1 responder.
Responsible Manager for attendance at Local Health Resilience
Partnerships.
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Director of Service Delivery
Deputy Director of Transformation,
Resilience and Special Operations
Sector Head of STP areas.

SFI
PARA REF

RESERVATION OF
POWERS TO THE
TRUST BOARD

NOVEMBER 2017

APPROVED TRUST BOARD

1

POWERS RESERVED FOR THE TRUST BOARD
1.

Code of Accountability

1.1

The Code of Conduct and Accountability which has been adopted by the Trust
requires the Board Members to determine those matters on which decisions are
reserved to it and to ensure that management arrangements are in place to enable
the clear delegation of its other responsibilities.

2.

General Enabling Provision

2.1

The Trust Board may determine any matter it wishes at a full meeting within its
Standing Orders and statutory powers.

3.

Regulation and Control

3.1

The Trust Board remains accountable for all of its functions, including those which
have been delegated, and would therefore expect to receive information about the
exercise of delegated functions to enable it to maintain a monitoring role.

3.2

All powers of the Trust which have not been retained as reserved by the Trust Board
or delegated to a Board Committee shall be exercised on behalf of the Board by the
Chief Executive. The Scheme of Delegation identifies any functions which the Chief
Executive shall perform personally and those delegated to other directors or officers.
All powers delegated by the Chief Executive can be re-assumed by him/her should
the need arise.

3.3

The Scheme of Delegation shows only the “top level” of delegation within the Trust.
The Scheme is to be used in conjunction with the system of budgetary control and
other established procedures within the Trust.

3.4

Approval, suspension, variation or amendment of Standing Orders, Standing
Financial Instructions, Schedule of Matters Reserved to the Trust Board, and the
Scheme of Delegation of Powers from the Board to officers.

3.5

Specification of financial and performance reporting arrangements.

3.6

Requiring and receiving the declaration of Directors’ interests which may conflict with
those of the Trust and determining the extent to which that Director may remain
involved with the matter under consideration.

3.7

To receive reports from committees, including those which the Trust is required by
the Secretary of State or other regulation to establish, and to take appropriate action
thereon.

3.8

Ratifications of any urgent decisions taken by the Chair.

3.9

Approval of arrangements relating to the discharge of the Trust’s responsibilities as a
corporate trustee for funds held on Trust.

4.

Appointments

4.1.

Appointment and agreement of the terms of reference of Board Committees.

4.2

Through the Remuneration Committee appoint, appraise, discipline and dismiss
individuals directly accountable to the Board.

4.3

Appoint vice chair of the Board.
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5.

Policy Determination

5.1

Approval of all policies is delegated to the Trust’s management executive.

5.2

Approval of strategy, business plans and budgets.

5.3

Approval of the Trust’s Annual Plan prior to submission to Strategic Health Authority.

6.

Direct Operational Decisions

6.1

Approval of the acquisition, disposal or change of use of land and/or buildings as
specified in the table of financial limits as delegated within the Scheme of Delegation.

6.2

Approval of transactions with a value in excess of that currently specified in the table
of financial limits as delegated within the Scheme of Delegation.

6.3

Agreement of action on litigation against or on behalf of the Trust with the exception,
of clinical negligence payments, is delegated to the Director of Finance &
Commissioning.

6.4

Approval of loans taken out with repayment periods in excess of one year.

7.

Financial and Performance Reporting Arrangements

7.1

Continuous appraisal of the affairs of the Trust by means of the receipt of reports as it
sees fit from Directors, committees and officer of the Trust.

7.2

Approval of the Trust’s Annual Report, including the Annual Accounts, prior to
submission to Department of Health.

7.3

Receipt and approval of the Annual Report(s) for funds held on trust.

8.

Governance Arrangements

8.1

Assurance Framework: Provide evidence that the Trust is doing “its responsible
best” to manage itself to meet its objectives and protect patients, staff, and the public
and other stakeholders against risks of all kinds.

9.

Scheme of Delegation to Officers

9.1

Delegated matters in respect of decisions which may have a far reaching effect must
be reported to the Chief Executive. The delegation shown within the Scheme of
Delegation is the lowest level to which authority is delegated. Delegation to lower
levels is only permitted with written approval of the Chief Executive who will, before
authorising such delegations, consult with other Senior Officers as appropriate. Each
Director is responsible for the delegation within his/her Division. He/She should
produce a scheme of delegation for matters within his/her Directorate. All items
concerning finance must be carried out in accordance with Standing Financial
Instructions and Standing Orders of the Trust Board.
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